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Note on Transliteration and Dates

As is well known, the Ottoman Empire was multilingual. This multilingual-
ism is also reflected in the sources I have consulted. Most of the sources 
are in Arabic and Ottoman Turkish, but there are a few in Persian. The 
vocabularies of these languages often overlap, but their pronunciations 
differ. For extended citations, I use the International Journal of Middle 
East Studies’s transliteration system to Arabic and modern Turkish. For 
Ottoman Turkish, I use the ALA-LC (1997) transliteration system. For 
convenience’s sake, several words I use frequently – such as madrasa, 
fatwaإل, muftıال, (and not medrese, fetvâ, müftî) – follow the Arabic trans-
literation system. I use the English spellings whenever they are widely 
recognized (e.g., Cairo, Damascus). Some names appear throughout the 
book in their Turkish and Arabic forms (Muh ammad and Mehmet, for 
instance). If the individual is from the Arab lands, I follow the Arabic 
transliteration system, but if she or he is from the Turkish-speaking parts 
of the empire, I use the Turkish transliteration. No one person will have 
his or her name spelled differently on different occasions.

Whenever I cite a Muslim Hijri date, it is followed by its Gregorian 
equivalent. For the most part, I cite the Gregorian date exclusively.
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Fine distinctions among groups attain an importance that appears exag-
gerated to observers outside a particular time and place but reflects 
participants’ certain knowledge that they are struggling not just over 
symbolic markets but over the very structure of rule.

– Lauren Benton, Law and Colonial Cultures1

In 1535, soon after the Safavid army evacuated the city, Ottoman troops, 
led by Sultan Süleymân (r. 1520–66), marched into Baghdad. The Ottoman 
excitement about this military achievement is understandable: within a 
time period of twenty years, all the major cities and the most important 
learning centers of the eastern part of the Arabic-speaking world had 
come under Ottoman rule. Baghdad was a prestigious addition to the 
expanding Ottoman Empire for another reason – it was there that the 
eponymous founder of the Hanafı H school, Abu ال anı -fa (d. 767), was burال
ied. Sixteenth- and seventeenth-century chroniclers did not fail to recog-
nize the symbolic significance of the seizure of the tomb of the Greatest 
Imam (al-Ima m al-Aʿz �am). Some describe in detail how the sultan himself 
visited the tomb upon its conquest and ordered its purification, for, in 
Sunnı Ottoman eyes, it was contaminated by the heretical Safavids.2 ال

Introduction

1 Lauren Benton, Law and Colonial Cultures: Legal Regimes in World History 1400–1900 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 2.

2 Nas�u h üʾs-Silahı Mat) ال rak çıال), Beyan-ı Menazil-i Sefer-i ʿİrak eyn-i Sultan Süleyma  nn Ḫa
(Ankara: Türk Tarih Kurumu, 1976), 46b–61a; Cela lza de Mus�t afa K)  oca Nisancı), 
Tabak at ül-Memalı t ül-Mesak ve Deracaال  ,lik (Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner Verlag GMBH
1981), 258b–259a; Eyyûbî, Menâkib-i Sultan Süleyman (Risâle-i Pâdis âh-nâme) (Ankara: 
Kültür Bakanlıg ı, 1991), 88; Ibrâhîm Peçevî, Târîḫ-i Peçevî (Istanbul: Maṭbaʿa-i ʿÂmire, 
1865–67), 1:184–85; (Ahmad Çelebi b. Sina tإلkh salaالTaʾrı ,الnın) al-Qarama ı  nn A﷽l ʿUthmaال

  

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Introduction2

This symbolic reconstruction of the tomb of Abu H anıالfa was the third 
of its kind within less than a century. During the siege on Constantinople, 
Mehmet the Conqueror is said to have discovered the grave of Abu Ayyub 
al-Ans�arıال, one of the companions of the Prophet Muh ammad who died 
when he tried to conquer Constantinople in the seventh century.3 Later, in 
1516, the Ottoman seizure of another tomb, that of the famous yet con-
troversial Sufi master Muhyı al-Dı ال in the S ,الn b. al-ʿArabıال alihiyya suburb of 
Damascus, was celebrated with great pomp, and Sultan Selîm I, the con-
queror of Syria and Egypt, ordered the restoration of the tomb and the 
construction of the mausoleum complex.4 These ceremonial reconstruc-
tions of important tombs, as real acts and narrative tropes, are intriguing 
not only because members of the Ottoman dynasty play an important 
role but also because each of the three figures whose tombs were discov-
ered and reconstructed represent a pillar of what some modern schol-
ars have called “Ottoman Islam.”5 Abu rıb al-Ans�aAyyu   embodies the ال
Ottoman dynasty’s ideal of holy war against the infidels; Ibn al-ʿArabıال 
was one of the most prominent figures in the Ottoman pantheon of Sufi 
masters; and Abu H  anıالfa was the founder of the school of law (madhhab) 
that the Ottoman dynasty adopted as its official school. In other words, 
the discovery-reconstruction of their tombs was an act of appropriation. 
In this book, I am particularly interested in the third pillar – the Ottoman 
Hanafı .school of law ال

(Damascus: Dar al-Nas�aʾir, 1985), 45; Gülru Necipoğlu, The Age of Sinan: Architectural 
Culture in the Ottoman Empire (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2005), 60–64; 
Zeynep Yürekli, Architecture and Hagiography in the Ottoman Empire: The Politics of 
Bektashi Shrines in the Classical Age (Farnham, Surrey, UK: Ashgate, 2012), 17–18.The 
seizure and reconstruction of the tomb is also mentioned in other genres and documents. 
See, for example, the preamble of the endowment deed of Süleymân’s wife: Waqfiyyat 
Khas�akı Khu ال ram (Ḫürem) Sult an ʿala al-H aramayn al-Sharıالfayn Makka al-Mukarrama 
wa’l-Madıالna al-Munawwara (al-Karak: Muʾassasat Ram lil-Tiknuالlu waʾl-Kumbiyu jiyaال  ,tarال
2007), 39. In addition to Abu Hanı -fa’s grave, the new Ottoman rulers became the custoال
dians of numerous other tombs of great significance, both for Sunnı .sالs and Shiʿıال

3 Çigdem Kafesciog lu, Constatntinopolis/Istanbul: Cultural Encounter, Imperial Vision, and 
the Construction of the Ottoman Capital (University Park: Pennsylvania State University 
Press, 2009), 45–51.

4 Çigdem Kafescioglu, “‘In the Image of Ru  m’: Ottoman Architectural Patronage in
Sixteenth-Century Aleppo and Damascus,” Muqarnas 16 (1999): 70–96. Selîm I also 
commissioned a polemical treatise to defend Ibn al-ʿArabı  s teachings, which stood at’ال
the center of a heated debate among jurists and scholars across the empire. S eyh Mekkî 
Efendi and Ahmed Neylî Efendi, Yavuz Sultan Selimʾin Emriyle Hazırlanan I bn Arabi 
Müdafaası (Istanbul: Gelenek, 2004).

5 See, for example, Tijana Krstic’s recent study: Tijana Krstic, Contested Conversions to 
Islam: Narratives of Religious Change in the Early Modern Ottoman Empire (Stanford, 
CA: Stanford University Press, 2011).

 

 

 

  

  

 

  

 

 

 



Introduction 3

Süleymân’s seizure and reconstruction of Abu H anıالfa’s grave captures 
broader developments that predate the conquest of Baghdad. Since the 
early fifteenth century (and possibly even earlier), the Ottoman dynasty 
had gradually developed a distinctive branch within the Sunnı Hanafı ال  ال
school of law, one of the four legal schools of Sunnı -Islam. The devel ال
opment of a distinctive branch that was exclusively associated with the 
dynasty was coupled by another important development: the rise of 
an imperial learned hierarchy. Although the institutional aspects of the 
development of an imperial hierarchy have been studied in detail, the 
doctrinal dimensions of this development have received considerably less 
attention.6 Furthermore, despite the fact that the Ottoman adoption of 
the Sunnı Hanafı ال  school is almost a scholarly truism among students of ال
Islamic societies, the implications of this adoption – a radical innovation 
in Islamic legal history – remain fairly understudied.

One of the few exceptions is Rudolph Peters’s short yet thought-pro-
voking article, in which he raises the question that guides my inquiry: 
“What does it mean to be an official madhhab?”7 In this article, Peters 
points to the instrumental role the Ottoman state played in the emergence 
of the H anafıال school as the official and dominant school in the Ottoman 
domains and to its intervention in regulating, to some extent, the school’s 
doctrines. Following some of Peters’s insights concerning the pivotal role 
the Ottoman dynasty played in the emergence of the official madhhab, 
the present study pursues his investigation further by looking at multiple 
sites, discourses, and practices that formed the Ottoman H anafıال school 
over the course of the fifteenth through the eighteenth centuries.

The rise of an Ottoman official legal school may be also seen as a new 
chapter in the history of canonization of Islamic law. In recent years, sev-
eral studies have looked at Islamic legal history, especially at its earlier 

6 Richard C. Repp, The Müfti of Istanbul: A Study in the Development of the Ottoman 
Learned Hierarchy (London: Ithaca Press, 1986); Abdurrahman Atcil, “The Formation of 
the Ottoman Learned Class and Legal Scholarship (1300–1600)” (PhD diss., University of 
Chicago, 2010). As to the doctrinal aspects of this development, see Colin Imber, Ebuʾs-
Suʿud: The Islamic Legal Tradition (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1997); 
Rudolph Peters, “What Does It Mean to Be an Official Madhhab? Hanafism and the 
Ottoman Empire,” in The Islamic School of Law: Evolution, Devolution, and Progress, 
ed. Peri Baerman, Rudolph Peters, and Frank E. Vogel (Cambridge, MA: Islamic Legal 
Studies Program, Harvard Law School, distributed by Harvard University Press, 2005), 
147–58; Snejana Buzov, “The Lawgiver and His Lawmakers: The Role of Legal Discourse 
in the Change of Ottoman Imperial Culture” (PhD diss., University of Chicago, 2005); 
Haim Gerber, State, Society, and Law in Islam: Ottoman Law in Comparative Perspective 
(Albany: State University of New York, 1994).

7 Peters, “What Does It Mean to Be an Official Madhhab?”

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Introduction4

centuries, through this lens.8 But while canonization is pivotal to the 
emergence of any tradition, legal or otherwise, it may assume different 
forms. The Second Formation of Islamic Law focuses on the particular 
features of the canonization practices that the Ottoman dynasty and its 
learned hierarchy employed to shape an Ottoman madhhab and com-
pares them with other canonization mechanisms and perceptions of legal 
canons that prevailed in earlier centuries, as well as in various scholarly 
circles throughout the Ottoman Empire.

My investigation of the history of the Ottoman official madhhab 
oscillates between the provincial and the imperial levels. At the pro-
vincial level, this study examines the encounter between the followers 
of different branches and traditions within the Hanafı  school of law in ال
the Ottoman province of Damascus (Bila  ,m, or Greater Syriad al-Sha
roughly modern day’s south and central Syria, Lebanon, Palestine/Israel, 
and parts of Jordan) in particular, although much of what will be said in 
the following chapters may be applied to other Arab provinces as well. 
At the imperial level, it seeks to draw attention to how the conquest and 
subsequent incorporation of the Arab lands into the empire produced a 
clearer articulation of the boundaries of the learned hierarchy and, more 
generally, of the branch within the H anafıال school that members of the 
dynasty were expected to follow.

I have chosen the Ottoman province of Damascus for three reasons. 
First, although the Arab provinces were conquered over the course of 
the sixteenth century, their incorporation assumed different forms.9 
Moreover, sixteenth- to eighteenth-century sources often differentiate 
between the various districts that constituted the “Arab lands” of the 

8 Brannon M. Wheeler, Applying the Canon in Islam: The Institutionalization and 
Maintenance of Interpretive Reasoning in Hanafıال Scholarship (Albany: State University 
of New York Press, 1996); Ahmed El Shamsy, The Canonization of Islamic Law: A Social 
and Intellectual History (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013).

9 Haghnar Zeitlian Watenpaugh, The Image of an Ottoman City: Imperial Architecture and 
Urban Experience in the 16th and 17th Centuries (Leiden: Brill, 2004); Doris Behrens-
Abouseif, Egypt’s Adjustment to Ottoman Rule: Institutions, Waqf, and Architecture in 
Cairo, 16th and 17th Centuries (Leiden: Brill, 1994). This was even the case in later 
centuries as various Arab provinces were integrated differently into the empire, some 
significant similarities notwithstanding. See, for example, Amy Singer, Palestinian 
Peasants and Ottoman Officials: Rural Administration around Sixteenth-Century 
Jerusalem (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994); Jane Hathaway, The Politics 
of Household in Ottoman Egypt: The Rise of the Qazdag lıs (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1997); Dina Rizk Khoury, State and Provincial Society in the Ottoman 
Empire: Mosul, 1540–1834 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997); Charles L. 
Wilkins, Forging Urban Solidarities: Ottoman Aleppo 1640–1700 (Leiden: Brill, 2010).

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Introduction 5

empire. Therefore, it is necessary to pay attention to the particularities of 
each province. Second, since a major concern of this study is the organi-
zation of the Ottoman legal administration, it is convenient to preserve 
the provincial setting. Third, as Kenneth Cuno has demonstrated, there 
were, at times, significant doctrinal differences between the H anafı  jurists ال
of each province.10

That said, this study seeks to undermine the rigidity that the focus on 
the imperial administration implies. Accordingly, the term “the Ottoman 
province of Damascus” – and, more generally, the term “Arab lands” – is 
used to demarcate a territory in which the encounters and exchanges 
between people, ideas, and traditions occurred. To be sure, certain tradi-
tions and practices were rooted in these regions, as many sixteenth- to 
eighteenth-century jurists and chroniclers observed. Yet it is necessary to 
differentiate between the territory and certain cultural practices, albeit for 
analytical ends. This approach also enables us to account for the multiple 
contacts and ties between the disparate parts of the empire and between 
certain provinces and other parts of the Islamic world. For example, one 
has to account for the fact that some of the Greater Syrian jurisconsults 
received questions from neighboring provinces as well as from the central 
lands of the empire. Moreover, many jurists traveled to and from other 
learning centers across the Arab lands (namely, Cairo and the holy cit-
ies in the Hijaz) and the imperial capital. In addition, the circulation of 
texts and students tied Greater Syrian jurists to other provinces across the 
empire and beyond.

The book’s chronological framework is from the second half of the 
fifteenth century though the late eighteenth century. The relatively long 
time frame enables us to trace the gradual incorporation of Greater Syria 
into the empire and to examine the impact of this incorporation on differ-
ent perceptions of the legal school.11 Furthermore, examining the history 

10 Kenneth M. Cuno, “Was the Land of Ottoman Syria Miri or Milk? An Examination of 
Juridical Differences within the Hanafi School,” Studia Islamica 81 (1995): 121–52.

11 Dror Ze’evi has suggested considering the seventeenth century as the “Ottoman century.” 
In his words, “The second century of Ottoman rule, forming the time frame for this study, 
is perhaps the clearest manifestation in this region of the ‘Ottoman way’ – the distinct 
set of norms and methods that represents the empire’s rule in all realms.” Dror Ze’evi, 
An Ottoman Century: The District of Jerusalem in the 1600s (Albany: State University 
of New York Press, 1996), 4–5. For the purposes of this study, Ze’evi’s periodization is 
somewhat rigid and essentialist. Instead, I seek to draw attention to the complex dynam-
ics that characterized the incorporation of the Arab lands into the empire, processes that 
are, to some extent at least, open-ended, yet equally “Ottoman.” Other studies of the 
incorporation into the empire of the Arab provinces in general and of Greater Syria in 

  

 

 

 

 



Introduction6

of the official madhhab up to the late eighteenth century may provide 
a better understanding of the more widely studied developments of the 
nineteenth century.

The Madhhab

In order to appreciate the novelty of the rise of the official school of law, 
the main development this book aims to describe, it would be helpful to 
introduce – admittedly, in very broad strokes – the notion and features of 
the pre-Mongol Sunnı  madhhab. As I have suggested above, this notion ال
of the school did not disappear in the post-Mongol period, and jurists in 
certain circles adhered to this understanding of the school of law.

The pre-Mongol madhhab (plural madha  hib, mezheb in Turkish) was
a fairly loose social organization whose main function was to regulate 
the legal interpretation of divine revelation and to determine the author-
ity of a given interpreter to do so. The word “madhhab” is derived from 
the Arabic root dh-h-b (generally associated with walking or following 
a path) and means “a way, course, or manner, of acting or conduct.” 
More generally, the term is used to denote a doctrine, tenet, or an opinion 
concerning a certain issue. In certain cases “madhhab” may refer to the 
opinion of a leading jurist on a specific issue, but it may also denote, as is 
more commonly the case, a general hermeneutic approach.12

particular have tended to focus on the sixteenth-century consolidation and organization 
of Ottoman rule in the newly conquered territories. Among these studies are Muhammad 
ʿAdnan Bakhit, The Province of Damascus in the Sixteenth Century (Beirut: Librarie du 
Liban, 1982); Leslie Peirce, Morality Tales: Law and Gender in the Ottoman Court of 
Aintab (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003); Astrid Meier, “Perceptions of a 
New Era? Historical Writing in Early Ottoman Damascus,” Arabica 51, no. 4 (2004): 
419–34; Timothy J. Fitzgerald, “Ottoman Methods of Conquest: Legal Imperialism and 
the City of Aleppo, 1480–1570” (PhD diss., Harvard University, 2009). Nevertheless, as 
this study intends to show, an examination of the last decades of the sixteenth century 
and the seventeenth century highlights significant dimensions of the incorporation that 
are not easily discernable in the sixteenth century.

12 The literature on the formation of the schools of law is vast. Among the most important 
works on this issue are Christopher Melchert, The Formation of the Sunni Schools of 
Law, 9th–10th Centuries CE (Leiden: Brill, 1997); Jonathan E. Brockopp, Early Maliki 
Law: Ibn ʿAbd al-Hakam and His Major Compendium of Jurisprudence (Leiden: Brill, 
2000); Wael B. Hallaq, Authority, Continuity and Change in Islamic Law (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2001); Nimrod Hurvitz, The Formation of Hanbalism: 
Piety into Power (London: Routeledge Curzon, 2002); Nurit Tsafrir, The History of an 
Islamic School of Law: The Early Spread of Hanafism (Cambridge, MA: Islamic Legal 
Studies Program, Harvard Law School, distributed by Harvard University Press, 2004); 
El Shamsy, The Canonization of Islamic Law.

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Introduction 7

During the late ninth and tenth centuries, the madhhab emerged as 
a legal discourse, or canon, around which a community of jurists gal-
vanized. Moreover, much greater efforts were invested in regulating the 
range of permissible opinions within each school, and, perhaps more 
importantly, in limiting the authority of later followers of the schools 
to employ independent discretion or reasoning (ijtihad) and new herme-
neutic approaches to derive new rules. This does not mean that jurists of 
later centuries did not employ independent reasoning to solve new prob-
lems they encountered, but that, discursively, followers of the schools 
emphasized their commitment to the doctrines of their schools’ respective 
founders and leading authorities. Later jurists affiliated with a school 
were expected to derive new rules on the basis of the rulings and doc-
trines of the school’s founder, the hermeneutic principles he set, and those 
developed by his disciples and later authorities within the school. The 
commitment to these hermeneutic and doctrinal principles is what made 
a jurist a follower (or an imitator, muqallid, the performer of taqlıالd) 
within a school.13

As part of the evolution of the madhhab as a communal legal dis-
course, since the late tenth and eleventh centuries, and even more so in 
the following centuries, all four Sunnı -schools of law developed a hierar ال
chy of authorities. This hierarchy of authorities was often reflected in a 
growing textual body of chronological typologies of the jurists who were 
affiliated with the different schools. Generally, in most typologies, jurists 
of later centuries were limited in their authority to exercise independent 
discretion, although many of them, in practice, did. By establishing a 
hierarchy of authorities, the schools emerged as a corpus of doctrines 
and arguments that their followers had to study and memorize. These 
typologies drew on, and were accompanied by, an extensive biographical 
literature (known as the t abaqat literature) whose main purpose was to 
serve as reference works for the schools’ followers by documenting the 
intellectual genealogies of the schools (most commonly starting with the 
eponym), mapping out the schools’ leading authorities, and reconstruct-
ing the genealogies of authoritative opinions and doctrines within the 
schools.

The typologies, as we shall see in Chapters 2 and 3, vary in structure 
and scope. Some are quite comprehensive, while others only outline 
general principles. Moreover, some typologies begin with the highest 

13 Hallaq, Authority, chaps. 2 and 4; Mohammad Fadel, “The Social Logic of Taqlıالd and 
the Rise of the Mukhtas �ar,” Islamic Law and Society 3, no. 2 (1996): 193–233.
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rank of mujtahids. The utmost mujtahid may derive new rules when 
he encounters new cases by resorting to the revealed texts. The epony-
mous founder of the school and often his immediate companions are 
included in this category. Other typologies start from the perspective 
of the follower least qualified to employ independent discretion, the 
utmost imitator, the muqallid. In any case, the typologies reflect a fairly 
wide and complex range of juristic activity in terms of the authority to 
employ independent reasoning, which is not limited to the dichotomy 
of independent reasoning versus imitation. Between the utmost mujta-
hid and the utmost muqallid are jurists who are allowed to use limited 
forms of ijtiha d (known as takhrı  j) as long as they conform to theال
hermeneutic principles set by their schools’ eponym and his immedi-
ate followers. In most typologies, this form of judicial activity was 
performed by the jurists who studied with the founder and his imme-
diate successors, but jurists of this category can be found, albeit to a 
lesser extent, in later centuries. Later jurists, who usually lived in the 
fourth and fifth Islamic centuries (tenth and eleventh centuries CE), 
were mostly concerned with weeding out weaker and less authoritative 
opinions and arguments while making other opinions preponderant 
(hence this activity is termed tarjı hال , literally meaning to prefer). They 
did so on the basis of their understanding of their interpretation of the 
teaching of their predecessors. All the jurists who followed a school, 
except the founder of the school, performed taqlı  ,d to varying degreesال
as they followed hermeneutic and legal principles that already existed. 
Jurists of later centuries, for the most part, were considered utmost 
muqallids, although they, too, practiced at times different forms of 
takhrı j and tarjıال hال .14

Despite the consolidation of the legal schools around specific legal 
discourses and hermeneutic principles, at what Wael Hallaq calls the 
microlevel of the school, there were multiple opinions. Over the centu-
ries, the Sunnı  schools of law developed discursive conventions and other ال
institutional practices to guide their followers through the different opin-
ions of the schools and to point out what opinions and doctrines were 
considered more authoritative. These conventions were instrumental in 
articulating the schools’ canons. While many of the less authoritative 
opinions, or the minority opinions, were preserved in the schools’ texts 
and manuals, the authoritative opinions served as pedagogical tools that 
guided followers of the school to extrapolate and derive new rules on the 

14 Hallaq, Authority, chaps. 1 and 2. 
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basis of the hermeneutic principles that their more authoritative prede-
cessors developed.15

For our purposes here, it is important to stress that, doctrinally, the 
evolution of the schools of law and the regulation of their jurisprudential 
content were not a state-sponsored enterprise. This is not to say that states 
and sovereigns did not contribute to the dissemination of the schools by 
extending support, employment, and patronage to specific jurists or did 
not in practice shape doctrine. As early as the seventh and the eighth cen-
turies, the Umayyad (661–750) and the ʿAbbasid (750–1258) dynasties 
supported eminent jurists and appointed jurists to different positions in 
their realms.16

In other cases, while not intervening directly in the content of the law, 
rulers and sovereigns adopted a school (and sometimes several schools) 
to provide authoritative legal counsel. In the Ayyubid and the Mamluk 
sultanates, for example, it was fairly common that the sultan was a fol-
lower of the Sha fiʿı  school of law, the most popular school in Egypt at ال
the time.17 In the Mamluk sultanate during the reign of Sultan al-Z ahir 
Baybars (d. 1277), the state constituted a legal system in which all four 
schools were represented and specific cases were directed to judges of dif-
ferent schools, according to the relative advantage of the most common 

15 On the preservation of minority opinions, see Hallaq, Authority, 121–65; Eyyup Said 
Kaya, “Continuity and Change in Islamic Law: The Concept of Madhhab and the 
Dimensions of Legal Disagreement in Hanafi Scholarship of the Tenth Century,” in 
Baerman, Peters, and Vogel, Islamic School of Law, 26–40. On the pedagogical use of 
authoritative opinions, see Wheeler, Applying the Canon in Islam.

16 For example, Steven C. Judd, “Al-Awzaʿ ıال and Sufyan al-Thawrıال: The Umayyad Madhhab?,” 
in Baerman, Peters, and Vogel, Islamic School of Law, 10–25; Tsafrir, History of an 
Islamic School of Law. There were also a few instances in early Islamic history, it is 
worth mentioning, in which caliphs or members of the ruling elite sought to promulgate a 
standardized legal code. Ibn al-Muqaffaʿ (d. ca. 756), a courtier at the court of the eighth-
century ʿAbbasid caliph al-Mans�ur, compiled a treatise in which he encouraged the caliph 
to promulgate a standardized legal code because legal diversity among the various jurists 
was too inconvenient, in the courtier’s mind, for running the vast empire. In response to 
this treatise, the eminent jurist and the eponymous founder of the Ma likı  likschool, Ma ال
b. Anas (d. ca. 795), allegedly wrote his own treatise in which he defied any attempt by 
a single person, even by a prominent jurist, to draw a binding legal code. Instead, he 
endorsed plurality and diversity in legal matters. As a result of the events of the following 
decades, and especially the ʿAbbasid inquisition (the mihna) during the reign of Ha  nru
al-Rashıالd’s son, al-Maʾmun (r. 813–833), jurists increasingly asserted their independence 
from the state in regulating the content of Islamic law. Muhammad Qasim Zaman, “The 
Caliphs, the ʿUlamaʾ and the Law: Defining the Role and Function of the Caliph in the 
Early ʿAbbasid Period,” Islamic Law and Society 4, no. 1 (1997): 1–36.

17 Sherman Jackson, Islamic Law and the State: The Constitutional Jurisprudence of Shiha  b
al-Dıالn al-Qarafı .53–56 ,(Leiden: Brill, 1996) ال
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view of the school for the Mamluk ruling elite.18 Although the Mamluk 
state regulated the adjudication procedures of cases dealing with specific 
issues, it did not intervene doctrinally in the regulation of the structure 
of the school, its authorities, and the content of the law, and it accepted 
the opinion of eminent jurists as to what the preponderant opinion of the 
school was. Furthermore, although the Mamluk (like many other con-
temporary and early Islamic dynasties) employed jurists, for the most 
part there was no institutionally identifiable group of jurists that were 
affiliated with the ruling dynasty.19 In Sherman Jackson’s words, “The 
idea, thus, of state sovereignty entailing the exclusive right to determine 
what is and what is not law, or even what is and what is not an accept-
able legal interpretation, is at best, in the context of classical Islam, a very 
violent one.”20

The Official Madhhab

How the Ottomans (and, it appears, other contemporary polities) under-
stood the madhhab diverges markedly from the classical, pre-Mongol 
understanding, for the Ottoman sultan and ruling dynasty assumed the 
right to intervene doctrinally in regulating and structuring the school. 
One should allow some room for contingency in the development of the 
official school of law, but it is fairly clear that at least from the second 
half of the fifteenth century the Ottoman ruling and judicial elite sought 
to single out a particular branch within the school.

The present study follows four major, closely interlocking develop-
ments that contributed to the evolution of the state madhhab: (1) the 
rise of the imperial learned hierarchy, (2) the emergence of the practice 

18 Yossef Rapoport, “Legal Diversity in the Age of Taqlıالd: The Four Chief Qa dı  s under theال
Mamluks,” Islamic Law and Society 10, no. 2 (2003): 210–28.

19 See, for example, Jonathan Porter Berkey, The Transmission of Knowledge in Medieval 
Cairo: A Social History of Islamic Education (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 
1992); Michael Chamberlain, Knowledge and Social Practice in Medieval Damascus, 
1190–1350 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994); Daphna Ephrat, A Learned 
Society in a Period of Transition: The Sunni “Ulama” of Eleventh-Century Baghdad 
(Albany: State University of New York Press, 2000); Yossef Rapoport, “Royal Justice and 
Religious Law: Siyasah and Sharıال‘ah under the Mamluks,” Mamluk Studies Review 16 
(2012): 71–102; Amalia Levanoni, “A Supplementary Source for the Study of Mamluk 
Social History: The Taqarı .z,” Arabica 60, nos. 1–2 (2013): 146–77ال

20 Jackson, Islamic Law, xv. See also Baber Johansen, “Secular and Religious Elements in 
Hanafite Law. Function and Limits of the Absolute Character of Government Authority,” 
in Islam et politique au Maghreb, ed. E. Gellner and J. C. Vatin (Paris: Editions du CNRS, 
1981), 281–303.

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 



Introduction 11

of appointing muftıالs by the dynasty, (3) the dynasty’s/state’s regulation 
of the structure and doctrine of the school, and (4) the rise of dynastic 
law in the post-Mongol eastern Islamic lands. These developments are so 
closely related that it is almost impossible to treat one without consider-
ing the other three. Nevertheless, I will argue, the first three depend upon 
the fourth.

Since the early fifteenth century, and particularly since the conquest 
of Istanbul in 1453, the Ottoman dynasty gradually developed an impe-
rial learned hierarchy, with fairly standardized career and training tracks 
and a hierarchical network of teaching institutions whose graduates 
manned many of the senior judicial and bureaucratic positions through-
out the empire. This hierarchy was structured and regulated by the 
Ottoman dynasty through a series of imperial edicts, regulations, and 
legal codes, perhaps the most famous of which is the legal code ascribed 
to Mehmet II.21 Furthermore, as we shall see in Chapter 4, in addition to 
regulating the structure of the hierarchy, certain legal codes regulated the 
curriculum taught in these institutions. By regulating the curriculum – and 
by specifying an imperial jurisprudential canon – the Ottoman dynasty 
also regulated the doctrine of its branch of the H anafıال school of law and 
limited the range of permissible hermeneutic principles that jurists who 
were affiliated with it could follow when deriving new rules.

An integral component in the evolution of the learned hierarchy was 
the emergence of the practice of the appointment of jurisconsults (muftı  (sال
by the sultan and the rise of the chief imperial muftı the s) ال eyḫülislâm) to 
preside over the learned hierarchy as a whole.22 Although many of the 
officially appointed muftı  s were graduates of the imperial educationalال
system, in the Arab provinces of the empire, the Ottoman dynasty and its 
learned hierarchy also gave appointments to muftı  .s educated elsewhereال
In addition, many of these muftıالs served as professors in the imperial 
madrasa system either before or during their tenure in the position of 
muftıال. From the mid-sixteenth century, when the chief imperial muftıال 
became the head of the imperial hierarchy as a whole, he became insti-
tutionally its chief judicial and scholarly authority. In that capacity, as I 
show in Chapter 4, he also regulated the imperial jurisprudential canon 
that members of the hierarchy were to apply. In so doing, the chief muftı  ال
regulated the doctrine of the branch within the H anafıال school of law that 
the learned hierarchy followed. Furthermore, he could enforce specific 

21 Repp, The Müfti of Istanbul.
22 Ibid.; Imber, Ebuʾs-Suʿud; Buzov, “The Lawgiver and His Lawmakers,” 135–89.
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legal arguments and doctrines out of a wider range of opinions within the 
Hanafı  school, and, in some cases, the seyḫülislâm opted for a minority ال
opinion within the school and asked the sultan to issue an imperial edict 
that would enforce it within the learned hierarchy.

As we shall see in Chapter 2, as part of the consolidation of the imperial 
learned hierarchy, its members sought to document the hierarchy’s intel-
lectual genealogy within the H anafıال school of law (and, to some extent, 
their personal genealogy as well). To this end, from the second half of 
the sixteenth century, high-ranking members of the hierarchy compiled 
intellectual genealogies (tabaqat) of the school. The aim of these compi-
lations was twofold: first, they were intended to reconstruct and record 
a continuous chain of transmission of knowledge and authority leading 
from the eponymous founder of the school, Abu Hanı  fa, to membersال
of the hierarchy; second, they sought to reconstruct the authoritative 
genealogies of certain legal arguments and jurisprudential texts within 
the Hanafıال legal school that often constituted part of the imperial juris-
prudential canon. Roughly around the same time as they were developing 
the genealogies, members of the learned hierarchy also started compil-
ing biographical dictionaries that were dedicated to the upper echelon of 
the Ottoman learned hierarchy, the most famous of which is Ahmad b. 
Mus�tafa -niyya. Through these bioʾiq al-nuʿmaTasköprüzâde’s al-Shaqa 
graphical dictionaries, members of the hierarchy demarcated its institu-
tional boundaries and cemented its career and training tracks.

Taken together, the institutional consolidation of the learned hierarchy 
and, as I argue in Chapter 1, the practice of appointing jurisconsults were 
instrumental in shaping the structure of the particular branch within the 
Hanafı school, or a specific Ottoman H ال anafı  canon, that members of the ال
hierarchy followed. In earlier periods in Islamic history, the sovereign (the 
caliph, the sultan, or the state) appointed judges, but, as Norman Calder, 
following the fourteenth-century Shafiʿı  الn al-Subkıالjurist Taqiyy al-Dı ال
(d. 1355) points out, “Though both [the teaching/writing jurist’s and the 
muftıال’s] functions might be marked by the acquisition of posts (a teaching 
post in a madrasa, the mufti-ship of a particular community), they were 
essentially informal. They permitted, but did not require, institutional 
realisation.”23 This was clearly not the case in the Ottoman Empire.

The Ottoman dynasty, it is worth reiterating, contributed immensely 
to the emergence of an Ottoman Hanafı  school through certain ال

23 Norman Calder, Islamic Jurisprudence in the Classical Era (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2010): 128–29.
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administrative practices, edicts, and legal codes, which together consti-
tuted part of a legal corpus and discourse that I call throughout this book 
“dynastic law.” Furthermore, this set of administrative practices and legal 
codes was associated with and, to a large extent, drew its legitimacy from 
the dynasty and its ancestors (hence its definition as dynastic law). As I 
suggest in the Conclusion, the rise of Ottoman dynastic law was part of a 
broader development across the eastern Islamic lands in the post- Mongol 
period that drew heavily on the shared real and imagined political-legal 
heritage of Chinggis Khan.

The Official School of Law and the Imperial Legal Order

The conquest of the Arab lands set in motion an intense encounter between 
different jurists who claimed affiliation to different branches within the 
Hanafı  school and perceived their relationship with the Ottoman dynasty ال
quite differently. The exchanges and debates between the different jurists 
were not only centered on legal controversies concerning specific issues. 
They were also – or, perhaps, mainly – about the role the sultan and 
the dynasty were to play in regulating and shaping the structure of the 
Hanafı  school of law and its doctrine. While jurists who were affiliated ال
with the Ottoman dynasty accepted, and at times actively promoted, the 
sultan’s intervention in regulating the branch within the H anafı  school ال
to which they claimed affiliation, other jurists, mostly from the empire’s 
Arab provinces, argued for much greater autonomy for the jurists, as was 
the case, at least theoretically, in the pre-Ottoman (and, more generally, in 
the pre-Mongol) period. In other words, generally speaking, the position 
of a jurist in relation to the Ottoman dynasty/sultan corresponded to a 
large degree to his position within the Hanafı .school of law ال

Throughout this volume, I pay considerable attention to the critique 
raised by discontents and rivals who called into question the validity of the 
legal order the Ottoman dynasty sought to advance. Their critique, I would 
argue, helps illustrate how radically novel, within the context of Islamic 
legal history, the emergence of an official state school was. Furthermore, 
these dissenting voices qualify the connection between the Ottomans and 
the Hanafıال school of law as a whole. Put differently, this book argues 
that the Hanafıال school in the Ottoman period was not, and should not be 
treated as, a homogenous school either socially or intellectually.24

24 Haim Gerber’s work deserves special mention in this respect. In his study of the Ottoman 
legal system, and particularly in his comparison of the rulings of jurists from the core 
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In recent years several studies have emphasized the role law and legal 
regimes played in different imperial and colonial contexts. While some 
studies have looked comparatively at various legal administrations, others 
have focused on the interactions between different legal systems within 
a single empire (as well as on inter-imperial legal arrangements). Among 
the latter, Lauren Benton’s studies of the organization and function of 
imperial legal regimes are particularly noteworthy. Benton’s work offers 
an analytical framework that allows numerous legal actors as well as the 
imperial state to be woven into the narrative. In addition, Benton has 
defined two main types of imperial legal orders. The first is a multicentric 
legal order in which the imperial state is one among many legal author-
ities. The second, by contrast, is state-centered, with the state claiming 
dominance over other legal authorities.25 More recently, Benton has elab-
orated her study of legal regimes and pointed to the importance of the 
geographical spread of “legal cultures,” institutions, and “carriers” of cer-
tain legal concepts, such as imperial officials, merchants, soldiers, and 
even captives. “Empires,” she has argued, “did not cover space evenly but 
composed a fabric that was full of holes, stitched together out of pieces, a 
tangle of strings. Even in the most paradigmatic cases, an empire’s spaces 
were politically fragmented; legally differentiated; and encased in irregu-
lar, porous, and sometimes undefined borders.”26

This study draws on Benton’s insights concerning the administration 
of law in different empires and pays attention to the overlapping topog-
raphies of administrative practices and legal-scholarly traditions across 
the Ottoman Empire. More concretely, it examines how the Ottoman 
dynasty and its learned hierarchy functioned in – but also shaped – the 
empire’s multicentric legal landscape. As I have mentioned, the new rulers 
did not ban the activity of some eminent jurisconsults who did not hold 
a state appointment, although they did ban the activity of nonappointed 
judges (qad ıالs). Yet, in order to cope with this plurality of H anafı  jurists ال
and traditions, the Ottoman dynasty and its affiliated jurists emphasized 

lands of the empire to those of the Palestinian jurist Khayr al-Dı  whom we ,الn al-Ramlıال
shall meet in several instances throughout this book, Gerber points to the existence of 
multiple legal cultures within the scholarly judicial circles across the empire. Although 
my interpretations and conclusions are at times different from Gerber’s, I fully agree with 
his suggestion to look at the empire’s different scholarly circles comparatively. Gerber, 
State, Society, and Law in Islam; Haim Gerber, Islamic Law and Culture (Leiden: Brill, 
1999).

25 Benton, Law and Colonial Cultures, 11.
26 Lauren Benton, A Search for Sovereignty: Law and Geography in European Empire, 

1400–1900 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010), 2.

 

 

  

 

 



Introduction 15

the importance of the official appointment and the importance of the 
affiliation with the imperial learned hierarchy, whose center was at the 
imperial capital.

The encounter between the different scholarly and legal traditions 
transformed all the parties involved, as jurists tried to adopt some of 
the discourses and practices of their rivals and opponents. Members of 
the Ottoman learned hierarchy, as we shall see in the following chap-
ters, employed conventions and genres that prevailed in the preconquest 
period (and well into centuries of Ottoman rule) throughout what was 
following the conquest the Arab lands of the empire. On the other hand, 
as Chapter 1 examines, jurists who were not affiliated with the imperial 
hierarchy attempted in various ways to justify and retain their position 
within the imperial landscape on the basis of legal arguments that were 
accepted by members of the learned hierarchy as well. Moreover, the vast 
majority of the jurists that inhabit the chapters that follow were loyal 
Ottoman subjects, and some of the locally acclaimed jurists who were 
not members of the learned hierarchy authored treatises in which they 
praised the Ottoman dynasty.

This book also argues that the debates and exchanges between the 
jurists were not merely scholarly debates. Since these debates shaped to 
a considerable degree the legal landscape of the empire, they affected 
many individuals and groups who were not necessarily scholars or jurists. 
Furthermore, the multifaceted and diverse legal landscape meant that 
Hanafı  ,jurists, regardless of their affiliation with the Ottoman dynasty ال
had to maintain ongoing dialogues with their colleagues, the Ottoman 
dynasty, and their own constituency (or constituencies) in order to preserve 
and negotiate their position within the imperial framework. Members of 
the Ottoman learned hierarchy were keenly aware that the ruling elite as 
well as many of their constituents across the central lands of the empire 
(the Balkans and central and western Anatolia) could address and con-
sult Hanafı  s from the Arab lands, for though the Ottoman ruling andال
judicial elites tried to prevent this constituency from turning to jurists 
who were followers of the other Sunnı fiʿıschools (the Sha ال H ,ال anbalıال, and 
Malikı schools), they did not prevent them from addressing H ال anafıال jurists 
who were not affiliated with the imperial learned hierarchy.27 Similarly, 
Hanafı  s from the Arab lands understood that their constituency, too, hadال
new options to resolve their legal issues. Many Hanafı  s from the Arabال
lands retained their teaching positions in madrasas across these provinces 

27 Peters, “What Does It Mean to Be an Official Madhhab?,” 154–57. 
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and were appointed as deputies of the chief provincial judge,28 but, within 
the imperial legal system, they did not enjoy the same level of support 
that members of the dynasty (and particularly graduates of the Ottoman 
madrasa system) did, as the former acutely perceived. The concerns of 
both members of the learned hierarchy and their colleagues who were 
not officially appointed were grounded in reality: as I show in Chapter 5, 
individuals and groups, not necessarily members of one of the empire’s 
scholarly circles, made use of the multiple jurists who were at their dis-
posal to promote their legal and other interests.

Paying attention to the complexity of the empire’s legal landscape and 
to the exchanges between the different jurists also casts light on addi-
tional dimensions of the conquest and incorporation of the Arab lands 
that have not received much attention in modern historiography. This 
gap in modern historiography may be attributed, at least in part, to the 
subtle and indirect nature of these debates and exchanges. There were 
relatively few instances of major debates that attracted the attention of 
contemporary and modern historians. This historiographical silence may 
seem surprising given the doctrinal significance of the rise of an official 
school of law and the formation of a well-defined and structured learned 
hierarchy. On the other hand, the multicentric nature of the empire’s legal 
landscape may account, to some extent at least, for this relative silence.

My analysis in the following pages, which concentrates on specific 
aspects of the relationship between the dynasty and the jurists, does not 
intend to question the sincerity of either the Ottoman dynasty or of the 
jurists who were affiliated with it (as some cynics may be tempted to 
do). In fact, my goal is to draw attention to both parties’ sophisticated 
responses, solutions, and adjustments in the face of the serious challenge 

28 Some jurists from the Arab lands entered the Ottoman madrasa system, although never 
reached its upper echelon. Baki Tezcan, “Dispelling the Darkness: The Politics of ‘Race’ 
in the Early Seventeenth-Century Ottoman Empire in the Light of the Life and Work 
of Mullah Ali,” in Identity and Identity Formation in the Ottoman World: A Volume 
of Essays in Honor of Norman Itzkowitz, ed. Baki Tezcan and Karl Barbir (Madison: 
University of Wisconsin Press, 2007), 75–76.

  Despite clear administrative continuities in the years following the conquest, there are 
some indications that the Ottomans introduced certain changes that affected Greater 
Syrian jurists. For example, the sixteenth-century Damascene chronicler and jurist Shams 
al-Dıالn Muh ammad b. ʿAlıال b. T ulu n complained that “the Ru mı  s [the Ottomans] [did]ال
not follow the stipulations of the endowers, unless it serve[d] their interests (illa fima 
lahum fı hi masال laha).” Shams al-Dıالn Muh ammad b. ʿAlı lub. Tu ال n, H awadith Dimashq 
al-yawmiyya ghadat al-ghazw al-ʿUthmanı m, 926–951H: sli’l-Sha ال afahat mafqu -da tun
sharu li’l-marra al-ula min Kita b Mufa n fıkahat al-khilla hawa ال n li-Ibn Tudith al-zama lu  n
al-S alihıال (Damascus: Da .ʾil, 2002), 270r al-Awa
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posed by the encounter between the post-Mongol notion of dynastic law 
and the pre-Mongol notion of Islamic law. After all, the Ottoman dynasty 
invested considerable efforts and resources to develop a learned hierar-
chy in order to justify its claim to be an Islamic dynasty.

The Rise of an Ottoman Official Madhhab and the Grand 
Narratives of Islamic Legal History

Despite the particularities of the Ottoman H anafıال school, it appears that 
the emergence of the notion of an official state madhhab is not uniquely 
Ottoman. The rise of the official school of law and the dynasty’s inter-
vention in its regulation may have been broader phenomena that spanned 
most polities throughout the eastern Islamic lands, from the Indian sub-
continent to the Balkans, in the post-Mongol period. Herein lies the jus-
tification for the title of this book: in one of his last public talks, the 
late art historian Oleg Grabar suggested a supplement to his classic 
study The Formation of Islamic Art, which focuses on monuments from 
Syria, North Africa, and Islamic Spain from the eighth century to the 
tenth century. The suggested supplement, which would be entitled The 
Second Formation of Islamic Art, would concentrate on the art produced 
in the eastern Islamic lands in the thirteenth and the fourteenth centu-
ries, roughly the century and a half following the Mongol invasions of 
the thirteenth century.29 Inspired by Grabar’s suggestion, The Second 
Formation of Islamic Law seeks to offer an analytical framework that 
would account for the recurring discursive and administrative patterns 
across the eastern Islamic lands in that period, and particularly in the var-
ious Sunnı and H) ال anafıال) polities of the region. These patterns, I believe, 
may be attributed to the introduction of new notions of law and rulership 
in the wake of the Mongol invasions of the thirteenth century. Moreover, 
they enable us to speak of a new era in Islamic legal history – indeed, a 
second formation of Islamic law.

Of particular importance in this context is the rise of the post-Mongol 
notion that each ruling dynasty has a corpus of legal and administra-
tive practices that is distinctively associated with it, what I call through-
out this study “dynastic law.” The terms that were used to refer to these 
dynastic laws varied over time and space: the yasa of Chinggis Kha  n, the
Timurid töre, or the Ottoman k ânûn. Moreover, throughout the eastern 

29 Cited in Persis Berlekamp, Wonder, Image, and Cosmos in Medieval Islam (New Haven, 
CT: Yale University Press, 2011), 1–2.
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Islamic lands in the post-Mongol period, the different dynastic laws were 
often perceived (as they also are in modern historiography) as incompat-
ible with Islamic law, at least in the manner it was understood in the 
pre-Mongol period. The main reason for this real or imagined tension is 
that each of these legal corpuses/discourses had different historical and 
discursive points of reference: while the Islamic legal discourse claimed to 
derive new rules and laws by interpreting the divine revelation, dynastic 
law often drew its legitimacy from the authority of the dynasty’s ances-
tors and ruling members (and in some cases, from their heavenly mandate 
to rule). The tensions between dynastic and the pre-Mongol perceptions 
of Islamic law, I would suggest, shape the immediate background to the 
rise of the official state madhhab in two important ways: first, by devel-
oping an official school of law, the different dynasties and the jurists who 
were affiliated with them sought to reduce the tension between the legal 
bodies as they perceived it; second, as I hope to illustrate in the Ottoman 
context, it was on the basis of dynastic law that dynasties and sultans 
were able to regulate the structure of the school and its doctrines. Put 
differently, adherence to dynastic law as a legal ideal was both a chal-
lenge that many post-Mongol dynasties were facing and one of the most 
important tools they had at their disposal to respond to this challenge.

As I contend throughout this book, tracing the history of the offi-
cial madhhab and its practice provides an opportunity to reconsider the 
issue of “reconciliation” or “harmonization” of dynastic and Islamic law. 
Most studies of the incompatibility and reconciliation of dynastic law 
and sharı  :a have tended to focus on specific legal arguments or rules‘ال
if the sultan permitted or ordered acts that contradicted certain Islamic 
legal principles as some scholars perceived them (such as, for example, 
the construction of new churches and synagogues), his edict may have 
been considered contradictory to the tenets of Islamic law by certain 
jurists and modern scholars; on the other hand, if certain jurists suc-
ceeded in establishing the permissibility of certain practices on the basis 
of arguments they could find in the Hanafı  jurisprudential tradition, these ال
practices may have been considered licit according to Islamic law. This 
approach, however, fails to account for other dimensions of the rela-
tionship between Islamic and dynastic law, and seems to assume a very 
specific form of reconciliation or harmonization of the two discourses. 
Looking at the relationship between dynastic and Islamic law from the 
perspective of the Islamic school of law, the madhhab, considerably com-
plicates this understanding of reconciliation.
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The history of the rise of the official madhhab should also be exam-
ined in the context of other developments in Ottoman political thought 
and that of other contemporary dynasties. In recent years, growing atten-
tion has been paid to the self-perception of Muslim sovereigns in the 
post-Mongol period.30 In the Ottoman context, as Hüseyin Yılmaz has 
demonstrated, the sixteenth century witnessed a fairly massive produc-
tion of compilations on political theory. Many of these works were par-
ticularly interested in promoting a more legalistic view of the sultanate 
and stressed the importance of the dynastic legal tradition (k ânûn) as 
the definitive law of government, at the expense of the personality of 
the ruler.31 This study intends to elucidate additional dimensions of this 
legalistic worldview by focusing on another textual corpus – the juris-
prudential production of jurists who were affiliated with the Ottoman 
dynasty. In so doing, the following chapters examine further the nature of 
the relationship between dynastic law, the ruling dynasty, and the jurists 
affiliated with it.

Finally, this book intends to call into question some key elements in 
certain dominant grand narratives of Islamic legal history. According to 
these narratives, the main rupture point in Islamic legal history is the 
nineteenth century, with its state-initiated (and often Westernizing) legal 
reforms and the codification of Islamic law. These reforms, so the nar-
rative goes, replaced a more fluid and diverse Islamic law that was by 
and large regulated autonomously by the jurists (hence Islamic law is at 
times described as “jurists’ law”).32 This book shares these grand nar-
ratives’ emphasis on the role states/rulers played in regulating Islamic 
law, but it differs in its periodization of this important change, as the 

30 Hüseyin Yılmaz, “The Sultan and the Sultanate: Envisioning Rulership in Age of Süleymân 
the Lawgiver (1520–1566)” (PhD diss., Harvard University, 2004); Muzaffar Alam, 
The Language of Political Islam: India, 1200–1800 (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 2004); Anne F. Broadbridge, Kingship and Ideology in the Islamic and Mongol 
Worlds (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008); A. Azfar Moin, The Millennial 
Sovereign: Sacred Kingship and Sainthood in Islam (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 2012).

31 Yılmaz, “The Sultan and the Sultanate.” See also Colin Imber’s discussion of the caliphate 
and Ottoman notions of sovereignty during the reign of Sultan Süleymân: Imber, Ebuʾs-
Suʿud, 66–111.

32 See, for example, Muhammad Qasim Zaman, The Ulama in Contemporary Islam: 
Custodian of Change (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2002), chap. 1; Wael B. 
Hallaq, Sharı  ʿah: Theory, Practice, Transformations (Cambridge: Cambridge Universityال
Press, 2009); Chibli Mallat, Introduction to Middle Eastern Law (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2009).
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growing intervention of post-Mongol dynasties is observable from the 
fifteenth century (and perhaps even earlier). In the Conclusion, this study 
attempts to offer a historiographical framework, albeit a provisional one, 
that accounts for the developments in Islamic legal history in the post-
Mongol period.

A caveat is in order here concerning the terminology. I make use of 
the terms “pre-Mongol” and “post-Mongol” quite freely throughout this 
study. Unless stated otherwise, these terms should not be taken as chro-
nological terms in the narrow sense of the word. Rather, they are used 
to denote different relations between the ruling dynasty (or Muslim sov-
ereigns, more generally) and the jurists. This usage reflects the book’s 
argument that some pre-Mongol notions and practices remained in cir-
culation in the centuries following the Mongol invasions of the thirteenth 
century.
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1

Muftıالs

Late in his career, after he had already served as the officially appointed 
Hanafı muftı ال  of Damascus, the eighteenth-century jurist and chronicler ال
Muh ammad Khalıالl b. ʿAlı  sat down to write (d. 1791 or 1792) الdıal-Mura ال
a biographical dictionary of the Hanafı muftı ال  s of Damascus from theال
Ottoman conquest of the city up to his own time.1 In the introduction 
to this dictionary, al-Mura  explains why he decided to focus on those الdı
who held the office of the muftı  of Damascus. In addition, he elaborates ال
on the reasons for the chronological scope of the dictionary – the years 
of the Ottoman rule in Damascus. It is worth citing this fascinating pas-
sage in full:

I wanted to compile a book that would include all the biographies of those 
who were appointed as muftı s [waliya al-fatwaال  in it [in Damascus] from the [إل
time of the great sultan, the famous khaqa  n, the protector of the land andإل
the frontiers, the grace of the eras and the times, the merciful and helper, he 
who makes flow the fountains of benevolence in this world and [the foun-
tains] of justice, the queller of the people of evil and corruption, the bearer 
of the standards of the sharı -ʿa and righteousness, the uprooter of oppresال
sors, the defeater of tyrants, he who holds the throne, he who is auspiciously 
assisted by God, the Iskandar of the time and its Anusherva  n, the Mahdi
of the time and its Sulayma n, the Ottoman Sultan Selîm Kha  n, let him be
enrobed with [God’s] merciful contentment. This [the book starts] when 
he entered Damascus, renewed its affairs, implemented his edicts in it, and 

1 Muhammad Khalı b. Muhammad b. Muh الl b. ‘Alıال ammad al-Mura dı m fإلʿArf al-basha ,ال ıال-
man waliya fatwa  144–52. For more ,(r, 1988الr Ibn KathıDamascus: Da) mإلDimashq al-Sha إل
on al-Muradı  see also Karl K. Barbir, “All in the Family: The Muradis of Damascus,” in ,ال
Proceedings of the IIIrd Congress on the Social and Economic History of Turkey, ed. 
Heath W. Lowry and Ralph S. Hattox (Istanbul: ISIS Press, 1990), 327–53.
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organized it according to his exalted qa nu  n, which is in accordance with the
honorable sharı ʿa (al-sharʿ al-sharıال  f). [He also] arranged its [the city’s] officesال
of knowledge and siya  sa2 according to his ability and his noble opinion. This
was in 922 [1516]. Among these [new regulations] was the assignment of the 
position of the muftı takhs] ال ı sال  al-ifta  ʾ] of each school to a single person, andإل
so he did with the judgeship. The kings and sultans before him, while they 
appointed a single person to the judgeship, left the affairs of issuing fata waإل  إل
to the jurists [ʿulama  ʾ]: the jurists of each school issued their opinion when
they were asked [about a certain issue], they answered [lit., wrote] questions, 
and constant dispute and strife prevailed among them [the jurists]. This was 
the state of affairs in Damascus until Sultan Selîm Kha -n entered the city, con
quered it, and arranged its affairs. [Then] he eradicated from the stubborn 
people their rebelliousness. He perfected the [city’s] regulation, which he con-
ducted according to the pure sharı  ʿa. His successors, the honorable Ottomanال
kings, employed this manner of assigning the muftı  ship of each school toال
a single person from the jurists of the school, and prevented all the other 
[jurists] from answering questions, and so was the case with the judges, up 
until our time in the rest of their lands.3

In this introductory paragraph, al-Muradı  points to the existence, on the ال
eve of the Ottoman conquest of the Arab lands, of two radically dif-
ferent perceptions of the relationship between the muftı  .and the ruler ال
The pre-Ottoman, “Mamluk” model, explains al-Mura  advances the ,الdı
independence of the muftı  ship isالfrom state authorities, since the muftı ال
an internal concern of the community of jurists and religious scholars. 
In the Ottoman perception of the muftı  ship, by contrast, it is the sultanال
who appoints the jurisconsult. Although al-Muradı  does not explicitly ال
discuss the implications of the different models, he seems to imply that 
the change was deeper than the mere appointment procedure: at stake 
were the nature of the institution of the muftıال, its role within the legal 
(and political) system, and – perhaps most importantly – the authority of 
the Ottoman sultan and dynasty to regulate the structure of the H anafı  ال
school of law and its content.

2 Siyasa (or siyâset in Turkish) refers to the executive powers granted to state officials (ehl-i 
ʿörf), whose authority derived ultimately from the Ottoman sultan. See Leslie Peirce, 
Morality Tales: Law and Gender in the Ottoman Court of Aintab (Berkeley: University 
of California Press, 2003), 134–35. For siyasa in the Mamluk period, see Kristen Stilt, 
Islamic Law in Action: Authority, Discretion, and Everyday Experiences in Mamluk 
Egypt (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012); Yossef Rapoport, “Royal Justice and 
Religious Law: Siya  sah and Shariʿah under the Mamluks,” Mamluk Studies Review 16
(2012): 71–102.

3 Al-Mura dı ʿArf al-basha ,ال .m, 2–3إل
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In al-Muradı  s eyes, the Ottoman conquest of the Arab lands led to’ال
an abrupt and intense encounter of these perceptions (or models). The 
aftermath of this encounter was decisive: the “Ottoman perception” of 
the muftıالship prevailed. Fittingly, the office of the muftı  in general and ال
specifically that of the Hanafı  of Damascus, which up to 1516 had الmuftı ال
followed the pre-Ottoman model, underwent considerable change as it 
was modeled after the Ottoman perception of the office.

Although al-Mura dı  s description of the three centuries that had’ال
elapsed since the Ottoman conquest should not be taken at face value, 
his understanding of the transformation the office underwent merits 
attention for three major reasons. First, in this passage al-Mura dı -articu ال
lates his perception of the history of the office he himself held for sev-
eral years. Second, and perhaps more importantly, this passage may be 
read as an attempt by al-Mura dı  ,as a religious scholar and a chronicler ,ال
to reconcile the tension between his knowledge of what he considered 
the pre-Ottoman understanding of the institution of the muftı  and the ال
current Ottoman practice. Third, it is quite possible, as we shall see in 
the following discussion, that al-Mura dı  was defending this change in ال
response to some of his colleagues’ discontent with the transforma-
tion the office of the muftı  – had undergone in the past three centuries ال
 discontent that stemmed precisely from the tension between the different 
views of the institution of the muftı  ’and from some of his colleagues ال
disenfranchisement.

This chapter takes al-Muradı  s account as its point of departure for a’ال
reconstruction of the transformation the institution of the muftı -under ال
went in the Ottoman Empire from roughly the early fifteenth century, 
namely, the rise of the officially appointed muftı  ship, which I locate asال
part of the emergence of an imperial learned hierarchy. I also seek to 
situate this account within a debate that took place from the sixteenth 
century onward between the supporters of this relatively recent innova-
tion of the officially appointed jurisconsult and those who favored the 
pre-Ottoman perception and practice of the muftı  ship. Furthermore, asال
I suggest in the fifth and concluding sections of this chapter, the rise of 
the officially appointed muftı  and of an imperial learned hierarchy as a) ال
whole) was instrumental in the emergence of the official madhhab. At the 
same time, I also look at some of the jurists who were less sympathetic 
to the Ottoman dynasty’s intervention in regulating the structure of the 
legal school and its doctrine, and how they formulated their own under-
standing of the relationship between the sultan and school of law.
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Muftıال: A Very Brief Introduction

Before we turn to an examination of the perception and practice of the 
muftıالship in the late Mamluk and the Ottoman contexts, a few introduc-
tory words about the institution of the muftı  legal theory الin classical Sunnı ال
are in order. One of the fundamental institutions of Islamic legal systems, 
a muftıال (often glossed as jurisconsult) is an authority who issues opinions 
(fatwaإل pl. fata  in Arabic, fetvâ pl. fetâvâ in Turkish) in response to إلwaإل
questions posed to him (or, in some cases, to her) on questions regarding 
sharı ʿa rulings. Theoretically, a muftıال  ,should be a pious Muslim, adult ال
sane, and trustworthy, and should possess the necessary legal training. 
Slaves, women, and people who are blind or mute (assuming that they 
can communicate their opinions) may serve as muftı  s as well. The legalال
requirements for issuing legal rulings are thus somewhat different from 
the requirements for other legal capacities (such as bearing witness, for 
example).

In classical Sunnıال jurisprudence, the formalized concept of the muftı  is ال
different from that of the judge (the qa dıإل  ,in several significant respects (ال
although many scholars considered muftıالs also serve as judges. First, for 
the most part, the muftı  is not appointed by the leader of the Muslim ال
community (the imaإلm), whereas judges are. Second, the ruling of the 
muftıال (the fatwaإل), unlike the judge’s resolution (hukm), is not legally 
binding and enforceable. Therefore, the solicitor of the muftı  s opinion’ال
does not have to follow the muftı  Third, while judges deal only .إلs fatwa’ال
with issues of conflict between individuals or between individuals and 
the state, muftıالs can be asked about issues ranging from proper ablution 
practices to the fundamentals of faith to the interpretation of obscure 
passages in jurisprudential texts – issues that would never be adjudicated 
in a court. Finally, the ruling of the muftıال is intended to articulate a gen-
eral legal principle, “an element of doctrine,” on the basis of a concrete 
case. By contrast, the judge in his ruling aims to resolve a concrete dispute 
between two parties or litigants. As Brinkley Messick aptly explains,

Their [the fatwaإل’s and the judgment’s] interpretive thrusts are diametrically 
opposed. What is “constructed” in a fatwa is an element of doctrine: a fatwa  is 
concerned with and based upon doctrinal texts, although it requires the specifics 
of an actual case as its point of departure. What is “constructed” in a judgment 
is a segment of practice: a judgment is concerned with and based upon practical 
information, although it requires a framework of doctrine as its point of refer-
ence. Fatwas use uncontested concrete descriptions as given instances necessitat-
ing interpretation in doctrine; judgments address the contested facts of cases as 
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problematic instances that are themselves in need of interpretation. Fatwa  s and
judgments are thus interpretive reciprocals: they come to rest at opposed points 
on the same hermeneutical circle.4

As articulators of general legal principles, muftı  s play a significant roleال
in expanding and elaborating the Islamic legal corpus, especially in cases 
that are not explicitly addressed in the existing legal (as well as theo-
logical and even mystical) literature. Moreover, in many instances, their 
rulings, especially those of eminent muftıالs, have been integrated into the 
literature of substantive law (or the “branches of the law,” furuʿ). On the 
other hand, muftı  s have interpreted the literature and applied it to newال
cases that it did not explicitly address. In other words, as several modern 
scholars have observed, muftıالs serve as mediators between the legal text 
and the world.

Islamic legal literature – and especially the genre of the etiquette of the 
muftıال (adab al-muftıال), whose focus is the institution of the jurisconsult – 
is concerned with regulating the muftıال’s activity within the school of law. 
Unlike the judge, who is generally charged with applying the existing 
rules and laws of his maddhab exclusively (and is often considered a 
follower, muqallid, of the school), the muftıال in classical Sunnı  theory is ال
often perceived as the performer of independent legal discretion (ijtihaإلd), 
since he may well be asked about an issue that has no existing ruling yet 
(or that is hotly debated). Moreover, the terms muftıال and mujtahid are 
frequently used interchangeably. In the H anafıال school, however, as we 
shall see in the fifth section of this chapter, the notion of a muqallid muftı  ال
existed as well.5

4 Brinkley Messick, The Calligraphic State: Textual Domination and History in a Muslim 
Society (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1993), 146.

5 The literature on muftıالs is vast. See, for example, A. Kevin Reinhart, “Transcendence and 
Social Practice: Muftis and Qadis as Religious Interpreters,” Annales Islamologiques 27 
(1993): 5–25; Wael B. Hallaq, “From Fatwas to Furuʿ: Growth and Change in Islamic 
Substantive Law,” Islamic Law and Society 1, no. 1 (1994): 29–65; Norman Calder, 
 “al-Nawawi’s Typology of Muftis and Its Significance for a General Theory of Islamic 
Law,” Islamic Law and Society 3, no. 2 (1996): 137–64; Muhammad Khalid Masud, 
Brinkley Messick, and David S. Powers, eds., Islamic Legal Interpretation: Muftis and 
Their Fatwas (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1996); David S. Powers, Law, 
Society, and Culture in the Maghrib, 1300–1500 (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2002); Etty Terem, “The New Miʿyar of al-Mahdi al-Wazzani: Local Interpretation 
of Family Life in Late Nineteenth-Century Fez” (PhD diss., Harvard University, 2007); 
Camilo Gomez-Rivas, “The Fatwas of Ibn Rushd al-Jadd to the Far Maghrib: Urban 
Transformation and the Development of Islamic Legal Institutions under the Almoravids” 
(PhD diss., Yale University, 2009); Muhammad Khalid Masud, “The Significance of 
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The Institution of the Muftı in the Late Mamluk Sultanate ال

The kings and sultans before him, while they appointed a single person to the 
judgeship, left the affairs of issuing fata waإل  to the jurists: the jurists of each school إل
issued their opinion when they were asked [about a certain issue], they answered 
questions, and there was constant dispute and strife among them.

Like many other jurists and religious scholars in the late Mamluk sultan-
ate, the Hanafı scholar Muhammad b. Ibra ال m b. Muhالhı ammad al-Ghazzıال 
(1421–91) left his hometown (Gaza) to travel to Cairo to study with 
the great scholars of the time. One of his teachers in Cairo, Saʿd al-Dıالn 
al-Dayrı  granted him a permit to teach law and issue legal opinions 6,ال
(idhn fı al-tadrı ال s wa’l-iftaال -ʾ). After he had spent a while in Cairo, he travإل
eled to Damascus, where he eventually settled down and issued legal 
opinions.7 Al-Ghazzıال was not a prominent jurist or a distinguished 
scholar. Nevertheless, his career is similar to many other contemporary 
and earlier ones. It was a common practice among jurists and scholars in 
the Mamluk sultanate to travel to learning centers both within and with-
out the Mamluk sultanate in order to obtain religious and jurispruden-
tial knowledge (their earlier and contemporary counterparts elsewhere 
similarly traveled within and outside their respective polities in pursuit 
of knowledge). Of particular relevance to our discussion of the nature 
of muftı ship in the late Mamluk sultanate is the license al-Ghazzıال  was ال
granted to teach law and issue legal opinions, since this license turned 
him into a muftıال in the most literal sense of the word – someone who is 
allowed to issue jurisprudential rulings.

Since George Makdisi published his seminal The Rise of Colleges,8 
scholars have been debating the degree to which the transmission of reli-
gious and jurisprudential knowledge in Sunnıال Islam in general and in the 
Mamluk sultanate in particular was institutionalized. The key issue in  

Istiftaʾ in the Fatwa Discourse,” Islamic Studies 48, no. 3 (2009): 341–66. The literature 
on muftıالs in the Mamluk and the Ottoman periods will be discussed in the following.

6 On Saʿd al-Dıالn al-Dayrı see ʿAbd al-Rahma ,ال n b. Muh ammad al-ʿUlaymıال, al-Uns al-jalı  lال
bi-taإلrıالkh al-Quds wa’l-Khalıالl (Najaf: al-Mat baʿa al-H aydariyya, 1968), 2:227–28; 
Muhammad b. ʿAbd al-Rah man al-Sakhawı al-D ,ال awʾ al-la miʿ li-ahl al-qarn al-taإل  siʿإل
(Beirut: Da  t, 1966), 3:249–53; Boaz Shoshan, “Jerusalem Scholarsr Maktabat al-Haya
(ʿUlamaإلʾ) and Their Activities in the Mamluk Empire” [in Hebrew], in Palestine in the 
Mamluk Period, ed. Joseph Drory (Jerusalem: Yad Izhak Ben-Zvi, 1992), 95–96.

7 Ahmad b. Muhammad b. al-Mulla al-Has�kafı Mutʿat al-adhha ,ال -n min al-tamattuʿ bi’lإل
iqraإلn bayna tara kh wa’l-aqrajim al-shuyuإل n (Beirut: Daإل .dir, 1999), 2:589–90r Sa

8 George Makdisi, The Rise of Colleges: Institutions of Learning in Islam and the West 
(Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1981).
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this “institutionalization debate” is the importance of two specific 
 institutions – religious colleges (madrasas) and certificates (ijaإلzas), 
including the permit to teach and issue legal opinions – in the trans-
mission of religious knowledge. In their studies of the transmission of 
religious knowledge in Mamluk Cairo and Damascus, Jonathan Berkey 
and Michael Chamberlain,9 respectively, have stressed the importance 
assigned to the individual transmitter or professor, rather than to the 
institution (the madrasa) in which he taught. In addition, while both 
scholars have acknowledged the importance of the transmission from 
a teacher to his student, they have downplayed the importance of the 
certificate (as document), which permitted the student to teach and issue 
legal rulings, as a significant institution within the Mamluk educational 
system. Instead, they have both emphasized the personal, flexible, infor-
mal, and unsystematic nature of the transmission of religious and juris-
prudential knowledge across the Mamluk sultanate.

Makdisi and more recently Devin Stewart, by contrast, have argued 
that both the madrasa and the certificates (ija  zas) played a pivotal roleإل
in the transmission of knowledge in Mamluk Egypt and Syria. Based on 
his reading of al-Qalqashandı  s chancery manual and two biographical’ال
dictionaries from the fourteenth century and the first half of the fifteenth 
century, Stewart has shown that the permits (ija  zas) were divided intoإل
three types,10 each of which followed specific literary patterns and scribal 
rules. Stewart has concluded that the license granted by the teachers to 
their students involved a document and that, furthermore, granting a per-
mit to teach and issue legal opinions was highly institutionalized as part 
of the training of the student in the madrasa throughout the Mamluk 
period. From at least the fourteenth century, it was granted at a specific 
point in the student’s training course, which most often took place in the 

9 Jonathan Berkey, The Transmission of Knowledge in Medieval Cairo: A Social History 
of Islamic Education (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1992); Michael 
Chamberlain, Knowledge and Social Practice in Medieval Damascus, 1190–1350 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994).

10 Al-Qalqashandıال lists three types of ijazas: a license to teach law and issue legal opin-
ions (ija wa’l-tadrı إلzat al-futyaإل  s); a certificate granted after the student has memorizedال
certain works and presented his knowledge before a number of scholars (hence, this 
certificate literally means “presentation,” ʿard ); and a license of transmission (ija  zatإل
al-riwaإلya or ija yaالza bi’l-marwıإل  ,t). For a translation of these certificatesإلʾaإلʾ al-istidʿaإلt ʿalaإل
see Devin Stewart, “The Doctorate of Islamic Law in Mamluk Egypt and Syria,” in Law 
and Education in Medieval Islam: Studies in Memory of Professor George Makdisi, ed. 
Joseph E. Lowry, Devin J. Stewart, and Shawkat M. Toorawa (Cambridge: E. J. W. Gibb 
Memorial Trust, 2004), 66–78.
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madrasa assigned to the teacher. Moreover, the ijaإلza (or at times idhn) to 
teach and issue fata  served as a credential necessary for employment as إلwaإل
a judge, deputy judge, or professor of law (mudarris), as well as in several 
other offices.11

The institutionalization of the permit to teach law and issue fata  إلwaإل
was bolstered by the recording of issued permits in the biographical dic-
tionaries from the Mamluk (and later) periods.12 As Chamberlain has 
noted, one of the functions of biographical dictionaries was to serve 
as communal archives of scholarly (and other) elites.13 Through these 
“archives,” as Stewart has contended, scholars and jurists sought “to 
establish [them]selves in authoritative chains of transmission, linking 
[their] own authority to that of the learned among earlier generations in 
the Muslim community,”14 and perhaps to enhance their scholarly pres-
tige among their peers.15 To put it differently, the biographical dictionar-
ies assisted in turning the permit into a “social fact” within the scholarly 
and learned circles.

It is difficult to assess the number of permits to teach law and issue 
fataإلwaإل, but the data recorded in the biographical dictionaries suggest that 
they were granted regularly. Nevertheless, as Stewart has pointed out, the 
number of permits recorded in the dictionaries seems to represent a tiny 
fraction of those actually granted in the major learning center across the 
Mamluk sultanate. The key point for the purpose at hand is that all those 
who were granted this license could have issued legal opinions, even if 
they were not appointed to a teaching or judging position. Moreover, as 
al-Mura correctly observes, granting a permit to teach and issue fata الdı  إلwaإل
was an exclusive prerogative of the jurists and the scholars.

Since the learned circles across the Mamluk sultanate independently 
produced a large number of graduates who could issue legal opinions, the 
relationship between the Mamluk ruling elites and these muftı  s deservesال
a few words. Being a muftıال was not an official religious position (waz �ıإلfa 
dıالniyya) in the Mamluk administration, a fact that is reflected in the 
absence of the muftıال as an office from the administrative and chancery 

11 Ibid., 60–63.
12 Ibid.
13 Chamberlain, Knowledge and Social Practice, 18.
14 Stewart, “The Doctorate of Islamic Law,” 52.
15 It should be noted that biographical dictionaries vary widely regarding the frequency with 

which they mention ija -ʾ. As Makdisi and Stewart have shown, fourإلs wa’l-iftaالzat al-tadrıإل
teenth- and fifteenth-century biographical dictionaries, such as Ibn Hajar al-ʿAsqala  ni’s
(d. 1449) and al-Sakhawı s (d. 1497), mention the ija’ال za to teach and issue fataإل  quite إلwaإل
frequently (ibid., 53).
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manuals.16 Moreover, although the biographical dictionary was a com-
mon genre throughout the Mamluk period, to the best of my knowl-
edge, no biographical dictionary that was dedicated exclusively to muftıالs, 
that is, to officially appointed muftı  s, was ever compiled.17 This is not toال
say that muftı  s did not appear in Mamluk biographical dictionaries: asال
Stewart has pointed out, the division between muftı  s and judges is notال
as strict as it might appear, as some of those who obtained a permit to 
issue legal opinions were appointed by the Mamluk state to judiciary 
positions (such as judges or deputy judges), and many judges also issued 
legal  opinions.18 Still, throughout the Mamluk period, muftı  s were notال
considered holders of a religious position.

The only official muftı ship was the muftıال  rإلship of the Hall of Justice (Daال
al-ʿAdl), the superior sultanic (Maz�aإلlim) court presided over by either the 
Mamluk sultan (in Cairo) or his deputy (in Syria).19 But the opinion of the 

16 Al-Qalqashandıال, for instance, does not list muftı -alالs as officeholders. Ahmad b. ʿAlıال
Qalqashandı Subh al-aʿsha ,ال fi s�ina إل  ʾ (Cairo: al-Muʾassasa al-Misriyyaإلʿat al-inshaإل
al-ʿA ﷽mma li’l-Taʾlı f wa’l-Tarjama wa’l-Tibaال  ʿa wa’l-Nashr, 1964), 2:192–93. Chroniclers
did not list muftı  s who were not appointed to a specific position among the officeholdersال
as well. For late Mamluk Damascus, see, for instance, ʿAlıالb. Yusuf al-Bus�rawı Ta ,ال  khالrıإل
al-Bus�rawıال: s �afah aإلt majhula min taإلrı kh Dimashq fال ıال ʿas�r al-mama  k, min sanat 871 Hالlıإل
li-ghaإلyat 904 H (Damascus: Dar al-Maʾmun li’l-Tura b al-Dıth, 1988), 189–90; Shiha  nال
Ahmad b. Muhammad b. ʿUmar b. al-H ims �ıال, Hawa n wa-wafaإلdith al-zamaإل yaإل  kht al-shuyuإل
wa’l-aqraإلn (Beirut: al-Maktaba al-ʿAs �riyya, 1999), 2:191–92. Moreover, the Damascene 
chronicler and muftıال Ibn T u  n adheres to this historiographical approach in his annalslu
of the Ottoman conquest of Damascus. As in many other Mamluk chronicles, the 
account of the events that transpired in a certain year opened with the enumeration of 
all the officeholders (the sultan, the governors, the judges, and so on). Muftıالs are absent 
from this list. See Shams al-Dı n Muhammad b. Tال ulu h الn fıإلkahat al-khillaإلn, Mufa awaإلdith 
al-zamaإلn: taإلrı  fالm (Cairo: al-Muʾassasa al-Mis�riyya al-ʿA﷽mma li’l-Taʾlıإلkh Mis�r wa’l-Shaال
wa’l-Tarjama wa’l-T iba .ʿa wa’l-Nashr, 1962–64), vol. 2

17 In fact, al-Muradıال seems to be the first chronicler from the Arab lands to compile such 
a work. In the core lands of the empire, Müstakîmzâde Süleymân Saʿdeddîn Efendi  
(d. 1787–88), roughly a contemporary of al-Muradıال, wrote a biographical dictionary 
entitled Devhatü’l-Mesâyiḫ-i Kibâr that is exclusively devoted to muftıالs: Müstakîmzâde 
Süleymân Saʿdeddîn, Devhatü-l-Mesâyiḫ: Einleitung und Edition, 2 vols. (Stuttgart: Steiner 
Verlag, 2005). See also Richard C. Repp, The Müftıال of Istanbul: A Study of the Development 
of the Ottoman Learned Hierarchy (London: Ithaca Press, 1986), 11.

18 Ibn al-Shih na comments on the permissibility of qaإلd ıالs’ issuing of fata  He argues .إلwaإل
that a qa dıإل should not issue fata ال waإل  There is a debate among .(ʾإلmajlis al-qada) in court إل
the jurists, he continues, about whether a qaإلd ıال should issue fata waإل -when he is not serv إل
ing as a judge. Some jurists suggested that he should issue fata  concerning rituals إلwaإل
(ʿibaإلda malaإلt) but not concerning interpersonal issues (muʿaإل hıt). Ibraإل m b. Abıال  al-Yamn ال
Muhammad b. Abıال al-Fad l b. al-Shihna, Lisa n al-hإل ukkaإلm fi maʿrifat al-ahka  :m (Cairoإل
Mus �tafa al-Ba al-H الbı alabı .219 ,(1973 ,ال

19 On Daإلr al-ʿAdl, see Emile Tyan, Histoire de l’organisation judiciaire en pays d’Islam 
(Leiden: Brill, 1960), 433–525; Jon E. Mandaville, “The Muslim Judiciary of Damascus 
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muftıال of the Hall of Justice, like any other muftıال in the Mamluk sultanate, 
was not in and of itself officially enforceable. The appointment deed of 
the late fourteenth-century Abu Bakr al-Jaytı al-Hanafı ال  (ca. 1358–1416) ال
to the H anafı muftı ال  r al-ʿAdl in Cairo offers a glimpse intoإلship of Daال
the manner in which this office was perceived.20 As the Hanafı  الmuftı ال
of the Hall of Justice, al-Jaytı was to supervise the rulings (al-ah ال ka  mإل
al-sharʿiyya) of the hall. Moreover, the deed states that his legal opinions 
should be the “foundation of our illustrious rulings” and that he “should 
issue legal opinions for the people of the time courageously and knowled-
gably.” It is important to note, however, that the appointment deed does 
not specify that the appointee’s rulings are binding or that he has the 
right to abrogate the rulings of the judges.21

There was also a fairly large number of muftı  s that did not hold aال
state appointment, as any scholar who held a permit to issue legal rul-
ings was virtually a muftıال. Some held a teaching position in madrasas 
and mosques across the sultanate; others might have earned their liv-
ings through issuing legal opinions. More troubling, in the eyes of some 
jurists, was the fact that every muftı  could issue legal opinions freely, even ال
when they lacked proper knowledge. The late fourteenth-century histo-
rian and Malikı chief judge Ibn Khaldu ال  n, for instance, commented that
the Malikıال muftıالs in Cairo, some of whom he considered “quacks or lack-
ing in learning,” served as legal advisers to anyone who asked for their 
opinions either before or after a case was adjudicated in court, and his 
account emphasized the burden these muftı  s and their opinions posed onال
his court and presumably on the legal system at large.22 Roughly around 

in the Late Mamluk Period” (PhD diss., Princeton University, 1969), 5–11, 69–73; 
Jørgen S. Nielsen, Secular Justice in an Islamic State: Maz�aإلlim under the Bahri Mamluks 
662/1264–789/1387 (Leiden: Nederlands Historisch-Archaeologisch Instituut te Istanbul, 
1985), 49–173; Nasser O. Rabbat, “The Ideological Significance of the Dar al-ʿAdl in 
the Medieval Islamic Orient,” International Journal of Middle East Studies 27, no. 1 
(1995): 3–28; Rapoport, “Royal Justice and Religious Law.” In the fourteenth century, 
there were official muftıالs affiliated with the four legal schools present in every session of 
the hall in Cairo. In Damascus, on the other hand, in the late Mamluk period only the 
Hanafı and Sha ال fiʿı  schools were represented. Jon Mandaville has suggested that in late ال
fifteenth-century Damascus, only a H anafıال muftıال attended the sessions of Da  r al-ʿAdl inإل
the city, although al-Ghazzıال mentions a Sha muftı الfiʿı n Muhالas well. Najm al-Dı ال ammad b. 
Muhammad al-Ghazzıال, al-Kawa kib al-saإل shira (Beirut: Jaإلn al-miʾa al-ʿaإلʾira bi-aʿyaإل  miʿat
Bayru .rikiyya, 1945–58), 1:40–45الt al-Amı

20 Al-Sakha .miʿ, 11:50إلal-Dawʾ al-La ,الwı
21 Taqiyy al-Dıالn Abı Ibn Hijja al-H الBakr b. ʿAlı ال amawıال al-Azra Kita ,الrı  ʾإلb qahwat al-inshaإل

(Beirut: Klaus Schwarz Verlag, 2005), 112–13.
22 Morimoto Kosei, “What Ibn Khaldu  n Saw: The Judiciary of Mamluk Egypt,” Mamluk

Studies Review 6 (2002): 109–31. Ibn Khaldu  n’s comment is an important indication
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the same time, the Mamluk sultan al-Z ahıالr Barqu  q issued a decree to
curb the muftıالs’ activity. In his decree, Barquq demanded that muftı -s folال
low the accepted doctrine of their respective schools. In addition, each 
muftıال was to obtain a permit from the chief qaإلd ı dإلqa) إل ı  t) of hisإلal-quda ال
respective school to issue legal opinions (thus obtaining an approval of 
his competence). Subsequently, the chief Sha fiʿı qa ال dıإل -of Damascus nomi ال
nated seven muftıالs, while his H anafı  counterpart appointed only three.23 ال
Approximately three decades later, in 1424, the H anafıال chief qa dإل ıال was 
asked by Sultan al-Ashraf Barsbay to oversee the competence of some 
Hanafı  s.24 Although these incidences seem to be the exception, theyالmuftı ال
tell us something about the problems the multiplicity of jurisconsults 
generated.

The sultan’s demand to supervise the muftı  .s was an extreme measureال
For the most part, muftı  s were not institutionally restricted. It was leftال
to jurists to cope with the multiplicity of muftı  s, and, over the courseال
of the fifteenth century, different jurists suggested various approaches. 
In his manual for judges, the early fifteenth-century jurist ʿAlıال b. Khalı  lال
al-Tara bulusı  for instance, explains how a judge should decide which ,ال
muftıال to follow. In addition, al-Tara bulusı  offers several rules that the ال
muftıال should follow when issuing an opinion in cases where there are 
disagreements between the leading authorities of the H anafıال school. By 
doing so, al-Tara  aimed at limiting the range of possible solutions الbulusı
to jurisprudential controversies within the school.25 Several decades later, 
in another manual for judges, Ibra m b. al-Shihالhı na simply reiterates the 

that obtaining a permit to issue legal opinions did not necessarily imply scholarly 
accomplishment.

23 Lutz Wiederhold, “Legal-Religious Elite, Temporal Authority, and the Caliphate in 
Mamluk Society: Conclusions Drawn from the Examination of a ‘Zahiri Revolt’ in 
Damascus in 1386,” International Journal of Middle East Studies 31, no. 2 (1999):220.

24 Leonor Fernandes, “Between Qadis and Muftis: To Whom Does the Mamluk Sultan 
Listen?,” Mamluk Studies Review 6 (2002): 101–2. There is one more interesting prec-
edent to the practice of appointing muftıالs: the Umayyad caliph ʿUmar b. ʿAbd al-ʿAzı  .z (dال
720) is said to have appointed three Egyptian jurists to issue fata  ,Ahmad El Shamsy .إلwaإل
The Canonization of Islamic Law: A Social and Intellectual History (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2013), 101.

25 Al-Tarabulusıال cites al-H asan b. Ziyad’s Adab al-qaإلd ıال: If there is only a single jurist, the 
solicitor should follow his opinion. If there are two jurists and they disagree, he should 
follow the opinion of the jurist he deems sounder (aswabihima  ,If there are three jurists .(إل
and two of them agree on a certain issue, he should follow their opinion, and not the 
third’s. If the three disagree, however, the solicitor is to exercise ijtiha  d on the basis ofإل
the three opinions. Then he should follow the opinion he deems soundest. ʿAla ʾ al-Dı  nال
Abıال al-Hasan ʿAlıال b. Khalıالl al-Tara n al-hالMuʿı ,الbulusı ukkaإلm fıالma  yataraddadu bayna إل
al-khasmayn min al-ahka m (Cairo: Musإل �t afa al-H الbıal-Ba  alabı .28–27 ,(1973 ,ال
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distinction between the nonbinding (or, more accurately, nonenforceable) 
nature of the muftı  s ruling and the binding ruling of the judge, thus’ال
placing the weight on the qa dإل ıال’s resolution rather than on the muftı  s’ال
opinion.26 Nonetheless, he does not suggest that the muftıالs should be 
institutionally supervised, as Ibn Khaldu n does in his Muqaddima.27

To be sure, the muftı  s who operated throughout the Mamluk domainsال
varied in their prominence and status, with some appearing as tower-
ing figures in the jurisprudential landscape of the Mamluk period. 
Contemporary biographical dictionaries and chronicles clearly allude to 
such an informal hierarchy of muftıالs. The various epithets and desig-
nations attached to jurists and scholars served, in part, to create and 
advertise this hierarchy. His biographical dictionary, which draws heav-
ily on the biographical works of the sixteenth-century jurist and chroni-
cler Shams al-Dı lun b. Tuال  ,n and the late fifteenth-century Ibn al-Mibrad
Ahmad b. Muhammad al-H as �kafıال (d. 1595), at times attaches titles that 
point to the prominence of certain muftı  s in specific towns during the lateال
Mamluk period. Muh ammad b. Muh ammad b. Muhammad b. al-H amraʾ 
al-Dimashqı  of the الfor example, was known as the “muftı ,(d. 1487) ال
Hanafı s” in Damascus,28 and Ibn Tال ulu suf b. Muhn’s uncle, Yu ammad 

26 Ibn al-Shihna, Lisa .m, 221إلn al-hukkaإل
27 The fifteenth-century reality, however, was more complex than what both al-T arabulusıال 

and Ibn al-Shih na’s manuals might lead one to believe. As Ibn Khaldun’s account of the 
state of affairs in late fourteenth-century Cairo suggests, using both muftı dإلs and qaال ıالs was 
a well-known practice. The Mamluk sultan and his ruling elite also manipulated both 
qa dıإل s and muftıال dıإلs in order to obtain legal approval of their deeds. When qaال  s refusedال
to approve of a decision made by a member of the Mamluk ruling elite, the latter often 
sought to obtain the opinion of some prominent muftıال. As Leonor Fernandes has con-
cluded, following some Mamluk chroniclers, this was especially true in the fifteenth 
century, when the status of the qaإلd ıالs somewhat deteriorated, possibly because incompe-
tent people were increasingly appointed to judiciary positions; see Fernandes, “Between 
Qadis and Muftis,” 95–108.

  According to the fifteenth-century chronicler and a Hanafı deputy qa ال Ibn al-S الdıإل ayrafıال, 
for example, the Mamluk sultan Qayitbay respected the H anafıال muftı n al-AqsالAmı ال �araʾıال 
to the extent that in one of the sultanic processions al-Aqs �araʾıال is reported to have walked 
before the qaإلd ıالs, and sometime earlier the sultan had asked al-Aqs �araʾıال to recommend 
jurists for judiciary positions. ʿAlı wub. Daال al-Sالd al-Jawharı ayrafıال, Inba  ʾإلʾ al-has�r bi-abnaإل
al-ʿas�r (Cairo: Dar al-Fikr al-ʿArabı  This is not to say, however, that the .251 ,372 ,(1970 ,ال
judges in the late Mamluk sultanate lost their legal authority. As Fernandes has noticed, 
the muftı  .s’ opinions had to be approved by a judge before being enacted by the sultanال
Second, late Mamluk chronicles still portray the chief qa  s as fairly dominant figuresالdıإل
in the late Mamluk “legal landscape” of both Egypt and in Syria, despite occasional 
controversies on the authority of a particular qaإلd ıال (see, for example, Ibn al-Sayrafıال, Inbaإلʾ 
al-has r, 375–77).

28 Al-H as�kafıال, Mutʿat al-adhhaإلn, 2:748.
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b. ʿAlı h b. Tub. ʿAbd Alla ال n al-Slu alihı al-Hanafı ال  served as the ,(d. 1530) ال
muftıال of Daإلr al-ʿAdl and was known as the “shaykh of the H anafıالs in 
Damascus.”29

It is appropriate to return at this point to al-Mura -s comment con’الdı
cerning the “constant dispute and strife” among the muftıالs. It is true that 
the muftıالs across the sultanate should not be perceived as a homogenous 
community that speaks in one voice. Jurisprudential disputes among 
adherents of the different jurisprudential schools as well as within a par-
ticular school were not unheard of. Consider, for instance, the following 
dispute that occurred in 1471 in Cairo between the descendants of the 
Mamluk Amir Iمعلصna l and the officeholders in the madrasa endowed by I  lnaمعلص
over the right of the former to benefit from the revenues of the endow-
ment. Each of the parties involved solicited the opinion of the leading 
Hanafı muftı ال s in Cairo at the time – Amıال n al-Aqsالn al-Dıال �ara ʾı  al-Shaykh ,ال
Muh yıال al-Dıالn al-Ka sim b. Qutand Qa ,الfiyajı lu  and brought their – bugha
opinions to the Mamluk sultan Qayitba  y. The sultan decided to summon
all the chief qa dإل ıالs and the three muftı  records الs to a session. Ibn al-Sayrafıال
a heated debate in the session. While al-Kafiyajıال and al-Aqs �ara  approved الʾı
the inclusion of Iمعلصna l’s descendants, Ibn Qutlu bugha  contended that only 
the position holders should enjoy the endowment’s revenues. Al-Ka  ,الfiyajı
in response to Ibn Qutlubugha  s opinion, approached the sultan, the chief’
Hanafı dıإلqa ال and the da ,ال daإلwaإل  .sim [br and said: “This man – that is, Qaإل
Qutlu bugha the Hanafı [ -does not know syntax, grammar, the funda – ال
mentals [of law], and fiqh; but he knows the legal devices (h iyal), and he 
is not allowed to issue fataإلwa mah) إل ju al-fatwa الr ʿalayhi fı  because he ,(إل
accepted a bribe.”30 These are serious accusations. Nevertheless, it should 
be stressed that most fourteenth- and fifteenth-century Mamluk chroni-
clers and jurists did not consider these disputes to be a major systemic 
problem that called for an institutional reform, as al-Muradı .clearly did ال

Finally, the chronological framework of the “Mamluk” model as pre-
sented by al-Mura remains to be addressed. Al-Mura الdı  marks the year الdı
1516 as a turning point in the organization of the muftıالship in Damascus 
and perhaps in the Arab lands in general. But Mamluk chroniclers who 
witnessed the Ottoman conquest of the Arab lands, such as the Damascene 
Ibn Tu  s, do not mention any reform in then or the Egyptian Ibn Iyalu
muftıالship, even though they provide elaborate accounts of administrative 
and legal reforms introduced by the new rulers. Furthermore, Ibn Tu  n’slu

29 Ibid., 2:843–44 and also 1:392–93.
30 Al-Sayrafıال, Inba ʾ al-hasr bi-abnaإل .ʾ al-ʿasr, 352–54إل
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description suggests that the activity of Damascene nonappointed muftıالs, 
such as Qutb al-Dıالn Muhammad b. Muhammad b. ʿUmar b. Sultan 
al-Dimashqı and ʿAbd al-S (d. 1543) ال amad al-ʿAkkarı -contin ,(d. 1558) ال
ued unmolested in the first decades following the conquest.31 As we shall 
see, sixteenth-century chronicles do mention the appointment of a Rumıال 
Hanafı muftı ال -to be sent from Istanbul to Damascus, but they do not pres ال
ent the appointment as an abrupt and sweeping transformation of the 
office, as al-Muradı  does. It is therefore necessary to pay attention to the ال
continuity of “Mamluk” scholarly practices between the sixteenth and 
the eighteenth centuries.

Biographical dictionaries of the tenth, eleventh, and the twelfth Hijri 
centuries (roughly the sixteenth to the eighteenth centuries CE) may assist 
us in this task. A brief survey of the biographical literature reveals that 
permits to teach and issue legal rulings were still granted well after the 
Ottoman conquest. Consider, for instance, the following examples. At 
some point in the second half of the sixteenth century, the Gaza-based 
Hanafı jurisconsult Muhammad al-Timurta ال -left his home (d. 1595) الshı
town and traveled for Cairo to study with some of the most renowned 
authorities of his time. One of his teachers in Cairo, the muftı  ,of Egypt ال
Amıالn al-Dı  n b. ʿAbd al-ʿA﷽l, granted him a permit to teach and issueال
fataإلwa32.إل The Hanafıال Muh yıال al-Dı n al-Ramlıالn b. Khayr al-Dıال  of (d. 1660) ال
the Palestinian town of Ramla was also granted such a permit. Like his 
father, Khayr al-Dıالn al-Ramlı one of most eminent Hanafı ,ال  jurists in the ال
Arab lands (and beyond) in the seventeenth century, Muhyı al-Dı ال  n wasال
trained as a jurist. At some point, presumably in an advanced stage of 
his studies, Khayr al-Dıالn wrote him a permit to teach and issue legal rul-
ings.33 Roughly around the same time, the Sha fiʿı Ibn al-Naqı ال  الtıb al-Bayruال
(d. 1650) obtained from his teachers in Damascus a permit to teach and 
issue fata  In other words, as these examples suggest, the certificate 34.إلwaإل
to teach law and issue fata .did not die out in 1516 إلwaإل

Nevertheless, a significant change did occur over the course of the six-
teenth and the seventeenth centuries. This change was both quantitative 

31 Ibn T ulun records a dispute between these muftı s in 1538. See Ibn Tال u lu n, H awaإلdith 
Dimashq, 325. On these muftı dıs, see al-Muraال ʿArf al-basha ,ال .m, 29–32إل

32 Taqiyy al-Dı n b. ʿAbd al-Qaال dir al-Tamı al-T ,الmıال abaqa tara الt al-saniyya fıإل  ,jim al-Hanafiyyaإل
Süleymaniye Library MS Aya Sofya 3295, 346r. See also in al-Timurta shı  ,s biography’ال
Anonymous, Tarjmat Muhammad al-Timurta shıال  Süleymaniye Library MS Esad Efendi ,إل
2212–1, 4v.

33 Muhammad Amıالn b. Fad l Alla Khula ,الh al-Muhibbı s�at al-athar fıإل aʿya ال dıإلn al-qarn al-haإل  ال
ʿashar (Beirut: Dar al-Kutub al-ʿIlmiyya, 2006), 4:324–25.

34 Al-Muh ibbıال, Khula .sat al-athar, 4:301–2إل
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and qualitative. Quantitatively, there is a drastic decline in the number 
of times the practice of granting permits to teach and issue fata  is إلwaإل
mentioned in biographical dictionaries from the seventeenth and the 
eighteenth centuries in comparison to earlier periods. In his biographi-
cal dictionary, which focuses on the second half of the fifteenth century 
and the early decades of the sixteenth century, Ah mad b. Muhammad 
al-Has�kafı  mentions such a permit twenty-three times.35 Similar figures ال
emerge from Najm al-Dı  s centennial biographical dictionary’الn al-Ghazzıال
of the tenth Hijri century (roughly the sixteenth century CE).36 There the 
term ijaإلza fıال tadrı  ʾ appears thirty-two times, equally spread overإلs wa-iftaال
the course of the century. In al-Ghazzıال’s biographical dictionary of the 
early decades of the seventeenth century, the term appears four times.37 
Al-Ghazzıال is of particular importance for our purposes, since he docu-
ments both the sixteenth century and the early decades of the following 
century. The decline in the number of permits recorded is indicative of the 
change this scholarly practice underwent around the turn of the century – 
a decline that was to continue well into the eighteenth century. In his cen-
tennial biographical dictionary of the seventeenth century, Muh ammad 
al-Muh ibbıال records only six instances in which an ijaإلza fı tadrı ال s wa-iftaال  ʾإل
was granted,38 and for the eighteenth century, al-Muradı  mentions only ال
four jurists who were granted such a permit.39 To be sure, it is problem-
atic to deduce exact statistical data from the information provided in the 
biographical dictionaries. It is possible that permits to teach and issue 
legal rulings were granted more frequently than what these sources sug-
gest. Nevertheless, the tendency is clear and points to a steady decline in 
the popularity of this practice among scholars and jurists.

Although the decline in granting permits to teach and issue legal opin-
ions was a phenomenon that cut across legal schools, there were clear 
differences in the frequency with which permits were granted among the 

35 Al-H as�kafıال, Mutʿat al-adhhaإلn.
36 Al-Ghazzıال, al-Kawa kib al-saإل .ʾiraإل
37 Najm al-Dı n Muhammad b. Muhال ammad al-Ghazzıال, Lut f al-samar wa-qatf al-thamar: 

Min tara n al-tabaqa al-uإلjim aʿyaإل min al-qarn al-h إلla aإلdı ʿ ال ashar, 2 vols. (Damascus: Wiza  rat
al-Thaqafa wa’l-Irsha d al-Qawmı -Similar figures emerge from the biographi .(82–1981 ,ال
cal dictionary of al-Ghazzıال’s counterpart and rival al-Burı Al-H .الnıال asan b. Muh ammad 
al-Burı Tara ,الnıال n min abnaإلjim al-aʿyaإل n (Damascus: al-Majmaʿ al-ʿIlmıإلʾ al-zamaإل  الal-ʿArabı ال
bi-Dimashq, 1959–63); ibid., Tara jim al-aʿyaإل  n, Staatsbibliothek zuإلʾ al-zamaإلn min abnaإل
Berlin MS Weetzstein II 29.

38 Al-Muhibbıال, Khula .s�at al-athar
39 Muhammad Khalı b. Muh الl b. ʿAlıال ammad b. Muhammad al-Mura  b silk al-durarإلKita ,الdı

fı aʿya ال n al-qarn al-thaإل ʿashar (Beirut: Da الnıإل ʾir al-Islar al-Basha .(miyya, 1988

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 



The Second Formation of Islamic Law36

adherents of the different schools. Out of all the cases recorded, the vast 
majority of receivers (and respective granters) were followers of the Sha fiʿı  ال
school. Only five H anafı  s are reported to have been granted such a permitال
in the sixteenth- and the seventeenth-century biographical dictionaries. 
Two questions ought to be addressed: First, how are we to explain the 
decline in the frequency of the practice of granting permits? And second, 
why did certain jurists preserve this practice more than others? (Or, to 
be more precise, why did biographical dictionaries record these specific 
cases and not others?)

The first question will be answered more fully in the following. At 
this point, suffice it to say that the decline in the frequency with which 
permits to teach law and issue legal opinions were granted corresponds 
to the emergence of the official appointment of muftıالs in the Ottoman 
province of Damascus. These two trends suggest that the appointment of 
the muftıال by the state rendered the permit superfluous.40

The answer to the second question is related to the first, but it may also 
be related to the Ottoman dynasty’s adoption of the H anafı  legal school ال
(or, to be more precise, a specific branch within the school) as its official 
school: it is possible that followers of the H anafıال school from the Arab 
lands, especially those who sought an official appointment to a position, 
were more inclined than their non-H anafıال colleagues to give up on the 
permit to teach and issue legal rulings. Many non-H anafı  ,s, it appearsال
while not utterly renouncing the authority of the sultan or the chief muftı  ,ال
still relied on their affiliation with certain authoritative genealogies more 
than their Hanafı  counterparts did. This may also explain why in these ال
particular circles the permit to teach and issue legal rulings preserved 
some of its preconquest prestige – a fact that is also reflected in the “com-
munal archives” of the scholarly circles, the biographical dictionaries.

The same can be said about Hanafı  s who did not hold any officiallyال
appointed position in the late sixteenth to eighteenth centuries. As the 
cases of al-Tıالmu n al-Ramlıالand Khayr al-Dı الshırta  s son indicate, these’ال
muftıالs based their authority on their teachers and their affiliation to a 
specific scholarly tradition rather than on an official appointment by the 
state. This last point is exemplified in al-Muh ibbı s account of the H’ال anafı  ال
muftıالship of the Palestinian town of Gaza. When the Hanafı muftı ال  of ال

40 In a mid-sixteenth-century legal code that was intended to regulate the function of the 
imperial learned hierarchy, Kânûnnâme-i Ehl-ʿI lm, the ija -za (icâzet) appears as an offiإل
cial certificate that can be validated in case of official inspection. Ahmed Akgündüz, ed., 
Osmanlı Kanunnâmeleri ve Hukukî Tahlilleri (Istanbul: Fey Vakfı, 1992), 4:663.
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Gaza, ʿUmar b. ʿAla ʾ al-Dı n, died in 1648,41 there was not any Hanafıال  ال
jurist in Gaza who could man the vacant muftıالship that had previously 
been held by Muh ammad al-Timurtashıال and his son, S alih. The governor 
of Gaza and the city’s notables forced a Sha fiʿı jurist, ʿUmar b. al-Mashriqı ال  ,ال
to switch to the Hanafı  legal school. Subsequently, he was sent to study ال
with Khayr al-Dıالn al-Ramlı  who granted him a permit to teach and issue ,ال
legal opinions. Since he apparently did not hold any appointment from 
Istanbul, the permit he obtained from the eminent muftıال was crucial for 
his jurisprudential authority.42

But the change was not merely a quantitative decline in the frequency 
with which the permits to teach and issue fataإلwa  were granted. The إل
change had a qualitative dimension as well. Sixteenth-century Greater 
Syria, for example, witnessed the weakening of the link between the 
permit and the training career in the madrasas, a link that, as Makdisi 
and Stewart have demonstrated, was fairly prominent in the Mamluk 
period and particularly in the fourteenth and the fifteenth centuries. In 
the late Mamluk period, as we have already seen, the permit to teach and 
issue fata waإل -was granted to the student at a specific point in his train إل
ing course in the madrasa. Moreover, if in the late Mamluk period the 
permit was a document that followed specific conventions, by the late 
sixteenth century this was not always the case. Although Khayr al-Dı  nال
al-Ramlı  wrote a license for his son, the following anecdote related by ال
the Sha fiʿı chronicler and jurist al-Ghazzı ال  about how he obtained the ال
permit to issue fata waإل  deserves attention, for it captures some of these إل
qualitative transformations. ʿAbd al-Qadir b. Muh ammad al-T ara bulusı  ال
(d. 1592) was a Damascene Sha fiʿı jurist. One night al-T ال ara bulusı  saw ال
al-Ghazzı s deceased father, Badr al-Dı’ال n, in a dream. Al-Tال ara bulusı  ال
wanted to ask the esteemed jurist a question, but the latter sent him 
to ask his son, Najm al-Dı fiʿın. The leading Shaال jurist and al-Ghazzı ال  s’ال
teacher, Shiha b al-Dı n Ahال mad al-ʿAytha  43 interpreted this,(d. 1616) الwı
dream as Badr al-Dı  n’s granting his son a license to teach and issueال
fata waإل  Here clearly the permit was not granted as an integral part of .إل
the training career of the jurist, nor was a document similar to those 
described by the Mamluk encyclopedist al-Qalqashandı  involved. It is ال
difficult to estimate how sweeping this change was, but the qualitative 
change this anecdote reflects is noteworthy.

41 Al-Muhibbıال, Khula .sat al-athar, 3:209إل
42 Ibid., 3:203–5.
43 Al-Ghazzıال, Lut f al-samar, 1:308–24.
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To conclude, the decline in the popularity among jurists and scholars 
of the permit to teach law and issue legal rulings, together with the pos-
sible change the permit’s institutional nature underwent and the jurispru-
dential affiliation of such a permit’s recipients, might reflect a twofold 
change that occurred over the first three centuries of Ottoman rule in the 
Arab lands. First, it seems that the practices of transmitting jurispruden-
tial knowledge, or at least some of them, changed. In the new reality, the 
certificate carried significantly less weight. This change dovetails with the 
transformation in the appointment patterns of muftıالs, H anafıالs and non-
Hanafı s alike. In this respect, al-Muraال  s observation that jurisconsults’الdı
were increasingly appointed by the Ottoman dynasty and its learned hier-
archy seems quite accurate. But, as has already been argued, the process 
was not as sweeping and abrupt as al-Muradı -envisioned it. The institu ال
tion of the permit to teach and issue legal rulings (ijaإلzat al-tadrı -s wa’lال
iftaإلʾ), albeit perhaps in a modified form, and the “Mamluk” perception of 
the muftıالship were preserved in certain circles throughout the Arab prov-
inces of the Ottoman Empire (and perhaps in other provinces as well).

There is still an unresolved question: Why was al-Mura -so anx الdı
ious about the constant dispute and strife among the jurists? To under-
stand al-Mura  ,s anxiety, we have to look at a different set of concerns’الdı
one that echoes, I would argue, the perception held by members of the 
Ottoman religious-judicial and ruling elites with regard to the Mamluk 
institution of the muftı  For this purpose, one has to explain the Ottoman .ال
understanding of the muftı .shipال

The Ottoman Perception of the Institution of the Muftıال

Cling to the opinion of Mehmet [Efendi] and according to this [opinion, you] 
should rule. [Amsiku qawl Mehmet wa-ʿalayhi al-fatwa [.إل

– Must afâ Naʿîmâ, Târîḫ-i Naʿîmâ44

When the early eighteenth-century Ottoman historian Naʿîmâ commem-
orated the date of Meh met Efendi’s appointment (in the year 1024/1615) 
as the imperial chief muftı  a post that had previously been occupied by ,ال
Sunʿullah Efendi, he decided to do so by composing the above chrono-
gram. The chronogram, however, is not merely a rhetorical device or a 
decorative word game. It captures Naʿîmâ’s understanding of the nature 
of the office of the chief imperial muftı the s) ال eyḫülislâm) and of the 

44 Mustafa Naʿîmâ, Târih-i Naʿîmâ: Ravzatü’l-Hüseyin fî Hulâsati Ahbâri’l-Hâfikayn 
(Ankara: Türk Tarih Kurumu, 2007), 2:424.
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importance of his legal opinion. This section sets out to clarify Naʿîmâ’s 
chronogram and the assumptions on which it rests.

From around the mid-fifteenth century, roughly at the time of the con-
quest of the new imperial capital, the still-evolving Ottoman ruling and 
religious elites gradually developed a hierarchy of judiciary positions and 
madrasas. An integral dimension of this process was the emergence of the 
chief muftıال, the seyḫülislâm, “to become, by the mid-sixteenth [century], the 
supreme office in the Ottoman judicial hierarchy.”45 Although many jurists 
and chief muftıالs took part in the articulation and the development of the 
office in this period, it is hard to overstate the importance of the eminent 
sixteenth-century chief imperial muftıال Ebûʾs-Suʿûd Efendi in this process, a 
fact that did not escape contemporary observers as well as modern schol-
ars. Toward the mid-sixteenth century the chief muftıال became, as Colin 
Imber has put it, “the chief source of juristic authority in the empire.”46

To understand the implications of the emergence of the chief muftı  ال
as the “chief source of juristic authority” it is necessary to examine the 
doctrinal definition of this office in tandem with its evolution. As will be 
suggested in the following, the establishment of a hierarchy was accom-
panied by a doctrinal reconfiguration of the institution of the chief muftı  ال
and of its role within the burgeoning learned hierarchy. This section looks 
at how the office was defined from the early sixteenth century onward by 
members of the Ottoman religious-judicial elite. Special attention will be 
paid to the relations between the chief imperial muftı the s) ال eyḫülislâm) 
and the provincial muftı .s, his subordinatesال

Understanding this Ottoman hierarchy of muftı -s is crucial for underال
standing the nature of the institution of the muftı  in general – not only ال
the chief muftı in the Ottoman domains. In his Telh – ال îsü’l-Beyân fi 
K evânîn-i Âl-i Osmân, the seventeenth-century historian and encyclo-
pedist Hezârfen Hüseyin Efendi dedicates a section to the taxonomy of 
muftı s in the Ottoman Empire: “A muftıال might be the s ال eyḫülislâm, or he 
might not. Those who are not the s eyḫülislâm are the provincial muftı  sال
(kenâr müftileri).”47 Hezârfen does not specify who the kenâr müftileri 

45 Colin Imber, Ebuʾs-Suʿud: The Islamic Legal Tradition (Stanford, CA: Stanford 
University Press, 1997), 7. See also Repp, The Müfti of Istanbul; Murat Akgündüz, XIX. 
Asır Baslarına Kadar Osmanlı Devleti’nde Seyhülislamlık (Istanbul: Beyan Yayınları, 
2002); Abdurrahman Atcil, “The Formation of the Ottoman Learned Class and Legal 
Scholarship (1300–1600)” (PhD diss., University of Chicago, 2010).

46 Imber, Ebuʾs-Suʿud, 7.
47 Although writing in the second half of the seventeenth century (the work was completed 

in 1675–76), Hezârfen relied on older documents, such as “kânûnnâmes, histories, old 

  

 

 

 

 

 



The Second Formation of Islamic Law40

were, what their position in the learned hierarchy was, why they were 
appointed, or in what manner. He merely explains that their rank is 
lower than the chief muftı -s. Their lower rank is reflected in the require’ال
ment that they mention the authoritative text (nuk ûl) they consulted 
for their ruling, whereas the chief muftı  was not expected to do so (see ال
Chapter 4).48

The anonymous author of Hırzü’l-Müluk, a treatise written several 
decades earlier and dedicated to the structure of the Ottoman state, pro-
vides additional details concerning the history of the office of the provin-
cial muftı  According to this treatise, the main reason for the appointment .ال
of jurists as muftı -s in specific localities was to increase the access of proال
vincial subjects to a muftı  who could provide them with authoritative ال
rulings. Presumably, before the appointment of the provincial muftıال, a 
province’s subjects had to send their questions to Istanbul or to travel to 
the capital. Moreover, this comment may suggest that before this devel-
opment took place there had been only a single official muftı  who had ,ال
resided in the Ottoman capital. Later, in the author’s time, the main pur-
pose of the provincial muftıال was to check on oppressive officials and 
ignorant judges (z �aleme-i vulât ve cehele-i kudât), who did not follow the 
rules of serîʿat. In addition, the anonymous author explicitly states that 
those who were to serve as provincial muftıالs (et râf ve cevânibde fetvâ 
ḫidmetine) could have been chosen from among the professors (müder-
risinden) or from among the pious (duʿâci) who were capable of issuing 
legal opinions (fetvâ virmeg e iktidâri olan).49

The fact that the provincial muftı  could have been chosen from ال
among the madrasa teachers should be clarified. As Richard Repp has 
pointed out, although it does not seem that there was a formal career 
track for muftı s, as was the case for judges (tال arîk -i k az �â) or teachers 
(t arîk -i tedrîs), it appears that from the reign of Bâyezîd II onward the 
teacher in the most important madrasa built by the sultan (but at times 
by other members of the royal household or the Ottoman ruling elite) 
in major cities across the empire served as the local muftı  as well. The ال
professors in prominent madrasas – such as the ones built by Bâyezîd 

and new registers,” as well as on other documents and registers from the court and 
the Imperial Divan. Hezârfen Hüseyin Efendi, Telhîsü’l-Beyân fî Kavânîn-i Âl-i Osmân 
(Ankara: Türk Tarih Kurumu Basımevi, 1998), 38, 197.

48 Ibid., 200. See also Uriel Heyd, “Some Aspects of the Ottoman Fetva,” Bulletin of the 
School of Oriental and African Studies 32, no. 1 (1969): 45–46.

49 Anonymous, “Hırzu’l-Mülûk,” in Yasar Yücel, ed., Osmanlı Devlet Tes kilâtına dair 
Kaynaklar (Ankara: Türk Tarih Kurumu, 1988): 191–92.
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II in Amasya, by Süleymân’s mother in Manisa, by Süleymân himself 
in Rhodes and Damascus, by Selîm II in Cyprus, and by Ḫüsrev Bey 
in Sarajevo – all served as the officially appointed provincial muftı  s inال
these localities.50 Nevertheless, not all of these professors/muftı  s were atال
the same rank in the madrasa hierarchy, a fact that was reflected in the 
difference in their salaries, ranging from thirty to eighty akçes a day.51 
An important qualification is in order here. The attachment of the office 
of the muftı  to a prominent provincial madrasa characterizes mostly ال
large urban centers. As we shall see, in lesser urban centers, such as the 
Palestinian town of Ramla, there were jurists who held a state appoint-
ment to serve as muftı  but were not appointed to a teaching position in ال
an imperial madrasa.

Much more is known about the office of the s eyḫülislâm than that of 
his provincial subordinates. As already mentioned, by the mid-sixteenth 
century the s eyḫülislâm had emerged as the head of the hierarchy. As 
such, he had the authority to appoint jurists to various positions within 
the evolving hierarchy (perhaps in consultation with the vezir and the 
sultan). In addition, serving as the head of the learned hierarchy allowed 
the chief muftı  to resolve disputes among its members.52 Another aspect ال
of this position, as will be seen in Chapter 4, was the authority to canon-
ize jurisprudential texts.

The legal opinions issued by the chief muftı  s offer an important insightال
into the way in which the heads of the Ottoman learned hierarchy per-
ceived their position in relation to its other members. In particular, these 
legal rulings reveal the doctrinal articulation of the office as the chief 
muftıالs understood it. Even before the chief muftıال assumed all the authori-
ties he would possess the mid-sixteenth century, officially appointed 
muftıالs, and particularly by the chief muftı  attempted to establish the ,ال

50 The seyḫülislam himself held (at least nominally) the teaching position at the medrese of 
Bâyezîd II in Istanbul. See I smaʿil Hakki Uzunçars ılı, Osmanlı Devletinin I lmiye Teskilâti 
(Ankara: Türk Tarih Yurumu Basimevi, 1965), 205. On al-Madrasa al-ʿUthmaniyya in 
Jerusalem, see Guy Burak, “Dynasty, Law and the Imperial Provincial Madrasa: The 
Case of al-Madrasa al-ʿUthmaniyya in Ottoman Jerusalem,” International Journal of 
Middle East Studies 45, no. 1 (2013): 111–25.

51 Repp, “The Müfti of Istanbul,” 62–68. Repp argues that the range was between thirty 
and sixty akçe. But as we shall see in the following, the salary of at least one muftıال in 
Damascus was eighty akçe.

52 The anonymous author of Hırzu’l-Mülûk, for instance, explains that the chief muftı  is ال
to resolve all the jurisprudential disputes among the jurists (her kelâmi beyne’l-ʿulemâ 
nass-i k atiʿ okup) and that the muftıال, in turn, should provide the soundest reply to those 
who address their question to him (192).

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Second Formation of Islamic Law42

authority of their legal opinions.53 As part of this attempt, as early as 
the first decades of the sixteenth century, Ottoman muftıالs ruled that the 
scornful treatment of a legal ruling presumably issued by an officially 
appointed muftı  was blasphemy. The quite famous sixteenth-century ال
chief imperial muftıال Kemâlpas azâde, for instance, was asked about a per-
son who disparaged a ruling by questioning its relevance to an unspeci-
fied case. The chief muftı  replied that this person should renew his faith ال
and be severely punished (taʿzîr balîg).54 Perceiving disobedience to a 
legal ruling as blasphemy, however, was not an Ottoman innovation. In 
one of the debates that took place in 1359, the Hanafı  nالj al-Dıjurist Sira ال
al-Hindıال and others declared that the school of Abu H  anıالfa held that 
whoever disdained fata  s was an apostate.55 But it seemsالand muftı إلwaإل
that in the Ottoman context, this argument was employed particularly in 
cases involving the rulings of the chief muftıال and his officially appointed 
subordinates. As Ömer Lütfi Barkan pointed out, questioning the validity 
of the chief muftı  s ruling was considered “a major transgression against’ال
the religious and social order.”56

Moreover, in the years and decades to come, chief muftı  s increasinglyال
underscored the binding and enforceable nature of their legal opinions, 
insisting that all members of the Ottoman learned hierarchy, muftı  s andال
judges alike, were to follow their rulings. Consider, for example, the follow-
ing ruling by S eyḫülislâm S unʿullah Efendi (d. 1612). When asked about 
a judge who was not, in his rulings, “following the serîʿat, the imperial 
edicts, and the serʿî fatwaإل,” S unʿullah Efendi replied that this judge should 
be removed from office, punished, and denounced as a heretic (kâfir olur) 
for abasing the sacred law.57 In this case, it is clearer that the ruling was 
issued by an official jurisconsult, perhaps even by the chief muftıال himself. 
In the same vein, at some point in the first half of the seventeenth century, 
Seyḫülislâm Yahyâ Efendi (d. 1643) was asked about a provincial muftıال 

53 The term used is fetvâ-ı serîfe. In sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Ottoman sources, 
the term usually denotes legal opinions issued by officially appointed muftı  s, often by theال
seyḫülislâms themselves.

54 Kemâlpasazâde, Fetâvâ, Süleymaniye Library MS Darulmesnevi 118, 19v. On the 
practice of renewal of faith, see Guy Burak, “Faith, Law and Empire in the Ottoman 
‘Age of Confessionalization’ (15th–17th Centuries): The Case of ‘Renewal of Faith,’” 
Mediterranean Historical Review 28, no. 1 (2013): 1–23.

55 Fernandes, “Between Qadis and Muftis,” 104.
56 Ömer Lütfi Barkan, “Caractère religieux et caractère séculier des institutions ottomanes,” 

in Contributions à l’histoire économique et sociale de l’Empire ottoman, ed. Jean-Louis 
Bacqué-Grammont and Paul Dumont (Leuven: Peeters, 1983), 36.

57 Sunʿullah Efendi, Fetâvâ, Süleymaniye Library MS Res id Efendi 269, 43r.
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who permitted the remarriage of a couple after the wife had been triple-
divorced but had not married another husband in between (h illa). This 
permission was against the ruling of the chief muftı  Accordingly, the 58.ال
chief muftıال ruled that the provincial muftı  should be punished (taʿzîr) and ال
banned from issuing legal opinions (iftâʾdan menʿ lâzimdir). The same 
chief muftıال also ordered the removal from office of a judge who ruled 
against a chief muftı perhaps even his own.59 – إلs fatwa’ال

Recent studies of provincial courts across Anatolia suggest that legal 
opinions issued by an officially appointed muftı  carried significant weight ال
and were indeed respected as binding and enforceable, presumably as long 
as they corresponded to the case at hand.60 In seventeenth-century Bursa, 
for example, every fatwaإل bearer won his case in court.61 Such was also 
the case in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century Kastamonu and Çankırı. 
There, as Bog aç Ergene has shown, fata waإل  were frequently brought to إل
court by the litigant and “carried significant weight in the proceedings, 
winning legal cases for their bearers almost every time.”62 The identity of 
the muftıال in these cases is not always clear. In some cases the rulings were 
issued by the seyḫülislâm, while in others it was the provincial muftı  s’ال
ruling that was brought to court. It is worth pointing out that the legal 
opinion of the officially appointed provincial muftı  carried significant ال
weight in the eyes of the local judge, for the provincial muftıال was, at least 
theoretically, following the ruling of the chief muftı .ال

Compared with Anatolia, little is known about the manner in which 
litigants across the Arab lands of the empire made use of fataإلwa  Judith .إل
Tucker has argued that the reality in seventeenth- and eighteenth- century 
Syria and Palestine was different from the one in Anatolia, as “there 
is little evidence to suggest that the muftıال and qa d ıال [in Greater Syria] 
worked glove-in-hands,” because of what she has termed “pivotal differ-
ences in the background, training, and official standing of the muftıالs.” 

58 Yah yâ Efendi, Fetâvâ, Süleymaniye Library MS Aya Sofya 1569, 88v.
59 Ibid., 85r. A similar ruling is recorded in ʿAbdurrah im Efendi’s fata waإل  collection. See إل

Haim Gerber, State, Society, and Law in Islam: Ottoman Law in Comparative Perspective 
(Albany: State University of New York Press, 1994), 81, 201n3.

60 Gerber, State, Society, and Law in Islam, 82–83; R. C. Jennings’s findings for Kayseri, 
however, qualify Gerber’s conclusions: in Kaysari, fatwaإل bearers did not necessarily win 
the case. R. C. Jennings, “Kadi, Court, and Legal Procedure in 17th c. Ottoman Kayseri,” 
Studia Islamica 48 (1978): 133–72.

61 Gerber, State, Society, and Law in Islam, 81.
62 Bogaç Ergene, Local Court, Provincial Society, and Justice in the Ottoman Empire: Legal 

Practice and Dispute Resolution in Çankırı and Kastamonu (1652–1744) (Leiden: Brill, 
2003), 31.

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 



The Second Formation of Islamic Law44

Nevertheless, she has drawn attention to the congruence between the 
muftıالs’ rulings and the judges’ resolutions.63 On the other hand, cases 
from sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Jerusalem, for example, sug-
gest that litigants sought to obtain a fatwaإل from the chief muftı  or from ال
the officially appointed provincial muftı  These cases also indicate that .ال
the officially appointed Jerusalemite muftıال’s opinion carried particular 
weight in court.

A fatwaإل issued by an officially appointed provincial muftı  in Jerusalem ال
toward the end of the seventeenth century casts light on how the chief 
muftıال’s rulings were perceived from a provincial perspective. The offi-
cially appointed muftıال of Jerusalem, ʿAbd al-Rahı  Lutf, was asked الm b. Abıال
about two appointment deeds (berât) for the same position. The solici-
tor wanted to know which appointment deed should be put into effect. 
In his reply, the muftıال from Jerusalem states that the “shaykh al-Isla  ,mإل
the current muftı  ”of the Sublime Sultanate, Yahyâ [Efendi] . . . has ruled ال
that the earlier appointment deed should be implemented.64 In other 
words, the Jerusalemite jurisconsult implemented the chief muftıال’s rul-
ing. Nevertheless, ʿAbd al-Rah ı Lut الm b. Abıال f himself (and probably other 
provincial muftıالs) at times diverged from the rulings of the chief muftı  or ,ال
at least avoided following some of his rulings.65

The hierarchical picture that emerges from these legal rulings is also 
mirrored in contemporary chronicles. When the accomplished jurist 
Mehmet b. Meh met, known as ʿArabzâde (d. 1561), refused to admit 
one of Ebûʾs-Suʿûd’s students as his reciter (muʿı  d), Ebûʾs-Suʿûd issued aال
fatwaإل, which was accompanied by a sultanic edict, stating that no one 
was to oppose the s eyḫülislâm. Subsequently, ʿArabzâde was removed 
from office and exiled to Bursa for several years.66

Now that we have examined the relations between the chief muftı  and ال
other members of the imperial learned hierarchy, it seems appropriate 
to dedicate a few words to his relations with members of the Ottoman 

63 Judith E. Tucker, In the House of the Law: Gender and Islamic Law in Ottoman Syria 
and Palestine (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1998), 20–22.

64 Based on Ibn Abıال Lutf’s comment, it is plausible that he learned about the chief muftı  s’ال
ruling after he had seen this ruling in an edict (bi-khatt ihi al-sharıالf al-maʿhu  d), though
it is not clear if it was an imperial/sultanic edict that included the chief muftı  s ruling or’ال
simply a fatwaإل issued by the chief muftı ʿAbd al-Rah .ال ıالm b. Abıال Lutf al-Maqdisı al-Fata ,ال  إلwaإل
al-Rahı  h al-Hanafiyya, Firestone Library (Princeton University)إلt al-sadaإلmiyya fi waqiʿaال
MS Mach Yehuda 4154, 74r.

65 Burak, “Faith, Law and Empire.”
66 ʿAlıالb. Ba Manq, al-ʿIqd al-manzالlı �um fı dhikr afa إل dil al-Ruإل m (Beirut: Da r al-Kita b al-ʿArabı  ,ال

1975), 349–53.
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ruling elite, including the sultan himself, who appointed him to his exalted 
office. The anonymous author of H ırzü’l-Müluk states that “a pious man, 
scholar, and jurist should be appointed and ordered to the position of 
the muftıال (mesned-i fetvâ bir ehl-i takvâ ʿâlim ve fakîhe taʿyîn ve tevcîh 
buyurulmak vech-i vecîhdir).”67 The use of the verb buyurulmak indi-
cates that he was appointed by a sultanic order. Contemporary chronicles 
also confirm that the s eyḫülislâm was appointed by an imperial edict.68 
Hezârfen does not specify how the chief muftı  is appointed, but it is clear ال
that he is subordinate to the sultan.69 In the seventeenth century (and 
possibly earlier), the newly appointed chief muftı  was summoned, upon ال
his appointment, to the palace, where the sultan would bestow upon 
him the seyḫülislâm’s white cloak.70 Occasionally, however, this under-
standing of the power relations between the sultan and the muftıال was 
contested. Sultan Meh met IV reportedly reminded his chief muftı  Kara ,ال
Çelebizâde, that he had appointed him to the muftıالship, implying that 
Kara Çelebizâde owned his position to the sultan. Kara Çelebizâde, by 
contrast, replied that it was God who appointed him and not the sultan.71 
This is an interesting anecdote, for it reveals that even within the schol-
arly and judicial circles in the core lands of the empire the practice of 
appointing jurisconsults was debated, and that jurists who were affiliated 

67 Anonymous, Hırzu’l-Mülûk, 192. The personality of a chief muftı  was occasionally the ال
reason for his removal. When, for example, the news of the appointment of Memekzâde 
to the seyḫülislâmlik reached the army (ʿasker), the troops objected to the appointment, 
claiming that they “do not want a drunkard muftıال.” Three hours later, so ʿÎsâzâde relates, 
the newly appointed chief muftıال was removed from office. ʿÎsâzâde, ʿÎsâzâde Târîhi: 
Metin ve Tahlîl (Istanbul: I stanbul Fetih Cemiyeti, 1996), 26.

68 Silâhdâr Fındıklılı Meh met Aga, Silâh dâr Târîh ̮i (Istanbul: Devlet Matbaʿası, 1928), 
1:221.

69 Hezârfen, however, holds the seyḫülislâm responsible for the sultan’s administrative 
deeds. In a passage entitled “advice” (nasîh at), he recommends that the sultans have a 
conversation (müsâhebet) from time to time with the seyḫülislâm. Interestingly enough, 
Hezârfen includes in this passage hypothetical sentences from these recommended con-
versations, in which the sultan subtly reproaches his chief muftı  for not drawing his ال
attention to the oppression taking place in his domains. For instance, the sultan is to say 
to the seyḫülislâm: “There is oppression and transgression in the provinces, why haven’t 
you woken me up? . . . You will be responsible [lit. on your neck] for the consequence 
of this evil action on the Day of Judgment” (Tas rada z�ülm u teʿaddî olurmus, niçün 
beni îkâz � eylemezsin. . . . Rûz-ı cezâde vebâli senin boynuna). Hezârfen Hüseyin Efendi, 
Telhîsü’l-Beyân, 201.

70 Uzunçarsılı, Osmanlı Devletinin I lmiye Tes kilâti, 189–92. See also Defterdâr Sarı 
Mehmet Pasa, Zübde-i Vekiʿât (1066–1116) (Ankara: Türk Tarih Kurumu Basımevi, 
1995), 219; ʿAbdülazîz Kara Çelebizâde, Târîḫ-i Ravżatü’l-Ebrâr (Cairo: Mat baʿat Bula  ,q
1248 [1832]), 473.

71 Naʿîmâ, Târîh-i Naʿîmâ, 3:1165.

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Second Formation of Islamic Law46

with the imperial learned hierarchy, including the chief imperial muftı  ,ال
were not oblivious to the problems that a sultanic appointment posed.

The sultanic appointment also implied that sultans could and did 
remove chief muftı -s from office. In fact, by the early decades of the sixال
teenth century the office was not considered life tenure as it had been 
until then.72 Moreover, as the anecdote about Kara Çelebizâde and 
al-Mura dı  ,s introduction suggest, the notion that the sultan is the source’ال
or at least one of the main sources, of the chief muftı  s authority to issue’ال
legal opinions was fairly common. Late sixteenth- and seventeenth-cen-
tury Ottoman chronicles are replete with instances in which chief muftı  sال
were removed (ʿazl),73 exiled (nefy),74 and, in some rare cases, executed 
(usually after their removal from office).75 Maʿlûlzâde, for example, was 
removed from the muftı ship for issuing the “wrong fataال waإل  In another 76”.إل
instance, Boluvî Mus �t afâ Efendi, who served as s eyḫülislâm from 1657 
to 1659,77 refused to issue a legal ruling permitting the execution of Gâzî 
Deli H üseyin Pas a, the chief commander (serdar) of Crete. Consequently, 
he was exiled to Cairo, with the qaإلd ı  ship of Giza as his arpalık.78-إل
Interestingly enough, while in Egypt, he was appointed muftıال of Egypt, 
although, as Evliyâ Çelebi notes, no one asked for his rulings there.79

72 Madeline C. Zilfi, “The Ottoman Ulema,” in Cambridge History of Turkey III: The 
Later Ottoman Empire, 1603–1839, ed. Suraiya N. Faroqhi (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2006), 214.

73 For example, Defterdar Sarı Mehmed Pasa, Zübde-i Vekiʿât, 256–58; Ahmad b. Lutf 
Allah Munajjim Ba shı Kita ,ال n Aالtıإلmiʿ al-duwal: Qism salaإلb Jaإل ﷽l ʿUthmaإلn ilaإل sanat 1083 
H. (Mecca: s.n., 2009), 2:1193; Silâh dâr Mehmet Aga, Silâh dâr Târîḫi, 1:31, 363; 2:245. 
Some, such as Koçi Bey (d. 1650), lamented the removal of muftı  s and other jurists fromال
their office without reason. Koçi Bey also deplored, however, the quality of many of the 
jurists of his time. Koçi Bey, Risale-i Koçi Bey (Istanbul: Ahmet Vefik Pasa, 1863), 9–12.

74 Munajjim Bashı Kita ,ال b Jaإل miʿ al-duwal, 2:1248; Silâhdâr Mehإل met Aga, Silâh dâr Târîḫi, 
1:11–12.

75 Uzunçarsılı, Osmanlı Devletinin I lmiye Teskilâti, 223–26.
76 Ahmet Hasan Beyzâde, Hasan Beyzâde Târîhi (Ankara: Türk Tarih Kurumu Basımevi, 

2004), 1:408.
77 On Boluvî Mus �t afâ Efendi, see Defterdâr Sarı Mehmed Pas a, Zübde-i Vekiʿât, 257.
78 Arpalık was a source of revenue, often a judgeship, which was assigned to a member of 

the Ottoman learned hierarchy between postings. Madeline C. Zilfi, “Elite Circulation in 
the Ottoman Empire: Great Mollas of the Eighteenth Century,” Journal of the Economic 
and Social History of the Orient 26, no. 3 (1983): 353–54.

79 Hanefi seyḫülislâmı idi. Amma fetvâsına kimse muhtâc deg il idi. Evliya Çelebi, 
Seyahatnâmesi: Topkapı Sarayı Bagdat 304 Yazmasının Transkripsiyonu, Dizini (Istanbul: 
Yapı Kredi Yayınları, 1996–2007), 10:86. The reason for the lack of interest in Mus�t afa  
Efendi’s rulings, Evliya Çelebi explains, was the prominence of the jurists of al-Azhar: 
“He who is in need of [a ruling] heads to al-Azhar mosque, he pays two or three mankır, 

  

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 



Muftıالs 47

Less careful, or at least less fortunate, chief muftı  s lost not only theirال
appointments but also their lives. Ahîzâde H üseyin Efendi (d. 1633) was 
the first chief muftıال in Ottoman history to be executed, for conspiring 
against Sultan Murâd IV. Twenty-two years later, Sultan Mehmet IV exe-
cuted another chief muftı  Ḫocazâde Mesʿûd Efendi (d. 1656), for what ,ال
some in Mehmet IV’s court perceived as the chief muftı  s propensity for’ال
intervening in political affairs.80 Despite the rarity of these cases, these 
executions reveal that the chief muftıالs were not immune from the severest 
punishment, their religious and juridical status notwithstanding.

This is not to suggest, however, that the chief muftıال necessarily tai-
lored his rulings to suit the sultan’s need or will. Contemporary chron-
icles mention disagreements between chief muftı  s and sultans. In someال
cases, the muftıال’s opinion prevailed. Esʿad Efendi, for instance, denied 
Sultan Osmân II’s request to execute his younger brothers before leav-
ing the imperial capital for an expedition against the Polish-Lithuanian 
commonwealth, a denial that contributed to the eventual abolition of 
the Ottoman practice of fratricide.81 Moreover, the legitimacy of some 
sultanic rulings rested, to a large degree, on the approval of the chief 
muftıال. The importance of obtaining the s eyḫülislâm’s support is reflected 
in occasional attempts made by members of the Ottoman ruling elite to 
obtain a ruling supporting their cause. In 1588, for instance, before meet-
ing the grand vezir, several cavalrymen (sipâhîs) solicited the chief muftı  s’ال
opinion in support of their claims.82 Indeed, political factions in the capi-
tal would occasionally demand the appointment of a sympathetic chief 
muftıال, suggesting that such an appointment could be an effective means 
to promote their interests. In 1648, for example, the sipâhîs wanted to 
appoint Ebû Saʿîd Efendi, who supported their cause, as chief muftı  Ebû .ال
Saʿîd, however, turned down the offer.83

The demand posed by different parties within the Ottoman ruling elite 
to remove certain chief muftı  s from office shed light on the Ottomanال

according to his will and intention, and he gets a noble fatwa.” See also Akgündüz, XIX. 
Asır Baslarına Kadar Osmanlı Devleti’nde Seyhülislamlık, 176–183.

80 Uzunçarsılı, Osmanlı Devletinin I lmiye Teskilâti, 223–26.
81 See, for example, Baki Tezcan, “The Ottoman Mevali as ‘Lords of the Law,’” Journal 

of Islamic Studies 20, no. 3 (2009): 404–6. See also Baki Tezcan, “Some Thoughts on 
the Politics of Early Modern Ottoman Science,” in Beyond Dominant Paradigms in 
Ottoman and Middle Eastern/North African Studies, ed. Donald Quataert and Baki 
Tezcan (Istanbul: Center for Islamic Studies [ISAM], 2010), 135–56.

82 Mus �tafa Selaniki, Târîh-i Selânikî (Istanbul: Istanbul Üniversitesi Edebiyat Fakültesi, 
1989), 1:210.

83 Naʿîmâ, Târîh-i Naʿîmâ, 3:1188.

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 



The Second Formation of Islamic Law48

understanding of the nature of the muftı -ship. Some sources, both preال
scriptive and descriptive, describe the office as a service (ḫidmet), to 
which the eligible candidate is appointed.84 In other cases, the muftıال 
is said to have a permit to issue legal rulings (iftâʾya meʾzûn olan).85 
Nevertheless, the permit seems to refer to the sultanic appointment and 
not to the muftı s competence. The definition of the chief muftı’ال  ship asال
“service” bears important implications for the jurisprudential authority 
of the muftı  to issue (and his provincial counterpart الboth the chief muftı) ال
legal opinions once he is removed from office. It is clear that according 
to the Ottoman understanding of this office, only the muftı  who holds ال
an appointment has the right to issue enforceable legal rulings within 
the imperial legal system. Furthermore, the authority of the Ottoman 
muftıال to issue legal rulings, unlike that of his Mamluk counterparts, was 
revocable. In other words, if in the Mamluk sultanate the muftı  ship wasال
first and foremost a status, the Ottomans perceived the muftı  ship as anال
office. Accordingly, those who were not appointed could not have issued 
enforceable legal opinions.86

84 For example: I brâhîm Peçevî, Târîḫ-i Peçevî, 1:49; Cengiz Orhonlu, Osmanlı Tarihine 
Âid Belgeler (Istanbul: Edebiyat Fakültesi Basımevi, 1970), 132. Other sources consider 
muftıالship to be a rank (rütbe or paye) as well as a service. See Uzunçars ılı, Osmanlı 
Devletinin I lmiye Teskilâti, 209–11; Mehmet Zeki Pakalın, Osmanlı Tarih Deyimleri ve 
Terimleri Sözlügü (Istanbul: Milli Egitim Basımevi, 1993), 2:764.

85 It is worth paying attention to Repp’s discussion concerning the term maʾdhun in the 
context of Müstakîmzâde’s (d. 1787) treatment of the muftı  ship of Molla ʿAbdülkerîmال
(who served as muftıال during the reign of Bâyezîd II):

So vague, indeed, is Müstakimzade that one is led to suspect that he doubts the 
validity of Abdülkerim’s claim to the Müftilik. . . . Strengthening the impression of 
Müstakimzade’s uncertainty is his use of the term maʾdhun bi’l-ifta  ʾ (or the variant
maʾdhu n bi’l-fatwa -in regard to Abdülkerim, he uses it on only three other occa (
sions, at least in his articles concerned with the Müftis under consideration: first, 
in the general statement which forms the basis for his rejection of the Müftilik 
of Molla Yegan to the effect that all the ulema are empowered to give fetvas; 
second, in connection with Molla Yegan himself; and third, twice in regard to 
Molla Shaykh ʿAbd al-Karı m al-Kال adı rıال S) ال eyḫ Abdülkerim), who seems to have 
held an ad hominem müftilik, not connected with Müftilik of Istanbul, in the time 
of Süleyman.

 Repp’s comment, following Müstakîmzâde, points to the vagueness of the term even 
among Ottoman scholars (Repp, The Müfti of Istanbul, 126).

86 The seventeenth-century chronicler Mus�t afa b. Fath Alla   uses the term the الh al-Hamawı
“sultanic muftıالship” (al-iftaإلʾ al-sult aإلnıال) to refer to the officially appointed muftıالship. 
Mus tafa b. Fath Allah al-H amawıال, Fawaإلʾid al-irtihaإلl wa-nataإلʾij al-safar fı  r al-qarnإلakhba ال
al-haإلdı ʿashar (Beirut: Da ال .dir, 2011), 5:128r al-Nawa
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The Emergence of the Provincial Muftıال and the Reorganization 
of the Muftı ship in the Ottoman Province of Damascusال

The honorable Ottoman kings employed this manner of assigning the muftı  shipال
of each school to a single person from the jurists of the school, and prevented all 
the other [jurists] from answering questions.87

When the Ottoman troops conquered the city of Damascus in 1516, 
the Ottoman religious-judicial hierarchy was still undergoing significant 
developments. Although at that time the chief muftıال had not yet assumed 
the responsibilities he would in the decades to come, the practice of offi-
cially appointing muftı  s and a discernible hierarchy presided over by aال
chief imperial muftı  .were already in place in the core lands of the empire ال
Over the course of the next two centuries, as the province of Damascus 
and the other Arab provinces were incorporated into the empire, the 
Ottoman practice of officially appointing muftı  s became increasinglyال
dominant. But despite the clear tendency, it was not a sweeping process. 
In what follows, I aim to explore how the Ottoman notion of the offi-
cially appointed muftı  was implemented in the newly conquered province ال
of Damascus and how local jurists adapted.

A survey of the biographies of those who served as the muftı  of ال
Damascus in the first two centuries following the Ottoman conquest of the 
city may assist us in reconstructing the appointment process. Al-Mura dı  s’ال
biographical dictionary of the H anafı muftı ال  ,s of the city of Damascusال
which includes twenty-six biographies of jurists who served as muftıالs in 
the city from the Ottoman conquest of the city to the early eighteenth cen-
tury, is a useful source for this purpose. Perhaps its most striking feature 
is that it challenges al-Muradı  s own description of the process, which has’ال
been discussed in the previous sections. The first muftı  to be appointed by ال
Istanbul was Ibra  which is ”,الmıAs the epithet “Ru .(d. 1566) الmım al-Ruالhı
usually employed to refer to objects and people that hailed from the core 
lands of the empire, suggests, he was a graduate of the Ottoman madrasa 
system and a member of the imperial learned hierarchy. But along with 
Ibrahı m al-Ruال successors, al-Mura الmıand his Ru الmı -records the activ الdı
ity, well into the sixteenth century, of other Hanafı muftı ال  s who were notال
appointed by the new rulers of the province. In other words, al-Mura  الdı
describes in his biographical dictionary a reality that is quite different 
from the one he outlines in the introduction: instead of a single officially 
appointed muftıال, who was the sole Hanafı  jurisprudential authority in ال

87 Al-Muradıال, ʿArf al-bashaإلm, 2–3.
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the city, in the first decades following the conquest there were Damascene 
muftıالs who did not hold an official appointment and yet operated in the 
city along with the officially appointed muftıال.

His description of the seventeenth century, on the other hand, resem-
bles more closely the description he offers in his introduction and is cor-
roborated by other sources as well. For the seventeenth century, only 
officially appointed muftı  s are mentioned in his dictionary. This changeال
may suggest that toward the end of the sixteenth century, the Ottoman 
learned hierarchy insisted more adamantly that the officially appointed 
muftıال serve as the city’s sole H anafıال jurisconsult. Al-Muh ibbı -s centen’ال
nial biographical dictionary, which al-Muradıال had possibly consulted,88 
corroborates this impression. It appears that by the second half of the 
seventeenth century, the appointment of a sole Hanafı muftı ال  to Damascus ال
had become the norm. Al-Muhibbı  even specifically mentions a sultanic ال
edict that had been issued by that time ordering “that there should be 
only a single H anafıال muftı  in the city. The issuance of this edict also ”ال
meant that at least occasionally the state authorities had to prevent other 
jurists from issuing their rulings. Al-Muhibbı recounts that while ʿAla ال  ʾ
al-Dıالn al-H as�kafı served as the officially appointed muftı ال  ,of Damascus ال
the Damascene Hanafı ʿAbd al-Halı الmuftı ال  n b. Muhammadالm b. al-Dıال
al-Bahnasıال (d. ca. 1679) issued his legal opinions in Damascus without 
obtaining an official appointment. As a result, the chief judge of the city 
intervened by implementing an imperial edict preventing al-Bahnası  from ال
issuing his legal opinions.89 The late seventeenth-century chronicler Ismaʿı  lال
al-Maha confirms this practice: muftı الshinı  s who did not hold an officialال
appointment appear in his chronicle as “the former (sa 90”.الbiqan) muftıإل

The picture that emerges from al-Muh ibbıال’s and al-Mah asinıال’s descrip-
tions warrants attention, for it points to the existence of two seemingly 
contradictory trends. On the one hand, as al-Bahnasıال’s incident demon-
strates, the Ottoman authorities did attempt to prevent nonappointed 
muftıالs from issuing legal opinions. On the other hand, as we shall see in 
the following sections, the experience of several prominent nonappointed 

88 In his centennial biographical dictionary of the twelfth century AH, al-Mura  cites الdı
another biographical work by al-Muh ibbıال, Dhayl Nafh at al-rayhaإلna wa-rashh at tilaإلʾ 
al-haإلna. Therefore, it is very likely that he was familiar with his Khula  s�at al-Athar as
well. Muhammad Amı n b. Fadl Allaال n al-Muhالh b. Muhibb al-Dı ibbıال, Dhayl Nafhat 
al-rayha na wa-rashhat tإل ila na (Cairo: ʿIإلʾ al-haإل bıal-Ba saمعلص al-H ال alabı .(1971 ,ال

89 Al-Muh ibbıال, Khula .sat al-athar, 2:310إل
90 Ismaʿıالl al-Mahasinıال, edited under the title “Safahat fı kh Dimashq fıالrıta ال dıal-qarn al-ha ال  ال

ʿashar al-hijrıال,” Revue de l’Institut des manuscits arabes 6 (May–November 1960): 104.
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muftıالs, such as Khayr al-Dı n al-Ramlıال  and the late seventeenth-century ال
‘Abd al-Ghanıال al-Nabulusı  indicates that the activity of certain ,(d. 1731) ال
muftıالs who did not hold a state appointment continued unmolested. It is 
possible that at certain times Ottoman state authorities were more insis-
tent on the exclusivity of the appointed muftı  ,s than at others. Alternativelyال
the eminence of these particular nonappointed muftıالs could explain their 
undisturbed activity.

Not coincidently, the rise of the officially appointed muftıال in the early 
decades of the seventeenth century corresponds to the decline in the 
importance of the permit to teach and issue fata -Since the appoint .إلwaإل
ment of muftı -s was not the exclusive prerogative of the jurists any lonال
ger, and as the Ottoman dynasty and sultans (and the learned hierarchy) 
became increasingly dominant in the appointment procedure, the license 
lost much of its significance. As has been suggested, in the eyes of many 
jurists, the imperial appointment deed rendered the permit to teach law 
and issue legal opinions superfluous.

The procedure of obtaining an imperial appointment is not always 
fully clear. The following letter from 1607 from the grand vezir Dervîs  
Pasa to Sultan Ahmet I, in which the former reports the appointment 
decision, sheds some light on who was involved in the appointment of 
the muftıال of Damascus:

the office of the muftıال of Damascus is now vacant. The muftıالship of Damascus 
has been assigned to your servant the judge of Kütahya, because he is capable of 
serving as muftı  In his place, the office of the judge of Kütahya will be assigned .ال
to the professor of the s

إل
emânî [madrasas in Istanbul] Mevlânâ Emîr Hâibî. . . . My 

illustrious Sultan, these issues have been settled in consultation with your servant 
the S eyḫülislâm. He has considered the chain [of appointments] appropriate and 
he has promulgated it. [The authority to issue] this fermân [belongs to] my illus-
trious Sultan.91

The appointment, it seems, never materialized, as the sources do not pro-
vide any information concerning a muftıال in Damascus who previously 
served as the judge of Kütahya. But the letter reveals interesting aspects 
of the appointment procedure. It clearly points to the three most impor-
tant actors in this procedure – the sultan, the vezir, and the chief muftıال. 
as According to Dervîs Pasa, all three should agree on the candidate. This 

91 “S âm-ı serif fetvâsı hâlâ mahlûldür. Kütahya kadısı dâʿîleri fetvâ hıdmetine kâdir olmagın 
Sâm fetvâsı tevcîh buyurulup anun yerine semânîye müderrislerinden Mevlânâ Emîr 
Hâibî dâʾilerine. . . . Devletlü pâdis âhum be hus �ûs�lar S eyḫülislâmeyḫülislâm duʿâcıları ile 
müsâvere olunup vech-i mes rûh üzere silsile olmak münâs�ib görüp iʿlâm eylemüs lerdür. 
Fermân devletlü pâdis âhumundur” (Orhonlu, Osmanlı Tarihine Âid Belgeler, 132).
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may not have always been the case, but gaining the support of at least one 
of the three could have considerably increased a candidate’s chance of 
obtaining the appointment. Both al-Muhibbıال and al-Muradıال confirm the 
need to gain the support of at least one of the three. From the biographies 
of the appointed muftıالs it is clear that traveling to Istanbul increased a 
jurist’s chance at appointment. There they could obtain a sultanic appoint-
ment deed (amr sultaإلnı  either directly or through the intervention of ,(ال
a senior official. ʿAbd al-Wahhab b. Ahmad b. Muh ammad b. Farfur  
(d. 1662), for example, was appointed as the muftıال of Damascus when 
Mehmet Köprülü, who previously served as the governor of Damascus, was 
promoted to the grand vezirate, presumably as a result of the latter’s sup-
port of Ibn Farfur’s candidacy. Other jurists tried to procure the appoint-
ment to a muftıالship from the chief muftıال. When, for example, Khayr al-Dıالn 
al-Ramlıال’s nephew Muhammad b. Taj al-Dıالn b. al-Muhammad al-Ramlıال 
(d. 1685) returned from Egypt after he had studied there for a while, his 
uncle wrote to the chief muftıال and asked for his nephew’s appointment 
to the Hanafıال muftıالship of his hometown, Ramla.92 Occasionally local 
officials, such as the governor or the chief judge, also appointed muftıالs. 
Some of these appointments, however, led to internal disputes within the 
Ottoman administration. Shihab al-Dıالn b. ʿAbd al-Rahman b. Muh ammad 
b. Muhammad al-ʿImadı  for instance, was appointed to the ,(d. 1667) ال
Hanafıال muftıالship of Damascus by the chief qaإلdıال of the city, while the sul-
tan (taraf al-saltana) wanted to appoint Khalı nıl al-Saʿsaʿaال 93.ال

Jurists, then, made use of the different channels at their disposal to 
promote either their own appointment to the coveted position or the 
appointment of a member of their close circles. At times, a competing fac-
tion asked that an appointed muftı  الbe removed from office. ʿAbd al-Ghanı ال
al-Nabulusı  from the الfor example, was removed by the chief muftı ,ال
muftıالship of Damascus after a rival Damascene faction apparently solic-
ited his removal. In other cases, however, petitioners were less successful. 
When, following the death of ʿAbd al-Rahma dın al-ʿIma  .Muhammad b ,ال
Qubad (known as al-Suku al-Bu الtı was appointed to the muftı (الnıالdı  ship ofال
Damascus, members of the al-ʿImadı family petitioned the chief muftı ال  and ال
asked for the muftıالship, but al-Bu nıالdı remained in office.94 ال

As we have seen, lesser urban centers also had an officially appointed 
muftıال. Like their colleagues from the major urban centers, jurists from 

92 Al-Muh ibbıال, Khula .sat al-athar, 3:396–97إل
93 Ibid., 2:223–26.
94 Ibid., 4:125.
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these towns traveled to Istanbul or at least sent their requests to the impe-
rial capital in order to obtain the appointment to the muftı  ship of theirال
hometown. In late seventeenth-century Jerusalem, for instance, the muftıال 
Muh ammad b. ʿAbd al-Rah ı  Lutf states in the introduction to الm b. Abıال
his father’s fataإلwa collection that he was appointed by the chief muftı إل  ال
Feyzullah Efendi “to the service (khidma) of the muftı ship.”95 Al-Muhibbıال  ال
provides information about the Hanafı  s of smaller towns, such asالmuftı ال
Tripoli, Safed, and Ramla.96 It is not clear, however, how and by whom 
these muftıالs were appointed. The aforementioned episode concerning 
Muh ammad b. Taj al-Dı  suggests that the الn b. al-Muhammad al-Ramlıال
chief imperial muftıال was involved in the appointment of muftı  s to smallerال
towns. In the case of Gaza, as we have seen, local governors appointed 
the muftıال, but it is not clear whether this was the case in other towns as 
well. Whatever the case may have been, it is clear that toward the end of 
the sixteenth century, at least in the major cities of the empire, there were 
officially appointed H anafıال muftıالs.

An official appointment, nonetheless, had its price. Since the practice 
of appointing muftıالs followed the Ottoman understanding of the office, 
the officially appointed muftıال could issue legal opinions only as long 
as he held the appointment. When another jurist was appointed to the 
muftıالship, he was forced to leave the office. Moreover, falling from the 
chief muftıال’s grace may have led to removal from office. Consider, for 
instance, the career of ʿAbd al-Rahı  Lutf. He was removed from الm b. Abıال
the muftıالship of Jerusalem by S eyḫülislâm Esîrî Meh met Efendi (chief 
muftıال from 1659 to 1662) in 1659, a year after he had been appointed. 
Eventually, the next chief muftıال, S unʿîzâde Seyit Mehmet Emîn Efendi 
(chief muftı in 1662), reappointed him to the office.97 ال

So far I have used the phrase “the officially appointed muftı  ship ofال
Damascus,” or of any other city for that matter, without elaborating on 

95 Ibn Abıال Lutf al-Maqdisıال, al-Fata dıLutf, see al-Mura الmiyya, 3v. On Ibn Abıالal-Rahı إلwaإل  ,ال
Kitaإلb Silk al-durar, 4:59.

96 For example, al-Muhibbıال, Khula  sat al-Athar, 1:333–34; 2:230; 3:396–97; 4:192–93. Asإل
for Nablus, al-Muradı reports that H ال afiz� al-Dıالn al-Na the muftı“ ,الbulusı of the H ال anafıالs in 
Nablus,” was in contact with ʿAbd al-Rahim b. Abı Lutf al-Maqdisı ال  الthe appointed muftı ,ال
of Jerusalem. See al-Mura Kita ,الdı .b Silk al-durar, 2:10–11إل

97 The chief muftıال also granted him a salary that was equivalent to the salary of a professor 
of a da  ,khil madrasa. Later he was granted a rank equivalent to the Süleymâniye madrasaإل
with the qaإلd ıال-ship of Safed as arpalık (ʿala  wujh al-maʿisha). On the structure of the إل
learned, see Repp, The Müfti of Istanbul; Atcil, “The Formation of the Ottoman Learned 
Class”; Madeline C. Zilfi, Politics of Piety: The Ottoman ulama  in the Postclassical Age إل
(1600–1800) (Minneapolis: Bibliotheca Islamica, 1988).
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the phrase’s geographical dimension. It is worth, however, delving into the 
implications of the phrase. As we have already seen, al-Mura  dedicates الdı
most of his biographical dictionaries to the officially appointed muftı  sال
of Damascus and not, for instance, to the muftıالs who were considered 
influential in the city (although some of the muftıالs he mentions probably 
were). As has been already suggested and will be further discussed in 
Chapter 5, there were muftıالs who operated simultaneously throughout 
Greater Syria (and beyond), such as the seventeenth-century Palestinian 
al-Ramlıال or al-Shurunbula  of al-Azhar, and were highly influential in the الlı
city. But since al-Muradı  s dictionary concentrates on officially appointed’ال
muftıالs, he follows the logic of the Ottoman practice of appointing pro-
vincial muftıالs to specific localities (such as Damascus, Jerusalem, Amasya, 
or any other city across the empire).98 Moreover, the “locality” of the offi-
cially appointed muftı -stemmed precisely from his being part of the impe ال
rial religious-judicial hierarchy (even if the muftı  was not, as was the case ال
in seventeenth-century Damascus, a graduate of the imperial madrasa 
system). In other words, he was one of the representatives of this hier-
archy in a given place. Further emphasizing the connection between the 
appointed muftı  ,and the Ottoman dynasty, even at the provincial level ال
was the attachment of a teaching position in prestigious learning institu-
tions endowed by the Ottoman ruling elite to the muftıالship of important 
urban centers.

The “locality” of the officially appointed muftıالs throughout Greater 
Syria also meant that many of them were raised and trained in Damascus, 
Cairo, and other learning centers throughout the provinces. Moreover, 
many were members of notable families that produced many jurists and 
scholars. Oftentimes the office of the muftı  was seized by individual ال
families, such as the al-ʿImadı dıs (and later the al-Muraال  s) in Damascusال
or the Banu Abı  ,Lutf family in Jerusalem.99 In the case of Damascus ال
as Abdul Karim Rafeq has noted, around the turn of the seventeenth 
century most muftı -s were no longer sent from Istanbul; increasال
ingly, leading Damascene jurists were appointed instead of their Rumıال  

98 See, for example, the orders from the capital to the muftıالs of Jerusalem and Damascus 
in Uriel Heyd, Ottoman Documents on Palestine 1552–1615 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1960), 180, 177. On the journey of the Damascene muftı to Jerusalem, see al-Mura ال dı  ,ال
ʿArf al-basha m, 33–34; al-Ghazzıإل al-Kawa ,ال  ʾira, 3:117–18. It is interesting toإلkib al-saإل
note that the muftıال emerges from these sources as an administrative official. It seems that 
this dimension of the muftı  ship in the province of Damascus became less significant overال
the seventeenth century.

99 John Voll, “Old ʿUlama Families and Ottoman Influence in Eighteenth Century 
Damascus,” American Journal of Arabic Studies 3 (1975): 48–59.
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counterparts.100 In other towns across Bila  ,m, such as Jerusalemd al-Sha
local jurists had occupied the position of the officially appointed muftıال 
from the outset.

It is somewhat unclear what the exact reasons for this change in 
Damascus were. It is possible that the Ottoman learned hierarchy’s inten-
tion was to gain the support of the relatively newly conquered subjects 
by appointing local jurists.101 When one considers that the chief judges 
were sent from Istanbul throughout the period, the implication of the 
change in the “ethnic” origin of the muftıالs is even more apparent. While 
the Ottoman learned hierarchy was not willing to compromise on the 
juridical cohesiveness of its courts system, it perhaps intended to increase 
its legitimacy through the local officially appointed muftı .sال

For this reason, the “ethnic” distinction between the officially 
appointed muftı  s in the province of Damascus and their colleagues whoال
were sent from Istanbul during the sixteenth century should not be over-
stated. Clearly, the fact that local scholars were members of prominent 

100 Abdul Karim Rafeq, The Province of Damascus, 1723–1783 (Beirut: Khayats, 1966), 
49. There were exceptions. The Bosnian-born Fadl Allah b. ʿIمعلصsa snaal-Bu  wı  ,(d. 1629) ال
for example, served as the muftı  of Damascus in the early decades of the seventeenth ال
century. Although he studied in Bosnia, probably in one of the madrasas there, he settled 
in Damascus on his way back from the pilgrimage to the holy cities. He served in several 
teaching positions in Damascus before he was appointed as muftıال. Several decades later, 
Muhammad b. Quba tıd (also known as al-Suku  who entered the city with ,(d. 1643) (ال
the chief qa Meh الdıإل met b. Yûsuf al-Nihâlî in 1605, served as muftı  He was originally .ال
from the town of Vidin, but resided in Damascus and was appointed to several positions 
in the city before his appointment to the muftı  sالship. It seems that neither of these muftıال
was a graduate of the imperial madrasa system, nor did they hold a position in the 
imperial learned hierarchy prior to their appointment to the muftıالship. See al-Muhibbı  ,ال
Khulaإلsat al-athar, 4:124–25; al-Mura .m, 65–66, 72–73إلʿArf al-basha ,الdı

101 Sixteenth-century sources document some tensions between members of the Ottoman 
learned hierarchy and Damascene jurists. Ibn Ayyub criticized some of the appointed 
Anatolian muftı  .s for their lack of knowledge of both jurisprudence and Arabicال
Therefore, he argues, they had to rely on Damascene jurists when answering questions. 
This, however, might be somewhat overstated. See Muhammad Adnan Bakhit, The 
Ottoman Province of Damascus in the Sixteenth Century (Beirut: Librarie du Liban, 
1982), 133. See also Abdul Karim Rafeq, “The Syrian ʿUlama  ʾ, Ottoman Law, and
Islamic Shariʿa,” Turcica 26 (1994): 9–32; Abdul Karim Rafeq, “Relations between the 
Syrian ‘ʿUlamaʾ’ and the Ottoman State in the Eighteenth Century,” Oriente Moderno 
79, no. 1 (1999): 67–95. On the opposition of the Egyptian jurists, see Abdul Karim 
Rafeq, “The Opposition of the Azhar ʿUlamaʾ to Ottoman Laws and Its Significance in 
the History of Ottoman Egypt,” in Brigitte Marino, ed., Études sur les Villes du Proche-
Orient XVIe–XIXe siècle: Homage à André Raymond (Damascus: Institut français 
d’études arabes de Damas, 2001): 43–54; Reem Meshal, “Antagonistic Sharıالʿas and the 
Construction of Orthodoxy in Sixteenth-Century Ottoman Cairo,” Journal of Islamic 
Studies 21, no. 2 (2011): 183–212.
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families and were well respected by the scholarly community in their 
hometowns played an important role in the state’s decision to appoint 
them to the muftıالship. But, as will be further explored in the following 
chapters, over the course of the sixteenth and the seventeenth centuries, 
Damascene and Greater Syrian muftıالs gradually adopted and defended 
legal arguments promoted by the Ottoman learned hierarchy. Moreover, 
some of the Greater Syrian officially appointed muftı  s were trained inال
the learning centers across the Arab lands, mostly in Egypt, as well as in 
Istanbul. The seventeenth-century officially appointed muftıال of Damascus 
al-Saʿsaʿanı  for instance, was a graduate of the Ottoman madrasa system ,ال
and served as the judge in Kayseri and Tripoli.102 The Jerusalemite ʿAbd 
al-Rahıالm b. Abı  Lutf, too, traveled to Istanbul, and in 1648 entered the ال
Ottoman madrasa system.103 The madrasa training of some jurists or the 
visits to the imperial capital by others contributed to the adoption of 
legal concepts and jurisprudential texts that other jurists, mostly those 
who were not appointed to an official post, did not readily accept and at 
times even openly rejected.

The last issue to address is the rank of the Greater Syrian provin-
cial muftıال within the Ottoman learned hierarchy. The sixteenth-century 
biographer ʿÂsik  Çelebi mentions that the salary of Ibrahıالm al-Ru  ,الmı
who served as the appointed muftıال of Damascus and the professor at 
the Sulı maال  niyya madrasa in the city, was eighty akçe. In comparison to
other positions in the imperial learned hierarchy in the sixteenth cen-
tury, this was a fairly high rank.104 Nevertheless, the appointed muftı  s’ال
rank was somewhat lower than that of the chief judge of the province. 
Writing almost a century later, Evliyâ Çelebi claims in his description of 
Damascus that the H anafıال muftı  in the city was a mola – that is, a full ال
member of the Ottoman learned hierarchy – whose salary was five hun-
dred akçe, as was the salary of the chief qa dıإل  When Evliyâ visited the 105.ال
city around 1670,106 the H anafı muftı ال  was not as a rule a full member of ال
the imperial hierarchy. This salary, however, seems to be correct, as in the 
late eighteenth century, al-Muradı  reports that the rank (rutba) of the late ال

102 Al-Muradı ʿArf al-basha ,ال .m, 80إل
103 ʿAbd al-Rah ıالm b. Abı  Lutf studied in Egypt as well. Among his teachers in Egypt was the ال

eminent Hanafı jurist Hasan al-Shurunbula ال Al-Mura .الlı dı Kita ,ال .b Silk al-durar, 3:2–5إل
104 ʿÂsîk  Çelebi, Muhammad b. ʿAlıال Zayn al-ʿA ﷽bidıالn b. Muh ammad b. Jalal al-Dı  .n bال

Husayn b. H asan b. ʿAlı b. Muhammad al-Rad ال awıال, Dhayl al-Shaqa ʾiq al-nuʿmaإل  niyyaإل
(Cairo: Dar al-Hida .ya, 2007), 87

105 Evliya Çelebi, Seyahatnâmesi, 9:267.
106 Ibid., 9:286.
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seventeenth-century muftıال al-Saʿsaʿani was the equivalent to the judgeship 
of Jerusalem,107 whose salary at the time was five hundred akçe.108 It is 
important to note, however, that al-Muradı  s statement implies that the’ال
rank of the chief qa dإل ıال of Damascus was higher. Moreover, the local muftı  sال
of Damascus, and of any other town in Greater Syria for that matter, 
were not full members of the imperial learned hierarchy. The fact that 
they were not full members of the hierarchy accounts for the absence of 
these muftı  s from the numerous biographical dictionaries dedicated toال
the jurists who were affiliated with it, such as those of Nevʿîzâde Atâî, 
Seyḫî Mehmed Efendi, and Uss akîzâde.109

The muftıالs’ position raises important questions about the dynam-
ics between the judges and the appointed muftı  s. Did the judge alwaysال
respect the ruling of the Damascene muftıال? If so, was it because the muftı  ال
followed the ruling of the s eyḫülislâm? Or was the appointed muftıال a 
mediator of local, Damascene, or Greater Syrian legal practices for the 
Ottoman judiciary elite? Much more research into the court records 
remains to be done in order to answer these questions satisfactorily. While 
Judith Tucker’s study suggests that the relationship between the muftıال 
and the court in Ottoman Syria and Palestine was not as close as the one 
in Anatolia, there is evidence, as I have already argued, that the appointed 
muftıال’s opinion was respected in court and, if the fatwaإل  corresponded to 
the case at hand, increased the solicitor’s chances to win the case.110

To sum up, sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Greater Syria wit-
nessed the encounter between two perceptions of the institution of the 
muftıال. While the Ottoman dynasty and its learned hierarchy were fairly 
successful in disseminating the practice of officially appointing muftı  sال
throughout the province, other jurists held to “pre-Ottoman” practices 
and to a different understanding of the muftıالship. As will become clear 

107 Al-Muradı ʿArf al-basha ,ال  m, 80. Nevertheless, the rank was not always fixed. As theإل
example of ʿAbd al-Rahıالm b. Abıال Lut f suggests, certain muftıالs obtained higher ranks 
than others.

108 See Evliya Çelebi, Seyahatnâmesi, 9:231.
109 Nevʿîzâde Atâî, “Hadâiku’l-Hakâik fî Tekmileti’s-S akâik,” in Abdülkadir Özcan, ed., 

Sakaik-i Nuʿmaniye  ve Zeyilleri (Istanbul: Çag ri Yayinlari, 1989); S eyhî Mehmed 
Efendi, “Vekâyiʿü’l-Fudalâ” in Abdülkadir Özcan, ed., Sakaik-i Nuʿmaniye ve zeyilleri 
(Istanbul: Çag ̆ri Yayinlari, 1989); in Sakaik-i Nuʿmaniye ve Zeyilleri; Uss âkîzâde es-
Seyyid Ibrâhîm Hasîb Efendi,Us sâkîzâde Tarihi (Istanbul: Çamlıca, 2005). On the other 
hand, graduates of the Ottoman madrasa system who served as muftıالs in Damascus are 
mentioned. See ʿAlıال b. Balı Manq, al-ʿIqd al-manz ال �u .m, 383

110 As we shall see in Chapter 3, the opinions of some eminent muftıالs who did not hold an 
official appointment were adopted by members of the learned hierarchy. In this case, their 
appearance in court records may be interpreted as their adoption by the hierarchy.
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in Chapter 5, it seems that over the course of the first two centuries fol-
lowing the Ottoman conquest, an equilibrium between these perceptions 
was achieved. This equilibrium, however, should not obscure the ongo-
ing debate that took place among Greater Syrian jurists concerning the 
Ottoman practice of officially appointing muftı  s. It is to this debate thatال
we now turn.

Al-Na Responds to al-Has الbulusıإل �kafı  and an Imaginary) ال
Dialogue with Al-Muraإلdı (ال

Late in the seventeenth century or early in the next,111 ʿAbd al-Ghanıال 
al-Nabulusı -penned an epistle in which he responded to a treatise com ال
posed by an al-Has �kafı most likely the mid-seventeenth-century ʿAla ,ال  ʾ
al-Dıالn al-H as �kafıال. Although al-H as �kafıال’s treatise is not known to have 
survived, it is clear that the debate was centered on the nature of the 
muftıالship from the sixteenth through the eighteenth centuries.112 Like 
al-Mura al-Has ,الdı �kafı  .in Damascus الwas an officially appointed muftı ال
Although al-H as �kafıال’s own voice in this debate is absent,113 it seems that 
al-Mura  in the introduction to his biographical dictionary, echoes ,الdı
some issues that al-H as �kafıال presumably touched upon in his treatise. To 
be sure, none of the three participants in this debate was a contemporary 
of the others. Nevertheless, it appears fruitful to engage al-Na  and الbulusı
al-Mura  in a conjectural dialogue with each other, for through such a الdı
dialogue it is possible to reconstruct more fully a range of opinions and 
arguments that circulated in Damascene scholarly circles.

The biography of ʿAbd al-Ghanı al-Na ال  should not detain us الbulusı
here. Suffice it to say at this point that he held the muftı  ship of Damascusال

111 The epistle was copied by Muhammad b. Mus �tafa, most likely Muhammad al-Dakdakjı  ,ال
a close disciple of al-Nabulusıال and an acclaimed copyist. He is known to have written 
several works for al-Nabulusıال. Al-Dakdakjı  died in 1718, so the treatise must have been ال
completed earlier. On al-Dakdakjıال, see Barbara von Schlegell, “Sufism in the Ottoman 
Arab World: Shaykh ʿAbd al-Ghanı  PhD diss., University) ”(d. 1143/1731) الbulusıal-Na ال
of California at Berkeley, 1997), 55–60.

112 Martha Mundy and Richard Saumarez-Smith have noticed this treatise; see Martha 
Mundy and Richard Saumarez-Smith, Governing Property, Making the Modern 
State: Law, Administration, and Production in Ottoman Syria (London: I. B. Tauris, 
2007), 22.

113 Al-Has�kafı al-abh إلdiscusses some of these issues in his commentary on Multaqa ال ur, 
entitled al-Durr al-muntaqaإل fı sharh ال  al-Multaqa  but he does not address the sultanic ,إل
appointment of muftıالs. Muh ammad b. ʿAlıال b. Muhammad al-H is�nı al-Maʿru ال f bi’l-ʿAla  ʾ
al-Has �kafıال, al-Durr al-muntaqaإل fıال sharh  al-Multaqaإل (Beirut: Da  ,r al-Kutub al-ʿIlmiyya
1998), 3:214–16.
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for a brief period of time, but for most of his career he did not hold 
any officially appointed office.114 As such, he represents a group of non-
appointed muftıالs who were active across Bilad al-Sha m. These muftı  ,sال
such as Muh ammad al-Tıالmu and Khayr al-Dı الshırta  were ,الn al-Ramlıال
not officially appointed to serve as muftı  .s, yet they issued legal rulingsال
Moreover, some of these muftı -s were among the most prominent jurال
isprudential authorities in Bila  m and, to a large degree, in thed al-Sha
empire at large. It should be emphasized that despite their disapproval 
of certain legal practices endorsed by members of the Ottoman learned 
hierarchy, the nonappointed muftı  s were by and large loyal subjects ofال
the empire. As discussed earlier, these muftıالs and their activity serve as a 
good reminder that the Ottomans did not always attempt to prevent non-
appointed muftıالs from issuing legal opinions. This stands in remarkable 
contrast to the Ottomans’ adamant approach to nonofficial courts.115 
Instead of banning the activity of these muftı  s, the Ottoman legal systemال
provided an appointed muftı  whose opinion, at least theoretically, was ,ال
to be followed in court.

Al-Nabulusı  opens his treatise with a discussion concerning who should ال
be considered a muftıال. He explicitly states that “the muftı  ship is not likeال
judgeship, which is assigned by the sultan to a single person exclusively, 
as [opposed to what] the people of this time do [i.e., the Ottoman prac-
tice of appointing muftıالs].”116 Al-Na  bases this statement on his الbulusı
understanding of the state of the H anafıال school in his time. Following Ibn 
Nujaym’s (d. 1563) al-Bahr al-ra  m’s (d. 1459 orʾiq117 and Ibn al-Humaإل
1460) Fath  al-qadıالr,118 al-Nabulusı -should be a muj الclaims that a muftı ال
tahid,119 a jurist who is allowed to exert his own juristic effort (ijtiha  d) toإل

114 Von Schlegell, “Sufism in the Ottoman Arab World,” 1–112.
115 See, for instance, MD 7, 2040/15/RA/976. In this imperial edict, the judge of Bursa is 

asked to close the illicit court the former professor of the Dâvûd Pasa madrasa had 
opened in his home. In the second half of the seventeenth century, the Hanafıال Ya  .n bالsı
Mus�tafa al-Biqa -da neighالʾi (d. 1693) held an unofficial court in the al-Mahalla al-Jadı
borhood in Damascus. The chief qa dıإل  .of Damascus ordered this court closed down ال
Al-Muhibbıال, Khulaإلs at al-athar, 4:480.

116 ʿAbd al-Ghanıال al-Na al-Radd al-wafı ,الbulusı b al-Hإلjawa إلʿala ال askafıال ʿalaإل masʾalat al-khiff 
al-Hanafıال, Süleymaniye Library MS Esad Efendi 1762, 154r.

117 Al-Na al-Radd, 154r–154v. Al-H ,الbulusı as�kafıال, in his commentary on Multaqaإل al-abh ur, 
shares this observation. Al-H as�kafıال, al-Durr al-muntaqa Zayn al-Dı .3:215 ,إل n b. Ibraال  mالhı
b. Muhammad b. Nujaym, al-Bah r al-raإلʾiq (Beirut: Da  ,(r al-Kutub al-ʿIlmiyya, 1997
6:446–49.

118 Al-Na .al-Radd, 154v ,الbulusı
119 Ibid.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Second Formation of Islamic Law60

reach a rule or an opinion.120 But the problem, according to al-Na  ,الbulusı
is that at his time no jurist can be considered a mujtahid; instead, there 
are only jurists who preserve and transmit the opinions of Abu Hanı   faال
and other previous mujtahids. Thus the muftı s of his time, al-Naال  الbulusı
concludes, are not truly muftı  s but the transmitters of the sayings of theال
real muftı H s, such as Abuال anıالfa, to the solicitor. The opinion of a “real 
muftıال” can be transmitted either through a reliable chain of transmis-
sion or through well-known, widely accepted, and reliable texts, such 
as al-Marghı nınaال s (d. 1196 or 1197) al-Hida’ال  .s (d. ca’الya or al-Sarakhsıإل
1096) al-Mabsut . If there are multiple opinions, issued by different “real 
muftıالs,” the follower (muqallid) is free to choose any of these opinions.121 
In other words, al-Nabulusı  jurists الargues that the community of Hanafı ال
should not rule out any opinion that was issued by a “real muftı  and ”ال
was reliably transmitted.122

Returning to the sultan’s appointment of muftı  s, at the heart of theال
debate between al-H as �kafı and al-Na ال bulusı  was their interpretation of ال
the opinion of the Egyptian jurist Zayn al-Dı  n b. Nujaym. Writing inال
Egypt in the first decades following the Ottoman conquest, Ibn Nujaym 
argued that the ima  m, in this case the sultan, should examine who is
eligible to issue legal rulings from among the jurists and should prevent 
incompetent jurists from obtaining this position. In other words, Ibn 
Nujaym advocated an institutional solution to the plurality of muftı  sال
that some in the late Mamluk sultanate found disturbing. Nevertheless, 
it should be emphasized that his solution is substantially different 
from the Ottoman understanding of the office. As in many other cases, 
his opinion is somewhere in between the Mamluk and the Ottoman 
approaches.

In his treatise, al-Nabulusıال accepts Ibn Nujaym’s statement that the 
imam, the leader of the Muslim community (most often understood as the 
sultan), should examine who is eligible to issue legal rulings from among 
the jurists and should prevent incompetent jurists from obtaining the 

120 On mujtahid and ijtiha  d, see Wael B. Hallaq, The Origin and Evolution of Islamic Lawإل
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 128–32; Wael B. Hallaq, Authority, 
Continuity, and Change in Islamic Law (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2004), 1–24.

121 Al-Nabulusıال, al-Radd, 154v.
122 The concept of al-muftıال al-muqallid appears in the writings of some members of the 

imperial learned hierarchy as well. In the introduction to his tabaqa  t work, ʿAlî Çelebiإل
Kınalızâde mentions that al-muftı -al-muqallid should know the hierarchy of the author ال
ities of the H anafıال school of law. ʿAlî Çelebi Kınalızâde, Tabaqa  :t al-Hanafiyya (Ammanإل
Dar Ibn al-Jawzı93 ,(5–2004 ,ال.
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position of muftı But, as opposed to al-H 123.ال as �kafıال’s alleged opinion that 
the sultan should appoint a sole jurisconsult in each locality, al-Na  الbulusı
insists that Ibn Nujaym’s statement should not be understood as a jus-
tification for appointing a sole muftı  whenever there are several eligible ال
jurists. Therefore, al-Na  concludes, every person who fulfills the الbulusı
requirements in terms of knowledge and competence could issue legal 
rulings.124

It is worth paying attention to the manner in which al-Na  الbulusı
employs the terminology of the madhhab, and particularly the concept of 
following/imitation (taqlı  d), in his treatise. Specifically, the link he makesال
between the appointment procedure of the jurisconsults and the structure 
of the school of law is noteworthy. For al-Na  preserving a relative ,الbulusı
doctrinal plurality within the school of law was predicated on a multi-
plicity of muftıالs. Concurrently, the notion of a wide range of opinions 
within the madhhab is employed to prevent, or at least to limit, the inter-
vention of the state. In this sense, al-Nabulusı  s argument is reminiscent’ال
of the argument made almost five centuries earlier by the Egyptian Ma  الlikı
jurist Shihab al-Dı  who argued, in the words of ,(d. 1285) الfın al-Qaraال
Sherman Jackson, that the madhhab is “a corporate constitutional unit” 
that is intended to protect its followers from the intervention of the state 
and followers of other, perhaps more dominant, schools of law.125

There were also, of course, other practical dimensions to al-Nabulusı  s’ال
concerns. As far as al-Nabulusı  and his nonappointed colleagues were ال
concerned, the plurality of muftı  s was crucial and not simply a theoreticalال
discussion. Threatened by the Ottoman appointment policy, al-Na  الbulusı

123 In another treatise, Idaإلh  al-dalaإلlaإلt fıال samaإلʿ al-a t, al-Naإلlaإل  argues that incompetent الbulusı
muftıالs should not be allowed to deliver their rulings. For a discussion of this treatise, see 
Andrew Lane, “ʿAbd al-Ghanı  Experience of a Sufi Shaykh :(1731–1641) الbulusıal-Na ال
on the Margins of Society,” in Marginal Voices in Literature and Society: Individual and 
Society in the Mediterranean Muslim World, ed. Robin Ostle (Strasbourg: European 
Science Foundation in collaboration with Maison mediterraneenne des sciences de 
l’homme d’Aix-en-Provence, 2000), 89–116 and particularly 98–99. I thank Nir Shafir 
for bringing this article to my attention. By the eighteenth century, the removal of 
muftıالs from office by the sultan was approved by non-Hanafı  .mid bjurists as well. Ha ال
‘Alıال al-‘Imadı the officially appointed H ,(d. 1758) ال anafıال muftı  of Damascus, collected ال
the opinions of several eminent H anafıال and non-H anafıال Damascene jurists who sup-
ported the Sultan’s right to remove incompetent muftı mid b. ‘Alıs from office. See Haال  ال
al-‘Imadıال, Salaإلh al-‘a r ‘Ammalim (Amman: Daإلal-‘a ’إلlam bi-iftaإل .r, 1988), 27–46

124 Al-Na al-Radd, 155r–155v. For Ibn Nujaym’s opinion, see Ibn Nujaym, al-Bah ,الbulusı r 
al-raإلʾiq, 6:446–49.

125 Sherman A. Jackson, Islamic Law and the State: The Constitutional Jurisprudence of 
Shihaإلb al-Dı fıإلn al-Qaraال .(Leiden: Brill, 1996) ال
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wrote a defense of a scholarly practice that permitted his (and others’) 
activity as muftıالs. More broadly, al-Nabulusı  s treatise brings to the’ال
surface a different understanding of jurisprudential authority and its 
transmission. Furthermore, he poses a serious challenge to the officially 
appointed muftıالs in particular, and to the soundness of the Ottoman 
appointment policy of muftı .s in generalال

Given al-Nabulusıال’s immense popularity, al-Mura  must have been الdı
familiar with at least some of the arguments raised in al-Nabulusı -s trea’ال
tise, and perhaps even with the treatise itself. Specifically, he must have 
been aware of the tension between the understanding and practice of the 
muftıالship as it appears in pre-Ottoman, namely, Mamluk, jurisprudential 
texts, as well as in later compilations from the Arab lands, and the manner 
in which it was practiced within the Ottoman learned hierarchy. Aware of 
the novelty of the Ottoman’s officially appointed muftıالship, al-Muradı  s’ال
introduction might be read as a justification of the Ottoman practice in 
response to the arguments advanced by his colleagues who did not hold 
a state appointment. It is perhaps for this reason that al-Mura dı  resorts ال
to several arguments, such as the need to prevent disputes among the 
jurists, that are not the arguments made in Mamluk jurisprudential texts. 
Instead, al-Mura  is compelled to admit that the practice of appointing الdı
muftıالs is rooted in the Ottoman kânûn, which in turn is “compatible with 
the sharıالʿa.”

The imaginary dialogue between al-Na -illumi الdıand al-Mura الbulusı
nates different aspects of the emergence of the state madhhab and the 
appointment of muftı  s critique reveals’الbulusıs: on the one hand, al-Naال
how the Ottoman practice of appointing jurisconsults served to mark a 
specific range of legal opinions and doctrines within the Hanafı  ;school ال
and, on the other, al-Mura  s account exposes that relationship between’الdı
the Ottoman dynasty and its kânûn and this range of doctrines with the 
school.

Conclusion: The Ottoman Muftıال, K ânûn, and the Ottoman 
Hanafı Legal School ال

When he entered Damascus, he renewed its affairs, implemented his edicts in it, 
and organized it according to his exalted qaإلnun, which is in accordance to the 
honorable sharıالʿa. [He also] arranged its [the city’s] offices of knowledge and 
siyaإلsa according to his ability and his noble opinion.126

126 Al-Muradı ʿArf al-basha ,ال .m, 2–3إل
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The definition of kânûn (qa n) and snuإل erîʿat (sharıالʿa) in the Ottoman 
context, together with the relationship between these concepts, has 
drawn considerable scholarly attention over the past decades.127 One of 
the approaches to these questions perceives kânûn and s erîʿat first and 
foremost as two supplementary, often “kneaded together” components of 
the Ottoman legal discourse. Other scholars, however, have approached 
this question somewhat differently. While not disregarding its discursive 
dimension, these scholars have pointed to the fact that kânûn also denotes 
various administrative and institutional practices prevalent across the 
empire. Although the institutional practices were not always codified and 
were constantly negotiated and reconfigured,128 the kânûn as a legal dis-
course served to legitimize these practices. Whether codified or not, the 
task is to define what kânûn means in a specific historical context and 
to examine the bearings of this definition on the definition of s erî‘at, and 
specifically on the rise of an Ottoman H anafı .official school ال

As Richard Repp has demonstrated, the consolidation of the Ottoman 
learned hierachy was a direct outcome of a series of imperial edicts and 
legal codes (kânûnnâmes).129 The emergence of the officially appointed 
muftıال was an integral part of the development of the hierarchy as a whole. 
To be sure, the fact that the hierarchy was established through these edicts 
does not necessarily preclude the participation of jurists in this process. 

127 Several studies have dealt with different aspects of these issues. Some notable examples 
include Halil Inalcik, “Kanun,” EI2; Uriel Heyd, Studies in Old Ottoman Criminal Law 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1973); Imber, Ebu’s-Suʿud; F. Babinger, s.v. “Nishandji,” 
EI2; Molly Greene, A Shared World: Christians and Muslims in the Early Modern 
Mediterranean (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2000), 27–32; Snjezana Buzov, 
“The Lawgiver and His Lawmakers: The Role of Legal Discourse in the Change of 
Ottoman Imperial Culture” (PhD diss., University of Chicago, 2005); Yunus Koç, “Early 
Ottoman Customary Law: The Genesis and Development of Ottoman Codification,” 
in Walter Dostal and Wolfgang Kraus, eds., Shattering Tradition: Custom, Law and 
the Individual in the Muslim Mediterranean (London: I.B. Tauris, 2005), 75–121; Dror 
Ze’evi, Producing Desire: Changing Sexual Discourse in the Ottoman Middle East, 
1500–1900 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2006), 50; Timothy J. Fitzgerald, 
“Ottoman Methods of Conquest: Legal Imperialism and the City of Aleppo, 1480–
1570” (PhD diss., Harvard University, 2009), 188–95; Sabrina Joseph, Islamic Law on 
Peasant Usufruct in Ottoman Syria: 17th to Early 19th Century (Leiden: Brill, 2012), 
chap. 4.

128 Bas ak Tug , “Politics of Honor: The Institutional and Social Frontiers of ‘Illicit’ Sex in 
Mid-Eighteenth-Century Ottoman Anatolia” (PhD diss., New York University, 2009), 
40–96; Cornell H. Fleischer, Bureaucrat and Intellectual in the Ottoman Empire: The 
Historian Mustafa Âli (1541–1600) (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1986), 
191–200.

129 Repp, The Müfti of Istanbul.
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Moreover, one should be careful not to assume that the jurists’ involve-
ment was instrumental. Instead, it is possible that the jurists in the core 
lands of the empire genuinely tried to articulate a religious-political vision 
that would be compatible with their understanding of H anafı  and other) ال
Sunnı legal traditions. Yet this does not alter the fact that, as al-Mura (ال  الdı
observes in his introduction, it was the imperial edicts that legitimized 
these institutional and administrative developments – and specifically the 
emergence of the chief muftı  as the chief jurisprudential authority within ال
the Ottoman hierarchy.

By appointing jurisconsults, the Ottoman dynasty, either directly or, 
from the mid-sixteenth century, through the chief imperial muftıال (and the 
learned hierarchy in general), sought to craft a particular version of the 
Hanafı -school out of a wider range of possible opinions. From an institu ال
tional perspective, then, k ânûn and s erîʿat were not exactly equal in the 
Ottoman context, for the content of the imperial madhhab was defined 
by officeholders, the chief muftıال and his subordinates, whose authority to 
define which opinion within the H anafı  school should be followed rested ال
on the k ânûn. Put differently, the rise of an Ottoman official school of 
law was predicated on the emergence of an Ottoman dynastic legal cor-
pus, a point to which we shall return in the following chapters.

An anecdote recorded in Mahmud Kefevî’s biography of Ebûʾs-Suʿûd 
Efendi illustrates these dynamics: “In certain cases he [Ebûʾs-Suʿûd] fol-
lowed the path of [independent] judgment (raʾy). Then he took counsel 
with Sultan Süleymân . . . on whether he could give fatwas according to 
what he saw fit, and to whichever he preferred of the solutions which 
occurred to him. A decree was issued accordingly.”130 Put differently, the 
chief muftıال needed the sultan’s edict (and approval) to rule according to a 
minority opinion within the school, and by issuing this edict the Ottoman 
sultan (and dynasty) shaped the doctrine of the school. Nevertheless, as 
al-Mura -argues, many members of the Ottoman imperial learned hier الdı
archy claimed, in what seems to be a cyclical argument, that this practice 
was compatible with s erîʿat, as if the two discourses were independent.

130 Ibid., 279; see also Imber, Ebu’s-Suʿud, 106–10. 
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2

Genealogies and Boundaries

Situating the Imperial Learned Hierarchy  
within the Hanafı Jurisprudential Tradition ال

In the entries dedicated to members of the Ottoman learned hierarchy 
in sixteenth- to eighteenth-century biographical dictionaries from the 
Arab provinces of the empire, the biographers often describe a certain 
biographee as “Rumı and “Hanafı ”ال  At first glance, there is nothing 1”.ال
remarkable in the juxtaposition of these epithets, as the Ottoman dynas-
ty’s adoption of the Sunnı Hanafı ال  legal school as its state school is well ال
known among students of Islamic societies. Accordingly, the combination 
“Rumı Hanafı ال  may be read in a narrow geographical sense, denoting ”ال
that the origin of a certain follower of the H anafı  school is from the ال
core lands of the empire (central and western Anatolia and the Balkans). 
Nevertheless, as this chapter suggests, “Rumı -is not merely a geographi ”ال
cal epithet but one that has doctrinal implications as well.

1 For example: Najm al-Dı al-Kawa ,الn al-Ghazzıال ʾira bi-aʿyaإلkib al-saإل  shiraإلn al-miʾa al-ʿaإل
(Beirut: Jamiʿat Bayrut al-Amıالrikiyya, 1945–58), 1:20–23, 2:58; Muhammad Amı  .n bال
Fadl Alla h al-Muh ibbıال, Khula sإل �at al-athar fi aʿyaإلn al-qarn al-h aإلdıال ʿashar (Beirut: Dar al-
Kutub al-ʿIlmiyya, 2006), 1:553, 3:386. Each of these terms has a long history with its 
meaning changing over the centuries. On the change the meaning of the term “H anafıال” 
underwent during the first century and a half of the school’s existence, see Nurit Tsafrir, 
The History of an Islamic School of Law (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 
2004). For the different meanings of the term “Rumı  ;see C. E. Bosworth, “Rum,” EI2 ”,ال
Halil Inaclik, “Rumi,” EI2; Salih Özbaran, Bir Osmanlı Kimlig i: 14.–17. Yüzyıllarda Rûm/
Rûmi Aidiyet ve Imgeleri (Istanbul: Kitab, 2004); Benjamin Lellouch, Les Ottomans en 
Égypte: Historiens et conquerants au XVIe siècle (Paris: Louvain, 2006), 184–99; Cemal 
Kafadar, “A Rome of One’s Own: Reflections on Cultural Geography and Identity in 
the Lands of Rum,” Muqarnas 24 (2007): 7–25; Michael Winter, “Ottoman Qa dı  s inال
Damascus in 16th–18th Centuries,” in Law, Custom, and Statute in the Muslim World: 
Studies in Honor of Aharon Layish, ed. Ron Shaham (Leiden: Brill, 2007), 87–109; Tijana 
Krstic, Contested Conversion to Islam: Narratives of Religious Change in the Early 
Modern Ottoman Empire (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2011), 1–7, 51–74.
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In the previous chapter, I argued that the Ottoman dynasty attempted 
to regulate the structure and the doctrine of a specific branch within the 
Hanafı -s and, more generally, developالschool of law by appointing muftı ال
ing an imperial learned hierarchy. This chapter looks at other aspects of 
this attempt and explores a hitherto understudied body of several intel-
lectual genealogies of the H anafı t (tabakإلschool. Known as t�abaqa ال ât in 
Turkish), these genealogies, which were produced by jurists who were 
affiliated with the imperial learned hierarchy, offer a better understand-
ing of the way in which these jurists, and most likely other members of 
the hierarchy, perceived their position, and the position of the hierarchy 
as a whole, within the H anafıال jurisprudential tradition.

The first original genealogy by a member of the imperial hierarchy 
was apparently compiled in the early decades of the sixteenth century. 
Subsequently, over the course of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, at 
least three members of the imperial learned hierarchy authored their own 
versions of the hierarchy’s genealogy within the H anafı  school. The first ال
genealogy, penned by the eminent chief imperial muftı  .Kemâlpasazâde (d ال
1534), was different from the later genealogies in terms of its chronolog-
ical scope, structure, and goals. Its primary aim was to classify in declin-
ing order the leading figures of the school according to their authority 
to exert independent reasoning in relation to the eponymous founder of 
the school, Abu H anıالfa. Kemâlpas azâde’s treatise marks the first attempt 
by a senior member of the evolving imperial hierarchy to offer a system-
atic account of the history and the structure of the Hanafı  school. The ال
fact that all his successors who undertook similar projects included in 
their works a classification of the authorities of the school (some dif-
ferences notwithstanding) and the large number of copies of the work 
found in various libraries throughout Istanbul and beyond point to its 
importance.

The authors of the other three genealogies from the second half of the 
sixteenth century onward, which constitute the focus of this chapter, had 
a somewhat different set of concerns. These concerns shaped to a consid-
erable extent the structure and the content of their genealogies. Mostly 
preoccupied with establishing the position of the imperial learned hier-
archy within the H anafı tradition, all these t ال �abaqaإلt works adhere by and 
large to a similar view of the Hanafı  school. According to this view, from ال
around the conquest of Istanbul in the mid-fifteenth century, the hierar-
chy became an independent branch with a particular genealogy within 
the H anafıال school. This branch, or sub-school, within the H anafıال school 
differed from other branches whose followers operated throughout the 
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Mamluk sultanate (and elsewhere). The authors of these t�abaqa  t worksإل
were interested in documenting the genealogy of, and cementing the 
authority of, specific legal arguments and texts within the H anafıال tradi-
tion that were endorsed by members of the imperial learned hierarchy.2

This is not to say that there were no significant differences in the way 
each of these authors perceived the history of the H anafı  school. Much ال
attention will be paid in the following pages to these differences, which 
surely reflect the sensibilities of the different authors but also suggest that 
how members of the imperial learned hierarchy perceived the school and 
its history changed over time. Of particular importance is their selective 
incorporation of sixteenth-century H anafı  jurists from the Arab lands ال
into these genealogies, while still preserving the aforementioned diver-
gence of the mid-fifteenth century.

Although these genealogies were compiled in the sixteenth century 
(and later), that does not mean that they were invented in the sixteenth 
century. It is likely that at least some of the elements that the sixteenth-
century authors utilized in their texts had already been circulating in the 
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. But only in the sixteenth century did 
the need to compile systematic accounts of the genealogies of the imperial 
learned hierarchy within the H anafı -school emerge. Furthermore, the dif ال
ference among the genealogies raises the possibility that several, at times 
contradicting, accounts of the history of the school coexisted, although 
they may also be the product of narrative layers that were added in later 
stages.

Finally, this chapter links the emergence of these intellectual and 
authoritative genealogies to the appearance of another important genre 
in the second half of the sixteenth century: the biographical dictionaries 
that were mostly devoted to senior members of the Ottoman learned 

2 Bibliographical works mention three additional tabaqa  t works that were compiled inإل
the Ottoman lands in that period. The first is a tabaqa  t work by Ak Sems Çelebi thatإل
is very similar to Kınalızâde’s work (see note 16). In the second half of the sixteenth 
century, the Meccan historian Qutb al-Dıالn Muhammad b. Ah mad b. Muhammad b. 
Qad ıالkha nın al-Nahrawa wrote a t (d. 1583) الal-Makkı ال abaqa -t work, now lost. In the sevإل
enteenth century, Khalıالl al-Ru mı known as Solâkzâde (d. 1683), wrote another tabaqa ,ال  tإل
work, entitled Tuhfat al-taraإلjim. Despite some slight variations, the work draws heav-
ily on Ibn Qut lu j al-taraإلs Ta’bugha  jim (even the title of the work makes clear referenceإل
to Ibn Qutlubugha s title). S’ olâkzâde, Tuhfat al-tara  jim, Bayezit Library MS Velyüddinإل
1606. See also Kâtip Çelebi, Kashf al-z �unun ʿan asa mıإل  :n (Istanbulal-kutub wa’l-funu ال
Milli Eg itim Basımevi, 1972), 2:1097–99; Ismaʿıالl Ba sha al-Ba nıba hإلdaمعلصI ,ال  al-maknun fıال al-
dhayl ʿ ala Kashf al-z�unu إل n ‘an asa mıإل  ,n (Istanbul: Milli Egitim Basımevial-kutub wa’l-funu ال
1945–47), 2:78.
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hierarchy. There are some important similarities between the genres. 
First, both genres were intended to delineate the boundaries of the hier-
archy against the background of an expanding empire where multiple 
Hanafı -traditions coexisted. Second, as both genres are different mani ال
festations of the Islamic (Arabic) biographical traditions, there is clear 
discursive continuity between the biographical dictionaries and the 
genealogies (at times they even draw on the same sources or cite each 
other). Nevertheless, I treat them separately because my intention is to 
draw attention to the fact that these two genres carry different semiotic 
baggage, follow somewhat different conventions, and aim to achieve, to 
some extent, different goals.3

T abaqaإلt: A Very Short Introduction

While t�abaqaإلt works produced before the sixteenth century have received 
a considerable deal of attention, scholars of Ottoman history have not 
by and large studied systematically the t�abaqa  t compiled throughout theإل
empire over the course of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. This 
does not mean that Ottomanists have not consulted some of these works, 
especially for the information they preserve concerning the imperial 
learned hierarchy. But most studies have not examined the logic that lies 
at the basis of these works or read these texts in the context of the long 
historiographical-epistemological tradition of the t�abaqaإلt genre. What 
follows, then, is a brief survey of some of the main features of the genre 
and its history up to the sixteenth century.

The word t�abaqa (pl. t�abaqaإلt) has several interrelated meanings. Most 
generally, the word denotes a group or a layer of things of the same sort. In 
the Islamic historiographical-bibliographical tradition, the word is often 
used to refer to a “rank, attributed to a group of characters that have 
played a role in history in one capacity or another, classed according to 
criteria determined by the religious, cultural, scientific, or artistic order.” 
Moreover, the word often connotes a chronological dimension, and many 
of the works in this genre are organized chronologically according to 
“generations.”4

3 The close semiotic connection between the works in these genres is also evident from the 
ways in which they were preserved and copied. In several manuscripts (or, more precisely, 
mecmûʿas), biographical dictionaries or excerpts from biographical dictionaries were 
copied along with tabaqa  .t works. See, for example, Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin Mss. Orإل
Peterm II 688 and Houghton Library (Harvard University) MS Arab 411.

4 Cl. Gilliot, “T abak at,” EI2.
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By the early decades of the sixteenth century, when the first Ottoman 
t�abaqaإلt works were produced, the genre already had a history of approx-
imately eight centuries. Moreover, by that time, the genre had become 
fairly diverse in terms of structure, scope, and the groups of people classi-
fied. This diversity makes it difficult to offer a generalization that will do 
justice to all the works that were considered t�abaqaإلt by their authors or 
their readers. Our focus, therefore, will be on a particular, and arguably 
the most dominant, group of works within the t �abaqaإلt genre – the works 
dealing with the transmission of religious and jurisprudential knowledge 
and authority.

Over the course of the eight centuries up to the sixteenth century, 
the genre had become increasingly specialized according to the different 
disciplines of knowledge. Thus, for example, there are t �abaqa  t worksإل
dedicated to transmitters of prophetic traditions (h adı -th), Sufis, theoال
logical schools, physicians, and lexicographers, as well as to the follow-
ers of the legal schools. Despite some differences between the specialized 
“subgenres,” all these texts share the notion that religious scholars and 
jurists are metaphorically descendants of the Prophet Muh ammad, the 
source of knowledge.5 The t abaqa -t works’ main purpose was to meticuإل
lously document these intellectual lineages through which the Prophet’s 
knowledge was transmitted to different specialized groups, each of which 
inherited a particular type of knowledge. From the individual scholar’s 
perspective, his (and in some cases her) authority rested precisely on his/
her affiliation to a specific chain of transmission that linked him to the 
Prophet.

The genealogical/generational nature of the tabaqa  t works implies, ofإل
course, a relationship between one generation and the other, but the rela-
tionship between the generations varies from one t abaqaإلt work to the 
other. Some works perceive the relation between the generations as one 
of decline in intellectual capacity, piety, or morals. Other works stress 
the transmission of knowledge and authority over time. The different 

5 Over the past decades, several studies have been dedicated to the t abaqa  t genre. Forإل
example: Ibrahim Hafsi, “Recherches sur le genre t abaqa  ,t dans la litterature arabe,” pt. 1
2, and 3, Studia Arabica 23 (1976): 227–65, 24; (February 1977): 1–41, 24; (June 1977): 
150–86; Michael Cooperson, Classical Arabic Biography: The Heirs of the Prophets in 
the Age of al-Maʾmun (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000), 8–13; George 
Makdisi, “T abaqa  t-Biography: Law and Orthodoxy in Classical Islam,” Islamic Studies
32, no. 4 (1993), 371–96; R. Kevin Jaques, Authority, Conflict, and the Transmission of 
Diversity in Medieval Islamic Law (Leiden: Brill, 2006); Felicitas Opwis, “The Role of 
the Biographer in Constructing Identity and School: al-ʿAbbadi and His Kita b Tabaqa  t
al-Fuqaha fiʿıʾ al-Sha .yya,” Journal of Arabic and Islamic Studies 11, no. 1 (2011): 1–35ال
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perceptions, however, are not mutually exclusive, and, as we shall see in 
the following sections, a single work can accommodate both.

The tabaqa -t works served other goals beyond documenting intellecإل
tual-spiritual genealogies. Over the centuries, tabaqa  t works were usedإل
by different groups as a means to outline the “orthodoxy” or canoni-
cal views within their discipline. Moreover, as Kevin Jaques, following 
George Makdisi, has pointed out, since there is no “orthodoxy” without 
“heterodoxy,” the tabaqa  t works offer a glimpse into the internal debatesإل
within the community of scholars. In the context of the legal schools, 
the tabaqa  t works demarcate the boundaries of permissible opinionإل
and establish the authority of specific legal arguments within a particu-
lar school.6 Furthermore, since different t abaqaإلt works record different 
chains of transmission, the variations between the different works point 
to concurrent, at times contradicting, visions of the history of specific dis-
ciplines or legal schools. For historians, the difference among the works 
permits the reconstruction, albeit a partial one, of the process through 
which “orthodoxy” was negotiated and determined.

A survey of the tabaqaإلt genre cannot be complete without address-
ing the relationship between this genre and the broader historiographi-
cal tradition of the Islamic biographical dictionary. Most notably, both 
the tabaqat works and the biographical dictionaries utilize the same 
building block for constructing their narrative. As its name indicates, the 
biographical dictionary is a collection of independently standing biogra-
phies (tarjama pl. tara  .jim), comparable to modern “who’s who” worksإل
The individual biographies, however, form a mosaic from which a larger 
narrative emerges.7 Furthermore, both genres are enmeshed in a shared 
discourse of authority. As far as the biographies of jurists and religious 
scholars are concerned, each biography preserves and reiterates the logic 
that lies at the basis of the tabaqaإلt works, that is, the idea that knowledge 
is transmitted through chains of transmission, and that the jurist’s author-
ity is constituted through his teachers. This logic underlies almost every 
biography, regardless of the organizing principle of the entire work.8

Further, much like the “who’s who” works, the genealogies (but also, 
as we have seen in Chapter 1, the biographical dictionaries) served as 

6 Jaques, Authority, 17.
7 Extensive work has been done on the biographical literature in Islamic historiography. 

For a comprehensive list, see Jaques, Authority, 11n56.
8 For an analysis of the function of these discursive patterns in a fifteenth-century Shafiʿıال 

tabaqa  t work, see Jaques, Authority. There might be, of course, some variations betweenإل
the dictionaries and the t abaqa .t works, though this issue requires further researchإل
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reference works and pedagogical tools for jurists. As the introductions to 
some of the tabaqaإلt works discussed in this chapter explain, these works 
were intended to be consulted by jurists and muftıالs. In addition, it appears 
that the works were also taught as part of a jurist’s training. Moreover, it 
should be noted that “the tabaqaإلt project” was a living tradition, which 
was continuously updated and supplemented, as the comments on the 
margins of the extant copies of the genealogies attest. At least in some 
cases these marginal comments were consulted as well: Taqiyy al-Dı  nال
al-Tamıالmıال, for instance, explicitly says that the Egyptian scholar Zayn 
al-Dıالn b. Nujaym cited comments he read in the margins of several cop-
ies of al-Qurashı t, al-Jawaإلs fourteenth-century tabaqa’ال hir al-mudإل iyya.9 
Al-Tamı  himself, in turn, points to pieces of information he could find الmıال
only in the comments added to al-Jawa -hir.10 In other words, the genealoإل
gies as both texts and artifacts played a central role in maintaining the 
coherence of the legal school, or, at least, of its branches.

Early Stages: Kemâlpas azâde’s Risa la fıإل T ال abaqaإلt  
al-Mujtahidı nال

It is not fully clear when members of the Ottoman learned hierarchy 
got interested in the t abaqaإلt genre. It is very likely that in the fifteenth 
century many were familiar with important pre-Ottoman tabaqa  ,t worksإل
and particularly with ʿAbd al-Qadir al-Qurashı s (d. 1373) al-Jawa’ال  hirإل
al-mudiyya.11 Moreover, the issue of authority and transmission of 

9 Taqiyy al-Dı n b. ʿAbd al-Qaال dir al-Tamı al-T ,الmıال abaqa tara الt al-saniyya fıإل  ,jim al-Hanafiyyaإل
Süleymaniye Library MS Aya Sofya 3295, 473r–473v. Moreover, Ibn Nujaym mentions 
al-Qurashıال’s t abaqa t among the lists consulted while compiling his al-Ashbaإل -h wa’lإل
naz�aإلʾir. Zayn al-Dı hın b. Ibraال  الmadhhab Abı إلʾir ʿalaإلh wa’l-nazaإلm b. Nujaym, al-Ashbaال
Hanıالfa al-Nuʾman (Cairo: Muʾassasat al-H alabı .18 ,(1968 ,ال

10 Taqiyy al-Dı n b. ʿAbd al-Qaال mıالdir al-Tamı al-Tabaqa ,ال tara الt al-saniyya fıإل  jim al-Hanafiyyaإل
(Riyad: Da al-Tamı ;30–4:429 ,(1983 ,الʿır al-Rifa al-T ,الmıال abaqa  t, Süleymaniye Library MSإل
Aya Sofya 3295, 259r.

11 According to his library’s catalog (which was compiled around 1502–3), Sultan Bâyezîd 
II (d. 1512) held a copy of the Jawa  hir in his palace library. He also kept a copy ofإل
another t abaqa b al-Darajaإلt work, Kitaإل t al-ʿaliyya fıإل t ال abaqa  t al-Hanafiyya, which I haveإل
not been able to identify. Anonymous (possibly Khidr b. ʿUmar al-ʿAtufı Asma ,(ال  ʾ al-kutubإل
al-khiza  mira, Magyar Tudományos Akadémia, Könyvtár (Budapest), MS Törökإلna al-ʿaإل
F 59, 97, 101. On this catalog, see Miklós Maróth, “The Library of Sultan Bayazit II,” 
in Irano-Turkic Cultural Contacts in the 11th–17th Centuries, ed. Éva M. Jeremiás 
(Piliscsaba, Hungary: Avicenna Institute of Middle Eastern Studies, 2003 [2002]), 111–
32; Ismail E. Erünsal, “909 (1503) Tarihli Defter-i Kütüb,” in The Archival Sources of 
Turkish Literary History, ed. Cemal Kafadar and Gönül Alpay Tekin (Cambridge, MA: 
Department of Near Eastern Languages and Literatures, Harvard University, 2008), 
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knowledge must have concerned many Anatolian jurists during the fif-
teenth century, as they invested considerable efforts in obtaining permits 
(ijaإلzas) from leading jurists in prominent learning centers across central 
Asia and the Arab lands.12 Nevertheless, it seems that fifteenth-century 
Anatolian Hanafı  jurists were not particularly interested in committing ال
their credentials and chains of transmission to paper. One may only spec-
ulate why these jurists did not record their intellectual genealogies sys-
tematically. It is possible, however, that only when the imperial learned 
hierarchy reached a certain degree of consolidation and assumed a dis-
tinct character did this concern became increasingly urgent. After all, dur-
ing the second half of the fifteenth century, jurists from learning centers 
in the Mamluk sultanate and central Asia still entered the service of the 
Ottoman dynasty.

Things changed, however, during the early decades of the sixteenth 
century, and members of the imperial hierarchy became increasingly con-
cerned with producing a systematic narrative of the history of the school 
and its authorities. Kemâlpas azâde’s Risa la fıإل t ال abaqaإلt al-mujtahidı  n isال
one of the earliest treatises, perhaps the earliest one, on the history and 
structure of the Hanafı  school compiled by a member, let alone a senior ال
member, of the Ottoman learned hierarchy. Moreover, Kemâlpasazâde’s 
short treatise became an important reference for later jurists who 

251–70. In the first half of the sixteenth century, the eminent jurist Ibra m al-Hالhı alabı  ال
(d. 1549) compiled an abbreviated version (mukhtas ar) of ʿAbd al-Qadir b. Muhammad 
al-Qurashıال’s tabaqa t of the Hanafıإل school, al-Jawa ال hir al-mudiyya fi tإل abaqa  .t al-Hanafiyyaإل
See Ibra m b. Muhالhı ammad b. Ibrahı m al-Halabıال Mukhtas ,ال ar al-jawaإلhir al-mud iyya fi 
t abaqa  t al-Hanafiyya, Süleymaniye Library MS Esad Efendi 605–001. Kâtip Çelebiإل
explains that al-Halabı selected [from the Jawa“ ال  hir only those] that compiled a workإل
or is mentioned in the books (man lahu taʾlıالf aw dhukira fı  ,al-kutub). Kâtip Çelebi ال
Kashf al-zunu nʿan asa mıإل –n (Istanbul: Maarif Matbaası, 1941), 1:616al-kutub wa’l-funu ال
17. The Jawaإلhir was copied several times over the course of the late fifteenth and six-
teenth centuries. Out of the fourteen copies of the work located in different libraries in 
Istanbul, at least five were copied during the sixteenth century (Süleymaniye Library 
MS Yozgat 170, copied in 957/1550; Süleymaniye Library MS Murâd Buhari 252, cop-
ied in 947/1540; MS Esad Efendi 405, copied in 929/1522; Süleymaniye Library MS 
Süleymaniye 823, copied in 964/1556; Süleymaniye Library MS Fatih 4311, copied in 
980/1572). In addition, another copy (Süleymaniye Library MS Damad Ibrahim Pasa 
508) was copied late in the fifteenth century (890/1485).

12 Tasköprüzâde mentions several jurists who traveled to the Arab lands to study with 
prominent authorities. Molla Khud ur Shah (d. 1449) left Anatolia for Cairo, where 
he spent fifteen years. Ahmad b. Mus �t afa Tasköprüzâde, al-Shaqa  ʾiq al-nuʿmaإل  الniyya fıإل
ʿulamaإلʾ al-dawla al-ʿUthmaإلniyya (Beirut: Dar al-Kita  Another .60–59 ,(1975 ,الb al-ʿArabı
example is H asan Çelebi b. Muhammad Sha h al-Fena  who was granted permission ,الrı
by Meh met II to travel to Cairo to study with a well-known Maghribıال scholar (ibid., 
114–15; for additional examples, see ibid., 130, 288).
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undertook similar projects.13 The authors of the works discussed in the 
following three sections were clearly familiar with, and to a large extent 
followed, Kemâlpasazâde’s treatise. In this sense, Kemâlpasazâde may be 
considered as the harbinger of the genre among members of the Ottoman 
learned hierarchy.14

In his treatise, Kemâlpas azâde divides the jurists of the H anafı  school ال
into seven ranks (tabaqaإلt). Each rank is unique as far as the jurispruden-
tial authority of its jurists is concerned. More precisely, the jurists of each 
rank from the second rank onward are increasingly limited in their abil-
ity to employ independent reasoning. Kemâlpas azâde’s general narrative 
is thus one of decline in the authority of jurists to employ independent 
reasoning as their chronological distance from the eponymous founder 
of the school increases. The decline apparently reaches a steady level by 
the fourteenth century, as the latest jurist explicitly mentioned lived in 
that century. It is plausible that Kemâlpasazâde considered himself and 
his peers to be members of the seventh rank, perhaps suggesting that they 
were the most limited in terms of the authority to employ independent 
reasoning, although Kemâlpas azâde’s narrative does not elaborate on the 
history of the school from the fourteenth century onward.

As we shall presently see, although the later authors referred to 
Kemâlpasazâde’s treatise (either explicitly or implicitly), and offered their 
own interpretations of the hierarchy of authorities of the school, they 
also sought to address other issues. In particular, they strove to establish 
the authority of the imperial hierarchy within the school and not only the 
relationship between the authorities up to the fourteenth century. Despite 
the interesting differences in the authors’ understanding of the classifica-
tion and the hierarchy of the authorities of the school, it is their view of 
the fifteenth and the sixteenth centuries, the period Kemâlpas azâde’s trea-
tise does not cover, that will be the focus of the following sections.15

13 The treatise exists in numerous copies. Ibn Kamal Pasha lat tabaqaإلRisa ,(Kemâlpasazâde)   tإل
al-mujtahidı -n, New York Public Library MS M&A 51891A, 195v–196v. Modern scholال
ars, such as Ibrahim Hafsi and Wael Hallaq, have thoroughly discussed this treatise. 
See Hafsi, “Recherches sur le genre tabaqa  ,t,” pt. 2, 14–15; Wael B. Hallaq, Authorityإل
Continuity, and Change in Islamic Law (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), 
14–17.

14 The treatise was so popular that the eighteenth-century dragoman of the Swedish embassy 
in Istanbul, Ignatius Mouradega d’Ohsson, translated it into French and included it in his 
Tableau general de l’Empire othman. Ignatius Mouradega d’Ohsson, Tableau general de 
l’Empire othman (Paris: L’imprimerie de monsieur, 1788), 1:10–21.

15 For a more detailed discussion of the different articulations of the hierarchy see 
Appendix A.
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Kınalızâde’s T abaqaإلt al-Hanafiyya

As argued above, the later three tabaqaإلt works compiled by members 
of the imperial learned hierarchy built on Kemâlpasazâde’s treatise but 
at the same time considerably diverged from it. The earliest of the three 
tabaqaإلt works was penned by Kınalızâde ʿAlî Çelebi (d. 1572).16

The grandson of the tutor of Mehmet II and a relative of senior mem-
bers of the Ottoman learned hierarchy, Kınalızâde held several teach-
ing positions as well as senior judgeships throughout the empire. Prior 
to his appointment as the military justice of Anatolia, the most senior 
office he held, Kınalızâde was appointed to the judgeships of Damascus, 
Cairo, Aleppo, Bursa, Edirne, and Istanbul. He was also famous for sev-
eral works he authored, perhaps the most important of which is the mor-
alistic advice work Aḫlâk-i ʿAlâʾî.17 According to the Ottoman historian 
Peçevî, Kınalızâde was so esteemed that it was only his death at the age of 
sixty-two that prevented him from becoming the imperial chief muftı18.ال 
For this reason, Kınalızâde’s view of the school may be considered the 
view of a very senior member of the Ottoman hierarchy.

The work consists of 275 biographies organized in twenty-one gen-
erations/ranks (tabaqaإلt). Most biographies include information concern-
ing the biographee’s teachers, students, and texts he compiled, although 
in some biographies this information is missing. The number of biog-
raphies in each t abaqa varies greatly. While earlier ones include tens of 
biographies, each of the latest (tabaqaإلt 17 through 21) comprises fewer 

16 Kınalızâde ʿAla Çelebı الn ʿAlıالʾ al-Dı Amr Alla ال h b. ʿAbd al-Qa dir al-Humaydı mıal-Ru ال  ال
al-H anafıال, Tabaqa t al-Hanafiyya (Amman: Daإل  The work has been .(4–2003 ,الr Ibn al-Jawzı
wrongly attributed to Tas köprüzâde and has been published as such: Ahmad b. Mus tafa  
Tasköprüzâde, Tabaqa t al-fuqahaإل ʾ, 2nd ed. (Mosul: Matbaʿat al-Zahraإل ʾ al-H adı  ,thaال
1961). It appears that Kınalızâde’s work is the earliest to outline this particular narrative 
concerning the history of the school and the imperial learned hierarchy. Nevertheless, it 
is possible that some of these ideas were also articulated a decade or two earlier by Ak 
Sems Çelebi. For a more detailed discussion of the relationship between Kınalızâde’s 
and Sems Çelebi’s works, see Guy Burak, “The Abu Hanı  ,fah of His Time: Islamic Lawال
Jurisprudential Authority and Empire in the Ottoman Domains (16th–17th Centuries)” 
(PhD diss., New York University, 2012), appendix 3.

17 Hasan Aksoy, “Kınalızâde Ali Efendi,” Türkiye Diyanet Vakfı Islam Ansiklopedisi. See 
also Sefaattın Severcan, “Kınalı-zade ʿAli Efendi,” in Kınalı-Zade Ali Efendi (1510–
1572), ed. Ahmet Hulusi Koker (Kayseri: Erciyes Üniversitesi Matbaası, 1999), 1–11; 
Baki Tezcan, “The Definition of Sultanic Legitimacy in the Sixteenth Century Ottoman 
Empire: The Ahlak-ı Alaʾi of Kınalızâde Ali Çelebi (1510–1572)” (MA thesis, Princeton 
University, 1996).

18 Tezcan, “Definition of Sultanic Legitimacy,” 20.
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than ten entries. Interestingly enough, only a single biography, that of 
Kemâlpasazâde, occupies the last tabaqa.

The decision to dedicate the last generation/rank to the eminent jurist 
bears important implications. But in order to gain a better understand-
ing of these implications, one has to look at how Kınalızâde perceives 
the project as a whole. Kınalızâde describes his work as an abridged 
book (mukhtas ar), thus implying that he had to choose between different 
accounts on the history of the school and multiple pieces of informa-
tion. Therefore, it is worth paying attention to his explanation of how he 
decided which H anafı :jurists to include in his work ال

This is an abridged book in which the generations [t abaqaإلt] of the Hanafıال school 
are mentioned. I have mentioned in it the [most] famous among the imams, 
who transmitted the knowledge of the sharıالʿa in every generation and spread it 
throughout the [Muslim] community [umma], with their chains of transmission 
[and recorded them] according to their generations . . . so that the jurist’s igno-
rance will not increase, [and when] he [is in] need, he will know whose opinion 
should be relied upon when there is a consensus [among the jurists in cases of 
agreement and consensus]; whose [opinion should be] considered when there is 
a controversy [in cases of] disagreement and controversy; and who[se opinion] is 
needed when [he has to determine which opinion] should be preferred and fol-
lowed [al-tarjı h wa’l-iʿmaال  l] when opinions contradict [each other], [and he willإل
be able to follow] the [opinion of] the most knowledgeable and most pious jurist 
of the time.19

Kınalızâde’s work is organized along two axes, a diachronic and a 
synchronic one. Diachronically, the notion of dividing the jurists into 
generations indicates that he was interested in reconstructing a continu-
ous chain of transmission. The phrase Kınalızâde employs to point to the 
transition of knowledge over the generations, “then the jurisprudential 
[knowledge] was transmitted to tabaqa [X]” (thumma intaqala al-fiqh),20 
suggests that Kınalızâde aims at producing a chain of transmission lead-
ing from Abu fa to KemâlpasالHanı  �azâde.

On the other hand, Kınalızâde intends to point out the leading juris-
prudential authorities in every generation. Fittingly, Kınalızâde urges 
the muftıال to “know the positions [of the jurists] and [their] ranks, so he 
would be able to prefer one of them in cases of controversy and dispute 
[among the opinions of the school].” Although in most cases Kınalızâde 
does not explicitly state which opinion is preferable, this comment offers 
a glimpse into how Kınalızâde envisioned this compilation. The work, 

19 Kınalızâde, T abaqa .t al-Hanafiyya, 91إل
20 For example: ibid., 103, 190, 216, 252.
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according to this vision, is not merely a history of the H anafıال school, 
but rather a tool for resolving jurisprudential disputes within the school. 
In other words, the work aims at determining the canonical doctrine, 
at least for the members of the Ottoman learned hierarchy. Kınalızâde, 
however, does not address in this work concrete debatable jurisprudential 
issues. Instead, he offers general guidelines for choosing between differ-
ent contradicting opinions within the school, namely, in cases of disagree-
ment between the eponym and his disciples.

Kınalızâde’s attempt to define a canon is also reflected in the impor-
tance he places on jurisprudential texts. In Kınalızâde’s view, the lore of 
the Hanafı  school was transmitted from one leading jurist to the other ال
until it was “preserved among the pages of the books.” He explains, 
“These books widely circulate among the pious and they are consulted 
during adjudication (qadaإلʾ) and issuance of legal opinions (fatwa  21”.(إل
This statement reflects a tendency discernable during the period under 
discussion here. As we shall see in Chapter 4, authoritative texts became 
increasingly important in the Ottoman understanding of the Hanafı  ال
school over the course of the sixteenth and the seventeenth centuries. 
The importance of the jurisprudential texts and manuals is evident in 
the sources Kınalızâde uses. When sources besides other t abaqat works, 
such as the fourteenth-century comprehensive tabaqaإلt work al-Jawa  hirإل
al-mudiyya,22 are mentioned, they are often important jurisprudential 
texts, such as al-Marghıالna s al-Hida’الnı ya or al-Sarakhsıإل s al-Mabsu’ال  t.23 In
other words, it seems that one of Kınalızâde’s guiding principles was to 
document the genealogy of particular legal arguments.

An important goal Kınalızâde sets in his T abaqaإلt al-Hanafiyya is 
to establish the authority of the Ottoman learned hierarchy within the 
Hanafıال tradition.24 The last seven tabaqaإلt, which cover the time period 

21 Ibid., 92–93.
22 Kınalızâde also draws on Ibn Khallika n’s and al-Khat ıالb al-Baghda  ,s works. In addition’الdı

he cites Abu zıq al-ShiraIsha  s tabaqa’ال t and Muhammad b. Isإل �haq’s Fihris al-ʿulama .ʾإل
23 Here is, for example, the entry of Abu Jaʿfar al-Hindu nıwa Jaʿfar al-Hindu Abu“ :ال nıwa  ,ال

Muhammad b. ʿAbd Allah b. Muh ammad. Studied with al-Aʿmash. The author of 
al-Hida ya [al-Marghıإل nınaال  mentioned him in the chapter on the description of prayer [ال
[ba b sifat al-sإل alaإلt]. [He was] a great imam from Balkh. Al-Samʿanı  said: He was called the ال
minor Abu Hanı   fa due to his [knowledge] of jurisprudence. He studied fiqh [tafaqqaha]ال
with his master Abu Bakr Muh ammad b. Abı  d, known as al-Aʿmash; al-Aʿmash wasالSaʿı ال
the student of Abu Bakr al-Iska  ;f was the student of Muhammad b. Salamaf; al-Iska
[Muh ammad] was the student of Abu Sulima zjan al-Ju al-Ju ;الnı zja nı  was the student of ال
Muhammad b. al-Hasan, the student of Abu H  anı fa” (Kınalızâde, Tabaqaال  ,t al-Hanafiyyaإل
180–81).

24 Ibid., 321–22.
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from the late fourteenth century to the early sixteenth century, that is, the 
period during which the Ottoman dynasty in general and its learned hier-
archy in particular emerged, merit a closer examination. In the tabaqaإلt 
that cover the fourteenth century, jurists who operated in the Ottoman 
domains or were affiliated with the evolving Ottoman state are totally 
absent. Moreover, prominent religious and judicial figures that operated 
in the early days of the Ottoman polity, such as the famous Ede Bâlî, a 
leading religious-spiritual figure and the father-in-law of the first Ottoman 
sultan, are excluded from Kınalızâde’s account. Most of the jurists in the 
tabaqa that covers the early decades of the fifteenth century (tabaqa 17) are 
Hanafıالs who were not affiliated with the Ottoman dynasty. Nevertheless, 
the seventeenth tabaqa includes the biography of the renowned early fif-
teenth-century jurist Ibn al-Bazzaz (d. 1424), who entered the Ottoman 
domains and met Semsuddîn Fenârî (or Shams al-Dıالn al-Fanarıال, d. 1430), 
who was the first jurist to serve as chief imperial muftı25.ال

The mid-fifteenth century evidently marks a turning point in 
Kınalızâde’s account. The last tabaqaإلt (tabaqaإلt 18–21), which cover 
roughly the second half of the fifteenth century and the early decades 
of the sixteenth, include almost exclusively H anafı -s who were affiliال
ated with the Ottoman learned hierarchy. The only important exception 
is the Cairene Hanafı  m, who appears in the eighteenthIbn al-Huma ال
tabaqa.26 On the other hand, Kınalızâde does not mention any of Ibn 
al-Huma -m’s students, either those who operated in the Mamluk sultan
ate or in the Ottoman domains. Moreover, Kınalızâde excludes luminary 
Hanafı jurists who operated in the Mamluk sultanate, such as Muhyı ال  ال
al-Dıالn al-Kafiyajıال, Qa sim b. Qutlu bugha n al-Aqsaraالn al-Dıالand Amı ,  27,الʾı
of whom he must have heard.28 In addition, Kınalızâde excludes many 

25 Ibid., 306–10.
26 Ibid., 310–11.
27 On al-Kafiyajıال, see the following. On Ibn Qutlu see Ibra ,bugha m b. Hالhı asan al-Biqa‘ı  ,ال

ʿInwaإلn al-zama kh wa’l-aqrajim al-shuyuإلn bi-taraإل n (Cairo: Matbaʿat Daإل -r al-Kutub wa’l
Wathaʾiq al-Qawmiyya, 2006), 4: 144–45; Ibrahı m b. Hال asan al-Biqaʿıال, ʿ Unwaإلn al-ʿunwa  nإل
bi-tajrıالd asmaإلʾ al-shuyukh wa-baʾd  al-talaإلmidha wa’l-aqraإلn (Beirut: Dar al-Kita  b
al-‘Arabı40–139 ,(2002 ,ال; Shams al-Dı n Muhammad b. ʿAbd al-Rahال ma wın al-Sakha  ,ال
al-Dawʾ al-laإلmiʿ li-ahl al-qarn al-ta  ;90–6:184 ,(1934 ,الCairo: Maktabat al-Qudsı) siʿإل
Jalal al-Dı n ʿAbd al-Rahmaال Bakr al-Suyu الn b. Abı t ıال, al-Munjam fıال al-muʿjam (Beirut: Da  r
Ibn H azm, 1995), 166–67; Shams al-Dıالn Muhammad b. T u  liyya fiإلn, al-Ghuraf al-ʿalu
mutaʾakhkhirı al-Hanafiyya, Süleymaniye Library MS Sehid Ali Pas ال a 1924, 188r–189r. 
On Amı n al-Aqsaraالn al-Dıال see al-Biqa ,الʾı n al-ʿunwaإلʿUnwa ,الʿı wın, 227; al-Sakhaإل al-D ,ال awʾ 
al-laإلmiʿ, 10:240–43; al-Suyu al-Munjam, 238–39; Ibn Tu ,الtı .n, al-Ghuraf, 330r–330vlu

28 In his supplement to Tasköprüzâde’s al-Shaqa  niyya, the sixteenth-centuryإلʾiq al-nuʿmaإل
biographer ʿÂs îk  Çelebi, for example, records an ija za he obtained from ʿAbd al-Rahإل man 
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other Hanafı  s of lesser importance throughout Anatolia (and even theال
Ottoman domains), the Mamluk sultanate, and elsewhere. In short, the 
exclusion of Hanafı -s from the other parts of the Islamic world and parال
ticularly from the Mamluk sultanate is intended to stress the rise of an 
independent authoritative genealogy in the Ottoman domains.

The problem, however, was that different jurists who joined the 
burgeoning Ottoman learned hierarchy in the fifteenth and sixteenth 
centuries were affiliated to various chains of transmission within the 
H anafı -school, as they came from different places in Anatolia, cen ال
tral Asia, and the Arab lands. Kınalızâde was most certainly aware 
of this fact, yet he often overlooks it in his text and does not always 
specify the different genealogies to which these jurists were affili-
ated. Furthermore, since he does not always mention the teachers of 
his biographees, it is somewhat difficult to reconstruct on the basis of 
Kınalızâde’s t abaqa  t a continuous chain of transmission. At the sameإل
time, it seems that Kınalızâde is interested in a meticulous recording 
of specific genealogies. For instance, out of the three members of the 
hierarchy mentioned in the eighteenth t abaqa29 – the first t abaqa in 
which most of the jurists are affiliated with the Ottoman dynasty and 
its evolving learned hierarchy – Kınalızâde only mentions Sharaf b. 
Kama l al-Qarı mıال s teachers.30’ال

In the concluding, twenty-first t abaqa, Kınalızâde closes his work 
with an entry on Kemâlpas azâde, whom he dubs “the peerless of 
his time, and the unique of his era.”31 Kınalızâde’s decision to sit-
uate Kemâlpas azâde as the last link of the genealogy has important 

al-ʿAbba  a scholar who entered the Ottoman lands for the first time ,(d. 1555 or 1556) الsı
as an envoy of the Mamluk sultan. After the conquest of Egypt, he migrated again to 
Istanbul, where he taught mostly hadı th. In the ijaال za, al-ʿAbbaإل permits ʿÂs الsı îk  Çelebi 
to transmit what he learned from his teachers. The important point is that among the 
teachers of al-ʿAbba that ʿÂs الsı îk  Çelebi lists are Muhyıال al-Dı fiyajın al-Kaال n al-DıالAmı ,ال  nال
al-Aqsara and Muh ,الʾı ibb al-Dı n b. al-Shihna. ʿÂsال îk Çelebi, Muh ammad b. ʿAlıال Zayn 
al-ʿA ﷽bidıالn b. Muh ammad b. Jalal al-Dıالn b. Husayn b. H asan b. ʿAlıالb. Muhammad 
al-Radawı niyya (Cairo: Daإلʾiq al-nuʿmaإلDhayl al-Shaqa ,ال r al-Hida  .ya, 2007), 107–9
On al-ʿAbba see Tasköprüzâde, al-Shaqa ,الsı al-Kawakib al-sa ,الʾiq, 246–47; al-Ghazzıإل  ,ʾiraإل
2:161–65; Wolfhart P. Heinrichs, “ʿAbd al-Rahman al-ʿAbba al-Sayyid ʿAbd al-Rah) الsı ıالm) 
(12 June 1463–1555 or 1556),” in Essays in Arabic Literary Biography 1350–1850, ed. 
Joseph E. Lowry and Devin J. Stewart (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz Verlag, 2009), 12–20. 
Interestingly enough, al-ʿAbba is not mentioned in Ibn T الsı ulu  n’s al-Ghuraf. He is likewise
absent from Kınâlızâde’s and Kefevî’s tabaqa .tإل

29 Kınalızâde, T abaqa .t al-Hanafiyya, 310–12إل
30 Ibid., 311. Qarı mıال s teacher was Ibn al-Bazza’ال .z
31 Ibid., 321.
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implications, for Kemâlpas azâde emerges as the sole channel of this 
branch of the H anafı -school and, according to Kınalızâde’s explana ال
tion in his introduction, the sole authoritative figure to resolve dis-
putes among H anafı s. The role Kemâlpasال azâde plays in Kınalızâde’s 
genealogy seems to reflect the latter’s understanding of the role of the 
Ottoman chief muftı  .from the early decades of the sixteenth century ال
According to this view, the chief muftı  and the hierarchy he presided) ال
over) served as the channel of a particular genealogy within the H anafı  ال
school. Moreover, the chief muftı  appears as the ultimate authority ال
when jurisprudential disputes emerge among H anafı  jurists affiliated ال
with the imperial learned hierarchy.

It is worth dwelling on this view of the history of the school – and 
particularly the divergence of the Ru mı  branch of the school around the ال
mid-fifteenth century as well as the role Kınalızâde ascribes to the chief 
imperial muftı  .a role that makes him guardian and arbiter of this branch ,ال
These features of Kınalızâde’s narrative recurred in accounts by contem-
porary members of the imperial learned hierarchy and became, as we 
shall see in the next sections, tropes in histories of the school by members 
of the hierarchy in the centuries to come, some significant differences not-
withstanding. A graduate of the Ottoman madrasa system and roughly a 
contemporary of Kınalızâde, the sixteenth-century chronicler Gelibolulu 
Mus�tafâ ʿÂlî (d. 1600), for example, poignantly articulates this view in 
his writings. In his chronicle Künhü’l-Aḫbâr, ʿÂlî praises Sultan Mehmet 
II for supporting the jurists who arrived in the Ottoman domains from 
the Arab and the Persian lands and for founding in the recently con-
quered imperial capital the famous eight madrasas (the S

إل
ah n-ı S

إل
emân 

madrasas). Because of these projects, the central lands of the empire 
(Rûm) became a “fountain of wisdoms and sciences” (menbaʿ-i hikem 
ve-ʿulûm), and therefore Rumıال students were no longer required to travel 
to foreign lands.32 Furthermore, Ah mad b. Mus�tafâ Tasköprüzâde (d. 
1560), in his biographical dictionary dedicated to the members of the 
Ottoman learned hierarchy (and other religious scholars who operated 
in the Ottoman domains, such as Sufi shaykhs), also describes a rupture 
during the reign of Meh met II, as will be further discussed in the follow-
ing. From Meh met II’s reign onward, relates Tasköprüzâde, seekers of 

32 Mus �tafâ b. Ahmed ʿÂlî, Künhü’l-Aḫbâr (Istanbul: Darüʾt-Tibaʿâtiʾl-ʿÂmîre, 1860–61), 
1:37. According to Mus�t afâ ʿÂlî, this trend continued under Mehmet II’s successors, 
Bâyezîd II and Selîm I. The latter, following the conquest of Greater Syria and Egypt, 
brought to the capital scholars, poets, and jurists from these lands (ibid).
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knowledge were drawn to Istanbul, instead of visiting Herat, Bukhara, 
and Samarqand, as their predecessors did.33

Mah mûd b. Süleymân Kefevî’s Kataإلʾib Aʿlaإلm al-Akhya  r minإل
Fuqahaإلʿ Madhhab al-Nuʿmaإلn al-Mukhta rإل

The author of the second tabaqa  ,t work that will concern us hereإل
Mahmûd b. Süleymân Kefevî (d. 1582), was born, as the epithet indi-
cated, in Kefe in Crimea, where he began his studies. In 1542 Kefevî left 
his hometown for Istanbul, where he attended the classes of Kâdîzâde 
Ahmad S emseddîn Efendi and ʿAbdurrah man Efendi. When the lat-
ter was appointed as the judge of Aleppo in 1546, Kefevî became the 
protégé (mülâzim) of Maʾlûlzâde Emîr Efendi. In 1554 Kefevî began his 
teaching career at the madrasa of Molla Gürânî in Istanbul. Later he 
was appointed as the judge of his hometown, Kefe. The next station in 
Kefevî’s judgeship career was Gelibolu, where he served until 1579, when 
he was removed from office and returned to Istanbul. Three years later, in 
1582, Kefevî died in the capital. Although Kefevî was not a senior mem-
ber of the Ottoman learned hierarchy, his work gained popularity among 
members of the imperial hierarchy (and later, among modern scholars) 
and became known as one of the most comprehensive Hanafı t ال abaqaإلt 
works.34

Written slightly after Kınalızâde’s Tabaqa t, Kefevî’s Kataإل ʾib aʿlaإل  mإل
al-akhya  r shares some ofإلn al-mukhtaإلʾ madhhab al-Nuʿmaإلr min fuqahaإل
the goals of the former work. Like his predecessor, Kefevî also wanted to 
compile a t abaqaإلt work that would comprise the biographies of

our earlier and the later jurists [of the Hanafıال school], those who are follow-
ers and those who are mujtahids [that is, those who have the right to employ 

33 Ali Anooshahr, “Writing, Speech, and History for an Ottoman Biographer,” Journal of 
Near Eastern History 69, no. 1 (2010): 50.

34 Ahmet Özel, “Kefevî, Mahmûd b. Süleyman,” TDVIA. The work has also attracted 
the attention of several modern scholars as an important source for the history of the 
Ottoman learned hierarchy. See, for instance, Ekmeleddin Ihsanog lu, “The Initial Stage 
of the Historiography of Ottoman Medreses (1916–1965): The Era of Discovery and 
Construction,” in Science, Technology and Learning in the Ottoman Empire: Western 
Influence, Local Institutions, and the Transfer of Knowledge, ed. Ekmeleddin Ihsanoglu 
(Burlington, VT: Ashgate/Variorum, 2004), 46–47; Ârif Bey, “Devlet-i Osmaniyyeʾnin 
Teessüs ve Takarrürü Devrinde Ilim ve Ulema,” Darülfünün Edebiyat Fakültesi Mecmuası 
2 (May 1332/1916): 137–44; Imber, Ebu’s-Suʿud, 22; Richard C. Repp, The Müfti of 
Istanbul: A Study in the Development of the Ottoman Learned Hierarchy (London: 
Ithaca Press, 1986), 139.
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independently their jurisprudential skills to develop new rulings] from among the 
jurists of the times and the judges of the towns and the district, with their chains 
of transmissions [asaإلnıالd wa-ʿanʿanaإلtihim], [and I have organized this work] 
according to their time and generations [t abaqaإلtihim], including the rare issues 
[al-masaإلʾil al-gharıالba] transmitted from them in the famous collections of fataإلwa  .إل
[I have also] appended the incredible stories which are heard about numerous 
scholars from the jurists of our time back to Abu fa, the imaالHanı   msm of the ima
of our school, and through him to our Prophet, the lord of our sharıالʿa.35

Kefevî explains that he decided to compile the work as a result of the 
absence of satisfactory compilations. The problem with the previous 
works, he continues, is that they “did not distinguish the student from 
the teacher, and they did not differentiate between the follower [dhu  
al-taqlıالd] and [jurists] who are allowed to employ independently their 
jurisprudential skills to develop new rulings [ahl al-ijtihaإلd].”36 As we 
have already seen, by the time Kefevî wrote his tabaqa  t there was at leastإل
one compilation, that of Kınalızâde, that was organized chronologically. 
Nevertheless, it is true that Kefevî’s work is much more extensive. While 
Kınalızâde’s t abaqaإلt includes 275 biographies of H anafıال jurists, the sec-
tion in Kefevî’s work that is devoted to the Hanafı  school consists of 674 ال
entries organized in twenty-two chronological clusters or groups, termed 
kataإلʾib (sing. katıالba), which function in a fashion similar to the t abaqaإلt 
in Kınalızâde’s work.37

Kefevî’s work, however, is not merely a history of the Hanafı  .school ال
Unlike his counterparts, he decided to frame his account of the history of 
the H anafıال school within the larger framework of the Islamic understand-
ing of the history of the world. Therefore, Kefevî opens with the biogra-
phy of Adam, the first Qurʾanic prophet. Only after listing the Qurʾanic 
prophets, the Prophet Muh ammad, his companions, and the eponymous 
founders of the Sunnı  legal schools,38 does he turn to the history of the ال
Hanafı .school and of the Ottoman learned hierarchy within it ال

Following a discussion of the taxonomy of the Hanafı  jurists, which ال
refers indirectly to Kemâlpasazâde’s, Kefevî charts a fairly coherent nar-
rative of the history of the school from the thirteenth century onward. 
Specifically, he seeks to describe what he considers a major development 

35 Mah mûd b. Süleymân Kefevî, Kata r min fuqahaإلm al-akhyaإلʾib aʿlaإل ʾ madhhab al-Nuʿmaإل  nإل
al-mukhta .r, Süleymaniye Library MS Esad Efendi 548, 1rإل

36 Ibid.
37 Kefevî’s work is also more extensive than Ibn Qutlubugha s Ta’ j al-taraإل  jim, on which heإل

relies. On the other hand, the Kataإلʾib is more limited in scope than al-Qurashı s al-Jawa’ال  hirإل
al-mud iyya.

38 Ibid., 4v–21r.
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in H anafıال history – the emergence of new H anafı  centers, and particularly ال
the emergence of the Ottoman realms as a dominant H anafıال center in the 
centuries following the disastrous Mongol invasions. It is precisely at this 
point that Kefevî links his taxonomy of the H anafı  jurists (see Appendix ال
A) to more general historical developments. Since the jurists of the last 
rank in his hierarchy of authorities were mostly active across central Asia 
and Iraq, the Mongol invasions were catastrophic for these jurists and, 
more broadly, for the Hanafı  school. Following the destruction of these ال
Hanafı  scholarly centers, according to Kefevî, many of their jurists fled to ال
the Mamluk sultanate, which emerged as a dominant Hanafı  center. But ال
the upheavals in the history of the school were not over yet: during the 
reign of the Circassian Mamluks, as the state of affairs in the Mamluk 
sultanate grew increasingly chaotic, “knowledge and competence trav-
eled to Rum,” and a new H anafıال center emerged under the aegis of the 
Ottoman sultans. Kefevî concludes his survey of the history of the Hanafı  ال
school by praising the Ottoman sultan at the time, Murâd III. This is an 
important gesture, which serves to emphasize the pivotal role sovereigns 
in general and the Ottoman sultans in particular played in protecting and 
preserving the H anafıال tradition.39

Kefevî, nevertheless, is not only interested in compiling a general 
account on the emergence of the Ottoman domains as a major Hanafı  ال
center. He also aims at documenting particular chains of transmission that 
lead from Abu H anıالfa to jurists who were affiliated with the Ottoman 
learned hierarchy, and specifically, to Kefevî himself. In the brief intro-
duction to the section of the Kataإلʾib that deals with the Hanafı  ,jurists ال
Kefevî records three chains of transmission that lead from the eponym 
to him, all of which pass through important members of the Ottoman 
learned hierarchy, such as Kemâlpas azâde, Molla Yegân, and Semsuddîn 
Fenârî (see Appendix B). In addition to these chains, Kefevî claims to 
have several other chains of transmission within the H anafıال school.40 
This claim, it should be stressed, is not unique to Kefevî. As he explic-
itly explains in the introduction, many jurists are affiliated with multiple 

39 Ibid., 2v–3r. The practice of pledging allegiance to the sultan is evident in other genres as 
well. Tijana Krstic, in her study of sixteenth- and seventeenth-century self-narratives of 
conversion to Islam, has pointed out that the Ottoman sultanate plays a significant role 
in these narratives. In comparison to earlier Islamic conversion narratives, this “feature 
[of the Ottoman self-narratives of conversion] is entirely new and points to the polit-
icization of religious discourse characteristic of the age of confessionalization” (Krstic , 
Contested Conversion, 103).

40 Kefevî, Kataإلʾib, 2v–3r.
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chains of transmission. At this point, however, Kefevî breaks from his 
predecessor’s account. While Kınalızâde opted for a more institutional 
perspective, thus concluding his account with the chief imperial muftıال, 
Kefevî also emphasized his own intellectual genealogies and his individ-
ual authority as a jurist, even if this authority was transmitted to him 
through members of the imperial learned hierarchy.

Let us now turn to the kata  ʾib themselves. My discussion will focus onإل
the time period from the fourteenth century to the sixteenth century, the 
period during which, according to Kefevî’s account, the Ottoman realms 
emerged as an important Hanafı  center. This is also the period, as we ال
have seen in the previous section, that Kınalızâde identified as the for-
mative period of the imperial learned hierarchy. Despite clear similari-
ties, there are also significant, as well as nuanced, differences between 
the accounts, which may be taken as illustrative of the manner in which 
different members of the imperial hierarchy narrated the history of 
the school. Admittedly, it is at times difficult to explain the difference 
between the works. Kefevî’s work may reflect the change that the percep-
tion of the history of the school and the hierarchy underwent over time, 
although it is possible that some of Kefevî’s ideas had already circulated 
in Kınalızâde’s time (and perhaps even earlier).

Unlike the tabaqa -t in Kınalızâde’s work, which are more or less coherإل
ent clusters, Kefevî breaks most of the kata  ʾib into three subclusters. Theإل
first subcluster consists of Hanafı  jurists who were affiliated with the ال
main genealogy (or genealogies) within the Hanafı  school that Kefevî was ال
interested in documenting. The second subcluster, termed the “miscella-
nea part” (mutafarriqa t), includes prominent Hإل anafıال jurists who were 
not part of the main intellectual genealogy documented in the general 
section. The third subcluster, which will not concern us here, is devoted 
to Sufi shaykhs and is labeled “the heart of the katıالba” (qalb al-katı  .(baال
This internal division merits attention, for it fulfills an important function 
in Kefevî’s grand narrative of the history of the H anafıال school in general 
and the history of the Ottoman hierarchy in particular.

Echoing his treatment of his own intellectual/authoritative geneal-
ogy, Kefevî’s Kata  ʾib emphasizes the meticulous recording of the links ofإل
the chain of transmission leading to the biographees affiliated with the 
Ottoman learned hierarchy. Consider, for example, Kefevî’s biography 
of Ede Bâlî, the father-in-law of the first Ottoman sultan, Sultan Osmân, 
and an important spiritual-juridical figure in the nascent Ottoman state, 
with which he begins his account of the history of the Ottoman hierar-
chy. Kefevî bases this entry on Tasköprüzâde’s biographical dictionary 
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of the Ottoman imperial learned hierarchy, al-Shaqa  .niyyaإلʾiq al-nuʿmaإل
Nevertheless, Kefevî modifies Tasköprüzâde’s biography:

The shaykh, the ima  الm, the pious Ede Bâlî. The pious jurist, [who served as] muftı
in Rum [al-diya miyya] during the time of ‘Uthmar al-Ruإل  n the holy warrior, the
ancestor of the Ottoman sultans. . . . He was a prominent shaykh. He met exalted 
[?] jurists in the lands of Qara n and in the Shama  m. He was born in the lands
of Qara ma  n, where he studied [akhadha al-ʿilm] with the jurists of this land. He
studied [istaghala] in the town of Larende in Qarama  ʿ inn. He read [qaraʾa] furu
Larende with the shaykh Najm al-Dı the author of Qunyat al-Fata ,الhidın al-Zaال  wa
and of al-H awıال. He studied [akhadha] [al-Zahidıال’s teachings] with the author of 
al-Bah r al-muhı -t, the pride of the community [of Islam] and the [Muslim] reliال
gion, Badıالʿ al-Qarıالnı41,ال and with Sira -42 Then he trav.[d. 1258] الnıالn al-Qarıالj al-Dı
eled to the Sha m and he studied [akhadha al-ʿilm] with S ad[r] al-Dıالn Sulı maال  n [b.]
Abıال al-ʿIzz, [who transmitted from] the imam [Jama l al-Dı n Mahmuال d] al-H as�ıالrıال, 
[who transmitted] from the qaإلdıال, the imam, Fakhr al-Dı n Qaال  n. He collectedkhaالdı
various sciences, both in the fundamentals of law and in substantive law. He met 
many of the jurists of the Sham. He reached the level of excellence. He taught 
[law] and issued legal opinions.43

In this entry, Kefevî adds many details to the account that appears 
in Tas �köprüzâde’s biographical dictionary, al-Shaqaإلʾiq al-nuʿmaإلniyya. 
Although both accounts agree on the outline – the fact that Ede Bâlî 
was born in Qara  n, where he also studied; that he traveled to Greaterma
Syria and studied there; and that he eventually entered the service of the 
Ottoman sultan Osmân – Tas�köprüzâde does not mention any of Ede 
Bâlî’s teachers. Kefevî, by contrast, is concerned with recording Ede Bâlî’s 
authoritative lineage. Therefore he links the biographee to two important 
Hanafı authorities: al-Za ال n [b.] Abıand Sulayma الhidı  al-ʿIzz (and through ال
the latter, he links Ede Bâlî to the prominent H anafıال jurist Qad �ı  n). Inkhaال
other words, Ede Bâlî emerges in Kefevî’s Kata  ʾib as an integral part ofإل
the H anafı  tradition and the transmitter of the teachings of the authors ال
of important jurisprudential texts.

As we have already seen in the previous section, many members of the 
Ottoman learned hierarchy shared a specific perception of the history 

41 Ibid., 148r–148v.
42 Ibid., 163v–164r.
43 Ibid., 184r–184v. Sulima n b. Wuhayb Abu al-Rabı  ʿ b. Abıال  al-ʿIzz (595–677/1197–1278) ال

studied fiqh with al-Has�ı He served as judge in Egypt and Syria. On Ibn Abı .الrıال  al-ʿIzz, see ال
ʿAbd al-Qa dir b. Muhammad al-Qurashı hir al-mudإلal-Jawa ,ال iyya fı t ال abaqa  t al-Hanafiyyaإل
(Cairo: Da r Ih yaʾ al-Kutub al-ʿArabiyya, 1978), 2:237 (and the references therein). 
Kınalızâde also mentions Ibn Abıال al-ʿIzz in his T abaqa  t but does not mention Ede Bâlîإل
among his students. Kınalızâde, al-T abaqa t, 261. On Jamaإل d al-Hn Mahmuالl al-Dı as�ıالrı  ,ال
see al-Qurashı al-Jawa ,ال hir, 431–33; Kınalızâde, Tإل abaqa .t al-Hanafiyya, 252إل
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of the school from the mid-fifteenth century onward, a perception that 
excluded jurists who were not affiliated with the Ottoman enterprise. In 
his Tabaqa -t, it should be recalled, Kınalızâde excludes leading late fifإل
teenth-century jurists who were not affiliated with the evolving Ottoman 
learned hierarchy. Kefevî by and large follows this view. An examina-
tion of the kata  ʾib that cover the fourteenth and early fifteenth centuriesإل
reveals that a considerable number of entries are dedicated to jurists who 
were affiliated, or at least had some relations, with the emerging Ottoman 
learned hierarchy. In the kata  ʾib of the second half of the fifteenth centuryإل
and the sixteenth century (kata ʾib 18–22), Hanafıإل -s who were not associال
ated with the Ottoman learned hierarchy are virtually absent.

Kefevî’s decision to include a biography of Muhyı al-Dı ال  الfiyajın al-Kaال
(d. 1474) may assist us in gaining a better understanding of his narrative 
strategies.44 Al-Ka was one of the most prominent H الfiyajı anafı  jurists ال
who operated in the Mamluk sultanate during the fifteenth century. 
Although he was based in Cairo, previously he had studied with promi-
nent H anafıالs who operated in the Ottoman lands, such as S emsuddîn 
Fenârî, Ibn al-Bazzaz, and Burha n Haydar al-ʿAjamıالn al-Dı  It .الal-Harawı ال
is on the basis of this relationship with these early fifteenth-century jurists 
in the Ottoman lands that Kefevî includes al-Kafiyajı  s biography (as did’ال
Tasköprüzâde in his Shaqaإلʾiq). At the same time, he excludes those of 
other senior Hanafı  s from the Mamluk lands, is his relations with earlyال
fifteenth-century jurists who operated in the Ottoman realms. It is also 
noteworthy that al-Kafiyajıال’s student Ibn al-Huma  m, an eminent jurist in
his own right, has an entry in the Kata ʾib as well.45إل

On the other hand, the prominent fifteenth-century jurist Qasim b. 
Qutlu bugha is absent from the Kata   ʾib. Supposedly, Kefevî could haveإل
included Ibn Qutlubugha a student of Ibn al-Huma ,  m, who, in turn, was
a student of al-Kafiyajı  ʾib that KefevîإلMoreover, it is clear from the Kata 46.ال
was familiar with Ibn Qut lu since he draws on the latter’s t ,bugha abaqaإلt 
work, Taإلj al-taraإلjim. The exclusion of Ibn Qutlubugha  .was intentional 

44 Kefevî, Kataإلʾib, 230r–230v.
45 It is worth mentioning that the contacts between al-Kafiyajı  and the Ottoman lands were ال

not severed upon his migration to Cairo. An Ottoman soldier, who was captured by the 
Mamluks and spent several years in captivity, mentions in his report to the Ottoman 
sultan Bâyezîd II that he had studied with al-Ka fiyajı  in Cairo several years before he was ال
captured. The friends he made in al-Ka fiyajı  s classes intervened on his behalf and helped’ال
to obtain his release. Emire Cihan Muslu discusses this episode at length; see Emire 
Cihan Muslu, “Ottoman-Mamluk Relations: Diplomacy and Perceptions” (PhD diss., 
Harvard University, 2007), 1–5. On Ibn al-Huma m, see Kefevî, al-Kata .ʾib, 228r–228vإل

46 Kefevî, al-Kata .ʾib, 228r–228vإل
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Although it is difficult to assess the degree to which Kefevî was familiar 
with other late fifteenth-century Hanafı  s who lived and worked in theال
Mamluk sultanate, it seems quite likely that he at least knew of some 
of them.

In his account of the sixteenth century (kata ʾib 19–22), Kefevıإل  slightly ال
differs from Kınalızâde and expands the chronological scope into the 
second half of the sixteenth century. Kefevî’s account, nonetheless, is con-
sistent with Kınalızâde’s view of the history of the Hanafı  school in the ال
sixteenth century and does not include H anafı -jurists who were not affili ال
ated with the Ottoman learned hierarchy. Moreover, he ascribes a similar 
role to the imperial hierarchy in channeling the authority of the school.

To further clarify this point, it is necessary to turn to the miscellanea 
sections in Kefevıال’s Kataإلʾib and to dedicate a few words to their func-
tion in the work. Despite his interest in recording the chains of transmis-
sion that lead to the imperial hierarchy, Kefevî records in his work many 
jurists who were not affiliated with the main chains of transmission he 
sets out to reconstruct and document. Nevertheless, despite the fact that 
they are not affiliated with these particular chains, Kefevî considers these 
jurists important enough to mention. In some cases, such as that of the 
prominent early fifteenth-century Egyptian H anafı  الn al-ʿAynıالs Badr al-Dıال
(d. 1451) and Taqiyy al-Dı n al-Shummunıال  Kefevî includes the ,(d. 1468) ال
biographies of these jurists because they were the authors of important 
jurisprudential works.47 Other jurists whose biographies are recorded in 
the miscellanea section are fourteenth- and fifteenth-century members 
of the emerging Ottoman hierarchy who entered the Ottoman domains 
from different parts of the Islamic world (mostly central Asia) and were 
attached to other genealogies within the H anafıال school.48 The miscella-
nea section, to put it differently, enabled Kefevî to incorporate these rel-
atively prominent jurists in the broader narrative of the H anafıال school, 
while emphasizing the importance of a particular chain (or chains) of 
transmission within the school, which were recorded meticulously and 
continuously.

Not coincidentally, the miscellanea section is absent from the last two 
kataإلʾib, that is, the kata  ʾib that cover the second half of the sixteenthإل
century.49 The absence of this section reflects the consolidation of the 

47 Ibid., 232r–232v.
48 See, for example, Ah mad al-Kuranı  ,.ba (ibidالs (Gürânî’s) biography in the eighteenth katı’ال

232v–233v).
49 Ibid., 264v–272r, 273v–284v.
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Ottoman learned hierarchy and the growing reluctance to accept H anafı  ال
jurists who were affiliated with other chains of transmission within the 
school. Like Kınalızâde, Kefevî perceives the Ottoman hierarchy as the 
only channel through which his contemporaries could attach themselves 
to this specific genealogy, or branch, within the Hanafı school.50 ال

Finally, much like his predecessor, Kefevî intends to establish the 
authority of specific jurisprudential texts and document the genealo-
gies of relevant jurisprudential arguments. Although he relies on other 
tabaqa t works – such as al-Qurashı s al-Jawa’ال hir al-mudiyya, Jalaإل  nالl al-Dı
al-Suyu s al-T’الtı abaqaإلt al-H anafiyya al-Mis riyya,51 Ibn Qutlu  jإلs Ta’bugha
al-taraإلjim, and Tas köprüzâde’s al-Shaqaإلʾiq52 – the vast majority of the 
sources are Hanafı -jurisprudential manuals and other works by promi ال
nent jurists. It is important to stress that almost all the jurisprudential 
texts Kefevî cites are texts that members of the Ottoman learned hier-
archy, including the officially appointed muftı  s, considered reliable andال
were expected to consult in their rulings (see Chapter 4).53

50 It is interesting to compare the emergence of a clearly defined Ottoman genealogy in the 
last two katı  bas to the developments in other cultural fields, such as the arts. For theال
consolidation of an Ottoman style in the arts, see Gülru Necipoglu, “A Kânûn for the 
State, a Canon for the Arts: Conceptualizing the Classical Synthesis of Ottoman Art and 
Architecture,” in Soliman le Magnifique et son temps, ed. Gilles Veinstein (Paris: La doc-
umentation français, 1992), 195–213.

51 Kefevî, Kataإلʾib, 231v.
52 Kefevî also consulted al-Subkı s Tabaqa’ال t al-Shaإل  ,fiʿiyya (64r–64v, 74v–75r, 192v–193vإل

197r–198r, 204v–206r).
53 Among the jurisprudential texts Kefevî cites are Fakhr al-Dı n Hال asan b. Mans�ur b. 

Mah mud al-U﷽zcandıال’s Fata dإلQa إلwaإل ıالkha n (46v); Hإل afiz� al-Dıالn Muh ammad b. Muhammad 
al-Kardarı waإلz’s al-Fatab. al-Bazza ال  ziyya (47r, 47v–48r); an unspecified workإلal-Bazza إل
by al-Tahawı Muhammad b. Ah ;(48v, 61r) ال mad b. ʿUmar Zahı r al-Dıال rın al-Bukhaال  s’ال
al-Fataإلwa al-Z إل ahı riyya (48r–48v); Tال ahir b. Ah mad b. ʿAbd al-Rashıالd al-Bukharı  s’ال
Khulaإلs at al-fata Rad ;(51v–52r, 108v) إلwaإل ıال al-Dıالn Muhammad b. Muh ammad al-H anafıال 
al-Sarakhsı tالs al-Muhı’ال  al-Radaإلwı al-fiqh al-H الfı ال anafıال (52r–52v, 144v–145r); ʿAlıال b. Abıال 
Bakr al-Marghı nınaال s al-Hida’ال ya (54v–56v); Mahإل mud b. Ah mad b. ʿAbd al-ʿAzıالz b. ʿUmar 
b. Maza al-Marghı nınaال  ;(54v–56v) (niyyaإلra al-Burhaالal-Dhakhı) إلwaإلrat al-fataالs Dhakhı’ال
an unspecified work by Kemâlpas azâde (54v–56v); an unspecified work by Ebûʾs-Suʿûd 
Efendi (54v–56v); Mukhta d b. Muhr b. Mahmu ammad Abu al-Rajaʾ Najm al-Dı  nال
al-Zahidı s Qunyat al-munya (56v); an unspecified work by Ah’ال mad b. Muhammad 
b. ʿUmar al-Hanafı tal-Na ال ifıال, most likely Jumlat al-ahka  .m (56v–57r); ʿAbd al-Barr bإل
Muhammad b. Muhammad al-Halabı  ,b. al-Shihna’s Sharh al-Manz�uma (58v–59v ال
115r); H usa d’s Kitaالz al-Sadr al-Shahıالn ʿUmar b. ʿAbd al-ʿAzıالm al-Dı  t minإلqiʿaإلb al-waإل
al-fataإلwaإل (59r, 62r–63r); Akmal al-Dı n Muhammad b. Mahال mud al-Babartı s ʿIna’ال  yatإل
al-Hidaإلya (61r); Hammad al-Dı n al-Marghıالd al-Dın b. ʿImaال naال nı s al-Fus’ال ul al-ʿIma  diyyaإل
(61v, 115r); ʿUthman b. ʿAlıال al-Zaylaʿıال’s Sharh al-Kanz (63v–64r); an unspecified work 
by ʿAlıال b. Muhammad al-Pazdawı al-Tuh ;(66r–66v) ال fa, possibly Tuh fat al-muluk fı  ال
al-furu ʿ by Zayn al-Dı n Muahmmad b. Abuال Bakr Hasan al-H  anafıال al-Razıال (66v–67r); 
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In addition, Kefevî appears to be interested in compiling a collective 
bibliography of works authored by jurists who were affiliated with a 
particular genealogy within the H anafı  school. By listing the works – not ال
only jurisprudential works54 – his biographees compiled, Kefevî offers 
his readers a reference work with which they can situate specific texts 
within the history of the school. Furthermore, the connection made in the 
Kataإلʾib, but definitely not only there, between the biographies, the chains 
of transmission of authority, and the bibliographies is fundamental in the 
emergence of the Ottoman branch of the Hanafı -school as an authorita ال
tive textual corpus. As we shall see in the following sections, this aspect 
of the school will become even more central over the course of the sev-
enteenth century.

To conclude, in his Kata -ʾib, Kefevî attempts to achieve several interreإل
lated goals. First, he intends to situate himself as an accomplished jurist 
within the H anafıال tradition. Concurrently, he tries to define particular 
chains of transmission within the H anafı  school that eventually lead to ال
the Ottoman learned hierarchy. By doing so, he excludes other chains of 
transmission and jurists who were not affiliated to the particular geneal-
ogy Kefevî is interested in recording, most notably jurists who operated 
in the Mamluk sultanate. Last, Kefevî reproduces Kınalızâde’s view of 
the role of the imperial learned hierarchy and stresses its monopoly over 
a particular chain of transmission of knowledge and authority. Many of 
these aims still concerned other members of the Ottoman learned hier-
archy in the decades and centuries to come, even when they organized 
their tabaqa t works in a radically different manner, as Edirneli Mehإل med 
Kâmî did.

ʿAlim b. ʿAla ʾ al-Hanafı s al-Fata’ال niyya (89r); Ahإلrkhaإلal-Tata إلwaإل mad b. Muh ammad 
al-Qudurı s Sharh’ال  al-Qudurı d b. Muhammad b. DawuMahmu ;(100v) ال d al-Lu ʾlu  الʾı
al-Ifsinjı ʾiq al-Manz�uإلs Haqa’ال al-khila الma fı fıإل yaال  t (100v, 106r–106v, 144v–145r); Najmإل
al-Dıالn ʿUmar b. Muh ammad b. Ahmad al-H anafıال al-Nasafıال’s Fataإلwa  ;(101r) الal-Nasafı إل
Rukn al-Dı n Muhammad b. ʿAbd al-Rashıال d al-Hanafıال nıal-Kirma ال s Jawa’ال  إلwaإلhir al-fataإل
(104v–105r, 139v–140r); Qiwam al-Dı r Kaالn Amıال bırar ʿUmar al-Faالtib b. Amı nıal-Itqa ال  s’ال
Sharh  al-Hida b. Abı الya (109v–110r); ʿAlıإل Bakr al-Marghı ال naال nı  ;s Mashyakha (128v)’ال
Mah mu b al-Sud b. Ayyu fı waإلs al-Fata’ال al-S إل ufiyya (123r–123v, 141v–142v); Najm al-Dı  nال
Mukhtar b. Mah mud al-Za s al-H’الhidı awıال (132v); Muhammad b. Mah mud b. al-H usayn 
al-Ustrushanı l al-Ustrus Fusu’ال n MahالBadr al-Dı ;(134r–134v, 145v–146r) الshanı mud b. 
Ahmad al-ʿAynı s Sharh al-Kanz (136v–137v); H’ال asan b. Ibrahı m b. Hasan al-Zaylaʿıال  s’ال
Tabyıالn (136v–137v); Kemâlpas azâde’s al-Islaإلh  wa’l-ıالda h (136v–137v); Rashıإل d al-Dıال  nال
Muhammad b. ʿUmar b. ʿAbd Allah al-Sanjıال al-Watta r’s Fata Rashı إلwaإل d al-Dıال n (al-Fataال  إلwaإل
al-Rashı .diyya) (137v–138r)ال

54 See, for example, 62r–63r, 66r, 112v–113v, 182r–182v, 207r, 225r. 
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Edirneli Meh med Kâmî’s Maha mm al-Fuqahaإل ʾإل

To the best of my knowledge, no t abaqaإلt works were produced during 
the seventeenth century. It is somewhat difficult to account for this fairly 
sudden silence, but it is possible that the consolidation of the hierarchy 
in the second half of the sixteenth century rendered the compilation of 
new tabaqa  t works unnecessary. Nevertheless, the fact that new worksإل
were not compiled does not mean that the view promoted by Kınalızâde 
and Kefevî lost its value. And indeed, early in the eighteenth century, a 
third tabaqaإلt work was penned. Authored by Edirneli Mehmed Kâmî 
(d. 1724), this t abaqaإلt work shows remarkable continuity with the works 
of his predecessors, and serves as an indicator that the latters’ view of 
the history of the school retained its relevance, at least in certain circles 
within the imperial learned hierarchy.55 At the same time, the work also 
introduces interesting and meaningful changes to the earlier accounts.

Kâmî was born in 1649 in Edirne, where he also started his training 
path. In 1674, at the age of twenty-five, Kâmî moved to the imperial cap-
ital to continue his studies and a year later became the protégé (mülâzim) 
of Ankaravî Mehmed Emîn Efendi. Between the years 1690 and 1704, 
Kâmî taught in different madrasas. Then he was appointed as the judge 
of Baghdad and, two years later, as secretariat of the chief muftıال. After 
serving three years as secretary, Kâmî was without an appointment for a 
while, until he was appointed as the judge of Galata for a year. During 
his subsequent unemployment period, Kâmî wrote two poems (k asîde) 
and a poem in rhyming couplets (mesnevî), which he submitted to the 
grand vezir Damâd ʿAlî Pasa, who in return appointed him as the inspec-
tor of the endowments in 1716. In 1718, Kâmî was sent to Cairo to serve 
as judge there, an office he held for a year. At the age of seventy-five, 
Kâmî was offered the judgeship of Mecca, but he turned this offer down 
because of his advanced age.56

As his career path shows, Kâmî was a fairly senior member of the 
Ottoman learned hierarchy at the time. He was also known as an accom-
plished poet and writer. His literary skills, as we have seen, enabled him 

55 The biographical dictionaries devoted to members of the imperial learned hierarchy 
also preserved, albeit implicitly, this view, some differences notwithstanding (see the 
following).

56 Gülgün Yazıcı, “Kâmî,” TDVIA. Menderes Gürkan mentions Mahaإلmm al-fuqahaإلʾ in his 
article “Müctehidlerin Tasnifinde Kemalpasazade ile Kınalızade arasında bir Mukayese,” 
in Kınalı-zade Ali Efendi (1510–1572), ed. Ahmed Hulusi Köker (Kayseri: Erciyes 
Üniversitesi Matbbası, 1999), 87–88.
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to gain the favor of the grand vezir and obtain an appointment to a fairly 
senior office. Therefore, although it is difficult to assess the popularity of 
his tabaqaإلt work, Mahaإلmm al-fuqahaإلʾ, it still reflects the view of a rela-
tively senior and quite prolific late seventeenth-century early eighteenth-
century member of the imperial hierarchy.

Over the course of his career, Kami witnessed some turbulent times 
for the empire in general and for the learned hierarchy in particular. 
The bloody events of the so-called “Edirne Event” (Edirne Vakʿası) of 
1703, and especially the removal from office and execution of the emi-
nent seyḫülislam Feyzullah Efendi (d. 1703), must have left their mark on 
Kâmî and many of his colleagues who were affiliated with the hierarchy.57 
It is possible that he decided to compile Mahaإلmm al-fuqaha  ʾ, at least inإل
part, in response to this crisis. If this interpretation of Kâmî’s motives is 
correct, Mahaإلmm al-fuqaha  ʾ is an attempt to secure the position of theإل
learned hierarchy and its authority in the decades following the Event.

Written during his stay in Cairo in 1718,58 fifteen years after the 
“Edirne Event,” Kâmî’s Mahaإلmm al-fuqaha  ʾ is structured differently fromإل
the earlier two tabaqaإلt works we have examined so far. While Kınalızâde 
and Kefevî organize their works chronologically, Kâmî organizes his 
alphabetically. In addition, along with the biographical sections, Kâmî 
includes bibliographical ones in which he lists alphabetically Hanafı -jur ال
isprudential texts. Nevertheless, it seems that Kâmî shares Kınalızâde and 
Kefevî’s narrative concerning the emergence in the mid-fifteenth century 
of the Ottoman domains as an important Hanafı  center. Indeed, most of ال
the jurists he mentions from the second half of the fifteenth century and 
onward are affiliated with the Ottoman learned hierarchy. This similarity 
might be attributed to the fact that, as Kâmî admits, he relies on Kefevî’s 
Kataإلʾib.59

There are also noteworthy differences between Kâmî’s work and those 
of his earlier counterparts. First, Kâmî does not include many jurists that 
appear in Kefevî’s Kata -ʾib either as part of the continuous chains of transإل
mission or in the miscellanea subcluster. Ede Bâlî, just to mention one 

57 The modern historiography on the “Edirne Event” and Feyzullah Efendi is quite vast. 
For a recent study of Feyz ullah Efendi and his involvement in Ottoman politics, see 
Michael Nizri, Ottoman High Politics and the Ulema Household (New York: Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2014) (and the bibliography therein). On the “Edirne Event,” see Rifa’at 
Ali Abou-El-Haj, The 1703 Rebellion and the Structure of Ottoman Politics (Leiden: 
Nederlands Historisch-Archaelogisch Instituut de Istanbul, 1984).

58 Edirneli Mehmet Kâmî, Mahaإلmm al-fuqaha t الʾ fıإل abaqa t al-Hإل anafiyya, Süleymaniye 
Library MS As ir Efendi 422, 41r.

59 Ibid., 41r–41v.
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example, does not appear in Kâmî’s Mahaإلmm al-fuqaha  ,ʾ. Furthermoreإل
fifteenth-century H anafı  s who operated in the Mamluk sultanate andال
were included in Kefevî’s work, such as Badr al-Dı  and Taqiyy الn al-ʿAynıال
al-Dıالn al-Shummunı -are excluded as well. At the same time, an exam ,ال
ination of the list of jurists Kâmî decided to include in his work – a 
list of approximately five hundred jurists – reveals that Kâmî includes 
jurists who do not appear in Kınalızâde’s T abaqaإلt or Kefevî’s Kataإلʾib. As 
opposed to his predecessors, Kâmî does include in his work, for example, 
an entry on Qa bughasim b. Qutlu .

Kâmî’s biography of Qasim b. Qut lu -merits attention, for it pro bugha
vides important clues regarding the guidelines that shaped the author’s 
narrative choices.

Qa is the shaykh and the ima bughasim b. Qutlu  jإلm. [He is the author of] Taإل
al-Taraإلjim, Tashıالh al-Qudu  on Sharh al-Majmaʿ [shiyaإلha] and a gloss ,الrı
[al-bahrayn] by [ʿAbd al-Latıالf b. ʿAbd al-ʿAzı  z] b. Malak. He died in AH879 [1474]ال
and was born in AH802 [1399]. His father was Qutlubugha, one of the manumit-
ted slaves of the amir Sudun al-Shijwa  the deputy. [He] studied fiqh [tafaqqaha] ,الnı
with Ibn al-Huma th with Ibn Hajar [al-ʿAsqalaالm, studied hadı -He also com .[الnı
piled several works. . .. [He] died in AH879 [1474].60

It is worth paying attention to the information Kâmî includes in this biog-
raphy. He begins by mentioning two works by Ibn Qutlubugha  Although .
Ibn Qutlu bugha  produced a fairly large corpus of jurisprudential texts, the 
entry suggests that the reason for his inclusion was precisely the attention 
that these particular texts drew. By the late seventeenth century, members 
of the Ottoman learned hierarchy had started citing Ibn Qutlubugha  s’
Tas hı h al-Quduال rı  after more than a century during which the work had ,ال
been ignored.61 By contrast, other prominent fifteenth-century Hanafı  sال
from the Mamluk sultanate, such as Amı n al-Aqs�araالn al-Dıال ʾı  do not ,ال
appear in the biographical sections because their works were not widely 
used by members of the learned hierarchy.62

60 Ibid., 120v–121r.
61 The seyḫülislam Çatacalı ʿAlî Efendi (served as seyḫülislam from 1674 to 1682 and in 

1692) and Mehmet ʿAtaullah Efendi (served as seyḫülislam in 1713), for example, cite 
this work in some of their rulings. Çatalcalı ʿAlî Efendi, Fetâvâ-ı Çatalcalı, Süleymaniye 
Library MS Aya Sofya 1572, 299v. Meh met ʿAtaullah Efendi, Fetâvâ-ı ʿAtâiyye, 
Süleymaniye Library MS H. Hüsnü Pasa 427, 323v.

62 Muhyı n al-Kaالal-Dı ال fiyajı is included in Kâmî’s work and in Kefevî’s Kata ال  ,ʾib. Kâmîإل
Mahaإلmm al-fuqahaإلʾ fıال t abaqaإلt al-H anafiyya, Süleymaniye Library MS Asir Efendi 422, 
126r. Another interesting example is ʿAbd al-Barr b. al-Shihna (d. 1515), who appears 
in the biographical section, probably because of the popularity of his commentary on 
Ibn Wahba n’s Manz�u  ,.ma. The entry, however, does not mention the commentary (ibid
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This tendency to exclude Hanafı  s from the Mamluk sultanate and theال
empire’s Arab provinces is even clearer in the biography of Muh ammad 
al-Timurta  from the Palestinian الa sixteenth-century scholar and muftı ,الshı
city of Gaza who did not hold an official state appointment. Nevertheless, 
as we will see in Chapter 5, al-Timurtashı  was known and well respected ال
for his scholarly excellence in Greater Syria and beyond. Two of the texts 
he compiled – Tanwı r al-absال aإلr and Minah al-ghaffa  r (a commentary onإل
the Tanwı  r) – were adopted by the Ottoman learned hierarchy. His briefال
biography in one of the copies of Kâmî’s Mahaإلmm al-fuqaha  :ʾ readsإل
“Shams al-Dı n Muhammad b. al-Timurtaال one of the Hanafı ,الshı  .jurists ال
[He is the author of] Tanwıالr al-abs�ar and [of] its commentary, which 
he entitled Minah al-ghaffar. The text [matn] and the commentary are 
both accepted among the jurists.”63 Except for the titles he authored, very 
little information is provided on al-Timurta  Kâmî’s emphasis on the .الshı
popularity of al-Timurta  s works suggests that in this case, too, the’الshı
texts paved the way for the inclusion of their author in the biographi-
cal sections. On the other hand, the fact that this entry appears in some 
manuscripts of the work while being absent from others suggests that 
there was uncertainty among the copyists of the work or, alternatively, 
that Kâmî himself produced two versions of his Mahaإلmm al-fuqaha  ʾ.64 Atإل
any rate, it is clear that the inclusion of al-Timurta  was not trivial and الshı
required explanation. It is thus possible that Kâmî’s concluding comment 
concerning the popularity of al-Timurta  s works among members of’الshı
the hierarchy serves this purpose.

The emphasis on jurisprudential texts in Ibn Qutlubugha  s and’
al-Timurta mm al-fuqahaإلs biographies is characteristic of Kâmî’s Maha’الshı  ʾإل
in general. As I have already pointed out, in addition to the biographical 
sections dedicated to the jurists, Kâmî includes bibliographical sections 
dedicated to H anafıال jurisprudential texts. The bibliographical sections, 
like the biographical ones, are organized alphabetically, according to the 
titles of the works. Each entry consists of the title of the work and a list of 
commentaries on the work, not unlike the structure of the entries in Kâtip 
Çelebi’s comprehensive bibliographical work, Kashf al-z�unu .n

An examination of the lists of the texts in Mahaإلmm al-fuqaha  ʾإل
reveals some inconsistencies between the biographical sections and the 

55r). On Ibn al-Shihna, see also al-Ghazzı al-Kawa ,ال ʾira,1:219–21; Ibn Tuإلkib al-saإل  ,nlu
al-Ghuraf, 265r–266r.

63 Kâmî, Mahaإلmm al-fuqaha ʾ, Süleymaniye Library MS Asإل ir Efendi 422, 65r–66v.
64 The entry appears in Süleymaniye Library MS As ir Efendi 422; Süleymaniye Library MS 

Pertev Pasa 495, 21v–22r; Süleymaniye Library MS Carullah 896, 26v.
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bibliographical ones. Following the logic presented in al-Timurtashı  s’الال
biography, Kâmî should have included in the biographical sections every 
jurist whose works were well received by members of the Ottoman learned 
hierarchy.65 This, however, is not the case. Instead, Kâmî includes in the 
bibliographical sections many jurisprudential texts and commentaries by 
authors who do not appear in the biographical sections. Zayn al-Dıالn b. 
Nujaym’s (d. 1563) work al-Ashbaإلh wa’l-naz�aإلʾir, just to mention one 
salient example, appears in the bibliographical section,66 but does not 
appear in the biographical sections. Moreover, Kâmî mentions several 
commentaries on this work, including one by the eminent sixteenth-cen-
tury Egyptian Hanafı  who is also not ,(d. 1596) الnim al-MaqdisıIbn Gha ال
included in the biographical sections.

It is difficult to reconcile these discrepancies between the bibliographi-
cal and the biographical sections of Kâmî’s work – although the absence 
of Ibn Nujaym from the biographical section is compatible with the 
version of the work that excludes al-Timurta  from the biographical الالshı
 section.67 In that case, Kâmî does not include any sixteenth-century jurist 
who is not affiliated with the Ottoman learned hierarchy. Yet, as the dif-
ference between the manuscripts indicates, there were two contending 
approaches to the inclusion of sixteenth-century jurists. At any rate, it 
seems that Kâmî intended to compile a fairly comprehensive bibliogra-
phy of Hanafıال texts and commentaries on these texts, not only those 
consulted by members of the hierarchy. It is evident from the concluding 
comment of al-Timurta  s bibliography concerning the popularity of’الالshı
his work that Kâmî knew that not all the texts were equally accepted 
among the members of the imperial learned hierarchy. Moreover, both the 
biographical sections and Kâmî’s comment at the end of al-Timurtashı  s’الال
biography demonstrate that texts were incorporated into the Ottoman 
jurisprudential canon (as we shall see in Chapter 4) and referred to by 
members of the Ottoman learned hierarchy regardless of the genealogy 
of their authors within the Hanafı .school ال

To sum up, despite noticeable differences, the three t abaqaإلt works – by 
Kınalızâde, Kefevî, and Kâmî – shed light on how members of the Ottoman 
learned hierarchy perceived the history of the H anafıال school in general 
and the position of the Ottoman learned hierarchy within the Hanafı  ال

65 Another example, as we have seen, is Ibn al-Shih na.
66 Kâmî, Mahaإلmm al-fuqaha ʾ, Süleymaniye Library MS Asإل ir Efendi 422, 57v.
67 Edirneli Mehmet Kâmî, Mahaإلmm al-fuqaha t الʾ fıإل abaqa t al-Hإل anafiyya, Süleymaniye 

Library MS H. Hüsnü Pasa 844, 2r–71v.
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tradition in particular. As we have seen, the differences notwithstand-
ing, all three jurists share the view that in the mid-fifteenth century the 
Ottoman realms – and specifically the core lands of the empire – emerged 
as an important, perhaps even the most prominent, Hanafı  center. Kâmî’s ال
work illustrates the longevity of the view of the hierarchy that appeared, 
or at least was documented, in the mid-sixteenth century. By the time 
Kâmî authored his Mahaإلmm al-fuqaha  ʾ, the imperial learned hierarchyإل
was well established. Nevertheless, as the differences between the copies 
and the inconsistencies within the work suggest, the debates about the 
history of the Hanafı  school and the boundaries of the branch endorsed ال
by the imperial hierarchy were ongoing. While the Mahaإلmm reveals that 
specific jurists from the Arab lands and their works entered the hierar-
chy’s view of the school, it also shows that members of the hierarchy 
still insisted on delineating the boundaries of their branch of the school 
and prevented, albeit selectively, a full assimilation of other followers of 
the school into the imperial learned hierarchy. Furthermore, the selective 
inclusion of jurists from the Arab lands illustrates the tensions within 
the tabaqa  t genre in the Ottoman period: on the one hand, the authorsإل
of these works sought to record a chain of transmission of knowledge 
and authority, but, on the other, they were willing the incorporate jurists 
whose genealogies did not fit squarely into the learned hierarchy’s main 
chain(s) of transmission.

Recontextualizing Tas köprüzâde’s al-Shaqa   ʾiqإل
al-Nuʿmaإلniyya

In the second half of the sixteenth century a distinctively Ottoman 
genre appeared: the biographical dictionaries devoted to senior mem-
bers of the imperial learned hierarchy. The founder of this genre was 
Ahmad b. Mus�t afâ Tas köprüzâde (d. 1560), whose acclaimed al-Shaqa  ʾiqإل
al-nuʿma  niyya became the model for authors of subsequent works.68إل
Because both the aforementioned tabaqa -ʾiq were comإلt and the Shaqaإل
piled around the same time and focus on, or at least pay considerable 

68 Several studies have examined different aspects of this genre. Among these are Aslı 
Niyazioglu, “Ottoman Sufi Sheikhs between This World and the Hereafter: A Study of 
Nevʾı ʾıde ʿAtazaال  ,s (1583–1635) Biographical Dictionary” (PhD diss., Harvard University’ال
2003); Abdurrahman Atcil, “The Formation of the Ottoman Learned Class and Legal 
Scholarship (1300–1600)” (PhD diss., University of Chicago, 2010); Ali Ug ur, The 
Ottoman ʿUlema in the Mid-17th Century: An Analysis of the Vakaإلʾi ʿü’l-fuzalaإل of 
Mehmed S eyhı .Efendi (Berlin: K. Schwarz, 1986) ال
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attention to, the imperial learned hierarchy, it is worth considering the 
interconnections between the genres.

Tasköprüzâde’s Shaqaإلʾiq consists of biographies of leading jurists and 
Sufi masters who operated in the Ottoman domains and/or, for the most 
part, maintained connections with the Ottoman dynasty or the Ottoman 
lands (at least in the author’s and probably his peers’ perception of the 
scholarly history of the Ottoman enterprise). The biographies are orga-
nized in eleven tabaqaإلt. Nevertheless, his use of the concept is somewhat 
different from the meaning of the term in the genealogies of the Hanafı  ال
school. In the latter, as we have seen, the word denotes either “rank” 
or “generation.” Tas köprüzâde, by contrast, devotes each t abaqa in the 
work to the reign of an Ottoman sultan, starting with the founder of the 
Ottoman dynasty, Osmân, up to Süleymân in chronological order. In so 
doing, Tas köprüzâde stresses the relationship between a particular group 
of jurists and the Ottoman dynasty.

An interesting introductory paragraph, in which Tasköprüzâde 
explains the reasons for the compilation of the Shaqaإلʾiq, may assist us in 
gaining a better understanding of the way he envisioned his project:

Since I [learned to] distinguish between right and left, between the straight [path] 
and trickery, I sought passionately the merits [mana qib] of the ʿulamaإل  ʾ and theirإل
histories [akhba  r], and I was obsessed with memorizing their important deedsإل
and their works, until I would accumulate a large [body of knowledge] in my 
weak memory [so] it would fill the books and the notebooks. Historians have 
recorded the merits of the ʿulamaʾ and the notables according to what has been 
established through transmission or was confirmed by eyewitnesses, [but] no 
one has paid attention to the ʿulama  ʾ of these lands, and [consequently] theirإل
names and practices almost vanished from the tongues of every present [i.e., 
living person] and [their memory] perished. When the people of excellence and 
perfection noticed this situation, they asked me to gather all the merits of the 
ʿulama ʾ of Ruإل m.69

The passage is perhaps somewhat exaggerated. Yet Tasköprüzâde claims 
that the main impetus for composing this work was a need to fill a his-
toriographical lacuna. In other words, Tas köprüzâde situates this work 
in the Arabic historiographical tradition in general and within the genre 
of the biographical dictionaries dedicated to jurists and notables in 
particular.70

69 Tasköprüzâde, al-Shaqa .ʾiq, 5إل
70 Tasköprüzâde’s encyclopedic work Miftaإلh  al-saʿaإلda wa-mis baإلh  al-siyaإلda fıال mawd u  tإلʿa

al-ʿulu m also points in this direction. In the section on historiography (ʿilm al-tawa  ,(khالrıإل
all the works listed were compiled in Arabic, mostly in the central Islamic lands. Although 
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It is noteworthy that Tas köprüzâde identifies the lacuna as a geograph-
ical-political one. He emphasizes therefore that the work is intended to 
introduce the jurists of Ru  m can be understood in the geographicalm. Ru
sense of “these lands,” that is, mostly central-western Anatolia and the 
Balkans. On the other hand, Ru -m also has a political dimension – affil
iation with the Ottoman dynasty. Following this meaning of the word, 
Tasköprüzâde decided to organize his work according to the reigns of the 
Ottoman sultans, for “this work was compiled under the shadow of their 
state (dawla).”71

More will be said about this issue in the next chapter. Here suffice it 
to say that the tension between the Arabic historiographical tradition 
and the Ottoman/Ru  political context is also reflected in the author’s الmı
and his successors’ language choices. Tas köprüzâde decided to compile 
his work in Arabic. This choice deserves attention, for it may be attrib-
uted to Tas köprüzâde’s attempt to take part in a historiographical pro-
ject whose center in the fifteenth century and the early sixteenth century 
was in the Mamluk sultanate. It appears, therefore, that Tasköprüzâde, 
much like his counterparts who authored the genealogies of the H anafı  ال
school, wanted his work to be read beyond the confines of the imperial 
learned hierarchy and particularly in the fairly recently conquered Arab 
provinces. Most of the authors of the supplements to the Shaqaإلʾiq, how-
ever, opted for Ottoman Turkish, and even Tasköprüzâde’s Shaqaإلʾiq was 
translated a few decades after its completion.72

by Tas köprüzâde’s time Arabic historiography had already had a long history, it is possi-
ble that Tasköprüzâde was particularly interested in (or those who asked him to compile 
this work were) the biographical dictionaries produced in the Mamluk lands, such as the 
biographical dictionaries by Ibn Khallikan and al-Suyut ı  Moreover, in the introduction .ال
to his supplement to Tas köprüzâde’s Shaqa ʾiq, ʿÂsإل îk  Çelebi makes a similar comment 
concerning the importance of focusing on the activity of Rumı jurists and scholars. ʿÂs ال îk  
Çelebi, Dhayl al-Shaqaإلʾiq, 36–38. Ah mad b. Mus�t afa  daإلh al-saʿaإلTasköprüzâde, Mifta 
wa-mis�ba h al-siyaإل mawd الda fıإل u t al-ʿuluإلʿa m (Cairo: Da r al-Kutub al-H adıالtha, 1968), 
1:251–70. In this section Tasköprüzâde mentions the existence of historiographical 
works in Persian, but he says that he decided not to include them in this work (1:270). 
For an English translation of this section, see Franz Rosenthal, A History of Muslim 
Historiography (Leiden: Brill, 1968), 530–35.

71 Tasköprüzâde, al-Shaqa .ʾiq, 3إل
72 Anooshahr argues that Tasköprüzâde chose to write the work in classical Arabic, “the 

sacral language of Islam, a ‘dead language’ . . . that was no one’s native speech by the 
sixteenth century.” By doing so, Anooshahr contends, “Tasköprüzâde asserted his mem-
bership in what Benedict Anderson [in his Imagined Communities] calls a community of 
signs and sounds.” My interpretation of Tas köprüzâde’s intention is somewhat different, 
as Arabic was not, of course, a “dead language” for many of the work’s intended Arab 
readers. Anooshahr, “Writing,” 60. It is worth pointing out that two of the supplements 
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Another significant similarity between the Shaqaإلʾiq and the t abaqaإلt 
works by members of the hierarchy was the emphasis on the H anafı  ال
framework. Unlike the authors of the genealogies, Tas köprüzâde does not 
make special efforts to situate the scholars within a particular genealogy 
(or genealogies) within the Hanafı  school. Yet, as the title of the work – a ال
play on the Arabic word for anemone (al-shaqaإلʾiq al-nuʿmaإلniyya) that 
also alludes to Abu Hanı   suggests, he was – (bitn b. ThaNuʿma) fa’s nameال
interested in stressing the link, which overarches the entire compilation, 
between the H anafıال school and the Ottoman learned hierarchy. In this 
sense, Tasköprüzâde supports the claims of his colleagues who were affili-
ated with the imperial learned hierarchy in the intra-school competition 
between the various Hanafı .jurists ال

In a thought-provoking article, Ali Anooshahr has suggested that 
in the Shaqa ʾiq, Tasإل köprüzâde is intent on responding to several accu-
sations raised by members of the Ottoman elite against the jurists. 
Particularly, he argues, Tas köprüzâde attempts to respond to the 
charges of corruption and foreignness that were brought against jurists 
and scholars by late fifteenth-century chroniclers, who echoed the view 
of certain groups in the Ottoman elite (“the gazi/dervis  milieu”) and 
protested their marginalization within the Ottoman polity. Secondly, 
according to Anooshahr, Tas köprüzâde responds in his work to the 
challenge posed to the jurists by what Anooshahr considers “a danger-
ously intrusive imperial court that by the middle of the sixteenth 
century had perhaps reached the climax of absolutism.” To this end, 
Tas köprüzâde attempts to define the proper relationship between the 
court and the jurists, and to defy the growing absolutism of the state, 
especially during the reigns of Meh met II and Süleymân. He does so, 
according to Anooshahr’s interpretation, by adopting the genre of the 
dynastic history of the House of Osmân (Tevârîh-i Âl-ı Osmân) and the 
reigns of the sultans as its organizing principle. But instead of focusing 
on the dynasty and the deeds of the sultan, the focus is shifted to the 
affairs of jurists and scholars. At the same time, as Anooshahr points 

to the Shaqaإلʾiq were also written in Arabic: ʿAlı lıb. Ba ال Manq, al-ʿIqd al-manz�u ال  dhikr الm fı
afaإلd il al-Rum (Beirut: Dar al-Kitab al-ʿArabı ʿÂs ;(1975 ,ال îk Çelebi, Dhayl al-Shaqaإلʾiq. 
As the compiler of a magisterial biographical dictionary dedicated to Ottoman poets 
in Ottoman Turkish, it is likely that ʿÂs îk Çelebi was fully aware of the implication 
of his language choice. Therefore, during the first decades after the completion of the 
Shaqaإلʾiq, it appears that works in this genre were supposed to be written in Arabic. For 
ʿÂs îk Çelebi’s tezkere of poets, see ʿÂs îk  Çelebi, Mesâʿirüʼs -Suʿarâ (Istanbul: I stanbul 
Arastırmaları Enstitüsü, 2010).
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out, Tas köprüzâde’s work mirrors the increasing consolidation of the 
imperial learned hierarchy.73

Parts of Anooshahr’s analysis are doubtlessly correct. The Shaqaإلʾiq is 
clearly a rejoinder to many charges raised against certain scholarly circles 
and to the challenges they were facing. It also describes a process of grow-
ing institutionalization of the Ottoman hierarchy during the second half 
of the fifteenth and the first decades of the sixteenth century. Moreover, 
Tasköprüzâde promotes the notion of interdependence between the 
scholarly circles (jurists and Sufi shaykhs) and the imperial court as part 
of a broader process of change in the power relations between absolutists 
and their opponents.74

Nevertheless, Anooshahr’s analysis fails to explain, in my view, why a 
work like the Shaqaإلʾiq did not appear in earlier periods. Had the main 
concern been to respond to the accusations made by late fifteenth-century 
chroniclers and to the increasing involvement of the Ottoman dynasty in 
the affairs of the hierarchy, a member of the burgeoning learned hierar-
chy could have composed such a work several decades earlier. This is not 
to say that the Shaqaإلʾiq does not echo this concern. But this does not seem 
to be the main reason for the compilation of the work.

Reading Tas köprüzâde’s work in juxtaposition to the t abaqaإلt 
works by members of the hierarchy, however, raises the possibility that 
Tasköprüzâde was concerned with defining the relationship between the 
sultan and the emerging Ottoman learned hierarchy against the back-
ground of the growing incorporation of the Arab lands into the empire. 
In this new reality, members of the hierarchy, Tas köprüzâde and the 
authors of the genealogies included, felt the need to defend their positions 
within the expanding empire. Therefore, they wanted to remind members 
of the Ottoman ruling elite, and mostly the sultan, of the long relation-
ship between a specific group of jurists (what would become the impe-
rial learned hierarchy) and the Ottoman dynastic project. Moreover, they 
wanted to stress their unique position and genealogy within the Hanafı  ال
school and within the empire. This was to secure their position in their 
competition with followers of other branches within the H anafı  school ال
of law that operated throughout the empire and were not affiliated with 
the imperial learned hierarchy.

73 Anooshahr, “Writing,” 43–62. See also Niyaziog lu, Ottoman Sufi Sheikhs, 1–145.
74 See also Baki Tezcan, The Second Ottoman Empire: Political and Social Transformation 

in the Early Modern World (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010), chap. 2.
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Concluding Remarks

Tasköprüzâde’s compilation and the tabaqaإلt works document, and in 
turn contribute to, the Ottoman learned hierarchy’s evolution over the 
course of the second half of the fifteenth and the sixteenth centuries. In 
particular, they contributed to the rise of what Cornell Fleischer termed 
“bureaucratic consciousness” among members of the hierarchy.75 The 
textual corpuses examined in this chapter reveal that the emergence of 
the imperial learned hierarchy had important doctrinal dimensions. In 
fact, the institutional and the doctrinal developments go hand in hand: 
the hierarchy, with its standardized career and training paths, monop-
olized access to the particular branch within the H anafı  school of law ال
associated with the Ottoman dynasty and secured the privileged position 
of the branch’s followers within the Ottoman imperial framework. It is 
noteworthy that these developments did not escape seventeenth-century 
observers from the Arab provinces of the empire, who often mention 
the “Ru  way” in their writings, referring to the Ottoman training and الmı
career track.76

Here, once again, we return to the issue of the dynasty’s intervention 
in regulating the structure of the Ottoman branch within the legal school 
and canonizing its doctrine. The “Ru mı  way” was a product of a series ال
of imperial edicts and legal codes. Therefore, the picture that emerges is 
more complex than a story of jurists opposing intrusion on behalf of the 
state. From the vantage point of members of the learned hierarchy, their 
position was relatively secure, as members of the Ottoman ruling elite 
respected the hierarchy’s exclusive position within the imperial frame-
work. This respect may account for the fact that the idea of replacing 
the members of the hierarchy with other jurists who were not members 
of the learned hierarchy was never broached.77 On the other hand, from 
the dynasty’s perspective, the learned hierarchy was quite dependent on 
the Ottoman dynastic/sultanic edicts and regulations for securing its 

75 Cornell H. Fleischer, Bureaucrat and Intellectual in the Ottoman Empire: The Historian 
Mustafa Âli (1541–1600) (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1986), 214–31.

76 For example: Najm al-Dı n Muhammad b. Muhال ammad al-Ghazzıال, Lutf al-samar wa-
qatf al-thamar (Damascus: Wiza fa wa’l-Irsharat al-Thaqa  ;13–2:511 ,(1982 ,الd al-Qawmı
al-Muhibbı Khula ,ال .sat al-athar, 1:186–87, 1:241–49, 1:523, 2:130–31إل

77 In the early seventeenth century, when the court wanted to curb the power of the learned 
hierarchy it turned to charismatic mosque preachers. They did not, however, seek to 
replace the imperial learned hierarchy by “importing” Hanafıال jurists from the Arab 
lands. By contrast, Osmân II considered recruiting a new army in the Arab lands. On 
these episodes see Tezcan, Second Ottoman Empire, chaps. 3 and 4.
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exclusive status within the imperial setting. The hierarchy’s dependence 
on its connection with the dynasty was also, at times, translated into 
specific solutions that members of the dynasty offered to legal problems 
and challenges that troubled the Ottoman dynasty and its ruling elite.78 
But more generally, the connection between the dynasty and this specific 
group of jurists enabled the dynasty to present itself as committed to 
Islamic tenets and as defender of Islamic Sunnı and particularly Hanafı ,ال  ال
learning and law.

78 For example: Imber, Ebu’s-Suʿud; Johansen, Islamic Law on Land Tax and Rent; Jon 
E. Mandaville, “Usurious Piety: The Cash Waqf Controversy in the Ottoman Empire,” 
International Journal of Middle East Studies 10, no. 3 (1979): 289–308; Reem Meshal, 
“Antagonistic Sharıالʿas and the Construction of Orthodoxy in Sixteenth-Century Ottoman 
Cairo,” Journal of Islamic Studies 21, no. 2 (2010): 183–212; Guy Burak, “Faith, Law 
and Empire in the Ottoman “Age of Confessionalization” (15th–17th Centuries): The 
Case of “Renewal of Faith,” Mediterranean Historical Review (forthcoming).
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3

Genealogies and Boundaries II

Two Responses from the Arab Provinces  
of the Empire

Members of the Ottoman imperial learned hierarchy were not the only 
ones to compile intellectual genealogies of the Hanafı  school of law. In ال
the sixteenth century, at least two jurists from the Arab provinces of the 
empire, one from Damascus and the other from Egypt, penned their own 
tabaqaإلt works.1 Although their views of the school were substantially 
different from those of the members of the imperial hierarchy, the two 
works clearly point to the importance their authors attributed to docu-
menting their position and genealogy within the Hanafı  .school of law ال
Furthermore, the compilation of these genealogies may also be interpreted 
as an attempt to preserve the authority of certain legal arguments and 
jurisprudential texts within the expanding imperial framework. But per-
haps most importantly, these tabaqaإلt works reveal how different jurists 
from the Arab provinces of the empire perceived the notion of an official 
madhhab and the relationship between the sultan and the H anafıال school 
of law. The authors’ views on the rise of an official school of law, much 
like the critique of their later counterpart ʿAbd al-Ghanı al-Na ال -dis) الbulusı
cussed in Chapter 1), may shed light on the nature and implications of 
this development.

In addition, the genealogies from the Arab lands of the empire reveal 
the different strategies the region’s jurists employed to cope with the 
challenges that their encounter with the Ottoman notion of a learned 

1 In addition, in the late sixteenth century, apparently in Mecca, the famous H anafıال jurist 
and scholar ʿAlıال b. Sultan al-Qarıال al-Harawı -wrote an abridged ver (d. 1605 or 1606) ال
sion of al-Qurashı s al-Jawa’ال hir al-mudإل iyya. ʿAlıال b. Sultan al-Qarı al-Athma ,الal-Harawı ال  rإل
al-janniyya fıال asmaإلʾ al-H anafiyya, 2 vols. (Baghdad: Jumhu yat al-ʿIraالrı  n al-Waqfq, Diwa
al-Sunnıال, Markaz al-Buh uth wa’l-Dira .(miyya, 2009t al-Islasa
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hierarchy and official school of law entailed. While some, like the author 
of the Damascene genealogy, emphasized the independence of the jurists 
from the sultan in regulating the structure of the school and its doctrine, 
others, like our Egyptian author, sought to carve out space for themselves 
within the imperial setting by endorsing, albeit partially, the imperial 
learned hierarchy’s perception of the Hanafı  school and the role of the ال
sultan. What is more, the different approaches also mirror the manner in 
which the two jurists envisioned themselves in relation to the affiliates of 
the imperial hierarchy and to earlier generations of Hanafı  scholars: the ال
Damascene jurist wrote an exclusive work in which he strove to distin-
guish himself and many of his counterparts from the Arab lands of the 
empire from the members of the hierarchy, whereas the Egyptian scholar 
produced a more inclusive vision of the Hanafı  school of law and its ال
history.

More broadly, an examination of these two t abaqaإلt works helps illus-
trate how the Ottoman conquest of the Arab lands contributed to a clearer 
articulation of the different visions of the school of law. To be sure, with 
all likelihood, certain elements of these views of the H anafıال school of law 
circulated before the Ottoman conquest in the early sixteenth century. 
But the conquest, I submit, was the main impetus for the rise of this genre 
in the second half of the sixteenth century both in the core lands of the 
empire and its Arab provinces, as different H anafıال jurists throughout the 
empire felt the need to articulate their relation to the Ottoman dynasty on 
the one hand, and to their peers and fellow jurists on the other. Therefore, 
the concluding section of this chapter seeks to weave the genealogies dis-
cussed in Chapter 2 and in this chapter into a single narrative of imperial 
integration and the dialogues it produced.

Ibn T ulu n’s al-Ghuraf al-ʿA liyya fıمعلص jim MutaʾakhkhirıإلTara ال  ال
al-H anafiyya

Shams al-Dı n Muhammad b. ʿAlıال b. Ah ال mad b. Tu n al-Slu alihı  الal-Dimashqı ال
al-Hanafıال (d. 1546) was a prolific Damascene traditionist, historian, 
and jurist. Beyond his eminence during his lifetime, Ibn T ulu  n was an
important link in the intellectual genealogy of many Damascene Hanafı  ال
jurists, such as the seventeenth-century officially appointed muftı  ال
ʿAlaʾ al-Dıالn al-H as �kafı ʿAbd al-Ghanı الand the nonappointed muftı 2ال   ال

2 In the introduction to his commentary on Multaqa al-abh إل ur, al-H as�kafıال records one of the 
chains of transmissions that stretch back to Abu Hanı fa through Ibraال hı m al-Halabıال  the ,ال
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al-Nabulusı The importance attributed to Ibn T 3.ال u -n in these genealolu
gies renders Ibn T u  n’s own account of the structure and history of thelu
Hanafı -school and of his position within this tradition into an impor ال
tant text for understanding the self-perception of many other Damascene 
Hanafı  s (as well as of other followers of the school from the Arab landsال
of the empire).

Ibn T ulu  .lihiyyan was born in 1485 in the Damascene suburb of al-Sa
His father’s family was well connected to scholarly circles in Damascus 
and beyond. For example, his paternal uncle Jamal al-Dı suf b. Tn Yuال u  nlu
(d. 1530 or 1531), who played a major role in his upbringing after his 
mother’s death, was the muftıال and judge of the Hall of Justice (Daإلr al-ʿAdl) 
during the last decades of Mamluk rule in Damascus. Another family 
member who had great influence on the young Ibn Tu  nn was Burhalu
al-Dıالn b. Qindı l, the half brother of Ibn Tال u  ,n’s paternal grandfatherlu
who was known in Damascus for a large endowment he had founded 
there before leaving for Mecca (where he died in 1482 or 1483).

Ibn T u lu  n started his studies at a very young age in an elementary
school (maktab) and other educational institutions in Damascus. In the 
following years he attended the classes of several prominent Damascene 
jurists, such as Nas �ir al-Dı j al-Dın b. Zurayq (d. 1486), Siraال  الn al-Sayrafıال
(d. 1511 or 1512), and Abu al-Fath   al-Mizzıال (d. 1500 or 1501). Another 
important teacher was the eminent scholar and traditionist Jala  nالl al-Dı
al-Suyu who granted Ibn Tu ,(d. 1505) الtı  n a permit to transmit hislu
teachings (ijaإلza). After the completion of his studies, Ibn T ulu -n held sev
eral teaching and administrative positions in Damascus. He also served 
as imam in various institutions and, following the Ottoman conquest of 
the city, was appointed ima  n in the mosque them and reciter of the Qurʾa
Ottoman sultan Selîm I built in the al-Salihiyya suburb in the vicinity of 
Ibn al-ʿArabı s mausoleum. In addition to this office, Ibn Tu’ال  n served inlu
other teaching and administrative positions.

author of Multaqaإل al-abhur. Ibn T ulu n and his paternal uncle Jama  n appear in thisالl al-Dı
chain as direct transmitters from Ibra hı m al-Halabıال Muh .ال ammad b. ʿAlı  b. Muhammad ال
al-His�nı also known as ʿAla ,ال n al-Hasالʾal-Dı �k afıال, al-Durr al-muntaqa sharh الfı إل  al-Multaqa  إل
(Beirut: Dar al-Kutub al-ʿIlmiyya, 1998), 1:9–13.

3 ʿAbd al-Ghanı Sharh al-Ashba ,الbulusıal-Na ال  ʾir, Süleymaniye Library MSإلh wa’l-naz�aإل
Hamidiye 502, 3v. Moreover, as late as the early nineteenth century, jurists, such as the 
famous Muhammad Amı n b. ʿUmar b. al-ʿA﷽bidıال lun (d. 1836), mentioned Ibn Tuال  n as an
important link in their genealogy within the school. See Muhammad Amı  .n b. ʿUmar bال
al-ʿA ﷽bidı n, Thabat Ibn al-ʿAال ﷽bidıالn al-musamma lıإلd al-laʿUqu إل asa الfı ال nıإل lıإلd al-ʿawaال  jالTakhrı) ال
li-Asaإلnıالd Shaykhihi Muhammad Sha kir al-ʿAqqaإل ʾir al-Islar al-Bashad (Beirut: Daإل  ,miyya
2010), 442–46.
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The multiple positions he held did not prevent Ibn T ulu -n from com
piling an enormous number of works in various disciplines. In his auto-
biography he mentions 750 works, out of which approximately 100 have 
survived. The surviving works reflect their author’s wide range of inter-
ests, spanning jurisprudence, Sufism, and history.4 Moreover, Ibn Tu  nlu
was an avid collector of prophetic traditions. For this purpose he even 
sought and obtained a meeting with the caliph, who entered Damascus 
as part of the Mamluk sultan’s retinue during his campaign against the 
Ottomans.5

Let us turn to Ibn Tu luliyya. As Ibn Tuإلn’s al-Ghuraf al-ʿalu  n explains
in the introduction and as the title suggests, the work is dedicated to the 
late H anafı s (mutaʾakhkhirıال al-H ال anafiyya). The term mutaʾakhkhirun, 
however, is a fairly loose chronological definition. Kemâlpasazâde, for 
example, identifies the “late scholars” as scholars from the thirteenth and 
fourteenth centuries. Ibn T u  n seems to agree with Kemâlpasazâde’slu
definition, although he does not explicitly specify the exact time period. 
On the other hand, he does explain that this work is a supplement (dhayl) 
to ʿAbd al-Qadir al-Qurashıال’s fourteenth-century al-Jawa hir al-mudإل iyya, 
which includes Hanafı -s from the early days of the school up to the midال
fourteenth century.6

In the introduction, Ibn Tu  n contextualizes this work within the genrelu
of the tabaqaإلt by listing several tabaqa  t works as his model. Among thoseإل
mentioned are H anafı t works such as al-Qurashıإلtabaqa ال s al-Jawa’ال  hir andإل
five-volume work by Muhibb al-Dı n Abuال al-Fadl Muhammad b. Abı   ال
al-Walıالd Muhammad, known as Ibn al-Shihna (d. 1485).7 In addition, he 
mentions several tabaqaإلt works that focus on a specific discipline, such 
as the tabaqaإلt dedicated to reciters of the Qurʾan or to transmitters of 
prophetic traditions.8

It is worth drawing attention to another possible context of the work. 
In Ibn Tu n’s relatively close circle, two tlu abaqaإلt works devoted to the 
later (mutaʾakhkhiru n) Hanbalı and Sha ال fiʿı  jurists were compiled. The ال

4 Stephan Conermann, “Ibn T ulu  n (d. 955/1548): Life and Works,” Mamluk Studies Review
8, no. 1 (2004): 115–21.

5 Shams al-Dıالn Muh ammad b. Tu lu liyya fi mutaʾakhkhirıإلn, al-Ghuraf al-ʿa  ,al-Hanafiyya ال
Süleymaniye Library MS Sehid Ali Pas a 1924, 8v–9v.

6 Ibid., 2r.
7 Ibid., 8v. On this t abaqat work, see Kâtip Çelebi, Kashf al-z�unun ‘an asamı al-kutub wa’l-

funun (Istanbul: Milli Eg itim Basımevi, 1972), 2:1098–99; Ismaʿıالl Ba sha nıbaal-Ba  I ,ال   hإلdaهلالج لج
al-maknu n fıإل n ‘an asaإلKashf al-ẓunu إلal-dhayl ʿala ال mıإل  n (Istanbul: Milliإلal-kutub wa’l-funu ال
Eg itim Basımevi, 1945–47), 2:78.

8 Ibn T ulu .n, al-Ghuraf, 8v–9v
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first work, entitled al-Jawhar al-munadd ad fıال t abaqaإلt mutaʾakhkhirı  ال
ashaإلb Ah mad [b. Hanbal], was penned by the Hanbalı -jurist and chroni ال
cler Yu dısuf b. ʿAbd al-Ha  also known as Ibn al-Mibrad.9 Ibn ,(d. 1501) ال
al-Mibrad had a noticeable impact on the young Ibn T u -n. The seclu
ond work, entitled Kitaإلb Bahjat al-na zإل �irıالn ila  nالjim al-mutaʾakhkhirıإلtara إل
min al-Sha fiʿiyya al-baإل riʾıإل al-Dı الn, was authored by Radıال n Abuال al-Baraka   t
Muh ammad b. Ah mad b. ʿAbd Allah al-Ghazzı  10 Although.(d. 1459 or 60) ال
Radıال al-Dı was not Ibn T الn al-Ghazzıال u  n’s contemporary, he was a centrallu
figure in Damascene intellectual life during the first half of the fifteenth 
century and was the ancestor of the al-Ghazzıال family, many of whose 
members were dominant Sha fiʿı  jurists in Damascus in the fifteenth and ال
sixteenth centuries. It is therefore possible that Ibn T u  n knew aboutlu
al-Ghazzıال’s work. Whatever the case may be, it is clear that Ibn T u  n’slu
al-Ghuraf is part of a larger historiographical trend that started in the fif-
teenth century. But since Ibn Tu  n concluded this work toward the endlu
of his life, that is, almost three decades after the Ottoman conquest of the 
city, he was addressing other issues as well.

In his introduction, Ibn Tu  n elaborates on the reasons that led himlu
to compile al-Ghuraf:

The subject matter [of this book] is the history of the jurists and the lineages, the 
length of their lives, the time of their death, the mention of who studied [akhadhu 
al-ʿilm] with a [certain jurist] and who studied with [other jurists], so that the 
jurist will not be ignorant [concerning the issues he is] required to know as to 
whose opinion should be relied upon according to the consensus [ijmaإلʿ] and who 
should be consulted in [cases of] dispute.11

In other words, al-Ghuraf is meant to establish the school’s consensus, 
so that jurists can use it to resolve disputes and controversies. Moreover, 
the work’s main objective is to recover a continuous and reliable chain 
or chains of transmission through which jurisprudential knowledge and 
authority were transmitted from Abu Hanı  ,fa to a specific jurist. Henceال
Ibn Tulun stresses the importance of the dates of the jurists’ deaths, their 
ages, and the identity of their teachers and their students.

9 Yusuf b. Hasan b. al-Mibrad, al-Jawhar al-munad dad fıال t abaqa as الt mutaʾakhkhirıإل �h aإلb 
Ahmad (Cairo: Maktabat al-Kanjı luIbn Tu .(1987 ,ال -n mentions this work in his autobiog
raphy as well. See Shams al-Dıالn Muhammad b. ʿAlıال b. T u n al-Slu alih ıال, al-Fulk al-mashhu  n
fı l Muhammad b. Tإلahwa ال u r Ibn Hn (Beirut: Dalu azm, 1996), 24.

10 Radı n Muhammad b. Ahالal-Dı ال mad al-Ghazzı b Bahjat al-naإلKita ,ال z�irıإل n ilaال  jimإلtara إل
al-mutaʾakhkhirı fiʿiyya al-baإلn min al-Shaال r Ibn Hn (Beirut: Daالriʾıإل azm, 2000).

11 Ibn T ulu .n, al-Ghuraf, 2r
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Ibn Tu -n’s focus on reconstructing continuous chains of transmislu
sion and his insistence on these biographical details may account for his 
choice in sources. Unlike Kınalızâde and Kefevî, for instance, who draw 
heavily on jurisprudential manuals and texts, Ibn T u  n uses sources thatlu
are mostly biographical dictionaries written during the Mamluk period, 
such as Ibn al-Mibrad’s now lost al-Riyaإلd  al-yaإلniʿa, al-Sakhawı s al-D’ال awʾ 
al-laإلmiʿ, and Ibn Taghrı birdıال  s al-Manhal. The only jurisprudential text’ال
he mentions is Ibn al-Shih na’s commentary on al-Marghıالnanı s al-Hida’ال  yaإل
(entitled Niha .(yaإلyat al-nihaإل

This frequent use of fifteenth-century Mamluk biographical dictionar-
ies is reflected in the chronological and geographical scope of Ibn Tu  n’slu
work. It appears that Ibn T u -n sought to demarcate a specific commulu
nity within the Hanafı  ,school, with its own authoritative genealogies and ال
in some cases, particular jurisprudential arguments. To further illuminate 
this point, it is necessary to examine the approximately nine hundred 
Hanafı s that Ibn Tال ulu  n chose to include in al-Ghuraf. As a supplement to
al-Jawaإلhir al-mud iyya, the chronological focus of al-Ghuraf is from the 
fourteenth to the first half of the sixteenth century – a time period, as we 
have seen in the previous chapter, during which the Ottoman domains 
gradually emerged as a significant Hanafı  center and a distinctively ال
Ottoman branch within the school was evolving. Ibn Tu  n ignores thislu
momentous development. Accordingly, jurists who were affiliated with 
the Ottoman dynasty and with its evolving learned hierarchy are by and 
large excluded from al-Ghuraf.

Let us examine Ibn Tulun’s treatment of Ibn al-Bazzaz, whom we have 
already met in the previous chapter, in order to demonstrate his general 
historiographical approach. Hafiz� al-Dı n b. Muhال ammad b. Muh ammad 
al-Kardarıال (d. 1423), known as Ibn al-Bazzaz, was a prominent Hanafı  ال
jurist who traveled quite extensively. After residing in Damascus for a 
while, he traveled to the Ottoman realms and eventually settled in Bursa. 
Ibn al-Bazzaz’s residence in Anatolia, however, is totally absent from the 
entry dedicated to him in al-Ghuraf.12 It is possible that Ibn Tu -n’s knowllu
edge about the jurists of early fifteenth-century Anatolia was limited. His 
claim that he could not find any biographical data on Ibn al-Bazzaz in 
earlier tabaqaإلt works or in chronicles may support that assumption.

12 Ibid., 280r–280v. It is noteworthy that al-Sakhawı  miʿ, likewise doesإلin al-Dawʾ al-la ,ال
not provide any information on Ibn al-Bazzaz’s career in the Ottoman realms. See Shams 
al-Dıالn Muhammad b. ʿAbd al-Rah man al-Sakha al-Dawʾ al-la ,الwı  miʿ li-ahl al-qarnإل
al-taإلsiʿ (Cairo: Maktabat al-Qudsı1934 ,ال), 10:37.
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On the other hand, this omission raises some doubts. Given the popu-
larity of Ibn al-Bazza waإلz’s al-Fata ziyya, including in Ibn Tuإلal-Bazza إل  n’slu
immediate circles,13 it seems somewhat unlikely that such an important 
piece of information concerning this author’s life could have escaped Ibn 
Tulun. The fact that so many other jurists who were affiliated with, or 
at least somehow related to, the Ottoman imperial learned hierarchy – 
including jurists whose works were consulted by H anafıال jurists in the 
Mamluk sultanate – are excluded from al-Ghuraf suggests that the omis-
sion was intentional. For instance, Mollâ Ḫüsrev (d. 1480), the author 
of the famous Durar al-hukka sharh al-ah الm fıإل ka  m and of the equallyإل
famous commentary on this work, does not have an entry in al-Ghuraf.

There are, however, some important exceptions to the general tendency 
to exclude affiliates with the Ottoman learned hierarchy. For instance, Ibn 
Tulun dedicates entries to Ibn ʿArabshah,14 Muhyı n al-Kaالal-Dı ال  15,الfiyajı
Ahmad b. ʿAbd Allah al-Kuranı 16 and S,(Gürânî) ال emsuddîn Fenârî. In all 
these entries, he provides the reader with some information regarding the 
biographees’ training and career in Anatolia. Semsuddîn Fenârî’s biogra-
phy is an interesting example. In this entry, which draws on the entry in 
Ibn H ajar al-ʿAsqalanıال’s (d. 1442) Inbaإلʾ al-ghumr fı anba ال  ʾ al-ʿumr andإل
on Ibn Taghrı birdıال wa’l-mustawfa الfıإلs (d. 1470) al-Manhal al-sa’ال  baʿda إل
al-waإلfı17,ال Ibn T u n lists al- Slu emsuddîn Fenârî’s teachers both in Anatolia 
and in Cairo. Moreover, the entry relates the years following Fenârî’s 
return to Anatolia.18 Nevertheless, it is evident that the main reason for 
the inclusion of the above-mentioned jurists in al-Ghuraf is the time they 
spent in the Mamluk lands. By emphasizing this aspect of their biog-
raphies, Ibn T ulu  n creates a hierarchy according to which the Mamluk

13 Ibn T ulu l al-Dın says that his paternal uncle Jama  n, who was a dominant figure in Ibnال
T ulu n’s life, studied al-Fata al-Bazza إلwaإل ziyya. Ibn Tإل ulu .n, al-Ghuraf, 344v–345v

14 Ibid., 64r–67r. On Ibn ʿArabsha  h, see R. D. McChesney, “A Note on the Life and Works
of Ibn ʿArabsha  h,” in History and Historiography of Post-Mongol Central Asia and the
Middle East: Studies in Honor of John E. Woods, ed. Judith Pfeiffer and Sholeh A. Quinn 
(Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz Verlag, 2006), 205–49.

15 Ibn Tu n, al-Ghuraf, 217v–218r. The entry is very similar to al-Kalu fiyajı  s biography in’ال
Ibn Taghrıالbirdı s al-Manhal and al-Sakha’ال s al-Dawʾ al-la’الwı .miʿإل

16 Ibid., 48r–49r. On al-Kura nı  ,s (or Gürânî’s) career under the Ottomans, see Tasköprüzâde’ال
al-Shaqaإلʿiq, 51–55.

17 Ahmad b. ʿAlıالb. H ajar al-ʿAsqalanı anba الʾ al-ghumr fıإلInba ,ال  ʾ al-ʿumr (Cairo: al-Majlisإل
al-Aʿla n al-Islali’l-Shuʾu  miyya, 1972), 3:464–65; Abu suf b. Taghrısin Yual-Maha -al ,الbirdıال
Manhal al-s �aإلfı ba‘da al-wa إلwa’l-mustawfa ال Cairo: Mat) الfıإل baʿat Dar al-Kutub al-Mis�riyya, 
1956), 10:40–41.

18 Ibn T ulu n, al-Ghuraf, 212r–212v. Ibn T ulu n also devotes an entry to S emsuddîn Fenârî’s 
son, who visited Cairo as well (ibid., 219v–220r).
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lands were superior to other parts of the Islamic, and particularly the 
Hanafı world in terms of scholarly activity.19 ,ال

Almost all the jurists who are included in al-Ghuraf and had some 
connections with the emerging Ottoman learned hierarchy lived in the 
first half of the fifteenth century. From the mid-fifteenth century onward, 
the focus of the work is on jurists who operated in the Mamluk sultanate, 
and even more so in Damascus, Ibn T ulu  n’s hometown. Moreover, almost
all the biographies of jurists who died during the three decades following 
the Ottoman conquest were either Damascene or jurists from other parts 
of the Muslim world (but not from the core lands of the empire) who had 
passed through Damascus. Among the latter are several Hanafı  s fromال
central Asia who passed through Damascus on their way to the Hijaz and 
studied with Ibn Tu n during their stay in the city.20lu

It is therefore fairly evident that one of Ibn Tu  n’s main purposes inlu
writing al-Ghuraf was to establish his own authority and that of other 
Hanafı  .s in Greater Syria (as well as in other Arab provinces of the empire)ال
As we have already seen in our discussion of other tabaqaإلt works, the 
tabaqaإلt often serve as a means of establishing the authority of the author 
and his peers, or at least of the generation of his teachers. Fittingly, Ibn 
Tulun plays a central role in his own tabaqaإلt work, as many of his Hanafı  ال
teachers and students (in various disciplines, not only jurisprudence) are 
included therein.21 Consolidating and cementing his scholarly and juris-
prudential authority was a major concern of Ibn T ulu  n in other works
as well. In his autobiography, for instance, Ibn T ulu  n says that one of
the reasons for his composition of such a text is the loss of all his schol-
arly certificates during the rebellion of Janbirdıال al-Ghazza  against the الlı
Ottomans.22 Ibn T ulu  n’s insistence on the preservation (and when needed

19 In this sense, Ibn Tu -n follows the conventions set by earlier Damascene biographerlu
chroniclers. Burhan al-Dı n Ibraال hı ʿım b. ʿUmar b. Hasan al-Biqaال -in his bio ,(d. 1480) ال
graphical dictionary dedicated to his teachers, students, and peers – which Ibn Tu lu  n
consults extensively – does not include members of the nascent Ottoman learned hierar-
chy. He does, however, mention Ahmad al-Kuranı  ,who entered the service of Mehmet II ,ال
and Ibn ʿArabsha  h, who spent several years in the Ottoman domains before his arrival
in Cairo. See Ibrahı d asmaالn bi-tajrıإلn al-ʿunwaإلʿUnwa ,الʿım b. Hasan al-Biqaال  khʾ al-shuyuإل
wa-baʾd al-talaإلmidha wa’l-aqra n (Beirut: Daإل r al-Kita .34–33 ,14–13 ,(2002 ,الb al-‘Arabı

20 Among these are Husayn b. Muh ammad b. al-Kha jawa nıh Husayn al-Sara al-Hanafı ال  Ibn) ال
T ulu n, al-Ghuraf, 105v); Muh ammad b. Ghiya kıjawath b. Kha  ,.ibid) الal-Samarqandı ال
242r–242v); and Muh ammad b. Mıالr b. Muhammad b. Muh ammad b. Tahir al-Bukha  الrı
(ibid., 285r–286v).

21 For example, Ibn Tu .n, al-Ghuraf, 215v–216r, 290r–290vlu
22 Ibn Tu n, al-Fulk, 53. Ibn Tlu ulu  n says that he recorded many of the permits he received

in a notebook. In addition, he relates that he wrote the ijaإلza to teach the content of a 
specific book in the book itself.
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restoration) of his scholarly credentials is an interesting indication of the 
social value of these documents for establishing the authority of a jurist. 
Al-Ghuraf, it seems, serves the same purpose, since the work, as the intro-
duction states, was meant to reach a wide readership.

Ibn Tulun’s attempt to establish his own position within the school 
seems to be one of the main reasons for al-Ghuraf’s exclusion of Hanafıال 
jurists affiliated with the Ottoman learned hierarchy. The omission is 
particularly striking given the numerous encounters Ibn Tulun had with 
such jurists. For example, soon after the conquest, Ibn Tulun went to the 
Ottoman encampment to search for thirty-six madrasa professors who 
were sojourning in Damascus with the sultan and his troops.23 In the fol-
lowing weeks, he had the opportunity to meet and talk with members of 
the imperial learned hierarchy: several days after his visit to the encamp-
ment, for instance, he met Mollâ Idrîs, possibly the renowned chronicler 
Idrîs-i Bidlîsî, who was spending some time in Damascus.24 Furthermore, in 
his chronicles, Ibn Tulun provides information about chief imperial muftıالs, 
such as Kemâlpasazâde and Saʿdî Çelebi, and other jurists affiliated with 
the Ottoman learned hierarchy, such as the chief judges of Damascus.25

The exclusion of members of the Ottoman learned hierarchy in his 
tabaqaإلt thus may be read as Ibn T ulu  n’s robust critique of the notion of
the learned hierarchy and an official madhhab. The tabaqaإلt works by 
members of the Ottoman learned hierarchy, as we have observed in the 
previous chapter, made a clear connection between the Ottoman dynasty 
(through its learned hierarchy) and the Hanafı  school of law (or, more ال
accurately, a particular branch within the school). Ibn T ulu  n radically
differs in this respect from these authors: al-Ghuraf does not make any 
connection between the dynasty (or a learned hierarchy, for that matter) 
and the school. The main reason for this separation is that during most of 
the Mamluk period the state did not adopt a single school.26 On the other 

23 Shams al-Dıالn Muh ammad b. T ulu kahat al-khillaإلn, Mufa n hawaإل n: taإلdith al-zamaإل  khالrıإل
Mis �r wa’l-Sha m (Cairo: al-Muʾassasa al-Misإل �riyya al-ʿA ﷽mma li’l-Taʾlıالf wa’l-Tarjama wa’l-
T ibaʿa wa’l-Nashr, 1962–64), 2:31.

24 Ibid., 2:59. Ibn T ulu n mentions that Idrîs compiled a work entitled Fath al-mama  likإل
al-Islaإلmiyya (The conquest of the Islamic lands). On Idrîs-i Bidlîsî, see Abdülkadir 
Özcan, “Idrîs-i Bitlisî,” TDVI A.

25 For example, Shams al-Dı n Muhال ammad b. ʿAlıال b. Tulu n, H awaإلdith Dimashq al-yawmi-
yya ghadaإلt al-ghazw al-ʿUthmaإلnı m, 926–951H: sإلli’l-Sha ال afah aإلt mafquda tunsharu li’l-
marra al-u la kahat al-khillaإلb Mufaإلmin Kita إل n fıإل hawa ال n li-Ibn Tإلdith al-zamaإل ulu lihإلn al-Sa ıال 
(Damascus: Da .ʾil, 2002), 187, 192, 283, 313, 324–25r al-Awa

26 Yossef Rapoport, “Legal Diversity in the Age of Taqlıالd: The Four Chief Qadis under the 
Mamluks,” Islamic Law and Society 10, no. 2 (2003): 210–28.
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hand, since Ibn Tu  n finished this work slightly after 1546, he must havelu
been aware of the fact that he was promoting an alternate vision of the 
relationship between the school (or, more accurately, specific traditions 
within the schools) and the dynasty. This was clearly a very different 
vision from the one that his counterparts in the core lands of the empire 
sought to advance in the decades and centuries to come.

Moreover, Ibn Tu n’s attempt to delineate a distinctive Hanafılu  ال
(Mamluk) tradition with particular authorities and specific legal argu-
ments – a tradition that was independent from the intervention of the 
Ottoman sultan and dynasty (or any other sultan for that matter) – may be 
read along the lines of the critique ʿAbd al-Ghanıال al-Na  ,later made الbulusı
in the late seventeenth/early eighteenth century, of the Ottoman dynasty’s 
practice of appointing muftı  s and attempting to regulate the structureال
and doctrine of the school of law (discussed in detail in Chapter 1). In 
short, Ibn Tu  n sought to establish the legitimacy of opinions within thelu
school that were not endorsed by the Ottoman dynasty and its learned 
hierarchy.

This is not the say that al-Ghuraf excludes all mention of rulers who 
were followers of the H anafıال school of law. Among the rulers listed are 
the Timurids Sha  hrukh (d. 1447) and Ulugh Beg (d. 1449)27 and several
sultans from the Indian subcontinent, such the sultan of Bengal Ghiya  th
al-Dıالn Aʿz�am (d. 1410) and the fourteenth-century sultan of Delhi 
Muh ammad b. Tughluk (or Tughluq) Sha h (d. 1388).28 Ibn T u  n alsolu
includes the biographies of three Ottoman sultans – Bâyezîd I, Mehmet 
Çelebi, and Murâd II29 – and he mentions Selîm I in two entries.30 The 
focus on these particular sultans is interesting and not fully clear, but in 
one of his chronicles of the Ottoman conquest of Damascus, Ibn Tu  nlu
criticizes Selîm I for not meeting the Damascene scholars and jurists dur-
ing his stay in the city, explicitly contrasting Selîm I’s comportment to 
that of his forefather Bâyezîd I.31 In a similar vein, in his biographies of 
Bâyezîd I and of Murâd II in al-Ghuraf, Ibn T ulu  n emphasizes the piety
of these sultans, their campaigns against Christian polities, and their 
support of religious scholars and jurists. The picture that emerges from 
these entries is, again, very different from that which the members of the 

27 Ibn T ulu .n, al-Ghuraf, 121r–121v, 90v–92r
28 Ibid., 88v–89r, 220v–221r.
29 Ibid., 357r–358v, 318r–319r.
30 Ibid., 162v–163r, 307v–308r.
31 Shams al-Dıالn Muh ammad b. ʿAlıالb. Tu lu n, al-Qala ta الʾid al-jawhariyya fıإل kh al-Sالrıإل aإلlih iyya 

(Damascus: Majmaʿ al-Lugha al-ʿArabiyya, 1949–56), 1:118–20.
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learned hierarchy were promoting at the time: these rulers were indeed 
Hanafı s, but they do not seem to play an important role in Ibn Tال u  n’slu
understanding of the function and nature of the school of law.

In his study of Ibn Tu  n’s biography, Stephan Conermann argues onlu
the basis of his examination of Ibn T ulu  n’s chronicles that “the occupation
of his hometown by the Ottoman Sultan Selîm (r. 918–926/1512–1520) 
in 922/1516 does not seem to have represented a break for our author. In 
his writings he only mentioned this event in passing and did not attach 
much importance to it.”32 Al-Ghuraf, on the other hand, offers a glimpse 
into some of the author’s, and probably many other jurists’, anxieties and 
concerns in the wake of the Ottoman conquest of Damascus. These con-
cerns, admittedly, are not addressed directly in al-Ghuraf. Still, the work, 
as I have suggested, challenges the view that Ibn Tulu  n did not attach
much importance to the Ottoman conquest and subsequent incorpora-
tion of Bila  ,m into the Ottoman imperial framework. Al-Ghurafd al-Sha
I propose, embodies some of the discursive strategies employed by Ibn 
Tulun and other jurists who shared his view of the madhhab and of the 
relationship between the sultan, the jurists, and school of law in order 
to cope with the new reality. Other Hanafı  ,jurists from the Arab lands ال
meanwhile, opted for a different strategy and developed a different per-
ception of the history and structure of the H anafı  s’الmıالschool, as al-Tamı ال
tabaqaإلt will demonstrate.

Taqiyy al-Dı mıالn al-Tamıال   t al-Saniyyaإلs al-Tabaqa’ال
fıال Taraإلjim al-H anafiyya

Writing in Egypt a few decades after Ibn T ulu n, Taqiyy al-Dı  n b. ʿAbdال
al-Qadir al-Tamı mıال  t work of theإلproduced his own tabaqa الal-Ghazzı ال
Hanafı school, al-T ال abaqaإلt al-saniyya fı jim al-Hإلtara ال anafiyya. The com-
pilation includes more than twenty-seven hundred entries, and it is thus 
one of the most extensive Hanafı  t works, and possibly the mostإلtabaqa ال
extensive, to have survived. Al-Tamıالmıال’s contemporaries clearly appreci-
ated the achievement. In his supplement to al-Shaqaإلʾiq al-nuʿmaإلniyya, 
the chronicler Nevʿîzâde, for instance, claims that he examined the 
work and that it does not fall short of any of the t abaqaإلt works of the 
ancients (salaf).33 Presumably it is because of this work that Nevʿîzâde 

32 Conermann, “Ibn Tu lu .n,” 119
33 Nevʿîzâde Atâyî, Hadâ’iku’l-Hakâʾik fı  ,Tekmîletiʾs-Sakâik (Istanbul: Çagrı Yayınları ال

1985), 408.
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even included al-Tamı mıال  ʾiqإلs biography in his supplement to al-Shaqa’ال
al-nuʿma  niyya – quite a rare honor, as he usually did not include juristsإل
who were not graduates of the imperial learned hierarchy’s educa-
tional system. Moreover, it appears that several high-ranking members 
of the imperial learned hierarchy issued their endorsements (taqrı  z�) ofال
al-Tamıالmıال’s T abaqaإلt. As we shall see in the next chapter, within the hier-
archy, these endorsements played an important role in the incorporation 
of a text into the imperial jurisprudential canon.34

Another feature of al-Tamı mıال -s work that drew his contemporar’ال
ies’ attention is the number of entries he dedicated to members of the 
Ottoman learned hierarchy. The seventeenth/early eighteenth-century 
chronicler al-Muhibbı  says, in his centennial biographical dictionary’s ال
entry on al-Tamı mıال s T’الmıالthat he saw parts of al-Tamı ,ال abaqaإلt, and he 
explicitly states that al-Tamıالmıال gathered in his work biographies of 
many Rumı  jurists and notables (that is, members of the imperial learned ال
hierarchy).35 It seems, however, that this characteristic of the work 
attracted the attention of its readers mostly because of al-Tamı  s Arab’الmıال
origin. After all, al-Muh ibbıال does not find it remarkable that Nevʿîzâde, 
for instance, focuses in his biographical dictionary on members of the 
Ottoman learned hierarchy.

Al-Tamıالmı  s inclusion of members of the hierarchy has also drawn’ال
the attention of modern scholars.36 In fact, most studies that make use of 
al-Tamıالmıال’s work concentrate on the information he provides on jurists 
who were affiliated with the Ottoman learned hierarchy. The focus on 
this aspect of the work, nonetheless, overlooks its complexity. It is this 
complexity that I am interested in exploring in this section.

Al-Tamıالmı as the epithet “al-Ghazzı ,ال  suggests, was born in the ”ال
Palestinian city of Gaza around 1543.37 Originally Shafiʿı  الmıالal-Tamı ,ال

34 Kâtip Çelebi, in Kashf al-ẓunuإلn, mentions that four members of the hierarchy wrote 
approbations of the work (qarraz �a lahu) (2:1098).

35 Muhammad Amı n b. Fadl Allaال h al-Muh ibbıال, Khula s�at al-athar fi aʿyaإل dıإلn al-qarn al-haإل  ال
ʿashar (Beirut: Dar al-Kutub al-ʿIlmiyya, 2006), 1:527.

36 See, for instance, Ekmeleddin I hsanog lu, “The Initial Stage of the Historiography 
of Ottoman Medreses (1916–1965): The Era of Discovery and Construction,” in 
Science, Thechnology and Learning in the Ottoman Empire: Western Influence, Local 
Institutions, and the Transfer of Knowledge, ed. Ekmeleddin I hsanoglu (Burlington, VT: 
Ashgate/Variorum, 2004), 46–47; Ârif Bey, “Devlet-i Osmaniyyeʾnin Teessüs ve Takarrürü 
Devrinde I lim ve Ulema,” Darülfünün Edebiyat Fakültesi Mecmuası 2 (1916): 137–44.

37 Al-Talu attaches the epithet “al-Maqdisı الwı mıالto al-Tamı ”ال -indicating that the fam ,ال
ily originated from Jerusalem or its environs. See Darwıالsh Muh ammad b. Ahmad 
al-Taluwı al-qas إلt dumaإلnihaإلSa ,ال r fı mut ال aإلrahaإلt banı  ,al-ʿas�r (Beirut: ʿA﷽lam al-Kutub, 1983) ال
1:136–39.
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switched at some point to the Hanafı  school. At a young age he moved to ال
Cairo, where he studied with some of the city’s most prominent Hanafı  ,sال
such as Zayn al-Dıالn b. Nujaym and Ibn Gha  After he .الnim al-Maqdisı
completed his studies, he was appointed to several teaching positions in 
the city, including to the prestigious professorship at the Shaykhu  niyya
madrasa. Apparently at some point prior to his departure to Istanbul for 
the first time, al-Tamıالmıال traveled to Bilad al-Sham.38 During his visit to his 
native town of Gaza, he met the famous jurist Muhammad al-Timurta  .الshı
In Damascus he befriended other scholars, such as Darwıالsh Muh ammad 
b. Ah mad al-T aluwı  who would later be appointed the official ,(d. 1606) ال
muftıال of the city, and the city’s chief judge, Nâz �irzâde Ramaz ân Efendi (d. 
1574 or 1575), whom he later met again in Cairo.39 In 1574, soon after 
the ascension to the throne of Murâd III (r. 1574–95), al-Tamı -trav الmıال
eled for the first time to the imperial capital, where he met the famous 
teacher of the sultan, Saʿd al-Dı  n, whose scholarly merits and excellenceال
al-Tamıالmıال praises at length. During their meeting, al-Tamı  introduced الmıال
some of his works to Saʿd al-Dıالn.40

Following his return to Egypt, al-Tamı -was appointed to the judge الmıال
ship of several Egyptian towns, with a salary of 150 akçe, apparently 
as a reward for his scholarly excellence. In 1588, he was removed from 
office and was demoted to the judgeship of the Egyptian town of Ibrı  mال
because of an obscure conflict with some high-ranking authorities in 
Egypt. Al-Tamıالmıال then decided to travel again to Istanbul with the hope 
of improving his lot by gaining the support of some senior officials in 
the imperial capital. Eventually he was appointed in 1596 as a judge in 
a small town in Lower Egypt.41 During his stay there, he compiled his 
tabaqaإلt work, a project that he may have been planning for several years, 
at least since his first visit to Istanbul.42

During his visits to the core lands of the empire, he was apparently 
granted permission to consult some of the capital’s libraries and, in addi-
tion to his encounter with Saʿd al-Dı  n, had the opportunity to meet otherال
senior members of the Ottoman learned hierarchy. In Rhodes, he met 

38 Nevʿîzâde, Hadâʾik, 408.
39 Taqiyy al-Dı dir al-Tamın b. ʿAbd al-Qaال mıال Al-Tabaqa ,ال tara الt al-saniyya fıإل  ,jim al-Hanafiyyaإل

Süleymaniye Library MS Aya Sofya 3295, 3:250; on Nâz�irzâde Ramazân Efendi, see 
Nevʿîzâde, Hadâʾik, 240–41.

40 Nevʿîzâde, Hadâʾik, 408. See also al-Tamıالmı mıالs account in al-Tamı’ال al-Tabaqa ,ال  ,tإل
Süleymaniye Library MS Aya Sofya 3295, 330r.

41 Nevʿîzâde, Hadâʾik, 408.
42 Al-Tamıالmı al-T ,ال abaqa .t, Süleymaniye Library MS Aya Sofya 3295, 330rإل
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Bahâeddînzâde Efendi, a high-ranking member of the Ottoman hierarchy 
who eventually was appointed as the justice of Anatolia and Rumeli.43 
There, he also met the jurist Çivizâde ʿAlî Efendi, the paternal cousin of 
the chief imperial muftı  Çivizâde Mehmed Efendi, while the former was ال
the island’s muftı  .and the professor of the Süleymânîye madrasa there ال
Eventually, Çivizâde ʿAlî Efendi was appointed to several prestigious 
positions, including to the judgeship of Istanbul.44

It is important to pay attention to the differences between al-Tamı  s’الmıال
biography and Ibn Tu  n’s. While the latter remained in Damascus untillu
his death, the former was interested in gaining the support of leading 
jurists in Istanbul in order to obtain a position. Al-Tamı  s case is not’الmıال
unique, however. Toward the end of the sixteenth century, with the grow-
ing integration of the Arab lands into the empire and the emergence of 
the imperial capital as an important political and scholarly focal point 
in the eyes of many Arab subjects of the empire in general and religious 
scholars in particular, more and more jurists from the Arab lands trav-
eled to Istanbul and contacted members, at times high-ranking ones, of 
the Ottoman imperial learned hierarchy.45 Al-Tamıالmıال’s Tabaqa  t mirrors
this social and political shift as well as the integration of some, definitely 
more than a few, Arab scholars and jurists into the Ottoman imperial 
framework. As we have seen in Chapter 1, for the purpose of this study, 
one may list the officially appointed muftı  s from the Arab lands amongال
these jurists. This integration, however, also implied a new understanding 
of the history and structure of the Hanafı  school and of the relationship ال
between the school and the Ottoman dynasty.

It seems appropriate to turn at this point to a closer reading of 
al-Tamıالmıال’s T abaqaإلt. As opposed to the other tabaqaإلt works exam-
ined so far, both in this chapter and in the previous one, al-Tamı  s’الmıال
Tabaqa  t is not meant to defend the authority of a single lineage withinإل
the Hanafı school. In the introduction, al-Tamı ال  explains that his main الmıال
intention is to record the history of the school, in light of the destruction 

43 Taqiyy al-Dı n b. ʿAbd al-Qaال mıالdir al-Tamı al-Tabaqa ,ال tara الt al-saniyya fıإل  jim al-Hanafiyyaإل
(Riyad: Da r al-Rifa ʿı  ,On Bahâeddîn Efendi, see also Nevʿîzâde .81–4:180 ,(89–1983 ,ال
Hadâ’ik, 305–6.

44 Al-Tamıالmı al-T ,ال abaqa .t, Süleymaniye Library MS Aya Sofya 3295, 276rإل
45 In the seventeenth century, more and more jurists from the Arab lands entered the 

Ottoman madrasa system and subsequently entered the learned hierarchy’s career tracks 
as judges and teachers. ʿAwd  b. Yu al-Dı الsuf b. Muhyı n b. al-Tال abba  kh, for example, was
born in Damascus but was also educated in the madrasas of Istanbul. Then he was 
appointed to several judgeships, including some fairly senior ones, such as the judgeship 
of Medina (Al-Muh ibbıال, Khula .(sat al-athar, 3:224إل
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of numerous works from different parts of the Islamic world (mostly in 
Iraq and Transoxania) dealing with the Hanafı  makes الmıالschool. Al-Tamı ال
an interesting connection between the destruction and loss of this knowl-
edge and the spread of disputes and discords. Therefore, he continues, he 
decided to compile “a single comprehensive [ja  miʿ] volume that wouldإل
comprise the biographies of the H anafıال masters and would include all 
the information [about them], their virtues, and merits.”46 In this respect, 
one may wonder whether al-Tamıالmıال’s concern with the spread of dis-
cord does not reflect the sensibilities of members of the Ottoman imperial 
learned hierarchy and its appointees. As I have suggested in Chapter 1, 
jurists in the Mamluk period and many of their counterparts in the Arab 
provinces of the Ottoman Empire did not, for the most part, consider 
differences among competent jurists a major problem needing to be rem-
edied. Officially appointed jurists, by contrast, found the multiplicity of 
the opinions and doctrines within the madhhab more disturbing.

Al-Tamıالmı  s sensitivity to the issue of discord among the jurists seems’ال
to go hand in hand with the role he ascribes to the Ottoman sultan and 
dynasty. Unlike Ibn Tu n, al-Tamılu  praises at length the Ottoman sultan الmıال
at the time, Murâd III, and states that he compiled the work following the 
sultan’s order (ʿamiltu bi-rasmihi). This order attracted the attention of 
later jurists and scholars. In one of the copies of Edirneli Kâmî’s Mahaإلmm 
al-fuqaha  .t worksإلʾ the copyist included a list of several important tabaqaإل
Next to the entry of al-Tamıالmıال’s T abaqaإلt, the author added that the work 
was compiled upon a request of Sultan Murâd III.47 It seems that much 
like the attention his inclusion of members of the learned hierarchy in 
his tabaqaإلt received, the emphasis that both al-Tamı  and later jurists الmıال
placed on the role of the sultan in the production of this work reflects 
precisely how atypical it was in the circles from which he hailed. Indeed, 
as we have seen, other H anafıال jurists from the Arab lands did not stress 
the role of the sultan and the dynasty in their t abaqaإلt works and did not 
compile them for the suzerain. In other words, by mentioning the sultanic 
order and his obedience, al-Tamı mıال  declares his loyalty to the Ottoman ال
dynasty and, even more so, his endorsement of the logic the lies behind 
the Ottoman development of an imperial learned hierarchy and a state 
madhhab. Furthermore, al-Tamıالmıال’s appreciation, or at least acceptance, 
of the notion of a learned hierarchy appears in other parts of his work as 

46 Al-Tamıالmı al-T ,ال abaqa .t, 1:4–5إل
47 Edirneli Meh met Kâmî, Mahaإلmm al-fuqahaإلʾ fı t ال abaqa  t al-Hanafiyya, Süleymaniyeإل

Library MS Pertev Pas a 495, 83v.
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well. In his biography of K ara Çelebizâde Hüsâm Efendi, who served as 
the military justice (k âd îasker) of Anatolia and Rumeli, al-Tamıالmıال criti-
cizes him for attempting (albeit unsuccessfully) to renew an obsolete prac-
tice, “an Ottoman k ânûn.” According to this practice, the appointment of 
jurists who were not members of the learned hierarchy was permissible. 
This is an intriguing comment, for al-Tamı -seems like an obvious ben الmıال
eficiary of K ara Çelebizâde’s proposed reform. But al-Tamıالmıال, perhaps 
echoing the opinions of jurists he met on his journey to Istanbul, defends 
the boundaries of the Ottoman imperial learned hierarchy.48

His stated attempt to compile a comprehensive tabaqa  t work of theإل
Hanafı -legal school and his seeming acceptance of the notion of an impe ال
rial learned hierarchy calls for scrutiny of the manner in which al-Tamı  الmıال
engages with other t abaqaإلt and biographical works. More specifically, 
how does al-Tamı mıال  understand the relationship between the different ال
jurisprudential traditions within the school in the context of the Ottoman 
imperial framework at the time? This question seems central, for its 
unlikely that al-Tamı  was unaware of the fact that one of the main الmıال
objectives of the tabaqaإلt genre is to document the genealogy of certain 
legal arguments. Further, he must have known that the multiple views of 
the madhhab that coexisted throughout the empire and were reflected 
in some of the t abaqaإلt works were radically different from one another. 
Although al-Tamıالmıال did not consult either Kınalızâde’s or Kefevî’s (at the 
time recently completed) tabaqaإلt work, he was familiar with and used 
Tasköprüzâde’s Shaqa ʾiq, a work that excludes Hanafıإل  jurists who were ال
not affiliated with the Ottoman learned hierarchy.49 On the other hand, 
he does draw on Ibn T u  n’s al-Ghuraf, which excludes the members oflu
the imperial hierarchy. For this reason, his decision to compile “a com-
prehensive study of all the Hanafı  masters” was novel and challenged the ال
approach of members of the learned hierarchy, on the one hand, as well 
as that of Ibn Tu .n, on the otherlu

Nevertheless, despite his claim to inclusivity, al-Tamıالmıال is highly selec-
tive in his treatment of sixteenth-century jurists. He does not include all 

48 Al-Tamıالmı al-T ,ال abaqa -t, 3:158–59. The second half of the sixteenth century witnessed sevإل
eral attempts to reform the career tracks of the Ottoman learned hierarchy. See Yasemin 
Beyazit, “Efforts to Reform Entry into the Ottoman I lmiye Career towards the End 
of the 16th Century: The 1598 Ottoman I lmiye Kanunnamesi,” Turcica 44 (2012–13): 
201–18.

49 It is possible that al-Tamıالmı did not know about Kınalızâde’s t ال abaqa  t, as he does notإل
mention the work in his biography of Kınalızâde. Al-Tamıالmı al-Tabaqa ,ال  t, Süleymaniyeإل
Library MS Aya Sofya 3295, 258r–261v.
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the Hanafı  cites الmıالs whose work he is familiar with. Although al-Tamıال
Ibn Tulu n’s al-Ghuraf quite frequently, Ibn T u  n does not have his ownlu
entry. Moreover, almost all the sixteenth-century scholars who appear in 
the work were affiliated with the Ottoman imperial learned hierarchy. In 
addition, most of the Hanafı -s from the Arab lands that appear in the cenال
tennial biographical dictionaries of the sixteenth century are excluded. 
The few sixteenth-century Hanafı -s from the Arab lands are, not coinال
cidentally, Ibn Nujaym and Ibn Gha al-Tamı ,الnim al-Maqdisı  s most’الmıال
prominent teachers.50 Another important Arab H anafı  is Muhammad ال
al-Timurta  a student of Ibn Nujaym and an eminent jurist in his own ,الshı
right.51 It is noteworthy that both Ibn Nujaym and al-Timurtashı  were ال
acknowledged as eminent scholars by members of the Ottoman imperial 
learned hierarchy and that some of their works entered the Ottoman 
imperial canon, as we shall see in the next chapter.52

Al-Tamıالmı  ,s treatment of the second half of the fifteenth century’ال
however, differs from accounts that focus on members of the imperial 
hierarchy. Whereas, for example, Kınalızâde and Kefevî exclude late fif-
teenth-century scholars from the Mamluk lands, al-Tamıالmıال does include 
a biography of such leading Hanafı sim b. Quts, namely, Qaال lubugha  and 
Amıالn al-Dıالn al-Aqsara ʾı  The inclusion of these scholars has important .ال
implications, for it reintroduces many H anafı  s from across the Arabال
provinces who studied with these jurists (or whose authority relied on 
these jurists) into the “Hanafı ”.ecumene ال

Al-Tamıالmıال’s attempt to include the late fifteenth-century jurists reflects 
the tension that jurists from the Arab lands who wanted to integrate into the 
Ottoman imperial framework experienced. Entering the Ottoman learned 
hierarchy and its educational system meant that they were required to prac-
tically denounce jurists whose authority they respected. In his Tabaqaإلt, 
al-Tamıالmıال intended to ease this tension and to offer a more comprehensive 
view of the school, one that would bridge the gaps between the hierarchy-
affiliated jurists’ vision of their position within the Hanafıال school and that 
of many of their counterparts from the Arab provinces. This attempt, how-
ever, confirms the existence of different views within the school.

Al-Tamıالmı -s project had limited success. As we shall see in the follow’ال
ing chapters, H anafıال jurists from the Arab lands who obtained a state 

50 Nevʿîzâde, Hadâʾik, 408.
51 Al-Tamıالmı al-Tabaqa ,ال t, Süleymaniye Library MS Aya Sofya 3295, 349r. al-Timurtaإل shı  s’ال

other teacher, ʿAbd al-ʿA﷽l, on the other hand, does not have an entry.
52 In addition, Nevʿîzâde includes in his Hadâʾik Ibn Nujaym’s biography (34–35).
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appointment tended to follow al-Tamı  .s vision (or some variation of it)’الmıال
The imperial learned hierarchy, in turn, permitted its appointees through-
out the Arab provinces to follow al-Tamıالmıال’s vision. Kâmî’s Mahaإلmm 
al-fuqahaإلʾ, by contrast, suggests that although members of the imperial 
learned hierarchy did consult sixteenth- and seventeenth-century texts 
and authorities from the Arab lands of the empire, they by and large 
rejected al-Tamı  s perception of the school and preserved a fairly clear’الmıال
distinction between the branches within the school well into the eigh-
teenth century.

Concluding Remarks

Juxtaposing the tabaqat works compiled during the sixteenth and the 
seventeenth centuries, both in the core lands of the empire and in its 
Arab provinces, reveals important dynamics that accompanied the 
Ottoman conquest of the Arab lands and their subsequent incorpora-
tion. Interestingly enough, contemporary chronicles, whether from 
Damascus or the core lands of the empire, provide very little informa-
tion about these dynamics. The tabaqa  t corpus we have examined in thisإل
and the previous chapter illustrates how the conquest and integration of 
the Arab lands into the Ottoman imperial framework contributed to a 
clearer written articulation of different perceptions of the school of law 
and of the relationship between the Ottoman dynasty and the madhhab. 
Furthermore, even though it is likely that many of the ideas and materials 
that shaped the different works had been circulating in earlier decades 
and centuries, this corpus demonstrates that the articulations of the vari-
ous branches within the school of law were an outcome of an ongoing 
dialogue between their respective proponents.

The conquest of the Arab lands and the need that each of the authors 
we have met felt, in its wake, to establish his authority within the school 
and to propagate his view of the school may explain the surge in the 
production of tabaqa  t works in the second half of the sixteenth centuryإل
(as well as the rise of the biographical dictionaries devoted to members 
of the imperial learned hierarchy). In his groundbreaking study of an 
early fifteenth-century Shafiʿı t ال abaqaإلt work, Kevin Jaques has observed 
the relatively massive production of tabaqaإلt works in the fourteenth and 
fifteenth centuries. The sudden rise in the production of tabaqaإلt works, 
Jaques has convincingly argued, should be attributed to a sense of a crisis 
of authority shared by many jurists in the centuries following the cata-
strophic events of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries – namely, the 
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Mongol invasions and the outbreak of the Black Death. These develop-
ments wreaked havoc across the eastern Islamic lands, costing the lives of 
many, including many jurists. For the community of jurists, the destruc-
tion inflicted by these events had an important ramification: with the 
death of the jurists, many chains of transmissions were potentially cut 
off. Therefore, there was a need to reconstruct these chains in order to 
consolidate the authority of late fourteenth-century and fifteenth-century 
jurists. That severe sense of crisis accompanied jurists well into the fif-
teenth century, leading many to record their jurisprudential and scholarly 
genealogies in tabaqaإلt works, which later circulated among their follow-
ers and peers.53

The connection between a crisis of authority and the production of 
tabaqaإلt works may account for the Ottoman rediscovery of the t abaqaإلt 
genre as well. To be sure, the late fifteenth century and the early sixteenth 
century or the early eighteenth century were not fraught with disasters 
and events of apocalyptic scale.54 Although from time to time there were 
outbreaks of plagues and epidemics, they did not match the Black Death 
of the fourteenth century. In other words, in terms of the physical well-
being and safety of the jurists, the reality of the late fifteenth century 
and the early sixteenth century was worlds apart from that of the late 
fourteenth century and the early fifteenth century. Still, the tabaqaإلt works 
seem to reflect a sense of challenged authority, similar to the one expe-
rienced by fourteenth- and fifteenth-century jurists. On the one hand, as 
we have seen in Chapter 2, the tabaqa  t corpus reflects the attempt madeإل
by some jurists, mostly members of the imperial learned hierarchy, to 
express and consolidate the connection between the Ottoman dynasty, 
members of the imperial hierarchy, and a particular branch within the 
madhhab. On the other, it reveals the attempt of jurists who were not 
affiliated with the hierarchy to establish their autonomy in regulating the 
structure and the doctrine of the branch within the school to which they 
claimed affiliation (as in Ibn T ulu .(n’s case

53 R. Kevin Jaques, Authority, Conflict, and the Transmission of Diversity in Medieval 
Islamic Law (Leiden: Brill, 2006), 17–23, 255–79.

54 There were, of course, plagues and other natural disasters throughout the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries, but none of them reached the scale of the Black Death of the four-
teenth century. On the plague in the Ottoman Empire, see Nükhet Varlık, “Disease and 
Empire: A History of Plague Epidemics in the Early Modern Ottoman Empire (1453–
1600)” (PhD diss., University of Chicago, 2008). For a list of natural disasters in seven-
teenth- and eighteenth-century Syria, see Yaron Ayalon, “Plagues, Famines, Earthquakes: 
The Jews of Ottoman Syria and Natural Disasters” (PhD diss., Princeton University, 
2009), 240–45.
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But the t abaqaإلt literature does not solely tell a story of challenge and 
competition. The t abaqaإلt works of both al-Tamıالmıال in the sixteenth cen-
tury and Kâmî in the early eighteenth century point to a gradual and 
selective co-optation and integration. Al-Tamı  s work mirrors the’الmıال
attempts made by some Hanafı  jurists from the Arab lands to combine ال
the Ottoman genealogy of the Hanafı  school with the one that prevailed ال
in the former Mamluk territories. It is important to stress, however, that 
not all the jurists from the Arab lands followed this path, and some were 
reluctant to integrate the Ottoman vision of the Hanafı  school into their ال
own. It is worth pointing out that Kâmî’s incorporation of eminent jurists 
and important jurisprudential texts from the Arab lands of the empire 
into his composition indicates that a similar process took place among 
members of the Ottoman learned hierarchy. At the same time, despite 
Kâmî’s inclusion of jurists from the Arab lands, he was still reluctant 
to abandon the particular genealogy of the learned hierarchy within the 
Hanafı -school that his predecessors advanced. But perhaps more tell ال
ing here is the fact that he refused to abandon the connection with the 
Ottoman dynasty. In any case, as we have seen in the previous chapter, 
the adaptations the respective views of the schools underwent over the 
decades suggest that both synchronic and diachronic factors shaped the 
different branches within the school of law: on the one hand, the chain(s) 
of transmission that situated the branch within the history of the H anafı  ال
school were crucial, but, on the other hand, jurists were willing to incor-
porate selectively authorities (and texts) from other branches without 
establishing their intellectual genealogy within the school.

Returning to the dialogic nature of the encounter between the differ-
ent perceptions of the school of law, it is noteworthy that the dialogue 
was reflected in the decision of all the parties involved to follow the con-
ventions of the same genre (despite certain modifications) and to compile 
their work in Arabic. There seems to be two main explanations for this 
decision. First, it appears that followers of each of the traditions within 
the school wanted the adherents of the others to read their works. Second, 
the members of the imperial learned hierarchy who authored the t abaqaإلt 
works, along with Tas köprüzâde and the authors of the supplements to 
his Shaqaإلʾiq, clearly strove to link their literary-jurisprudential produc-
tion to medieval Islamic (Arabic) jurisprudential-historiographical tradi-
tions, with the intention of establishing and propagating their authority. 
It is precisely in this adoption and adaptation of medieval Arabic genres, 
however, that the tensions between the worldview of the medieval authors 
and that of their counterparts who were affiliated with the Ottoman 
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enterprise become most evident. While accepting some of the fundamen-
tal notions underlying the genres, the works authored by members of the 
imperial learned hierarchy diverge from some of the genre conventions 
in significant ways. Most notably, as opposed to the medieval works, in 
both the tabaqaإلt works compiled by members of the Ottoman imperial 
learned hierarchy and the Shaqa -ʾiq, the Ottoman dynasty and its hierarإل
chy serve as the main narrative axis.

The rise in the production of the tabaqaإلt works and the appearance 
of the Shaqa  ʾiq and its numerous supplements in the second half of theإل
sixteenth century may serve as yet another indicator of the consolidation 
of the Ottoman Empire in that period. The second half of the sixteenth 
century witnessed the integration and unification of several monetary 
zones, the first wave of plague (1570–1600) to simultaneously hit the 
core lands of the empire and the provinces, and the rise of a distinctive 
Ottoman artistic language.55 It is quite likely that the integration of the 
Arab provinces into the empire and the increasing interactions between 
the different scholarly circles and traditions throughout the Ottoman 
domains spurred different jurists to document their intellectual genealo-
gies in general, and contributed to a clearer formulation of an Ottoman 
Hanafı .school in particular ال

As we have seen throughout this and the previous chapters, the t abaqaإلt 
works were instrumental in defining a repertory of legal arguments and 
texts that jurists were expected to consult in their rulings and writing. 
For this reason, the genealogies recorded in these tabaqa  t works formإل
the basis of – and in turn document – the emergence of jurisprudential 
 “textual communities” within the Hanafı  .school and across the empire ال
It is to these communities that we now turn.

55 Baki Tezcan, “The Ottoman Monetary Crisis of 1585 Revisited,” Journal of the Economic 
and Social History of the Orient 52 (2009): 460–504; Varlık, Disease and Empire; Gülru 
Necipog lu, “A Kânûn for the State, a Canon for the Arts: Conceptualizing the Classical 
Synthesis of Ottoman Art and Architecture,” in Soliman le Magnifique et son temps, ed. 
Gilles Veinstein (Paris: La documentation français, 1992), 195–213.
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4

Books of High Repute

On Saturday, the thirteenth of Dhu al-H ijja 995 (November 14, 1587), 
more than seven decades after the Ottoman conquest of the Arab lands, 
at the al-Kilasa madrasa in Damascus, the sixteenth-century Damascene 
jurist Nur al-Dı n Mahال mu t al-Bad b. Baraka nıqa  completed his (d. 1594) ال
commentary,1 which he had started earlier that year, on one of the most 
important and popular jurisprudential manuals in the Ottoman domains: 
Ibrahı s (d. 1549 or 1550) sixteenth-century Multaqa’الm al-Halabıال  إل
al-abh ur.2 In his introduction, al-Baqa -claims that he decided to com الnı
pile the commentary upon the request of his Damascene peers, since he 
was the only one to have read parts of the Multaqa  with Muhammad إل
al-Bahnasıال (d. 1578 or 1579), an eminent H anafı  though) الjurist and muftı ال
not officially appointed) in Damascus.3

1 Although he was not one of the most prominent jurists of Damascus, al-Baqanıال was signifi-
cant enough to have his biography included in four of the most important centennial bio-
graphical dictionaries of the seventeenth century. The late seventeenth-century biographer 
Muhammad Amıالn b. Fadl Allah al-Muhibbıال states that al-Baqanıال taught in several madrasas 
in Damascus and in a teaching niche at the Umayyad Mosque, where he also served as a 
preacher. Despite numerous positions, it seems that al-Baqanıال gained most of his considerable 
wealth from selling books. Muhammad Amıالn b. Fadl Allah al-Muhibbıال, Khulaإلs�at al-athar fıال 
aʿyaإلn al-qarn al-haإلdıال ʿashar (Beirut: Dar al-Kutub al-ʿIlmiyya, 2006), 4:312. See also Najm 
al-Dıالn Muhammad b. Muhammad al-Ghazzıال, Lutf al-samar wa-qatf al-thamar (Damascus: 
Wizarat al-Thaqafa wa’l-Irshad al-Qawmı39–2:638 ,(1982 ,ال; al-Hasan b. Muhammad 
al-Burıالnıال, Taraإلjim al-aʿyaإلn min abnaإلʾ  al-zamaإلn, Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin MS Weetzstein II 
29, 179r–179v; Mus�tafa b. Fath Allah  al-Hamawıال, Fawaإلʾ id al-irtihaإلl wa-nataإلʾij al-safar fıال 
akhbaإلr al-qarn al-haإلdıال ʿashar (Beirut: Dar al-Nawadir, 2011), 6:118–19.

2 Mah mud b. Baraka t al-Ba qa Multaqa إلal-anhur ʿala إلMajra ,الnı  al-abhur, Süleymaniye إل
Library MS Pertev Pasa 196, 2v.

3 Al-Baqa -he com ,إلwas a prolific writer: in addition to his commentary on the Multaqa الnı
piled a commentary on al-Nuqaإلya by ʿUbayd Alla d al-Mahh b. Masʿu bu bı  a supplement ,ال
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Al-Baqanı al-anhur ʿ إلs commentary, entitled Majra’ال ala  ,al-abhur إلMultaqa إل
was one of approximately seventy commentaries on the Multaqaإل com-
piled in the core lands of the empire and its Arab provinces over the course 
of the sixteenth through the eighteenth centuries.4 Of particular interest 
for our purpose is the reception of al-Baqanıال’s commentary. At first, the 
scholars of Damascus looked at this commentary disparagingly, perhaps 
because of what the seventeenth-century Damascene historian Najm 
al-Dıالn al-Ghazzıال chronicler considered the author’s infamous frivolity. 
Nevertheless, the work’s fate changed dramatically after, in the words of the 
Damascene chronicler, “some of the most eminent jurists in Rum [akaإلbir 
al-mawaإلlıال bi’l-Rum] asked for a copy [of the work].”5 In the following 
decades, al-Baqanıال’s commentary was apparently quite well received in 
scholarly circles both in his native town of Damascus and in the imperial 
capital, as later commentaries on the Multaqaإل that cite al-Baqanıال’s attest.6 
In Damascus, for example, ʿAla ʾ  al-Dıالn al-H as�kafıال, whom we have already 
met in Chapter 1, relied on al-Baqanı  s commentary in his commentary on’ال
the Multaqaإل, and in the central lands, slightly earlier, the mid-seventeenth-
century eminent member of the imperial learned hierarchy ʿAbdurrah mân 
b. Muhammad Seyḫîzâde (d. 1667 or 1668) also cited al-Baqanıال’s com-
mentary in his acclaimed commentary on al-Halabıال’s work.7

(takmila) on Ibrahı m b. Muhammad b. al-Shihال na’s Lisa n al-hإل ukkaإلm fı maʿrifat al-ah ال kaإلm, 
and another supplement on Zayn al-Dıالn b. Nujaym’s al-Bah r al-ra  ʾiq, as well as an abridgedإل
version of the Bah r in one volume. Al-Muhibbı Khula ,ال qasat al-athar, 4:311–12. Al-Baإل nı  s’ال
teacher, al-Bahnasıال, also had started his own commentary on the Multaqaإل al-abh ur, which 
he never completed because of his death eight or nine years before al-Ba nıqa  sat down ال
to write his own commentary. Najm al-Dıالn Muh ammad b. Muh ammad al-Bahnasıال, 
Sharh  Multaqa al-abh إل ur, New York Public Library MS M&A 51893A. The commen-
tary is incomplete and ends with Baإلb Khiyaإلr al-shuru t . On al-Bahnasıال, see Najm al-Dı  nال
Muhammad b. Muhammad al-Ghazzıال, al-Kawa kib al-saإل ʾira fإل ıال aʿyaإلn al-qarn al-ʿaإلshira 
(Beirut: Jamiʿat Bayrut al-Amrikiyya, 1945–58), 3:13–15; Ahmad b. Muhammad b. 
al-Mulla al-H as�kafıال, Mutʿat al-adhha n min tamattuʿ bi’l-iqraإل  khjim al-shuyuإلn bayna taraإل
wa’l-aqraإلn (Beirut: Dar al-Sadir, 1999), 2:876–878.

4 For a comprehensive list of the extant commentaries on Multaqa  al-abhur, see Sükrü إل
Selim Has, “A Study of Ibrahim al-Halebi with Special Reference to the Multaqa” (PhD 
diss., University of Edinburgh, 1981), 216–64. For the significance of the Multaqaإل, see 
Sükrü Selim Has, “The Use of Multaqa’l-Abh ur in the Ottoman Madrasas and in Legal 
Scholarship,” Osmanlı Arastırmaları 7/8 (1988): 393–418.

5 Al-Ghazzıال, Lutf al-samar, 2:638–39.
6 The work exists in thirteen copies in libraries across Istanbul alone. Kefevî’s Kataإلʾib, just 

for comparison’s sake, exists in eleven copies in libraries throughout the city. Ebûʾs-Suʿûd 
Efendi’s fata  collection, a widely cited work, exists in approximately fifty copies in إلwaإل
libraries across Istanbul.

7 Muh ammad b. ʿAlı b. Muhammad al-H ال as �anı al-ʿAla ال ʾ al-H as �kafı al-Durr al-muntaqa ,ال fı إل  ال
sharh  al-Multaqa Beirut: Da) إل  ,r al-Kutub al-ʿIlmiyya, 1998), 1:146, 184, 194, 322; 2:42
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The history of al-Baqa  ,s work, as this chapter hopes to demonstrate’الnı
is not unique. Over the course of the sixteenth and the seventeenth centu-
ries (and possibly later), other jurisprudential texts underwent a similar 
review procedure. More broadly, its history reflects a concerted effort on 
behalf of the Ottoman dynasty, and particularly on behalf of the imperial 
learned hierarchy, to define a corpus of jurisprudential texts – what I call 
throughout this chapter the imperial jurisprudential canon – that mem-
bers of the imperial learned hierarchy were to consult in their teachings 
and rulings.

It is not fully clear when the demarcation of an imperial jurispruden-
tial canon assumed the institutional features that the aforementioned epi-
sode reveals. Jurists who were affiliated with the Ottoman enterprise in 
the fourteenth and the fifteenth centuries most probably consulted texts 
they considered authoritative and canonical. The jurisprudential texts, 
however, were not canonized in an official procedure. Canonization 
through an official procedure apparently reached maturity around the 
mid-sixteenth century, as indicated by an edict issued in 1556 by the 
Ottoman sultan Süleymân Kânûnî in which he lists the texts students of 
the imperial madrasa system were to study. In the following decades and 
centuries, the authority to canonize jurisprudential texts was conferred 
on the leading jurists of the imperial learned hierarchy, and particularly 
on the chief imperial muftı .ال

The emergence of the chief imperial jurisconsult as the gatekeeper of 
the imperial canon during the second half of the sixteenth century is sig-
nificant, for it links the emergence of the imperial canon to the consoli-
dation of the learned hierarchy and to the rise of the seyḫulislâm as the 

170, 260, 265, 330, 337, 365, 397, 429, 436; 3:154, 162, 417, 423; 4:56, 96, 112, 
157, 297, 406, 459, 470, 481. ʿAbd al-Rahma n b. Muh ammad b. Sulima zaالn Shaykhı  de
(S eyḫîzâde), Majmaʿ al-anhur fı sharh ال  Multaqa al-abh إل ur (Beirut: Da  ,r al-Kutub al-ʿIlmiyya
1998), 1:316, 336, 553; 2:188, 345. It should be noted that in some cases S eyḫîzâde has 
some reservations concerning al-Ba qa s opinions and that al-Has’الnı �kafı cites al-Ba ال qa nı  s’ال
commentary much more frequently than his colleague S eyḫîzâde does. S eyḫîzâde’s com-
mentary, however, was fairly well known. He presented this commentary to the sultan in 
August 21, 1666, and the sultan, as a token of his appreciation, ordered the appointment 
of S eyḫîzâde, until then the chief justice of Anatolia, to the chief judgeship of Rumeli. See 
Abdurrahman Abdi Pas a, Abdurrahman Abdi Pasa Vekâyiʾ-Nâmesi (Istanbul: Çamlıca, 
2008), 246. On S eyḫîzâde’s appointment to k âd îaskerlik of Rumeli, see Defterdar Sarı 
Mehmet Pas a, Zübde-i Vekayiât (Ankara: Türk Tarih Kurumu Basımevi, 1995), 261. The 
seventeenth-century chronicler and bibliographer Kâtip Çelebi also mentions al-Ba qa nı  s’ال
commentary and even records his introduction in his Kashf al-Zunun. Kâtip Çelebi, 
Kashf al-z �unun fı asa ال al-kutub wa’l-funu الmıإل n (Istanbul: Milli Eg itim Basımevi, 1971), 
2:1814–15.
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head of the learned hierarchy. Moreover, as we have observed in Chapter 2, 
the consolidation of the learned hierarchy over the course of the sixteenth 
century was paralleled by the articulation of the hierarchy’s intellectual 
genealogies within the Hanafıال tradition. One of the goals of the tabaqaإلt 
was to canonize specific legal arguments and texts by documenting their 
genealogy and establishing their authority. Moreover, the quite successful 
attempt to define an imperial jurisprudential canon was inextricably linked 
to the growing interest of the imperial learned hierarchy (and, more gener-
ally, of the Ottoman dynasty) in regulating the structure of its branch of the 
Hanafıال school of law, including the doctrines its members were to apply.

The rise of the imperial jurisprudential canon took place against the 
background of the conquest of the Arab lands and their gradual incorpo-
ration into the empire. In fact, as was the case with the tabaqaإلt compila-
tions, it was precisely the incorporation of the Arab lands that spurred 
members of the imperial learned hierarchy to specify what books were to 
be consulted as part of the imperial canon. From their vantage point, the 
incorporation of the Arab lands also meant that other Hanafı  ,scholars ال
scholarly traditions, and jurisprudential texts became part of the impe-
rial scholarly and jurisprudential landscape. In this new reality, jurists 
affiliated with the imperial learned hierarchy felt the need to defend their 
position and the authority of certain jurisprudential arguments and texts 
within the expanding imperial framework. The emergence of an imperial 
jurisprudential canon supplemented other textual and institutional prac-
tices and contributed to the emergence of an “establishment conscious-
ness” among members of the learned hierarchy.

Situating the rise of an imperial jurisprudential canon against the 
backdrop of the incorporation of the Arab lands into the empire requires 
clarifying the relation between the canon endorsed by members of the 
imperial learned hierarchy and the canons of other scholarly, and par-
ticularly Hanafı  circles throughout the empire. Moreover, it calls for a ,ال
comparison of an entire set of textual practices that accompanied and 
shaped the canonization practices of the different textual communities 
across the Ottoman realms.8 As we will see in the following discussion, 

8 The phrase “textual communities” was coined by Brian Stock. Although the communities 
discussed here are somewhat different from those studied by Stock, in some important 
respects the concept is applicable here as well. In particular, texts played a pivotal role, sim-
ilar to the one Stock describes, in organizing scholarly circles across the Ottaman Empire, 
and in defining the internal and external relationships of their members. Brian Stock, The 
Implications of Literacy: Written Language and Models of Interpretation in the Eleventh 
and Twelfth Centuries (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1987), 90–91.
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the organization of the scholarly community and its modes of transmis-
sion of knowledge (and texts) are closely related to its canonization pro-
cedures. The hierarchical and fairly centralized nature of the imperial 
hierarchy, and particularly of its educational system, enabled the chief 
imperial jurisconsult to instruct his subordinates which texts (or, more 
precisely, which parts of the texts) to consult. Other scholarly circles 
throughout the Arab lands, which were considerably less hierarchical, 
developed their canons on the basis of a consensus among their promi-
nent members.

The relations and “dialogues” between the canons cast light on 
understudied dynamics that accompanied the incorporation of the 
Arab lands into the empire. Particularly, these relations uncover 
interesting aspects of the dynamics between different scholarly tra-
ditions within the H anafı -school and between various learning cen ال
ters throughout the empire, such as Istanbul, Cairo, and Damascus. 
Moreover, the change in the composition of the different H anafı  ال
jurisprudential canons enables us to explore the exchange, circula-
tion, and co-optation of texts, arguments, and authorities across the 
Ottoman domains: while members of the imperial hierarchy con-
sulted, albeit selectively, works authored by jurists from the Arab 
lands of the empire, some of their colleagues from the Arab lands, 
especially those who held a state appointment, began, over the course 
of the late sixteenth century and the seventeenth century, to consult 
jurisprudential texts compiled by their hierarchy-affiliated counter-
parts. In short, from the perspective of the madhhab and its structure, 
these  “dialogues” and exchanges reveal the relative flexibility of some 
of the branches within the H anafı  madhhab to incorporate new texts ال
and arguments from other branches.

This chapter is a preliminary foray into the history of the imperial 
jurisprudential canon. It is hoped that some of the points raised in the 
following pages will be further explored in future studies. Most nota-
bly, the composition of the canons and the change they underwent over 
time still await systematic study. Furthermore, much more work remains 
to be done on the ways in which the different canons were used, read, 
and applied. Here my goal is much more modest, and I am mostly inter-
ested in illustrating the importance of these questions for understanding 
the experience of jurists and religious scholars, and for understanding 
the different perceptions within the H anafı  school of law that coexisted ال
throughout the empire.
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A Methodological Note on Textual Canons and  
Their Formation

Drawing mainly on the insights and findings of students of literary and 
biblical canons, the scholarship on canon formation and canonization 
in the Islamic tradition has been growing steadily in the last decades.9 
My intention in this section is not to survey the historiography of canon 
formation in various Islamic contexts. Instead, I am interested in discuss-
ing some of the main issues and approaches that have shaped the study 
of canonization of texts in different Islamic societies and are relevant to 
our larger discussion. Since there are different sorts of canons (such as 
scriptural, literary, artistic, and legal), I will focus here mostly on legal/
jurisprudential canons.

Two concepts are central in the historiography on textual canons, legal 
or otherwise, and their formation: canonical texts and the community of 
“users” (readers, scholars, and interpreters). In his seminal study of canon-
ization in the Jewish tradition, Moshe Halbertal offers an incisive definition 
of “canonical texts.” Halbertal’s observations with regard to the Jewish 
jurisprudential tradition are pertinent to a large extent to the Islamic juris-
prudential tradition as well, as both consider themselves text centered. The 
phrase “canonical text,” Halbertal asserts, denotes the special status of a 
specific text. “Canonical texts,” however, may function in different ways. 
For our purpose, I am specifically interested in what Halbertal calls norma-
tive texts. Texts that form a normative canon, such as scriptures and legal 
codes, are obeyed and interpreted, and they often constitute part of a cur-
riculum. These texts establish what Halbertal terms a “formative canon,” 
and, he explains, “they provide a society or a profession with a shared 
vocabulary.” By adhering to this normative canon, a society or profession 
defines itself as text-centered. In other words, membership in this commu-
nity is predicated on familiarity with these normative texts. It is important 
to stress the complex relations among various canonical texts of a certain 
tradition. While all the texts that constitute a canon are considered canoni-
cal, not all of them enjoy equal status; a text may be obeyed and followed, 
for instance, but not necessarily taught as part of a curriculum.10

9 For a comprehensive survey on the different currents in canon studies in general and in 
the Islamic tradition in particular, see Jonathan Brown, The Canonization of al-Bukhaإلrıال 
and Muslim (Leiden: Brill, 2007), chap. 2.

10 Moshe Halbertal, People of the Book: Canon, Meaning, and Authority (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Press, 1997), 3–4. Canonical texts may also serve as “paradigmatic 
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In short, canons fulfill a dual function in the formation of a commu-
nity. First, they demarcate the community’s boundaries. Those who reject 
a particular canon (or follow another one) may be excluded from the 
community galvanized around it. At the same time, the canon offers the 
community a shared set of texts, which are referred to by community 
members to regulate and justify their actions, even when their interpre-
tations of these texts may follow different hermeneutic principles and 
produce conflicting views. In this sense, canons contribute to the cohe-
siveness of the text-centered community.

This is not to say, however, that every member of a text-centered 
community enjoys equal status. As with the canonical texts, not every 
interpretation is equally accepted by the members of the community. 
Therefore, text-centered communities have to develop mechanisms to 
determine who has the authority to define the boundaries of the canon 
and to interpret canonical texts. It is for this reason that canonization is 
often accompanied by strong acts of censorship of different sorts that are 
meant to determine and regulate the range of legitimate interpretation.11

Turning to the particularities of canonization in the Sunnı  ,tradition ال
two important studies, those of Brannon Wheeler and Jonathan Brown, 
inspired my inquiry in this chapter. Because of their importance to the 
discussion in the following sections, it is worth devoting a few words to 
how these studies approach the issue of canon and canonization.

Brannon Wheeler’s study perceives the canon first and foremost as 
an interpretive standard. According to Wheeler, in the H anafı  ,context ال
the canon functions as a “device to promote the pedagogic agenda of 
those who use certain texts to represent the authority of the past.”12 
Moreover, the canon is a set of hermeneutic principles or precedents 
for interpreting the revelation (i.e., the Qurʾan).13 Wheeler’s description 
of how the canon was employed in the postclassical period is partic-
ularly relevant. In this period, that is, from the fifth/eleventh century 
on, H anafı  jurists were particularly concerned with reconstructing the ال
“hermeneutical moves” of their predecessors. Their main goal was to 

examples of aesthetic value and achievement.” These texts are not necessarily the best 
works of a specific genre but manifest its most typical conventions. Despite this distinc-
tion, a text may be both normative and exemplary (the Qurʾan, for instance, is both).

11 Halbertal, People of the Book, 6–10.
12 Brannon M. Wheeler, Applying the Canon in Islam: The Authorization and Maintenance 

of Interpretive Reasoning in Hanafı  Scholarship (Albany: State University of New York ال
Press, 1996), 2.

13 Ibid., 9–10.
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comment on the work of previous jurists to illustrate how interpretive 
reasoning was epitomized in their opinions, so it could be learned and 
reproduced.14 Wheeler, however, seems to disregard the possibility that 
jurists of the school’s postclassical age actively shaped the boundaries 
of the canon they were consulting, and, by doing so, defined the tradi-
tion with which they claimed affiliation. This, I think, may be attributed 
to Wheeler’s focus on canon as a criterion of interpretation, while, in 
Jonathan Brown’s words, “downplaying the importance of the canon as 
a set of representative texts.”15

Brown’s fascinating study of the canonization of the h adı -th collecال
tions of al-Bukha rı  and Muslim traces the gradual process through ال
which these collections became recognized as authoritative throughout 
the Sunnı -world. Since Brown begins his account before the compi ال
lation of al-Bukha rı  s and Muslim’s collections, his study pays close’ال
attention to the reasons for the canonization of these particular texts. 
Unlike Wheeler, who accepts the canonical status of the texts as his 
departure point, Brown succeeds in demonstrating several important 
aspects of the canonization process that are by and large absent from 
the former’s account. First, by focusing on the “canonical culture” that 
surrounded these texts, he shows how these specific collections gained 
their prominent status among medieval Muslims, with the “canonical 
culture” training the readers/listeners to “interpret a canonical text in 
a reverential manner and with suitable awe.” This historiographical 
approach is especially fruitful, for it emphasizes the factors that shape 
the canonization of a particular text in a concrete historical setting. 
To put it differently, Brown’s analysis stresses the existence of vying 
alternative traditions and the role the community of “users” played in 
shaping tradition.16

Both studies, despite their different methodological approaches, con-
sider the canon and the canonization procedures internal concerns of the 
community of jurists and scholars. Members of the ruling elite, the rul-
ing dynasty, or the “state” are absent from these accounts. This absence 
reflects a reality very different from the Ottoman context in which, as this 
chapter sets out to demonstrate, the dynasty and the sultan were much 
more prominent in the formation of the canon.

14 Ibid., 169.
15 Brown, Canonization, 33.
16 Ibid., 42–46.
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“The Reliable Books”: The Imperial Hierarchy and  
Its Canon Consciousness

In his account of the removal of the chief imperial muftıال Bostânzâde 
Mehmed Efendi from office in 1592, the seventeenth-century Ottoman 
historian Hasan Beyzâde (d. 1636 or 1637) argues that one of the accusa-
tions raised against Bostânzâde was that his rulings contradicted the texts 
(mütûn) of the Hanafı  school. Hasan Beyzâde did not specify what these ال
texts were, which suggests that he assumed his readers, many of whom 
were probably members of scholarly and judicial circles in the central 
lands of the empire (and possibly beyond), knew which texts constituted 
the “texts” of the school. Moreover, the assumption underlying H asan 
Beyzâde’s account is that the authoritative texts reflect the sound opin-
ions of the H anafı  school at the time.17 The concept of “[authoritative] ال
texts,” then, suggests the existence of a specific text-centered epistemol-
ogy or “canon consciousness” among members of the imperial learned 
hierarchy.

The notion that texts preserve the lore of the Hanafı  school of law can ال
be found in many pre-Ottoman legal manuals and works. In fact, as several 
modern scholars have pointed out, the formation of the Islamic schools 
of law from their early stages was inextricably linked to the emergence of 
respective textual corpuses that recorded the opinions of leading author-
ities of the evolving schools and served as repositories of guiding herme-
neutic principles for interpreting the revelation.18 In the post-formative 
period (from the tenth and eleventh centuries onward), as Wheeler has 
elegantly shown, jurisprudential texts became even more central as didac-
tic tools to “teach students the epistemological foundations of the school 
by delineating the interpretive link between Hanafı  scholarship and the ال
revelation.”19 For example, the early fifteenth-century Hanafı  .b الjurist ʿAlı ال
Khalıالl al-Tara bulusı in his Muʿı ,ال n al-hال ukkaإلm, dedicates a few passages to 

17 Hasan Beyzâde Ahmed Pasa, H asan Beyzâde Târîḫi (Ankara: Türk Tarih Kurumu 
Basımevi, 2004), 2:371. The seventeenth-century historian and bibliographer Kâtip 
Çelebi draws on Beyzâde’s account. See Kâtip Çelebi, Fezleke-i Tarîḫ (Istanbul: Cerîde-i 
Havâdis Mat baʿası, 1870–71), 1:3.

18 Norman Calder, Studies in Early Muslim Jurisprudence (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1993); Wheeler, Applying the Canon; Jonathan E. Brockopp, Early Maliki Law: Ibn 
ʿAbd al-Hakam and His Major Compendium of Jurisprudence (Leiden: Brill, 2000); 
Devin Stewart, “The Structure of the Fihrist: Ibn al-Nadim as Historian of Islamic Legal 
and Theological Schools,” International Journal of Middle East Studies 39 (2007): 369–
87; Ahmed El Shamsy, The Canonization of Islamic Law.

19 Wheeler, Applying the Canon, 168.
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the notion of the “books of the school” (kutub al-madhhab). Moreover, 
he even explicitly states that “at this time” a jurist is allowed to cite these 
books even if their content was not transmitted to him through a docu-
mented chain of transmission.20

This understanding of the function of the jurisprudential texts in the 
context of the emergence and function of the madhhab also appears in 
Kemâlpasazâde’s treatise on the structure the Hanafı  school (discussed ال
in Chapter 2). According to this treatise, many of the jurists included 
in the sixth rank (out of seven) in his classification of the authorities of 
the Hanafı  school, most of whom lived in the thirteenth and fourteenth ال
centuries, compiled authoritative legal works (al-mutu  n al-muʿtabara
min al-mutaʾakhkhirı  n). Likewise, Kınâlızâde, in his introduction to hisال
tabaqaإلt work, remarks that teachings of the H anafı -school were trans ال
mitted until they “ended up preserved in the pages of the books . . . [and] 
these books circulate widely and are accepted among the pious, and are 
consulted by judge[s] and muftıال[s] [yustaʿaإلn bi-ha].” Furthermore, he 
recommends that the followers of the school (muqallidun), “by a way 
of precaution at a time like this, should not act according to every book 
and chain of transmission [isnaإلd], but [only] according to the books of 
high repute [al-kutub al-muʿtabara] [which were authored] by the best 
imams.”21

There is a clear continuity, then, in the manner in which jurists who 
were affiliated with the Ottoman imperial learned hierarchy, such as 
Kemâlpasazâde and Kınâlızâde, and their earlier counterparts, such as 
al-Tara bulusı  perceived the role jurisprudential texts played in articulating ,ال
the hermeneutic principles that organized the legal school. Nevertheless, 
there are two differences between the practice of earlier centuries (and 
in later centuries, too, in some of the scholarly circles across the empire, 
mostly in its Arab provinces) and that of the sixteenth-century Ottoman 
imperial learned hierarchy: in earlier centuries, states and sovereigns did 
not play a significant doctrinal role in determining which texts should 
be considered a hermeneutic standard to follow, nor was the idea of an 
official, clearly defined list of “texts/books of high repute” in circulation. 

20 ʿAlaʾ al-Dıالn Abıال al-H asan ʿAlıال b. Khalıالl al-T arabulusıال, Muʿıالn al-h ukkaإلm fı ma ال -yataradd إل
adu bayna al-khas mayn min al-ahkaإلm (Cairo: Mus �t afa al-Ba  al-H الbı alabı  .28 ,(1973 ,ال
This view appeared as early as the eleventh century: Baber Johansen, “Formes de langage 
et fonctions publiques: stéréopypes, témoins et offices dans la preuve par l’écrit en droit 
musulman,” Arabica 44, no. 3 (1997): 341.

21 Kınalızâde ʿAla Çelebı الn ʿAlıالʾ al-Dı Amr Alla ال h b. ʿAbd al-Qa dir al-Humaydı mıal-Ru ال  ال
al-H anafıال, Tabaqa t al-Hإل anafiyya (Amman: Da .97 ,93–92 ,(4–2003 ,الr Ibn al-Jawzı
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According to Konrad Hirschler, who studied reading practices in the 
Ayyubid and Mamluk periods, the concept of “books of high repute” 
was rarely and very loosely used.22

It is difficult to pinpoint the exact date for the introduction of an offi-
cial list of “texts” that supposedly epitomize the madhhab in the Ottoman 
realms, but the concept of “texts of high repute” was clearly in circula-
tion as early as the first decades of the sixteenth century (and perhaps 
even earlier).23 In any case, from the sixteenth century, references to the 
“authoritative texts” or “books of high repute” (al-kutub al-muʿtabara/
al-kutub al-muʿtamada) became quite frequent in jurisprudential works 
compiled by members of the imperial learned hierarchy, in collections of 
legal opinions issued by the officially appointed muftı  and in imperial ,ال
edicts.24 The seventeenth-century chronicler, scholar, and bibliographer 
Kâtip Çelebi (d. 1657), for example, refers in his bibliographical com-
pilation Kashf al-z�unu  n to canonical jurisprudential texts and specifies
which texts should be consulted. In the entry dedicated to a fifteenth-
century work, for instance, he states that this work is “a famous book 
that circulates widely among the judges and muftıالs [i.e., members of the 
imperial learned hierarchy].” On the other hand, he comments that the 
sixteenth-century jurist Birgivî Mehmet Efendi (d. 1573) argued that a 
certain thirteenth-century text was not one of the books of high repute 
(laysat min al-kutub al-muʿtabara) because it did not conform to the 
accepted principles of jurisprudence (fiqh).25

22 Konrad Hirschler, The Written Word in the Medieval Arabic Lands: A Social and Cultural 
History of Reading Practices (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2012). I thank 
Prof. Hirschler for confirming that the term was rarely and loosely used in the schol-
arly circles of Ayyubid and Mamluk Egypt and Palestine (personal correspondence with 
Konrad Hirschler).

23 In the catalog of Bâyezîd II’s library, which was compiled around 1502–3, the concept 
appears once. Anonymous, Asma ʾ al-kutub al-khizaإل  mira, Magyar Tudományosإلna al-ʿaإل
Akadémia (Könyvtár, Hungary) MS Török F 59, 6.

24 Several phrases are used to refer to the books that constitute the imperial jurispruden-
tial canon: “books/texts of high repute” (al-kutub/al-mutu  n al-muʿtabara), the most
commonly used phrase; “reliable books” (al-kutub/al-mutu  n al-muʿtamada); and, more
rarely, “the famous book” (al-kutub al-mashhu .(ra

25 Kâtip Çelebi, Kashf al-z�unu  n, 2:1225. Kâtip Çelebi is also careful to draw his reader’s
attention to disagreements among members of the imperial learned hierarchy concern-
ing the authoritative status of certain canonical texts. For example, when discussing 
Najm al-Dı n Mukhtaال nıالd al-Ghazmır b. Mahmu hidıal-Za ال  s (d. 1259) Qunyat al-munya’ال
li-tatmı m al-Ghunya, he warns his reader that Birgîvî Mehال met Efendi (d. 1573) consid-
ered the text somewhat problematic because of al-Zahidıال’s Muʿtazilı  leanings, despite ال
the fact that other jurists who were affiliated with the learned hierarchy considered the 
Qunya reliable (ibid., 2:1357). Kâtip Çelebi’s comments should serve as a good reminder 
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Despite the frequency with which the term “texts of high repute” is 
employed, few sources provide a systematic and comprehensive list of the 
texts that fall under this title. One of the few exceptions is an imperial 
edict (fermân) issued in 1556 by Sultan Süleymân Kânûnî. In this edict, 
the sultan lists the texts in various religious and judicial disciplines that 
students in the Ottoman madrasa system were to study.26

It is worth dwelling on the role the sultan played in the Ottoman can-
onization procedures. The 1556 edict illustrates how the sultan regulated 
the imperial canon. In the ensuing decades, as we shall see, when the 
chief imperial jurisconsult was appointed by the sultan to preside over 
the imperial learned hierarchy, he became the main gatekeeper of the 
imperial canon. At the same time, he served as the extension of the sultan 
who appointed him to this office.

In addition to listing the texts members of the imperial learned hierar-
chy were to read, the sultan also regulated the order in which they were 
to be read. In a sixteenth-century imperial legal code, also issued during 
Süleymân’s reign, the sultan instructs that the “books of high repute” 
were to be studied in a particular order, according to the rank of the pro-
fessor (and, supposedly, according to the rank of the madrasa in which 
he taught). Moreover, the edict urges jurists not to teach a given book 
in the curriculum until their students mastered the previous book and 
also warns that the knowledge and competence of the students would be 
subjected to inspection.27 In other words, these canonization and reading 
practices were predicated on the existence of a learned hierarchy.

This rise of an Ottoman canon was particularly significant since the 
imperial jurisprudential canon shared many texts with other H anafıال can-
ons across the empire and beyond its boundaries, in south and central 
Asia. The distinctive position of the imperial jurisprudential canon is 

that even the canon that members of the imperial learned hierarchy were expected to 
consult (i.e., the imperial jurisprudential canon) was not a monolithic corpus, and that it 
was a product of internal debates and deliberations.

26 Shahab Ahmed and Nenad Filipovic, “The Sultan’s Syllabus: A Curriculum for the 
Ottoman Imperial Medreses Prescribed in a Ferman of Qa nu nı  n, Dated 973Süleyma ال
(1565),” Studia Islamica 98/99 (2004): 183–218. Other sources, mostly from later centu-
ries, list books that comprise the curriculum taught in the imperial madrasa system. My 
impression is that their lists are extensive but not comprehensive. See, for example: Cahid 
Baltacı, XV–XVI. Yüzyıllarda Osmanlı Medreseleri (Istanbul: Marmara Üniversitesi 
Ilahiyat Fakültesi Vakfı, 2005), 1:87–93; Cevat Izgi, Osmanlı Medreselerinde I lim 
(Istanbul: I z Yayıncılık, 1997), 1:61–127; Ömer Özyılmaz, Osmanlı Medreselerinin 
Egitim Programları (Ankara: Kültür Bakanlıgı, 2002).

27 Ahmed Akgündüz, ed., Osmanlı Kanunnâmeleri ve Hukukî Tahlilleri (Istanbul: Fey 
Vakfı, 1992), 4:662–63.
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reflected in the entry a seventeenth-century Damascene biographer and 
Hanafı jurist devotes to Pîr Muhammed b. H ال asan el-Üskübî (d. 1620), 
a member of the Ottoman imperial learned hierarchy: he states that  
el-Üskübî’s collection of legal rulings was considered important among 
members of the Ottoman learned hierarchy (Rumıالs), thus implying that 
many jurists from the Arab lands did not consult this work.28 The dis-
tinctive status of the imperial canon also emerges from Edirneli Mehmed 
Kâmî’s Mahaإلmm al-fuqaha -ʾ. As we have seen in Chapter 2, the work conإل
sists of biographical and bibliographical sections, both organized alpha-
betically. The biographical section includes jurists who constitute part of 
the genealogy of the imperial learned hierarchy within the Hanafı  school ال
and those who compiled texts considered authoritative by members of 
the imperial hierarchy, or, in Kâmî’s words, texts that were “accepted 
among the jurists.”29 The bibliographical section, by contrast, lists many 
Hanafı  works that were not part of the imperial canon. The relationship ال
between the exclusive biographical and the more inclusive bibliographi-
cal sections of Kâmî’s work reproduces the status of the imperial canon 
against the backdrop of the much larger body of Hanafı .texts ال

The emergence of a corpus of “books of high repute” or “reliable texts” 
was accompanied by surveillance mechanisms that were meant to ensure 
that members of the imperial learned hierarchy consulted only these texts 
in their rulings and writings. It is in this context that we might recall 
Hezârfen H üseyin Efendi’s comment, discussed briefly in Chapter 1, that 
one of the main differences between the chief muftı the s) ال eyḫülislâm) and 
the provincial muftı  s (kenâr müftîleri) is that the latter are required toال
cite the texts they consulted for their ruling (nük ûl). Another example is 
Murâd III’s (r. 1574–95) 1594 imperial edict to the judge and the local 
appointed muftıال of the Anatolian town of Balıkesir, perhaps in response to 
a petition submitted by the judge himself, demanding the proper citation 
of the jurisprudential works on which he relied (nakl yazmak). According 
to the submitted complaint, the muftı  of Balıkesir used to reply by merely ال
stating “yes” or ”no” without referring to any legal authority.30 By explic-
itly mentioning the texts, the appointed muftı -s demonstrated their adherال
ence to the imperial jurisprudential canon of “texts of high repute.” What 
is more, they enabled their superiors, and also those who solicited their 

28 Al-Muh ibbıال, Khula .sat al-athar, 1:503إل
29 Edirneli Meh met Kâmî, Mahaإلmm al-fuqahaإلʾ fı t ال abaqa  t al-Hanafiyya, Süleymaniyeإل

Library MS As ir Efendi 422, 65r–66v.
30 Uriel Heyd, “Some Aspects of the Ottoman Fetva,” Bulletin of the School of Oriental and 

African Studies 32, no. 1 (1969): 45.
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opinions, to inspect their use of the texts. As late as the eighteenth century, 
appointed provincial muftı  .s were reminded to cite their sources properlyال
In his appointment deed issued in 1783, the muftı  ,of Sarajevo was urged ال
“When issuing fatawá, you must take into consideration the most correct 
opinions of the H anafı  imams – may God have mercy. You must write ال
the sources on which you base your expert-opinions, and must sign your 
fatawá clearly indicating your name and your position as the Muftı  of ال
Sarajevo.”31

Jurists also internalized the requirement to consult specific texts. An 
anonymous mid-seventeenth-century jurist, who probably hailed from 
the central lands of the empire, recorded in his notebook rulings issued 
by important jurisconsults and other pieces of information he deemed 
necessary for his daily work. After several pages in which he records legal 
rulings related to land tenure issues, he lists all the works that a muftıال 
may consult to resolve these issues.32 The fact that members of different 
ranks consulted the same books indicates that the emergence of a bind-
ing bibliography was a crucial means to instill and reinforce a sense of 
“establishment consciousness” among members of the imperial learned 
hierarchy. This is of particular importance given the Ottoman dynasty 
and its learned hierarchy did not ban the circulation of other jurispruden-
tial texts that were not part of the imperial canon.

Now that we have explored some central aspects of the “canon con-
sciousness” among members of the learned hierarchy, we may turn to 
examine the mechanism whereby texts entered the imperial jurispruden-
tial canon.

A Case Study: The Integration of al-Ashba   h wa’l-Naẓāʾirإل
into the Ottoman Imperial Canon

The Ottoman imperial jurisprudential canon was an open canon, which 
could expand to include new texts, such as al-Ba nıqa  s commentary. As’ال
we have seen, works went through an official review procedure. The sev-
enteenth-century account of the canonization of al-Ba qa  ,s commentary’الnı
however, leaves us with a patchy description of this procedure. In order 

31 Cited in Selma Zecevic, “On the Margin of Text, On the Margin of Empire: Geography, 
Identity, and Fatwa-Text in Ottoman Bosnia” (PhD diss., Columbia University, 
2007), 87.

32 The notebook is cataloged according to its various components. It is cataloged under 
Süleymaniye Library MS Fazil Ahmed Pasa 1581–1. The bibliographical list appears 
on 105r.
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to gain a fuller understanding of how a text formally entered the canon, 
what follows explores the history of another sixteenth-century work: 
al-Ashbaإلh wa’l-naz �aإلʾir, by the accomplished sixteenth-century Egyptian 
Hanafı .jurist Ibn Nujaym (d. 1563) ال

Zayn al-Dı h wa’l-nazإلn b. Nujaym completed his al-Ashbaال �aإلʾir ʿala  إل
madhhab Abı  n in 1561. By that time, he had alreadyإلfa al-NuʿmaالHanı ال
established himself as a prominent Hanafı  jurist in Egypt and across the ال
empire. It is significant to note that Ibn Nujaym, like al-Baqa  was not a ,الnı
graduate of the Ottoman imperial educational system or a member of the 
imperial learned hierarchy. Nevertheless, al-Ashba  ʾir, amongإلh wa’l-naz�aإل
his other works, drew the attention of senior members of the Ottoman 
learned hierarchy and was eventually incorporated into the imperial jur-
isprudential canon. In his biography of Ibn Nujaym, the biographer and 
scholar Nevʿîzâde Atâyî (d. 1635) relates that “the deceased s eyḫülislâm 
Ebûʾs-Suʿûd approved [this work] [lit. signed it, imz �âʾ eyleyip], and sev-
eral members of the imperial learned hierarchy compiled commentaries 
[on it] [baʿz �-i ʿulemâʾ-i Rûm s arh eylemis tir].”33

The role of the chief imperial jurisconsult Ebûʾs-Suʿûd (d. 1574) in 
Nevʿîzâde Atayî’s account merits our attention. As we have seen, it was 
the sultan who issued the 1556 edict. Here, it is the chief imperial juris-
consult who approves the circulation of the text. It appears therefore that 
at some point between 1556 and 1574 the chief imperial jurisconsult 
was given the authority to approve new canonical texts. The logic of the 
1556 edict was preserved, however, since both the edict and the new pro-
cedure manifest the understanding that the “reliability” of the canonical 
texts rests on their status within the Hanafı  ,jurisprudential tradition and ال
equally importantly, on the endorsement of the sultan or, in later decades 
and centuries, of the chief imperial jurisconsult.

But what exactly does it mean to “canonize” a text? It seems that 
several members of the Ottoman learned hierarchy remained perplexed 
as to the status of al-Ashba  ʾir in the decades following itsإلh wa’l-naz�aإل
completion and its approbation by Ebûʾs-Sʿûd. This explains the question 
posed to one of Ebûʾs-Suʿûd’s successors, the late sixteenth/early seven-
teenth-century chief imperial jurisconsult Hâcî Mus�t afâ S unʿullah Efendi 

33 Nevʿîzâde Atâyî, Hadâiku’l-Hakâik fî Tekmileti’s-S akâik, in Sakaik-i Nu’maniye ve 
Zeyilleri (Istanbul: Çag ri Yayinlari, 1989), 34. It is worth pointing out that this biogra-
phy is one of the very few entries Atâyî dedicates to jurists who were not members of the 
Ottoman learned hierarchy in his biographical dictionary, which was mainly devoted to 
quite senior members of the hierarchy.
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(who served in this capacity four times: 1599–1601, 1603, 1604–6, and 
1606–8):

Question: [Do] the issues [mesâʾil] [discussed] in the book [entitled] al-Ashbaإلh 
wa’l-naz �aإلʾir correspond [müvâfik ve ʿamal olunmag la] to the issues [discussed] in 
the other jurisprudential texts?

Answer: Although [parts of the work] are accepted [as sound] [makbûlu var], 
there are also [parts] that are rejected [merdûdu var].34

This short ruling illustrates two key issues. First, the question further 
clarifies that the role of the chief imperial jurisconsult as a “canonizing 
authority” entailed providing instructions on how to apply and interpret 
certain passages and texts.35 In other words, the canonization was not an 
event, but rather an ongoing process whereby the canonical status of the 
work was defended and rearticulated. Second, the ruling indicates that 
the jurisprudential works were not necessarily canonized in their entirety, 
since only parts of the work are “accepted.” This comment poses a seri-
ous methodological problem for students of Islamic law in the Ottoman 
context, for it implies that there may have been some sort of a “division 
of labor” between the texts within the imperial jurisprudential canon, 
and that jurists could not have used canonical texts arbitrarily.

Finally, it is worth dwelling on the approval itself. As we have seen, 
Ebûʾs-Suʿûd Efendi is said to have approved Ibn Nujaym’s work. Fairly 
little is known about the nature and form of this approval. At least in 
some cases, it appears, at the end of the review procedure, senior mem-
bers of the imperial learned hierarchy, including the s eyḫülislâm, compiled 
and published short reviews. For instance, when the late sixteenth-cen-
tury/early seventeenth-century Celeb Mus�lihuddîn Mus �tafâ b. Ḫayreddîn 
Efendi (d. 1623) completed his commentary on al-Ashba  ,ʾirإلh wa’l-naz�aإل
high-ranking members of the hierarchy, such as the former military judges 
of Anatolia and Rumeli as well as the s eyḫülislâm, issued their approvals/
endorsements.36 More commonly known as taqrı z� (pl. taqaال zالrıإل �, takrîz� in 

34 Sunʿullah Efendi, Fetâvâ, Süleymaniye Library MS Resid Efendi 269, 42v. For instance, 
one of the passages in the work that members of the imperial learned hierarchy may have 
found problematic is Ibn Nujaym’s ruling against the Ottoman practice of appointing 
judges to the provinces. See Zayn al-Dı hın b. Ibraال m b. Nujaym, al-Ashbaال h wa’l-nazإل �aإلʾir 
ʿalaإل madhhab Abıال H anıالfa al-Nuʿma n (Beirut: Daإل s�ir; Damascus: Dar al-Fikr al-Muʿa -r al
Fikr, 1999), 288.

35 Ebûʾs-Suʿûd Efendi, Fetâvâ, Süleymaniye Library MS Ismihan Sultan 226, 29r; Sun‘ullah 
Efendi, Fetâvâ, 53v.

36 See my forthcoming “Reflections on Censorship, Canonization and the Ottoman Practices 
of Takrîz� and imzâ” (in Turkish). On this commentary, see: Lu’ayyy ibn ‘Abd al-Rau  f
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Turkish) and occasionally as imzâ’, these documents were at times col-
lected and preserved for their literary value but perhaps also as a proof 
that a certain work was reliable, especially in cases when the reviewed 
text was somewhat controversial.37

It is difficult to assess how common the practices were of issuing, cir-
culating, and archiving endorsements. Whatever the case may be, these 
endorsements may tell us something about the identity of the “eminent 
jurists of Rum” who approved al-Ba nıqa -s commentary. They also indi’ال
cate that a jurisprudential text entered circulation only after several 
senior members had examined it and issued their approbation. At the end 
of the procedure, it was apparently the chief imperial jurisconsult who 
approved a new work, as Nevʿîzâde Atayî claims.

This circulation of approbations among members of the imperial 
learned hierarchy invites us to consider the function of these docu-
ments in a specific historical setting. Endorsements were and still 
are employed to varying degrees in different textual traditions – both 
Islamic and  non-Islamic – as a means to canonize texts. Furthermore, 
within the Islamic textual tradition(s), the discursive continuity between 
 pre-Ottoman endorsements and Ottoman ones is often striking. Yet, as 
our case study suggests, endorsements fulfilled a different role in the con-
text of a learned hierarchy. Here, it seems, endorsements reflected formal 
approval, perhaps even an official instruction from senior members of the 
hierarchy to their subordinates to consult a specific work.

In light of the history of al-Ashba  ,ʾir and its commentariesإلh wa’l-naz�aإل
one can draw a couple of conclusions with regard to the development of 
the imperial jurisprudential canon. First, unlike the canonization of juris-
prudential texts in the pre-Ottoman and the Arab lands, the canonization 
within the Ottoman learned hierarchy was more formal and followed 
strict procedures. Second, upon its approval, the text entered circulation, 

al-Khalı al-H الlıإل anafıال, Laʼaإلliʼ al-mahaإلr fı takhrı إل j masال �aإلdir Ibn ʻA﷽bidı shıإلha الالn fıإل  yatihi Raddإل
al-muh taإلr, dhikr li-ma fı إل al-H إل aإلshıإلya min mus �annafa ʼil makhtإلt wa-rasaإل ut a aw matbu  ʻa
maʻa al-taʻrıإلf bi-haإل wa-bi-as �haإلbihaإل (Amman: Dar al-Fath  lil-Dira  ,(t wa’l-Nashr, 2010sa
1:93–94.

37 The practice of issuing endorsements has a long history in various Islamic literary tra-
ditions. On taqrıالz� in the Mamluk sultanate, see: Franz Rosenthal, “‘Blurbs’ (taqrıالz�) 
from Fourteenth-Century Egypt,” Oriens 27/28 (1981): 177–96; Amalia Levanoni, “A 
Supplementary Source for the Study of Mamluk Social History: The Taqarıالz�,” Arabica 60, 
nos. 1–2 (2013): 146–77. On Ottoman endorsements, see Christine Woodhead, “Puff and 
Patronage: Ottoman Takriz-writing and Literacy Recommendation in the 17th Century,” in 
The Balance of Truth: Essays in Honour of Professor Geoffrey Lewis, ed. Cigdem Baalim-
Harding and Colin Imber (Istanbul: Isis Press, 2000), 395–406; and my “Reflections.”
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which means that it was taught within in the imperial madrasa system 
and jurists could make use of it, or – if certain restrictions and limitations 
were imposed – of parts of it. The limitations could vary. As Sunʿullah 
Efendi’s ruling states, sometimes the approval was partial. In other cases, 
as the history of al-Ba nıqa  s commentary suggests, it was permissible to’ال
use the approved work only for specific purposes or in specific genres. 
Thus, al-Ba qa -s commentary was apparently consulted in other com’الnı
mentaries on the Multaqa  but as far as I know it was not cited in other ,إل
genres, such as legal rulings (fataإلwa .(إل

The Transmission and Canonization of Texts Outside the 
Ottoman Learned Hierarchy

So far, we have examined the imperial learned hierarchy’s perception of 
the canon and the canonization practices it employed. To gain a better 
appreciation of the unique features of these practices, it would be use-
ful to compare them with those prevailing in certain scholarly circles 
throughout the Arab lands of the empire. As opposed to the Ottoman 
learned hierarchy with its standardized career tracks, the scholarly circles 
across the Arab lands were considerably looser in terms of their hierarchy 
and educational practices. Since canonization and transmission of knowl-
edge (and, for our purposes, of texts) are closely interlocking phenomena, 
the loose social organization of these scholarly circles shaped and, in turn, 
was reflected in their canonization practices. It is worth emphasizing that 
these canonization practices assisted these jurists in defining the doctrine 
and structure of their branch of the Hanafı  school independently from ال
the Ottoman dynasty and its learned hierarchy.

Darwı sh Muhال ammad b. Ah mad al-T a lu wı  s (d. 1605) comments on’ال
his reading practices may serve to illustrate some of the issues at stake. 
Al-T a lu wı  was on his maternal side a descendent of the Mamluk amir ال
ʿAlı b. T ال a lu while his father was one of the Ottoman (Ru , mı  troops (ال
who conquered Damascus. Despite the military background of both his 
father and his maternal grandfather, al-T a lu wı  pursued a scholarly career ال
and studied in Damascus and Cairo, and most likely in Istanbul as well. 
The late sixteenth-century/early seventeenth-century jurist and chroni-
cler H asan al-Bu rı nıال says that al-T ال a lu wı  was the protégé (mülâzim) of ال
Bostânzâde Meh met Efendi, the future military justice of Anatolia and 
chief muftı  according to the procedures ,(served 1589–92 and 1593–98) ال
of the imperial learned hierarchy or the “qaإلnu  ”.mn of the jurists of Ru
Apparently as Bostânzâde’s protégé, al-T alu  entered the Ottoman الwı
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madrasa system and taught in several madrasas until he reached the level 
of a daily salary of 50 akçe. Throughout his career he maintained con-
tacts, some close, with high-ranking members of the Ottoman learned 
hierarchy. Al-T alu -was eventually removed from his teaching posi الwı
tion in the Ottoman madrasa system after he composed satirical poems 
(hajw) against senior members of the imperial learned hierarchy. He suc-
ceeded, however, in securing an appointment to the H anafı  ship ofالmuftı ال
his hometown, Damascus.38

Al-T a wılu  left a collection of letters, poems, and documents he ال
exchanged with leading jurisprudents, scholars, and literati. This col-
lection offers an invaluable glimpse into the wide network of contacts 
al-Talu wı  maintained both in the imperial capital and across Greater ال
Syria and Egypt. Al-T aluwı  also recorded in the collection some of the ال
permits (ija  .za) he obtained from his teachers to transmit their teachingsإل
These ija  zas may assist us in understanding practices of the transmissionإل
of knowledge and texts in scholarly circles outside the Ottoman imperial 
learned hierarchy. Let us, then, examine three permits al-T aluwı  obtained ال
during his long stay in Egypt late in the sixteenth century and on his way 
back to Damascus.

The first ijaإلza was granted by the eminent Egyptian Hanafı  jurist and ال
scholar Ibn Ghanim al-Maqdisı  who was also the teacher of Taqiyy ,ال
al-Dıالn al-Tamıالmıال, whom we met in Chapter 2. Ibn Gha nim’s ija  zaإل
includes a long enumeration of texts he had studied with various teachers 
and in turn taught al-T aluwı The list includes hadı .ال  th compilations, suchال
as al-Bukha rı s Sahı’ال hال , as well as H anafıال jurisprudential works, such as 
al-Marghıالna m’s commentary on the Hidaya, Ibn al-Humaإلs al-Hida’الnı  ,yaإل
and al-Nasafıال’s Kanz al-daqaإلʾiq. Ibn Gha -nim also specifies the intellec
tual genealogies that linked him to al-Nasafıال, to al-Marghı nınaال  and to ,ال
Abu Hanı   fa himself. He claims, in addition, to have studied the works ofال
Kemâlpasazâde with several members of the imperial learned  hierarchy.39 
Al-T aluwı  also cites a permit he obtained from another eminent teacher ال
of his, Shams al-Dı n Muhammad al-Nahال ra  of al-Azhar, with whom he الwı
studied several H anafı  jurisprudential works.40 On his way back from ال

38 Al-Ghazzı Lut ,ال f al-samar, 2:439–62; al-Bu nıالrı Tara ,ال  ʿArf ,الdıjim, 2:201–21; al-Muraإل
al-bashaإلm fıال man waliya fatwa  m (Damascus: Majmaʿ al-LughaإلDimashq al-Sha إل
al-ʿArabiyya, 1979), 46–57.

39 Darwıالsh Muh ammad b. Ahmad al-T aluwı nihإلSha ,ال aإلt dumaإل al-qas�r fı mut ال ara t banıإلhaإل  ال
al-ʿas�r (Beirut: ʿA ﷽lam al-Kutub, 1983), 2:52–91.

40 Ibid., 2:80–81. Among the texts he studied with al-Nahrawı  and mentioned in the ال
ija r, Mukhtasالm’s Fath al-qadıya, Ibn al-Humaإلza the latter granted him are al-Hidaإل ar 
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Egypt, al-Taluwı  sojourned in Gaza, where he studied with Muhammad ال
al-Timurta Al-T .الshı aluwı  taught him the school’s الshısays that al-Timurta ال
“books of high repute” as well as his own works, such as Tanwı  .r al-absarال
He also claims that al-Timurta  granted him a permit to teach the الshı
Tanwı r in its entirety.41ال

The fact that al-T aluwı  included the permits in the collection points ال
to the importance he attributed to these permits in his self-fashioning as 
an accomplished scholar. Moreover, the image that emerges from these 
three permits is corroborated by contemporary and later sources, such as 
biographical dictionaries and bibliographical autobiographies (known as 
thabat or mashyakha) compiled by both H anafı and non-H ال anafıال jurists. 
These sources often list the texts the biographee read and mention teach-
ers with whom he read them. In terms of continuity and change, scholarly 
circles across the Arab lands tended to preserve the practice of transmit-
ting texts from an individual teacher to his student.42

This aspect of the biographies is of particular relevance if one com-
pares them with the entries in the dictionaries devoted to members of 
the imperial learned hierarchy, such as the Shaqaإلʾiq and its supplements. 
Although the entries often identify the biographee’s patron during his 
mülâzemet period (the period between the biographee’s graduation and 
his appointment to a position within the hierarchy), they do not mention 
who the teachers of a certain jurist were during his training path in the 
imperial madrasa system. Furthermore, while the entries list the texts the 
biographee compiled and commented on, they rarely mention what texts 
he studied during his training path.

The differences between the biographical literature from the Arab 
lands and that authored by members of the imperial learned hierarchy 
reflect two scholarly traditions and, I would like to suggest, two differ-
ent perceptions of the relationship between the sultan (and the dynasty), 
the jurists, and the school of law. In the imperial learned hierarchy, with 
its structured curriculum, even when permits were granted they served a 

al-Qudurı al-Nasafı ,ال s Kanz al-Daqa’ال ʾiq and its commentaries, Ibn al-Saإل  s Majmaʿ’الtıʿa
al-bahrayn and its commentaries, and ʿAbd al-Rashıالd al-Bukha s Khula’الrı sat al-fataإل .إلwaإل

41 Ibid., 118–19.
42 See Daphna Ephrat, A Learned Society in a Period of Transition: The Sunni ʿUlamaʾ 

in Eleventh-Century Baghdad (Albany: State University of New York Press, 2000); 
Jonathan Berkey, The Transmission of Knowledge in Medieval Cairo (Princeton, NJ: 
Princeton University Press, 1992). For eighteenth-century Damascus, see Stephen E. 
Tamari, “Teaching and Learning in 18th-Century Damascus: Localism and Ottomanism 
in an Early Modern Arab Society” (PhD diss., Georgetown University, 1998).
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somewhat different purpose: in the words of the above-mentioned legal 
code intended to regulate the training of jurists affiliated with the hier-
archy, the permit (icâzet) should testify to the student’s proficiency and 
competence and “should not contradict the real state of affairs [hilâf-i 
vâkiʿ],” and it may be subject to inspection (teftîs ). In the less centralized 
scholarly circles, the transmission of knowledge and texts required, at 
least theoretically, individual permits for each transmission, because of 
the multiple centers of scholarly and jurisprudential authority. This is not 
to say that scholars and jurists could not read a text without the proper 
credentials, but their reading and interpretation became more authorita-
tive if they held a permit from an eminent authority. It is for this reason 
that the permits were intended to circulate and, as contemporary biog-
raphers indicate, to remain accessible to other members of the scholarly 
community. The biographical dictionaries, in turn, increased the access 
of scholars and jurists to information concerning the credentials of their 
colleagues, as well as to the books that they were known to have read. It 
is fairly clear, then, that there was a strong “canon consciousness” among 
members of these scholarly circles, although their jurisprudential canon 
was a product of what Jonathan Brown calls an informal “canonization 
network,” through which consensus among leading authorities concern-
ing the quality of a specific text was obtained.43

An interesting indication to this strong canon consciousness is the 
use made since the late sixteenth century by some jurists from the Arab 
lands, such as Muh ammad al-Timurtashıال and his student al-T aluwı  of ,ال
the term “books of high repute” in their writings.44 These jurists’ adop-
tion of the imperial hierarchy’s concept, which, as we have seen, was not 
very common in the pre-Ottoman period throughout the Arab lands, was 
apparently in response to the hierarchy’s use of the term. It would seem 
that the rise of a standardized and clearly defined canon among mem-
bers of the hierarchy led Arab H anafı  s to more clearly demarcate theirال
own canon. Concluding the introduction to his al-Ashbaإلh wa’l-naz �aإلʾir, 
Ibn Nujaym states: “I hereby mention the texts I refer to in my juris-
prudential compilations [naqalat minha muʾallafaإلtıال al-fiqhiyya] that I 
have collected [by] the end of 968 [1561].”45 This statement is followed 
by a detailed bibliography. Several decades later, al-Baqa  also includes الnı

43 Brown, Canonization, chap. 4.
44 Muhammad b. ʿAbd Allah Khatı shıb al-Timurtaال Musʿifat al-h ,ال ukka al-ah إلm ʿalaإل kaإلm 

(Amman: Dar al-Fath  li’l-Dirasat wa’l-Nashr, 2007), 150, 156.
45 Ibn Nujaym, al-Ashbaإلh wa’l-naz�aإلʾir, 12–13.
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a comprehensive bibliography of the works he consulted while authoring 
his commentary.46 Such comprehensive bibliographical lists were quite 
rare in jurisprudential texts prior to the sixteenth century.47 The chro-
nological proximity of Ibn Nujaym’s statement (1561) and the imperial 
edict issued by Süleymân (1565) raises the possibility that these events 
are related.

Despite these similarities, the discourse of some Arab Hanafı  jurists ال
surrounding the jurisprudential texts diverges from that of the imperial 
learned hierarchy in a significant way. Although members of the hierarchy 
compiled copious commentaries and glosses on various texts, for the most 
part, they referred to all the texts they were permitted to consult merely 
as mütûn (or kütüb). On the other hand, their counterparts – and more 
specifically their counterparts who did not hold a state appointment – 
advanced a hierarchical tripartite taxonomy of texts: the authoritative 
texts (mutun), the commentaries on the authoritative texts (shuru h ), and 
collections of legal opinions (fata waإل  The hierarchical relation between 48.(إل
these texts meant that a jurist was expected to consult the authoritative 
texts first, then the commentaries, and the legal opinions last.49

This difference reflects the different perceptions of the school of law. As 
Baber Johansen has argued in his discussion of general and local customs 
in H anafıال jurisprudence, the authoritative texts are used for teaching the 
“classical” doctrine of the school and preserving its general framework, 
whereas the commentaries and the fata -are intended to apply the gen إلwaإل
eral rules of the school to a concrete setting.50 In other words, it seems 
that the Ottoman hierarchy’s rejection of the tripartite classification 

46 Al-Baqa .2r ,إلMajra ,الnı
47 On the issue of bibliographical lists in medieval Islamic works, see Shahab Ahmed, 

“Mapping the World of a Scholar in Sixth/Twelfth Century Bukhara: Regional Tradition 
in Medieval Islamic Scholarship as Reflected in a Bibliography,” Journal of the American 
Oriental Society 120, no. 1 (2000): 24.

48 For example: Ibrahı al-H الm b. Muhammad al-Dimashqıال anafıال (Ibn al-T abba  kh), ʿAyn
al-muftıال li-ghayn al-mustaftı  nالHüsrev Bey Library (Sarajevo) MS 3069, 4v; Khayr al-Dı ,ال
al-Ramlı waإلal-Fata ,ال al-Khayriyya li-nafʿ al-bariyya ʿala إل  m al-Aʿz�amإلmadhhab al-Ima إل
Abı fa al-NuʿmaالHanı ال n (Cairo: al-Matbaʿa al-Kubraإل  .q, 1882), 2:81al-Mis�riyya bi-Bula 
According to al-Ramlı following al-Tarasu ,ال s Anfaʿ al-wasa’الsı tah إلʾil ilaإل rıالr al-masaإلʾil, the 
authoritative texts should be given preference over the commentaries and the fata .إلwaإل

49 One should note, however, that the terms should not be taken too literally, as certain 
fataإلwaإل collections and commentaries were considered “authoritative texts.” See Wael 
B. Hallaq, “From Fatwas to Furu  ”,ʿ: Growth and Change in Islamic Substantive Law
Islamic Law and Society 1, no. 1 (1994): 39–45.

50 Baber Johansen, “Coutumes locales et coutumes universelles aux sources des règles 
juridiques en droit musulman hanéfite,” Annales islamologiques 27 (1993): 31.
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corresponds to its attempt to turn its particular branch of the school into 
a fairly standardized imperial legal corpus.51

The different canons and canonization practices that coexisted across 
the Ottoman Empire’s Hanafı  circles raise some important questions ال
about the relationship between these canons. This is the focus of the fol-
lowing pages.

Comparing Jurisprudential Canons

A Note on Reconstructing and Comparing Canons
The emergence of a canon is a contingent process, and the canon is the 
outcome of selection, for “other texts knock on the doors of the canon.”52 
A text’s inclusion or exclusion may be determined by various factors, 
such as its compatibility with other canonical texts, the eminence of 
its author, or the importance attributed to it by members of other text-
 centered communities. The crucial point is that canons often – though 
not always – emerge through interplay between communities and groups 
that seek to mutually differentiate themselves. In short, canons as a phe-
nomenon are often relational, and any study of canons must take into 
account their interdependence as an influential factor in their formation. 
For this reason, it would be fruitful to look at multiple contemporary 
canons comparatively.

But how are we to determine which texts are considered canonical? 
Only rarely is a canon articulated in a treatise or edict. Moreover, in many 
cases canonical texts coexist with many other texts that are not considered 
canonical. One thus has to identify the texts that enjoy special status in a 
specific community or in the view of a particular scholar. In recent years, 
several studies have attempted to reconstruct the bibliographical (and 
intellectual) worlds of Muslim jurists and scholars in different time peri-
ods and places.53 What distinguishes these studies from other works that 

51 Related to this issue are the different interpretations of the notion of “custom” (ʿurf/ʿörf) 
that coexisted throughout the Ottoman domains: while the understanding of ʿ urf as local 
custom endured, the Ottoman dynasty employed the term to denote dynastic/imperial 
customs.

52 Halbertal, People of the Book, 20.
53 Ahmed, “Mapping the World of a Scholar,” 24–43; Etan Kohlberg, A Medieval Muslim 

Scholar at Work: Ibn T aإلwus and His Library (Leiden: Brill, 1992); Tamari, Teaching and 
Learning in 18th-Century Damascus, chap. 5. In addition to these studies are works that 
focus on curricula, mostly in early modern Islamic societies: Ahmed and Filipovic, “The 
Sultan’s Syllabus”; Maria Eva Subtelny and Anas B. Khalidov, “The Curriculum of Islamic 
Higher Learning in Timurid Iran in the Light of the Sunni Revival under  Shah-Rukh,” 
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focus on libraries and book collections is that they reconstruct a scholar’s 
intellectual world on the basis of his or her textual production.54 In other 
words, these studies privilege the texts scholars used over the works they 
happened to possess in their library. This is not to say, of course, that 
jurists and scholars did not read other texts. But it is clear that the texts 
they cite in their works carried, in their view, particular symbolic meaning 
for them and for the scholarly circle to which they belonged.

Shahab Ahmed’s study of an annotated bibliography compiled by a 
medieval central Asian scholar merits special mention here, since it offers 
a promising methodological approach for reconstructing and analyzing 
bibliographies that jurists consulted. Ahmed pays special attention to the 
chronological and geographical dimensions of the bibliography. By doing 
so, he is able to demarcate a specific scholarly tradition that prevailed in 
twelfth-century central Asia. However, precisely because the study con-
centrates on a bibliography, all the texts included therein appear to have 
similar status.55

While drawing on Ahmed’s approach, I am interested in introducing 
into my analysis the “relative weight” of different texts. There are several 
ways to deduce the “weight” or “importance” of a certain work. In this 
study, I have decided to concentrate on the frequency with which differ-
ent jurisprudential works appear in a given compilation. My assumption 
is that the frequency with which a work is cited is a good indicator to 
its importance. “Importance,” however, does not necessarily imply agree-
ment with the legal argument advanced in the cited work. A text may 
be frequently cited in order to repeatedly debunk its author’s argument. 
Nevertheless, the denunciation of an argument reflects the importance of 
this work, albeit in a somewhat negative way, in a certain scholarly or 
jurisprudential tradition.

In order to calculate the relative frequency with which a certain work 
is cited, it is necessary to determine the ratio between the number of times 

Journal of the American Oriental Society 115, no. 2 (1995): 210–36; Francis Robinson, 
“Ottoman-Safawids-Mughals: Shared Knowledge and Connective Systems,” Journal of 
Islamic Studies 8, no. 2 (1997): 151–84; Zecevic, On the Margin of Text, 246–57.

54 On Medieval and Ottoman libraries, see Ulrich Haarman, “The Library of a Fourteenth-
Century Jerusalem Scholar,” Der Islam: Zeitschrift für Geschichte und Kultur des isla-
mischen Orients 61 (1984): 327–33; Daniel Crecelius, “The Waqf of Muhammad Bey 
Abu al-Dhahab in Historical Perspective,” International Journal of Middle East Studies 
23, no. 1 (1991): 57–81; Orlin Sabev, “Private Book Collections in Ottoman Sofia, 1671–
1833,” Etudes balkaniques 1 (2003): 34–82.

55 Ahmed, “Mapping the World of a Scholar.”
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a text is cited and the total number of citations in the entire compilation. 
Granted, there are variations in the frequency with which a work is cited 
in different chapters and in different contexts throughout a compilation. 
In addition, at least as far as the Ottoman chief muftıالs are concerned, one 
must keep in mind the ruling by S unʿullah Efendi we discussed earlier 
and should not assume that the texts were canonized in their entirety. 
Nevertheless, the large number of citations analyzed enables us to get a 
sense of what texts were considered more reliable and/or more signifi-
cant. It certainly leaves room for further, more nuanced examination.

My reconstruction of H anafıال jurisprudential canons and the dynam-
ics between them is centered on two mid-seventeenth-century fata  إلwaإل
collections. It would therefore be useful to dwell on the methodological 
challenges that these collections pose and on the implications of focus-
ing on fata  collections for reconstructing jurisprudential canons in the إلwaإل
Ottoman context.

The first major challenge concerns generic conventions. As the case 
of al-Baqa  s commentary suggests, canonical works are not necessarily’الnı
cited in all genres. While al-Baqa -s commentary is cited by other com’الnı
mentators on Multaqa al-abhur, the work is not cited at all in fata إل  إلwaإل
collections. To put it somewhat differently, the canon is wider than what 
a specific genre may suggest. But even in the realm of a specific genre – in 
this case, the collections of legal rulings – it is worth paying attention 
to differences between the collections of the imperial chief muftıال (and 
other muftıالs who were members of the imperial learned hierarchy) and 
muftıالs who did not hold a state appointment, such as the collection of the 
Palestinian muftıال Khayr al-Dı  which will be further examined ,الn al-Ramlıال
in the following sections.

One of the main methodological problems when dealing with fata  إلwaإل
collections, and especially with collections from the late sixteenth century 
onward, is that the fata waإل  s fromالcollections of officially appointed muftı إل
the core lands of the empire, the chief jurisconsults included, and the 
collections of their counterparts who did not hold a state appointment 
follow different conventions of citing references. While the seventeenth-
century officially appointed muftıالs (or those who collected their rulings) 
often mention, at the end of their answers, the jurisprudential texts on 
which they relied in their rulings, muftıالs from the Arab lands do not. 
Furthermore, while the members of the imperial learned hierarchy usu-
ally cite a given text in support of their rulings, their Arab counterparts 
may attach to their answers a detailed analysis of the different avail-
able opinions within the H anafıال school (and at times in other schools). 
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In my analysis of al-Ramlı  s collection, I assume that regardless of the’ال
Palestinian muftıال’s approval or disapproval of the texts he cites, the fact 
that he decided to mention specific works renders them important in his 
view. That said, I try to nuance this statement and draw attention to 
al-Ramlıال’s dialogue with the texts he read by looking to several instances 
in which al-Ramlı  cites the opinions of the famous sixteenth-century chief ال
imperial muftıال Ebûʾs-Suʿûd Efendi.

Beyond the differences between the collection of the chief muftıالs and 
that of their counterparts from the Arab lands in terms of the conven-
tions they follow, it is worth reiterating that each collection is essentially 
unique, as it includes specific questions posed to the muftıال in a concrete 
setting.56 Therefore, the muftı -s do not necessarily address the same jurisال
prudential issues. Nevertheless, an examination of the entire collection is 
intended to diminish the importance of the individual question, and point 
to more general trends.

The issue of change over time is central to any study of canons and 
canonization. The focus on roughly contemporary collections, admittedly, 
does not elucidate this aspect of canon formation. By looking at sources 
(not exclusively fata  collections) from earlier and later periods, I aim إلwaإل
to emphasize the fact that these collections and the jurisprudential can-
ons they represent are rooted in a specific moment. Although the picture 
for earlier and later periods is quite patchy at this stage, it still provides 
interesting insights about the mid-seventeenth-century canons.

Comparing the Bibliographies of Mink arîzâde Yahyâ Efendi 
and Khayr al-Dı الn al-Ramlıال

Two collections form the basis of this section: Mink arîzâde Yah yâ 
Efendi’s and Khayr al-Dı s.57 Mink’الn al-Ramlıال arîzâde Yah yâ Efendi served 
as seyḫülislâm between 1662 and 1674, making him the longest holder 
of the office in the seventeenth century. (The second-longest was his pupil 

56 See Guy Burak, “The Abu H anıالfah of His Time: Islamic Law, Jurisprudential Authority 
and Empire in the Ottoman Domains (16th–17th Centuries)” (PhD diss., New York 
University, 2012), 438–43.

57 The fata waإل  collections of the imperial chief jurisconsults were not standardized in terms إل
of their content prior to the late seventeenth century. Instead, various collections of 
the rulings of a given jurisconsults were compiled. For this comparison I relied on a 
late seventeenth-century collection of Mink arîzâde’s ruling (Süleymaniye Library MS 
Hekimoglu 421). It was compiled by one ʿAtaʾ Allah Muh ammad and copied in 1725. 
As to al-Ramlı -I used the nineteenth-century printed edition of his rulings. For a discus ,ال
sion of the special features of the Ottoman fata wá collections, see: Guy Burak, “The Abuإل  
Hanıالfah of His Time,” appendix I.
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Çatalcalı ʿAlî Efendi.) This was a remarkable achievement in a century 
during which most chief imperial muftı  s were replaced after much shorterال
tenures. Minkarîzâde reached the upper echelon of the imperial learned 
hierarchy from its lower ranks – a particularly significant fact given that 
these upper echelons were the stronghold of the Saʿdeddîn family and 
their clients during the first decades of the century. As Derin Terzioglu and 
Baki Tezcan have suggested, Minkarîzâde’s rise and long tenure should be 
attributed to his close contacts with the court, and especially with Vânî, a 
charismatic preacher and close adviser to the sultan.58

Some aspects of al-Ramlıال’s biography have already been discussed in 
Chapter 1. Here it suffices to remind readers that the Palestinian muftıال 
represents a group of prominent muftı  s who issued their legal opinionsال
without holding a state appointment and that al-Ramlı  was educated and ال
trained in his hometown of Ramla and in Cairo. This educational back-
ground helps explain some aspects of his bibliography, as we shall see.

Which canons do these two muftıالs represent? In the case of the chief 
muftıال’s collection, answering the question is a somewhat easier task. As 
the head of the imperial learned hierarchy, he served as the “gatekeeper of 
the canon.” As such, he set, at least theoretically, the standard for his sub-
ordinates. It is still unclear, however, whether the frequency with which a 
work is cited by the s eyḫülislâm matches the frequency in works by other 
members of the imperial learned hierarchy. Al-Ramlıال’s collection poses 
more problems: although the Palestinian muftıال was clearly a prominent 
figure in the jurisprudential landscape of Greater Syria and even across 
the empire, it is more difficult to assess the number of jurists who fol-
lowed exclusively al-Ramlı  s choices. On the other hand, the emergence’ال
of a provincial, Greater Syrian “Ottomanized” canon, as will be discussed 
in the following sections, indicates that al-Ramlı and other eminent muftı ال  sال
who did not hold a state appointment were quite influential.

The institutional differences between these muftıالs as well as their 
affiliation with different branches within the Hanafı -school of law sit ال
uate al-Ramlıال’s collection and that of his contemporary Seyḫülislâm 
Mink arîzâde Efendi at two ends of a “continuum” within the H anafı  ال
school in the Ottoman domains. This “continuum” is helpful, for it 
allows us to relationally locate many jurists, such as the aforementioned 

58 Derin Terzioglu, “Sufi and Dissident in the Ottoman Empire: Miya zı i Misrı-ال  ,.PhD diss) ”ال
Harvard University, 1999), 231; Baki Tezcan, The Second Ottoman Empire: Political and 
Social Transformation in the Early Modern World (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2010), 216–17.
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al-Talu  who were trained in both traditions or at least were appointed ,الwı
to the muftıالship and other religious and scholarly positions by the 
Ottoman dynasty. As we shall shortly see, their positions contributed to 
(or were perhaps the result of) the development of yet another canon.

The bibliographies of al-Ramlıال and Mink arîzâde Efendi include more 
than 100 items each and are included in Appendix C. Here, my intention 
is to offer a brief analysis and a comparison.

Even a quick glance at these bibliographies reveals that they share 
many texts. Both jurists extensively cite postclassical texts, most of which 
were compiled between the eleventh and fifteenth centuries, such as the 
early fifteenth-century Ibn al-Bazza al-Bazza إلwaإلz’s al-Fata  .ziyya, ʿA﷽lim bإل
ʿAlaʾ al-Ans�arı waإلs (d. 1351) al-Fata’الal-Dihlawı ال rkhaإلtaإلal-Ta إل  niyya, Shamsإل
al-Aʾimma b. Bakr Muh ammad b. Abıال Sahl Ahmad al-Sarakhsıال’s (d. 
1056) al-Mabsu al-furu الt fı ʿ, Iftikha hir b. Ahr Ta mad b. ʿAbd al-Rashıالd 
Tahir al-Bukha rı s (d. 1147) Khula’ال sat al-fataإل n Mahالn al-DıBurha ,إلwaإل mud 
b. Ah mad b. al-Sadr al-Shahı d’s (d. 1174) al-Dhakhıال  ,niyyaإلra al-Burhaال
and al-H asan b. Mans �ur al-U﷽zjandı Qa إلwaإلs (d. 1196) Fata’ال dإل ı .nإلkhaال

Several texts by H anafıال jurists who lived and wrote in the Mamluk 
realms are represented in both bibliographies as well. Among these 
are Fakhr al-Dı n b. ʿAlın ʿUthmaال s (d. 1342 or 1343) Tabyı’الal-Zaylaʿı ال  nال
al-haqa sharh الʾiq fıإل  Kanz al-daqa  s Kanz’الʾiq (a commentary on al-Nasafıإل
al-daqa ʾiq); Najm al-Dıإل hın Ibraال m b. ʿAlıال b. Ahmad al-H ال anafı sıal-Tarsu ال  s’ال
(d. 1357) Anfaʿ al-was aإلʾil ila tah إل rıالr al-masa ʾil; Akmal al-Dıإل  n Muhammadال
b. Mahmud al-Ba s (d. 1384) al-ʿIna’الbartı sharh الya fıإل  al-Hidaإلya (a com-
mentary on al-Marghı nınaال s Hida’ال ya); and Muhammad b. ʿAbd al-Waإل h id 
b. al-Huma m’s (d. 1459 or 1460) Fath  al-qadıالr (his famous commentary 
on al-Hida .(yaإل

In addition to these texts, both muftıالs cite sixteenth-century texts that 
were penned in the Arab provinces of the empire, such as Ibn Nujaym’s 
al-Bahr al-ra s Kanz al-daqa’الʾiq (another commentary on al-Nasafıإل  (ʾiqإل
and his al-Ashbaإلh wa’l-naz �aإلʾir, and Muhammad al-Timurtashıال’s (d. 
1595) Tanwıالr al-abs aإلr and Minah al-ghaffa  r (a commentary on theإل
Tanwı s cite ʿAlıالr). Moreover, both muftıال  possibly ,(d. 1574) الal-Maqdisı ال
his commentary on al-Nasafı .ʾiqإلs Kanz al-daqa’ال

Furthermore, there are several works that were authored by jurists 
from the core lands of the empire and feature in both bibliographies. 
Molla Ḫüsrev’s (d. 1480) Durar al-h ukka sharh Ghurar al-ah الm fıإل ka  mإل
is one example. Another is al-Iهيلعd aإلh  fıال sharh al-Isla h fıإل al-fiqh al-Hanafı ال  ,ال
a jurisprudential manual by the famous chief muftı Kemâlpas ال azâde 
(d. 1534), although neither Minkarîzâde nor al-Ramlı   cite this ال
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work frequently.59 Both muftıالs also cite the famous s eyḫülislâm Ebû’s-
Suʿûd Efendî, most likely his legal rulings. Nevertheless, it is important to 
stress that al-Ramlı  ,does not always cite Ebû’s-Suʿûd  Efendî approvingly ال
but rather mentions the latter’s opinion as one of the possible opinions 
within the school.60

Surprisingly, several texts that are known to be part of the imperial 
canon in the mid-seventeenth century are absent from Mink arîzâde’s bib-
liography. Perhaps the most striking example in this respect is Ibrahı  mال
al-Halabı s Multaqa’ال al-abhur (the work does appear in al-Ramlı إل -s bibli’ال
ography). Other examples are ʿAlı b. Khalı ال l al-Taraال  s (d. 1440 or’الbulusı
1441) Muʿı n al-hال ukka ma الm fıإل yataraddadu al-khismayn min al-ah إل ka  ;mإل
ʿAbdurrahman b. ʿAlî Müeyyedzâde’s (d. 1516) Majmuʿat al-masaإلʾil; 
Yaʿkûb Pasa’s (d. 1486) Hashiyat sharh  al-Wiqa  ya (these works are citedإل
by al-Ramlıال); and Aḫî Çelebi’s (d. 1499) gloss on Sharh al-Wiqa ya.61إل

At the same time, the bibliographies differ in two substantial ways. 
First, there is a difference, at times great, in the frequency with which 
Minkarîzâde and al-Ramlıال consult works that appear in both bibliogra-
phies (see Figure 4.1). Minkârîzâde cites Fataإلwaإل Qaإلdıالkhaإلn, just to mention 
one example, almost twice as frequently as al-Ramlıال does. On the other 
hand, al-Ramlıال consults much more frequently the works by sixteenth-cen-
tury jurists from the Arab lands, such as Ibn Nujaym and al-Timurtashıال.

The second significant difference, as Figure 4.1 shows, concerns 
the composition of the bibliographies, that is, the jurisprudential texts 
that each muftıال consults in addition to the shared texts. This difference 
reflects the diverse textual, interpretative, and jurisprudential traditions 
within the Hanafı  school. A good example to illustrate this difference is ال
the works of the fifteenth-century jurist Qa sim b. Qut lu  As we .bugha
have already seen in Chapter 2, the tabaqa -t works compiled by memإل
bers of the Ottoman learned hıerarchy throughout the sixteenth century 
excluded Ibn Qut lu -from the intellectual genealogy of the impe bugha
rial hierarchy. Although by the mid-seventeenth century, members of the 

59 Another example is the collection of legal issues (masaإلʾil) authored by Müeyyedzâde 
of Amasya (d. 1516). Müeyyedzâde ʿAbd al-Rah man al-Amâsî, Majmu  ,ʾilإلʿat al-masa
Süleymaniye Library MS Nafiz Pasa 16. It is noteworthy that both Al-Durar and al-Iهيلعd aإلh 
appear in Ibn Nujaym’s bibliography. Ibn Nujaym, al-Ashba .h, 13إل

60 Al-Ramlı al-Fata ,ال al-Khayriyya, 1:48. For other cases in which al-Ramlı إلwaإل  endorses the ال
famous grand muftıال’s opinion, see ibid., 1:19, 20; 2:24, 95–96. See also Haim Gerber, 
Islamic Law and Culture 1600–1840 (Leiden: Brill, 1999), 60–64.

61 The last two works appear in the notebook of the jurist from the early to mid-seven-
teenth century discussed above.
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imperial hierarchy began consulting some of his works (such as Tash ıالh  
al-Qudu -other works were not included in the imperial jurispruden ,(الrı
tial canon. Mink arîzâde, for instance, cites the Tash ı  h only once, whileال
al-Ramlıال refers more frequently to the work, to Ibn Qut lu bugha s fata’  إلwaإل
collection, and to his gloss on Muz �affar al-Dıالn Ah mad b. ʿAlı al-Baghda ال  الdı
b. al-Saʿatıال’s (d. 1293) Majmaʿ al-bah rayn.62 Al-Ramlıال’s much more fre-
quent consultation of Ibn Qutlubugha  s works points to the prominence’
of the fifteenth-century jurist in H anafıال scholarly circles across the Arab 
lands well into the seventeenth century. The works of Saʿd al-Dı  الn al-Dayrıال
(d. 1462), an acclaimed H anafıال jurist in fifteenth-century Cairo, are a 
similar example of scholarship that was well known in Arab lands but 
apparently did not enter the Ottoman imperial canon.63

Al-Ramlıال’s bibliography mirrors his connections with other sixteenth- 
and seventeenth-century Hanafı  jurists who operated throughout the Arab ال
provinces of the empire, and particularly in Cairo, such as Muh ammad b. 
ʿUmar Shams al-Dı j al-Dın b. Siraال n al-Hال anutıال (d. 1601). Al-H anutıال was an 
eminent jurist in Cairo and was described by the seventeenth-century his-
torian and biographer al-Muh ibbıال as the “head of the [Hanafı  school in [ال

Minkârîzâde.

al-Ramlı̄
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FIGURE 4.1. The frequency with which different jurisprudential texts are cited 
in Minkârîzâde’s and al-Ramlı .collections was fata’ال

62 Ibn Nujaym also owned a copy of Ibn Qut lu s fata’bugha .collection إلwaإل
63 On Saʿd al-Dı .see note 37 ,الn al-Dayrıال
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Cairo after the death of the shaykh ʿAlıال b. Gha  ,Moreover ”.الnim al-Maqdisı
al-Hanu  was famous for his legal rulings, which were collected and الtı
consulted by “jurists in our time [i.e., the seventeenth century].”64 Other 
fataإلwaإل collections consulted by al-Ramlı  but not by Minkarîzâde are ال
those of Muh ammad al-Timurtashıال and Muh ammad Amı n al-Dıال  n ʿAbdال
al-ʿA﷽l. The latter was an influential jurist in the sixteenth century and 
al-Timurta  s teacher; it is worth mentioning, too, that ʿAbd al-ʿA﷽l’s son’إلالshı
Ahmad was al-Ramlıال’s teacher.65 Another eminent jurist that al-Ramlıال 
cites is his contemporary Hasan b. ʿAmmar al-Shurunbulalı  66.(d. 1659) ال
Al-Shurunbulalı was one of the most distinguished H ال anafı  scholars (if ال
not the most distinguished) in al-Azhar in the seventeenth century, the 
teacher of many Hanafı  jurists from across Egypt and Greater Syria, and ال
the author of several influential works and commentaries.67

While these three jurists loomed large in the intellectual and juris-
prudential landscape of the Arab lands in the seventeenth century, they 
do not appear in Minkarîzâde’s bibliography. Al-Ramlı  on the other ,ال
hand, sought to establish the authority of some of his rulings by refer-
ring to works and rulings of eminent Arab H anafı  s, whose authority inال
turn rested on their scholarly credentials and on their affiliation with 
a specific chain of transmission within the H anafıال school. Al-Ramlıال, it 
should be stressed, was not the only one to refer to his own teachers in his 
jurisprudential writings. The late seventeenth-century/early eighteenth-
century ʿAbd al-Ghanı ʿıfor example, cites his father, Isma ,الbulusıal-Na ال  lال
al-Nabulusı  a renowned jurist in his own right, in one of his treatises.68 ,ال
In other words, it seems that many Hanafı  s from the Arab lands soughtال
to establish their authority on the basis of their studies with well-known 
Hanafı .s from across the Arab landsال

Conversely, many items that Mink arîzâde tends to cite quite frequently 
are absent from al-Ramli’s bibliography. Among these works one can 
mention Gha yat al-bayaإل m al-Dın by Qiwaإلdirat al-aqraإلn wa naإل n Amıال  rال
Katib b. Amı nır ʿUmar al-Itqaال miʿ al-rumuإل69 Ja;(d. 1356) ال  z, a popular

64 Al-Muh ibbıال, Khula .sat al-athar, 4:76–77إل
65 Al-Ramlı al-Fata ,ال .al-Khayriyya, 1:3 إلwaإل
66 Ibid., 1:126, 183.
67 On al-Shurunbula see Nicola Melis, “A Seventeenth-Century H ,الlı anafıال Treatise on 

Rebellion and Jiha .d in the Ottoman Age,” Eurasian Studies 11, no. 2 (2003): 217–18
68 Barbara Rosenow von Schlegell, “Sufism in the Ottoman Arab World: Shaykh ʿAbd 

al-Ghanı .42 ,(PhD diss., UC Berkeley, 1997) ”(d. 1143/1731) الbulusıal-Na ال
69 This work also appears in the fermân issued by Süleymân. Ahmed and Filipovic, “The 

Sultan’s Syllabus,” 203.
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commentary on al-Nuqa ya by Shams al-Dıإل n Muhammad b. Husaال  m
al-Dıالn al-Quhista 70 and al-D;(d. 1554) الnı amaإلna t al-Fuzإل ayliyya by Fuzeyl 
Çelebi b. ʿAlî b. Ahmad al-Jamâlî Zenbillizâde (d. 1583). Mink arîzâde 
also consulted the works and rulings of other members of the imperial 
learned hierarchy, such as the rulings of Çivizâde Efendi (d. 1549), who 
served as chief muftı  an unspecified work by Ankaralı Zekeriyâ Efendi ;ال
(d. 1592); and Lawaإلzim al-qud aإلt wa’l-hukka m fıإل hإلisla ال  umu r al-ana  m byإل
his contemporary Mus �tafa b. Muh ammad b. Yardim b. Saruhan al-Siru  الzı
al-Dıالkhı .(d. 1679) ال

Mink arîzâde also cites the works of Ghiya Muh n Abuالth al-Dı ammad 
Ghanim b. Muhammad al-Baghda  who deserves particular ,(d. 1620) الdı
attention in this context. Ibn Ghanim was not a graduate of the Ottoman 
madrasa system, but he was known for his scholarly excellence.71 
Moreover, he compiled several works that entered the imperial jurispru-
dential canon, the most important of which were his D amaإلna  t (knownإل
as Damaإلnaإلt Ghaإلnim al-Baghda and his Tarjı (الdıإل naإلh al-bayaال  t. It should beإل
noted that despite the fact that Ibn Ghanim compiled his works in one 
of the Arab provinces, al-Ramlı  does not cite his colleague’s work. This ال
fact indicates that al-Ramlıال should not be taken as a representative of the 
textual traditions of the Arab lands in general. Instead, he seems to be a 
representative of a particular, local tradition, one of several that coexisted 
throughout the empire’s Arab provinces.

Juxtaposing Minkarîzâde’s and al-Ramlı -s collections and their respec’ال
tive bibliographies also sheds light on the relationship between the two 
muftıالs. Minkarîzâde cites al-Ramlı  s opinion in several instances. Although’ال
it is difficult to date when Minkarîzâde asked al-Ramlı  ,for his opinion ال
or at least heard of it, the fact that the latter is called “Khayr al-Dıالn 
al-Ghazzıال” may suggest that al-Ramlıال resided in the Palestinian city of 
Gaza at the time, that is, before settling down in his hometown of Ramla. 
The contacts between al-Ramlıال and Mink arîzâde are corroborated by 
other sources as well.72 On the other hand, al-Ramlı  does not cite the ال

70 Al-Quhista  s is one of the few texts compiled in the sixteenth century in central’الnı
Asia (in Bukhara) that entered the Ottoman jurisprudential canon. On al-Quhista nı  ,ال
see Muhammad b. ʿAbd al-Rahman al-Ghazzı Dı ,ال waال m (Beirut: Daإلn al-Islaإل  r al-Kutub
al-ʿIlmiyya, 1990), 4:35–36; ʿAbd al-Hayy b. Ah mad b. al-ʿImad, Shadhara  الt al-dhahab fıإل
akhbaإلr man dhahab (Beirut: Da .r al-Kutub al-ʿIlmiyya, 1980), 8:300

71 Kâtip Çelebi, Fezleke-i Tarîh, 2:4–5.
72 Two questions from Minkarîzâde to al-Ramlıال are preserved in the collection of al-Ramlı  s’ال

treatises and correspondences, which was compiled by his son. Khayr al-Dı  الn al-Ramlıال
(collected by Najm al-Dıالn al-Ramlı b al-LaإلKita ,(ال al-duriyya fı الʾlıإل al-fawa ال  ʾid al-Khayriyyaإل
ʿalaإل Ja miʿ al-fusuإل layn ta’lı naإلf Mawlaال Shaykh al-Isla إل lid Khayr al-Dıإلm al-waإل  n, Khalediyyaال
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chief muftıال’s rulings. The fact that the chief muftı  based certain rulings ال
he made on those of his Palestinian counterpart is significant for appre-
ciating the latter’s position within the imperial framework. Furthermore, 
Mink arîzâde’s reliance on al-Ramlı  raises the question of the dichotomy ال
between officially appointed muftıالs and their colleagues who did not 
hold a state appointment. At any rate, in the following decades, some of 
al-Ramlıال’s rulings entered the imperial jurisprudential canon, as the col-
lections of later chief muftıالs indicate.73

Finally, a major difference between the two bibliographies is al-Ramlı  s’ال
familiarity with and reference to the arguments and opinions of promi-
nent Shafiʿı s. In his rulings, al-Ramlıالjurists and muftı ال  occasionally cites ال
or responds to the rulings of such prominent Sha fiʿı  s asالjurists and muftı ال
Muh yıال al-Dı n Yahال ya b. Sharf al-Nawawıال (d. 1277), Taqiyy al-Dı n ʿAlıال  ال
al-Subkı rıal-Ans�a yaالZakarı ,(d. 1355) ال  and Ahmad b. Ahmad ,(d. 1520) ال
al-Ramlıال (d. 1563). The reference to Shafiʿı  jurists may be attributed to ال
the dominance of that school in the Arab lands, as opposed to its limited 
presence in the central lands of the empire. Moreover, as Kenneth Cuno 
and others have pointed out, al-Ramlı fiʿıhimself was of Sha ال  ,background ال
a fact that may account for his close familiarity with the arguments of 
specific jurists.74

Library (Jerusalem) MS 523/fiqh/450, 146r–156v. See also al-Muhibbı Kha ,ال  ,sat al-Atharإلaإل
2:131–32.

73 See, for example, Feyz ullah Efendi, Fetâvâ-i Feyziyye maʿan-Nuk ûl (Istanbul: Dar üt-
Tıbaat ül-Amire, 1266 [1850]), 11, 17, 199, 203–4. The dichotomy between officially 
appointed muftıالs and their colleagues who did not hold a state appointment emerges, 
for instance, from the biographical dictionaries dedicated to members of the imperial 
learned hierarchy. As Baki Tezcan notes, “Although al-Muhibbı -included a large num ال
ber of Ottoman scholars, judges, and administrators in his biographical dictionary, 
al-Muhibbı  himself is not recorded in the biographical dictionary of seventeenth-century ال
Ottoman scholars.” The dictionaries also contribute to a somewhat misleading image 
of the relations between the jurists. Thus, Tezcan concludes that while “scholars in the 
periphery looked up to the center, those in the imperial capital seem to have ignored the 
intellectual production in the provinces.” Although it is true that jurists from the Arab 
lands did not reach the higher echelon of the imperial learned hierarchy and in many 
ways, from the capital’s vantage point, were marginalized, the analysis of the bibliogra-
phies indicates that members of the hierarchy did not ignore the production of their pro-
vincial colleagues. See Baki Tezcan, “Dispelling the Darkness: The Politics of ‘Race’ in the 
Early Seventeenth-Century Ottoman Empire in the Light of the Life and Work of Mullah 
Ali,” in Identity and Identity Formation in the Ottoman World: A Volume of Essays in 
Honor of Norman Itzkowitz, ed. Baki Tezcan and Karl Barbir (Madison: University of 
Wisconsin Press, 2007), 76.

74 Kenneth Cuno, “Was the Land of Ottoman Syria Miri or Milk? An Examination of 
Juridical Differences within the H anafıال School,” Studia Islamica 81 (1995): 134–37. See 
also Chapter 5 of this volume.
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The Emergence of the Greater Syrian “Ottomanized” Canon

So far, we have looked at the ends of the “continuum.” Where on the 
continuum did the officially appointed provincial muftı -s fall? As disال
cussed in Chapter 1, across Greater Syria at least from the late sixteenth 
century (and in some cases possibly earlier), muftı  s were appointedال
from among the notable Greater Syrian jurists. What follows is an 
attempt to outline in very broad strokes the seventeenth-century juris-
prudential canon of an emininet Damascene officially appointed pro-
vincial muftı  This is, to be sure, a preliminary attempt, but even this .ال
sketch, based on the commentary on Multaqa al-abh إل ur compiled by 
the Damascene officially appointed muftı ʿAla ال ʾ al-Dı n al-Hال as �kafı  .d) ال
1671), reveals interesting dynamics. It seems that the jurisprudential 
bibliography varies from genre to genre, as the example of al-Ba qa nı  s’ال
commentary, which is not mentioned in the fata waإل -collections, illus إل
trates. Nevertheless, the patterns that emerge from an analysis of the 
works al-H as �kafı  mentions in the commentary convey a sense of his ال
intellectual world and his position in the jurisprudential H anafı -land ال
scape of the Ottoman realms.

Al-H as �kafı  was an eminent and prolific jurist, and his works were ال
well received, as their inclusion in the imperial canon in the last decades 
of the seventeenth century suggests.75 For the purpose at hand, it is 
worth noting that al-H as �kafı  studied with several jurists throughout ال
Greater Syria and the Hijaz, including with Khayr al-Dı n al-Ramlıال  .ال
Moreover, al-H as �kafı  maintained good contacts with senior officials ال
both in the imperial capital and in Damascus. Apparently through 
these contacts he was eventually appointed to serve as the muftı  of ال
Damascus.76

Al-H as �kafı  s biography and career are crucial for understanding his’ال
bibliography. Officially appointed provincial muftı  s across Greater Syriaال
tended to be more attentive than muftı -s without an official appointال
ment to the arguments advanced by their colleagues who were affili-
ated with the imperial learned hierarchy.77 This is also to a large degree 
the case as far as al-H as �kafı  ,s bibliography is concerned. For instance’ال
he cites quite frequently Shams al-Dı n Muhال ammad b. H usa m al-Dı  nال

75 For example: Feyz ullah Efendi, Fetâvâ-i Feyziyye, 5, 107, 447.
76 Al-Muhibbıال, Khula .sat al-Athar, 4:63–65إل
77 Martha Mundy and Richard Saumarez-Smith, Governing Property, Making the Modern 

State: Law, Administration and Production in Ottoman Syria (London: I. B. Tauris, 
2007), chaps. 2–3; Burak, “The Abu H anı .fah of His Time,” 355–96ال
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al-Quhista nı s Ja’ال miʿ al-rumuإل  z,78 as well as other works by members of
the imperial learned hierarchy, such as Yaʿk ûb Pas a’s H a shiyat sharhإل  
al-Wiqa ya,79 Pîr Muhammed b. Hasan al-Üskübî’s Muʿıإل n al-muftıال fı ال  ال
al-jawa b ʿalaإل al-mustaftı إل Ebû’s-Suʿûd Efendi’s Meʿrûz 80,ال ât and legal 
rulings,81 Aḫî Çelebi’s gloss on Sharh  al-Wiqa  ya,82 rulings by Çivizâdeإل
Meh med Efendi,83 and rulings issued by seventeenth-century s eyḫülislâm 
Yah yâ Efendi.84 Furthermore, al-H as�kafı  also cites the commentary on ال
the Multaqaإل completed a few years earlier, in 1666, by his contemporary 
Dâmâd Efendi.85

On the other hand, al-H as �kafıال was not oblivious to the jurispru-
dential activity that was taking place across the Arab lands, namely, in 
Egypt and Greater Syria. Accordingly, he cites fairly frequently lead-
ing authorities from the Arab lands, such as the aforementioned H asan 
al-Shurunbulalı n al-RamlıالKhayr al-Dı 86,ال  the fifteenth-century jurist 87,ال
Qasim b. Qutlubugha and Muhammad al-Timurta 88,  ,In addition 89.الshı
like his teacher al-Ramlı al-Has ,ال �kafı -mentions specific influential non ال
Hanafı jurists and scholars, such as Ah ال mad al-Ramlı90;ال Badr al-Dıالn 
al-Ghazzı91,ال the father of the famous Damascene historian and an emi-
nent jurist in his own right; and the H anbalı traditionist ʿAbd al-Ba ال  الqı
al-Hanbalı92.ال Moreover, al-H as�kafı  cites two other commentaries on the ال
Multaqa and al-Ba الby two Damascene scholars, al-Bahnası إل qa .الnı

A juxtaposition of al-H as �kafı  s bibliography with that of an’ال
 eighteenth-century provincial muftı  -from the town of Mostar (in modern ال
day Bosnia) elucidates the difference between the provincial muftı   sال

78 See, for example, al-Has�kafı al-Durr al-muntaqa ,ال  ,362 ,331 ,327 ,326 ,305 ,62 ,1:31 ,إل
363, 378, 389, 413, 433, 449, 501, 502, 532; 2:6, 12, 19, 28, 37, 40, 51, 65; 3:6, 19, 212; 
4:198.

79 Ibid., 2:365, 3:271.
80 Ibid., 2:478.
81 Ibid., 2:349, 536; 3:79, 212.
82 Ibid., 2:579, 4:32.
83 Ibid., 2:348–49.
84 Ibid., 4:32.
85 Ibid., 2:339.
86 Ibid., 1:148, 164, 351, 361, 436, 445, 447, 512; 2:156, 186, 187, 195, 237, 302, 347, 

363, 461; 3:83, 86, 155, 162, 194; 4:198, 210, 213.
87 Ibid., 2:483–84.
88 Ibid., 1:47; 2:175, 572.
89 Ibid., 1:502, 532; 2:12; 3:4, 78, 234.
90 Ibid., 2:71.
91 Ibid., 2:350.
92 Ibid., 2:411.
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of the core lands of the empire and those of Greater Syria. As Selma 
Zecevic, who has studied the muftı -ship of Mostar in the eighteenth cenال
tury, has pointed out, the provincial muftı  s there were graduates of theال
Ottoman madrasa system. Although Zecevic has surveyed the library 
of an eighteenth-century muftı  which includes some works by late ,ال
 seventeenth- and eighteenth-century jurists that are naturally absent 
from bibliographies of earlier jurists, it is still possible to deduce from 
her reconstruction some pertinent conclusions. The Bosnian muftı  ,ال
unlike his Greater Syrian colleague, did not consult works by sixteenth- 
and seventeenth-century H anafı let alone non-H) ال anafı  jurists from the (ال
Arab lands, with the exception of the works that entered the imperial 
canon, such as some of al-Timurta shı -s works.93 In short, the examina’ال
tion of the different bibliographies and Zecevic’s findings clearly indicate 
that the Ottoman learned hierarchy succeeded in achieving a remarkable 
coherence across great distance.

A Damascene Critique of the Imperial Jurisprudential Canon

The opposition of many jurists from the Arab lands to the Ottoman impe-
rial canon was based, to a considerable extent, on their critique of the 
arguments and opinions that certain works that were part of the imperial 
canon advanced. In a treatise in which he presents his view of the struc-
ture of the Hanafı  -school of law and its authorities, the late eighteenth ال
century/early nineteenth-century Damascene jurist Muhammad Amıالn 
b. ʿUmar Ibn ʿA﷽bidı  n (d. 1836) records an interesting critique of theال
Ottoman canon.94 He cites his Damascene colleague Muh ammad Hibat 
Allah b. Muh ammad al-Ta  95 who warns his readers,(d. 1809) الal-Baʿalı الjı
that most of the “people of the time” (ahl zamaإلninaإل) tend to rule accord-
ing to the unreliable opinions they find in the more recent books (al-kutub 
al-mutaʾakhkhira), such as al-Quhista s Ja’الnı miʿ al-rumuإل z, al-Has �kafı  s’ال

93 The bibliography of the eighteenth-century muftıال of Mostar also illustrates this point. See 
Zecevic, On the Margin of Text, 246–57.

94 On Muh ammad Amıالn b. ʿUmar Ibn ʿA ﷽bidıالn, see Haim Gerber, Islamic Law and Culture 
1600–1840 (Leiden: Brill, 1999); Norman Calder, “The ʿUqu  of Ibn ’الd rasm al-muftı
ʿA﷽bidı  n,” Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London 63ال
(2000): 215–28; Wael B. Hallaq, “A Prelude to Ottoman Reform: Ibn ʿA ﷽bidıالn on Custom 
and Legal Change,” in Histories of the Modern Middle East: New Directions, ed. Israel 
Gershoni, Hakan Erdem, and Usrula Woköck (Boulder, CO: Lynne Rienner Pub, 2002), 
37–61.

95 On al-Baʿalıال, see al-H anafıال, Laʾaإلliʾ al-mahaإلr fı dir Ibn ʿAإلj masaالtakhrı ال bidıمعلص n fıال h ال aإلshı  yatihiال
Radd al-muh taإلr, 1:91–93.
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al-Durr al-mukhtaإلr, and Ibn Nujaym’s al-Ashbaإلh wa‘l-naz �aإلʾir. Because of 
the brevity of the discussion in those books, al-Baʿalı  complains, they tend ال
to be obscure and often include opinions that are not reliable. Moreover, 
he further explains, the authors of those books prefer (tarjı  h) the view thatال
contradicts the preferable opinion within the H anafı  and ,(jihإلra) school ال
in some cases promote an opinion that is not ascribed to any authority 
within the madhhab. To support this view, al-Baʿalı  alludes to the view of ال
the eminent eighteenth-century Damascene jurist Salih  al-Jıالnıالnı  :(d. 1757) ال
“It is illicit to consult these books for issuing fatwas, unless [the muftı  [ال
knows the [authoritative] source on which [the authors] rely and looked 
at the books’ [authoritative] sources (la yaju إل -ʾ min hadhihi alإلzu al-ifta
kutub illa ʿalima al-manqu إلidha إل l ʿanhu, wa-l-it laإلʿ ʿala maa إل  96”.(إلkhidihaإل
Ibn ʿA ﷽bidı  n himself further elaborates and points out that it is generallyال
agreed that approximately twenty books by later authorities of the school 
may be consulted freely, but he still cautions his reader that mistakes tend 
to perpetuate themselves.97

The works on which al-Baʿalı  chose to focus his attention, all of which ال
were part of the Ottoman imperial canon of the eighteenth century, 
strongly suggest that by “people of the time” he refers to members of 
the Ottoman learned hierarchy and their provincial appointees. In other 
words, al-Baʿalı  and the other Damascene jurists argued, some more ال
explicitly than others, that the familiarity of jurists who were affiliated 
with the hierarchy with the Hanafı  tradition was at best superficial. To ال
remedy this state of affairs, they encouraged their readers to examine 
independently the references of the texts they read.

To sum up, Ibn ʿA﷽bidı  n and the jurists he cited challenged the Ottomanال
jurisprudential canon by advocating a different method of reading the 
Hanafı  textual corpus than the one practiced by members of the learned ال
hierarchy. Furthermore, and perhaps more importantly, they called 
into question the validity of certain legal arguments that the Ottoman 
learned hierarchy endorsed.98 Furthermore, the Damascene critique of 

96 Salih al-Jıالnı nıال  was one of the leading jurists in eighteenth-century Damascus. His was ال
famous for his breadth of knowledge of the major texts of the Hanafı  tradition. For his ال
biography, see Muh ammad Khalı b. Muh الl b. ʿAlıال ammad b. Muh ammad al-Muradı Kita ,ال  bإل
silk al-durar fı n al-qarn al-thaإلaʿya ال ʿashar (Beirut: Da الnıإل r al-Basha ʾir al-Isla  ,(miyya, 1988
2:208–9. For al-Jıالnı nıال s scholarly credentials, see also his thabat: Thabat S’ال aإلlih  al-Jıالnı nıال  ,ال
Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin MS Wetzstein II 413, 77r–86r.

97 Muhammad Amı n b. ʿUmar Ibn ʿAال ﷽bidıالn, Majmaʿ rasa ʾil al-imaإل m Ibn ʿAإل ﷽bidıالn al-H anafıال 
(Cairo: al-Maktaba al-Azhariyya li-l-turath, 2012), 1:41–46.

98 In a recent study of the gloss (haإلshiya pl. hawa shıإل fiʿıin the Sha (ال  tradition, Ahmed El ال
Shamsy pointed to a difference between Ibn ʿA ﷽bidıالn’s gloss on al-H as�kafıال’s al-Durr 
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the Ottoman canon and the forms of reading Ibn ʿA ﷽bidıالn proposes may 
be interpreted as an attempt to offer a different, perhaps more compre-
hensive view of the Hanafı  school of law and its preponderant opinions ال
from the one supported by the Ottoman learned hierarchy.

Concluding Remarks

The preliminary survey of different textual traditions and communi-
ties within the H anafı  school throughout the empire shows that the ال
formation of different canons mirrors broader developments and pro-
cesses, significant aspects of which we have examined in the previous 
chapters and will further investigate in the next ones. The analysis of 
the bibliographies sheds light on the dynamics that accompanied the 
incorporation of the Arab lands – and the scholarly and jurisprudential 
traditions prevalent in these lands – into the empire. As already said, 
over the course of the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, some 
Arab H anafı  jurists sought to integrate themselves in different ways ال
into the imperial framework. As part of this attempt, these H anafı  sال
synthesized substantial elements of the “local” H anafı  tradition with ال
that of the core lands of the empire. Following the concept offered 
by Ehud Toledano in his study of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century 
elites across the Arab provinces of the empire, one can interpret the 
synthesis promoted by al-H as �kafı  and others as another aspect of the ال
“dual  process of localization and Ottomanization [that] produced . . . 

al-mukhta fiʿ ır and Shaإل scholars also composed h الglosses: “Even though Hanafı ال awaإلshı  ال
in abundance,” El Shamsy observed, “they seem to have retained a greater interest in the 
earlier works of the school. This is indicated by the frequent direct quotations of early 
sources found in the most famous H anafıال h aإلshiya the Radd al-mukhtaإلr [sic] of the Syrian 
jurist Ibn ʿA ﷽bidıالn, (d. 1252/1836).” El Shamsy speculated that the Hanafı  s’ engagementال
in the state of affairs of the Ottoman Empire “forced the Hanafıالs to maintain as much 
doctrinal flexibility as possible and therefore to preserve as broad a textual corpus for the 
school as they could.” In light of Ibn ʿA ﷽bidıالn and his colleagues’ critique of the manner in 
which jurists who were affiliated with the learned hierarchy approached the Hanafı -tra ال
dition, it appears, however, that Ibn ʿA﷽bidı n (and possibly other authors of hال awaإلshı  were (ال
not particularly interested in assisting the Ottoman ruling elite by presenting a broad 
range of opinions within the school, but to demonstrate that the Hanafı  madhhab’s ال
range of opinions is broader than the one members of the imperial learned hierarchy 
and its appointees followed. It is thus possible that at least some H anafı h ال awaإلshı  were ال
another textual site where jurists who, like Ibn ʿA﷽bidı -n, were not members of the impeال
rial hierarchy could challenge the Ottomans’ adoption of a particular branch within the 
Hanafı  school and a specific and limited range of opinions. This point, however, remains ال
to be further examined. Ahmed El Shamsy, “The Hashiya in Islamic Law: A Sketch of the 
Sha fiʿ ı .Literature,” Oriens 41 (2013): 296 ال
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Ottoman-local elites.”99 One may ask, however, if the “Ottomanized” 
canon is the outcome of this integration of Arab H anafı  jurists into ال
the Ottoman judicial elite or an important development that facilitated 
their incorporation. At the same time, it is quite likely that through the 
growing integration of jurists from the Arab lands, texts authored and 
consulted in these provinces (such as Ibn Qut lu bugha  ,s works) entered’
albeit selectively, the imperial canon.

Indeed, the fact that Mink arîzâde cites his Palestinian contemporary 
indicates that members of the hierarchy were aware of towering juris-
prudential figures who were active in the Arab provinces, consulted their 
opinions, and included their works in the imperial canon. It is not fully 
clear how members of the imperial hierarchy learned about the activ-
ity of these jurists, though there were several possible channels through 
which jurists in the core lands could have learned about the jurispruden-
tial activity in the Arab provinces. After all, graduates of the Ottoman 
madrasa system traveled quite frequently across the Arab lands in various 
capacities (on their way to undertaking the pilgrimage, to serve as judges 
and bureaucrats, and such).100 What is clear, however, is that senior mem-
bers of the imperial learned hierarchy showed interest in the work of 
their counterparts in the Arab provinces. These dynamics, it should be 
noted, are obscured in other sources, namely, in the biographical diction-
aries dedicated to members of the imperial learned hierarchy, which, as 
Baki Tezcan rightly notes, exclude the overwhelming majority of Hanafı  ال
jurists who operated in the Arab provinces. On the other hand, the case 
of al-Ramlı  and particularly the fact that his opinion was at times – ال
consulted by high-ranking members of the imperial hierarchy – attenu-
ates the absoluteness of the dichotomy between jurists who were affili-
ated with the hierarchy and their counterparts who did not hold a state 
appointment.

99 Ehud R. Toledano, “The Emergence of Ottoman-Local Elites (1700–1900): A Framework 
of Research,” in Middle Eastern Politics and Ideas: A History from Within, ed. Ilan 
Pappé and Moshe Ma’oz (London: Tauris Academic Studies, 1997), 148–49.

100 Ottoman officials were interested in the literary production of the Arab lands. Ibn 
T u lu  n, for instance, recounts that in 1530 the appointed judge of Damascus “took
over” the libraries of Damascus and took the books he was interested in (while 
disregarding the stipulation of the endower). Then he banned access to these librar-
ies, save for several Ru mı s and those they favored. Shams al-Dıال n Muhال ammad b. 
ʿAlı b. Tال u lu n, H awa dith Dimashq al-yawmiyya ghadaإل t al-ghazw al-ʿUthmaإل nıإل -li’l ال
Sha m, 926–951H: sإل �afah a t mafquإل da tunsharu l’il-marra al-u la min Kita إل b Mufaإل  kahatإل
al-khilla n fıإل h ال awa dith al-zamaإل n li-Ibn Tإل u lu n al-S a lihإل ı Damascus: Da) ال r al-Awa  ,ʾil
2002), 238–39.
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The analysis of the bibliographies sheds light on the circulation of 
texts and, more broadly, on the relationships between the myriad intel-
lectual centers across the empire. Specifically, the analysis clearly dem-
onstrates the connections between the imperial center and the Arab 
provinces and between the different learning centers across the Arab 
lands. It should be stressed that the latter connections were not made 
by way of passing through the imperial capital. The connections traced 
here between the different textual traditions support the findings of 
recent studies of administrative practices as well as of cultural and intel-
lectual activities throughout the empire that have pointed to the con-
nections between the provinces, thus challenging the center-periphery 
dichotomy.101

Since the imperial learned hierarchy was intent on specifying the texts 
its members should consult and on regulating the readings of these texts, 
the study of the imperial canon, as well as those of other scholarly circles 
across the empire, emphasizes the importance of jurisprudential texts in 
defining the various jurisprudential traditions within the H anafıال school 
that coexisted in the Ottoman domains (and beyond).102 Seen from this 
perspective, to paraphrase Brian Richardson, the circulation of texts and 
their canonization were not an issue at the margins of the study of legal 
content, but rather an integral part of law itself.103 Moreover, the impe-
rial canonization project indicates that the imperial learned hierarchy 
was interested in regulating a wide range of legal issues, including, for 
instance, rituals (ʿibaإلda  t) and personal status, and did not limit itself toإل
issues considered matters of “imperial interest,” such as land tenure and 
charitable endowments.

Ultimately, the canonization mechanisms explored in this chapter also 
allow us to understand some of the practices employed by the imperial 
learned hierarchy to inculcate a sense of “establishment consciousness,” 
and, equally important, to consolidate a distinctive branch within the 

101 Khaled El-Rouayeb, “Opening the Gate of Verification: The Forgotten Arab-Islamic 
Florescence of the Seventeenth Century,” International Journal of Middle East Studies 
38, no. 2 (2006): 263–81; Alan Mikhail, “An Irrigated Empire: The View from Ottoman 
Fayyum,” International Journal of Middle Eastern Studies 42, no. 4 (2010): 569–90.

102 Many of the jurisprudential texts that constitute the Ottoman imperial canon are 
absent from seventeenth- and eighteenth-century book endowments from the Bukharan 
Khanate. For a comprehensive study of these book endowments, see Stacy Liechti, 
“Books, Book Endowments, and Communities of Knowledge in the Bukharan Khanate” 
(PhD diss., New York University, 2008).

103 Brian Richardson, Manuscript Culture in Renaissance Italy (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2009), ix.
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Hanafı  t corpusإلmadhhab. Nevertheless, much like the story the tabaqa ال
examined in the previous chapters tells, the study of the changes both the 
imperial canon and other Hanafı  canons across the empire underwent ال
over the centuries suggests that jurists at times were able to shape – at 
least to some extent – their own jurisprudential bibliography and conse-
quently the jurisprudential tradition they adhered to.
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[When] he entered the Aya Sofya mosque for prayer, as he entered the 
door [of the mosque] all the people, adults and children [kibâr ü sigâr], 
stood up and opened the way to the mihra  b for him. Mevlânâ [Mollâإل
Ḫüsrev] also greeted [the people] on both his sides as he was proceed-
ing to the front row. Several times Sultan Mehmet Khân watched this 
situation [occurring] from his upper prayer place and said to his vezirs: 
[in Arabic] “Behold, this is the Abu H  anıالfa of his time!” [Returning 
to Ottoman Turkish] That is, he was proud [of Mollâ Ḫüsrev], saying, 
“This is the Grand Imam [i.e., Abu Hanıالfa] of our era.”

This is how the sixteenth-century historian Mus �t afâ ʿÂlî, who apparently 
drew on Tas köprüzâde’s Shaqa  ʾiq, describes the special relationshipإل
between the Ottoman sultan Meh met II and one of the most eminent 
jurists in the still-evolving learned hierarchy, Mollâ Ḫüsrev (d. 1480).1 
Note the sultan’s exclamation was recorded in Arabic, a fact that sug-
gests that the audience of this congratulatory statement, beyond the sul-
tan’s immediate circle, were other Arabic-speaking H anafı  jurists, mostly ال
in what were at the time the Mamluk territories. By the late sixteenth 
century, when Mus �t afâ ʿÂlî was writing this account, the audience of 
this statement may have been many H anafı -jurists and, equally impor ال
tant for our purposes here, their followers across Arab provinces of the 
empire. The possibility that the sultan (and those who cited him) had 
a broader audience in mind invites us to venture beyond the scholarly 

5

Intra-Madhhab Plurality and the Empire’s  
Legal Landscape

1 Gelibolulu Mus �tafâ ʿÂlî, Künhü’l-Aḫbâr, c. II: Fatih Sultan Mehmed Devri 1451–1481 
(Ankara: Türk Tarih Kurumu, 2003), 187–88. For the passage in the entry in the Shaqa  ,ʾiqإل
see Ah mad b. Mus�t afâ T asköprüzâde, al-Shaqaإلʾiq al-nuʿma niyya fıإل ʿulama ال  ʾ al-dawlaإل
al-ʿUthmaإلniyya (Beirut: Dar al-Kita b al-ʿArabı .81 ,(1975 ,ال
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circles and to weave into the narrative men (and possibly women) that 
hailed from different economic and social backgrounds, Muslims and 
non-Muslims, Sufis, and members of the imperial ruling elite who fol-
lowed the different jurists and made use of their rulings and opinions 
for different ends.

By introducing the ways the different jurists tried to establish, preserve, 
and negotiate their authority within the diverse and complex H anafıال legal 
landscape of the Ottoman Empire, on the one hand, and by looking at 
the ways in which members of the ruling and scholarly circles as well 
as commoners made use of the different jurists at their disposal, on the 
other, I hope to cast light on the broader context of the scholarly debates 
discussed in the previous chapters. Moreover, I seek to show that non-
jurists understood, at least to some extent, the tension and gaps between 
the different perceptions of the school of law and of the relationship 
between the jurists and the sultan. Finally, I aim to further demonstrate 
how the imperial learned hierarchy and its appointed muftıالs promoted 
and secured their particular, state-affiliated branch of the Hanafı  legal ال
school within an imperial framework in which multiple traditions and 
legal venues coexisted.

Of particular interest are the questions the different jurists received 
and the opinions they dispensed in response (their fataإلwa  for they reflect ,(إل
the dialogue between the muftı  .s and those who solicited their opinionsال
Moreover, as we shall see, fata waإل  at times traveled long distances across إل
the empire: the chief imperial muftı  received questions from the most ال
distant provinces, while some of the eminent jurists who did not hold 
a state appointment, such as Muh ammad al-Timurta shı Khayr al-Dı ,ال  nال
al-Ramlı or ʿAbd al-Ghanı ,ال al-Na ال bulusı  were asked to dispense their ,ال
opinions on certain legal and theological issues by solicitors from places 
as distant from one another as Istanbul to the holy cities of the Hijaz, 
and Damascus to Cairo. The circulation throughout the empire of ques-
tions and subsequent responses points, to some degree at least, to the 
significance that the different questioners attributed to a specific jurist’s 
ruling.

The following example captures much of what is at stake. Early in 
the eighteenth century, a question was sent to the chief imperial muftıال, 
Seyḫülislam Mentesîzâde Efendi (served 1715–16):

Question: What is the opinion of your Excellency Shaykh al-Isla  m . . . concerning aإل
river which reaches several villages, some of which are up [the stream and closer] 
to the spring, [while] others are down [the stream]. In some years in which the 
flow of the river declines, the inhabitants of the upper [villages] started damming 
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the river [thus depriving] the inhabitant of the lower [villages of water]. Are they 
allowed to do so? Dispense your opinion to us, [may you] be rewarded.2

The question was written in Arabic, as was the s eyḫülislam’s answer. 
Several decades earlier, the same question (with very slight variations) 
was submitted to the officially appointed muftı ʿıof Damascus, Isma ال  lال
al-Haʾik (d. 1701).3 This question, in turn, resembles a question that was 
sent from Damascus to the Palestinian muftı  .d) الn al-RamlıالKhayr al-Dı ,ال
1660), whom we have already met in the previous chapters. The ques-
tion posed to al-Ramlı  reveals more details about the setting than the ال
other two do. First, the question explicitly discloses the whereabouts of 
the questioner, and the river is a concrete river, the Bardıال River. Here 
the questioner mentions several endowments of the treasury (awqaإلf bayt 
al-maإلl) that are entitled to enjoy this water. The questioner also provides 
detailed information about the damming technique that caused the water 
shortage in the villages down the stream.4 The three muftı  s’ answers areال
not equally detailed, but all three ruled that the inhabitants of the lower 
villages are entitled to use the water as well.

The fact that two of the questions were either sent from Damascus or 
addressed to the officially appointed muftıال of the city, together with the 
similarities between the three questions, may support the assumption that 
the one sent to the eighteenth-century chief muftı  also originated from ال
this region. If this is indeed the case, we have a debate that took place 
in Damascus (or its environs) and spanned at least half a century. Since 
very little is known about the solicitors, much room is left for specu-
lations concerning their decision to address a certain muftı  Given the .ال
similarity in the way the questions were articulated, it appears that the 
questioners, or those who articulated the question on their behalf, knew 
to employ specific phrases and perhaps were even aware of the previous 
rulings. In any case, the main point is that, for whatever reason, different 
solicitors made use of different jurisconsults to promote their interests. 
In some cases, clear doctrinal differences between the jurists may account 
for the decisions of the different solicitors – to the extent that they were 
indeed aware of these differences – to address specific jurists. In this case, 

2 Mentes îzâde ʿAbdurrah im Efendi, Fetâvâ, Süleymaniye Library MS Haci Selim Ag a 
440, 83v.

3 Ismaʿıالl b. ʿAlı hıb. Rajab b. Ibra ال ʾik, al-Shifam al-Haال l bi-fataالʾ al-ʿalıإل al-marh إلwaإل um al-
Shaykh Isma l, Daالʿıإل .MS 9mim-53dal, 175v الf al-Nashashibır Isʿa

4 Khayr al-Dı al-Fata ,الn al-Ramlıال  mإلmadhhab al-Ima إلal-Khayriyya li-nafʿ al-bariyya ʿala إلwaإل
al-Aʿz�am Abıال Hanı fa al-Nuʿmaال n (Cairo: al-Matإل baʿa al-Kubra al-Mis �riyya bi-Bulaq, 
1882), 2:187–88.
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however, the fact that all the jurists ruled in the same manner clarifies that 
beyond the legal content of a specific ruling, there were other concerns 
that drove the Damascene solicitors to address particular muftı .sال

Taking this example as my point of departure, in the following pages 
I intend to situate some of its key elements in the broader context of the 
empire’s jurisprudential landscape.

Using the Officially Appointed Muftı s’ Rulingsال

By the time the Damascene solicitor addressed S eyḫülislam Mentes îzâde 
in the early eighteenth century, questioners from the Arab lands in 
general, and from Greater Syria in particular, had been sending their 
queries to Istanbul and to the officially appointed provincial muftı  sال
for almost two centuries: The quite famous sixteenth-century chief 
imperial muftı Kemâlpas ,ال azâde (d. 1534), received questions from the 
Arab provinces within less than two decades following their conquest.5 
Still, the decision to address officially appointed jurisconsults is not 
 self-evident, given the activity of competing authoritative jurists across 
the empire.

Since the identity of the solicitor (or solicitors) or the context in which 
the question was initiated is rarely disclosed either in the questions they 
sent or in the muftıالs’ answers, the attempt to explain their decision to 
solicit these particular muftıالs’ opinion poses two main interlocking chal-
lenges. The first is the reconstruction of the historical and legal context 
of the fataإلwa  While in some cases this is practically impossible, in others .إل
the picture that emerges is patchy and leaves much room for specula-
tion. Second, it is difficult to determine the intentionality of the inquirer, 
or, to be more precise, to determine the extent to which a solicitor was 
aware of – and skillfully used – the different opinions and authorities. 
Furthermore, it is difficult to account for the commitment of a certain 
solicitor to a specific muftıال.

Nevertheless, since most of the fata waإل -I am interested in were com إل
piled in Arabic and issued by an identifiable muftı  it is possible to situate ,ال
the solicitor in the Arab lands in a concrete time period (the duration 
of the muftı  s tenure in office). Moreover, in some cases, by reading the’ال
fataإلwaإل with and against other sources, one may situate them in the con-
text of a specific jurisprudential debate or in a concrete historical setting. 

5 The earliest ruling by Kemâlpas azâde that I have been able to find is discussed in the 
following.
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In addition, certain patterns in the use of the chief muftıالs and their pro-
vincial subordinates are discernible. These patterns raise important ques-
tions – but may also provide answers – with regard to the reasons that led 
the solicitors to consult officially appointed muftı  s. What is more, theseال
patterns point to a considerable degree of familiarity with the different 
authorities and the advantages of each, depending on the case at hand. 
This analytic approach is not exclusive to our discussion of the fata  إلwaإل
issued by the chief muftıال and the officially appointed provincial muftı  ,sال
but, as we shall see in the following discussion, may be applied to fata  إلwaإل
dispensed by muftıالs who did not hold a state appointment.

To convey a better sense of the instances and venues in which imperial 
subjects across the Arab lands utilized the institution of the chief muftıال or 
officially appointed provincial muftı -s, it would be helpful to submit sevال
eral representative case studies to closer scrutiny. One of the most com-
mon reasons for obtaining a ruling from an officially appointed muftıال 
or the seyḫülislâm was to support the solicitor’s claims in court. Court 
records from Jerusalem, which have been published by Amnon Cohen 
and others, provide rich information concerning the ways imperial sub-
jects utilized rulings issued by the local officially appointed muftıالs and 
the seyḫülislâm. These records corroborate and supplement the findings 
of other studies based on court records from across the Arab lands and 
Anatolia. At this point, however, it is difficult to assess how frequently 
the officially appointed muftıالs were approached. This will require more 
research into the court records. It is clear, on the other hand, that fataإلwa  ,إل
the majority of which were issued by officially appointed muftıالs, were 
brought to court and recorded.

Many of the cases gleaned and translated by Cohen dealt with Jewish 
subjects, which should not be a problem for our purposes. Although there 
may be differences in the ways Muslims and non-Muslims made use of 
the different authorities, the fact that non-Muslims (Jews, in this case) did 
not have particular interests in preserving the authority of a specific tra-
dition within the Hanafı  sالschool renders their use of the different muftı ال
illuminating. In other words, non-Muslims solicited the opinion of the 
muftıال they thought would promote their legal interests most efficiently.6

6 On non-Muslims’ use of the various channels of the Ottoman legal system, see Richard 
Wittmann, “Before Qadi and Grand Vizier: Intra-Communal Dispute Resolution and 
Legal Transactions among Christians and Jews in the Plural Society of Seventeenth 
Century Istanbul” (PhD diss., Harvard University, 2008).
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Consider, for example, the following case, which is preserved in the 
court records of Jerusalem. In 1597, several Jerusalemite Jews who failed 
to pay their debts and were consequently imprisoned in the local prison 
appeared before the Hanafı -judge of Jerusalem. In prison, they com ال
plained, they had to share their cells with Muslim prisoners, and there-
fore could not pray and observe the Sabbath day. They proposed to be 
transferred to an adjacent cell, known as the Room of the Well, located 
near the prison. The judge summoned the Muslim lenders, who rejected 
the proposed arrangement. The Jews, or, more likely, someone on their 
behalf, approached Ja h b. Abır Alla Lut ال f, the H anafı muftı ال  of Jerusalem ال
at the time, and asked for his opinion:

[Question:] What is the opinion of our lord the Shaykh al-Isla  m concerning a caseإل
in which next to the prison of the judge there is a room suitable to serve as prison, 
[and given that] the Jewish community has a debt [which they have not paid], and 
they [the Jewish prisoners] asked to be imprisoned in the aforementioned room 
so the imprisoned Muslims would not suffer any harm inflicted by the Jews? 
Moreover, the Muslims will also harm the Jews, if they are to be imprisoned in a 
single place, for they [the Jews] are prevented from praying and [observing] the 
Sabbath among the Muslims, while they are not to be prevented according to the 
sharı  ʿa. If the judge deems it right to imprison them in the aforementioned roomال
in a manner that guarantees that they will not flee and that they [the Jews will] 
perform all that is required from prisoners according to the law, is he [the judge] 
allowed to do so [i.e., to transfer the Jews to that room]? Dispense to us your 
opinion.

[Answer:] Praise be to God, may He guide me in the straight path. Yes, the judge is 
allowed to imprison them [the Jews] wherever he wishes, so they will not lose any 
of their rights. God knows best. Ja h b. Abır Alla al-Lutf wrote this [answer].7 ال

After examining the legal rulings, the judge ordered the warden to trans-
fer the Jews to the Room of the Well. All this information, including the 
legal ruling issued by the Jerusalemite muftıال, was recorded in the court 
record.

This case raises several issues that are relevant to our discussion: the 
Jews’ decision to solicit the ruling of this particular muftı  the manner ,ال
in which the question was articulated, and the circulation of the muftı  s’ال
legal ruling in the context of the imperial legal system. Moreover, despite 

7 Amnon Cohen and Elisheva Ben Shimon-Pikali, Jews in the Moslem Religious Court: 
Society, Economy and Communal Organization in the XVIth Century (Documents from 
Ottoman Jerusalem) [in Hebrew] (Jerusalem: Yad Izhak Ben-Zvi, 1993), 1:29–30. At the 
end of Ja q b. ʿUmar b. Abıh’s answer, the Jews also grafted on the opinion of Ishar Alla  ال
al-Lutf, the Shafiʿıال muftıال of Jerusalem, who approved the opinion of his H anafıال colleague 
(and relative).
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the case’s local particularities, I would suggest examining it in the broader 
context of Greater Syria (and, to some extent, of other Arab provinces of 
the empire).

Let us start by dwelling on the identity of the H anafıال muftıال the Jews 
approached. Ja r Alla al-Lutf was the officially appointed Hanafı الh b. Abı  ال
muftıال of Jerusalem and the professor of a madrasa known as al-Madrasa 
al-ʿUthmaniyya, a position that was stipulated to go to the H anafıال offi-
cially appointed muftı  s of the city since the sixteenth century and wasال
monopolized by the Banu  al-Lutf in that period.8 Although the Jews الAbı 
could have consulted a muftıال who did not hold a state appointment, they 
decided to consult one who was officially appointed, assuming that his 
ruling would be the most effective.

In addition, this case shows how the muftı  s ruling as a document’ال
functioned in the context of the legal procedure in the court. It is clear 
that the muftı  had to be informed about the case and usually did not ال
intervene in the procedure that took place at the court before the judge. 
Here, the muftı  was informed by one of the parties involved, but it seems ال
that in other cases the judge himself consulted the muftıال. After the fatwaإل – 
the question and the muftı  s answer – was brought to court, the judge’ال
examined the extent to which it matched the case under consideration. In 
some cases, as here, the muftı  s ruling was recorded verbatim in the court’ال
record; in others, it was paraphrased.

This is not to say that the officially appointed muftıال never intervened in 
the court procedure. According to Sharaf al-Dı  الrısuf al-Ans�ab. Yu san Muال
(d. after 1592), who served as Shafiʿıال deputy judge in Damascus, in 1590 
the secretary of the officially appointed provincial Hanafıال muftıال in the city, 
Muhammad b. Hilal al-Hanafıال, sent him two rulings issued presumably by 
al-Hanafıال. These fataإلwa  ,which followed the rulings of Ebû’s-Suʿûd Efendi ,إل
reiterated the regulation that cases that are older than fifteen years should 

8 See Najm al-Dı n Muhال ammad b. Muhammad al-Ghazzı Lut ,ال f al-samar wa-qatf al-thamar: 
Min taraإلjim aʿya n al-tإل abaqa al-ulaإل min al-qarn al-haإلdı ʿashar (Damascus: Wiza ال  rat
al-Thaqafa wa’l-Irsha al-H ;85–2:584 ,(82–1981 ,الd al-Qawmı asan b. Muhammad 
al-Burı jim al-aʿyaإلTara ,الnıال al-ʿArabı الn (Damascus: al-Majmaʿ al-ʿIlmıإلʾ al-zamaإلn min abnaإل  ال
bi-Dimashq, 1959–63), 2:127–28; Muhammad Amı n b. Fadال l Allah al-Muh ibbıال, Khula  s�atإل
al-athar fı aʿya ال dıإلn al-qarn al-haإل ʿashar (Beirut: Da ال  .r al-Kutub al-ʿIlmiyya, 2006), 1:530
The use of the Shafiʿıال muftıالs who held an official appointment deserves another study. 
Here suffice it to say that there are other instances of litigants bringing a fatwaإل from 
both the Hanafıال and Sha officially appointed muftı الfiʿı  s. In some cases, litigants broughtال
only the ruling of the officially appointed Shafiʿıال muftıال (see, for instance, Cohen and Ben 
Shimon-Pikali, Jews in the Moslem Religious Court, 1:216).
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not be adjudicated in court. Nevertheless, in most cases, it was one of the 
litigants who brought the jurisconsult’s ruling to court.9

The practice of bringing a ruling of an officially appointed muftı  to ال
court in Jerusalem corresponds to similar practices elsewhere. Studies 
of other courts – such as Bogaç Ergene’s study of the courts of seven-
teenth- and eighteenth-century Çankırı and Kastamonu, Haim Gerber’s 
study of Bursa, and Hülya Canbakal’s of the court of seventeenth-century 
Ayntab10 – have also drawn attention to the important role that fata  إلwaإل
issued by the muftıال (i.e., the chief muftı -or the officially appointed pro ال
vincial one) played in the legal procedure. Most of these studies have 
identified the same pattern: in most cases in which the judge deemed the 
ruling relevant to the case under adjudication, the litigant who brought 
the fatwaإل to the court won the case.

To clarify this point further, the appearance of the officially appointed 
muftı -s’ rulings in the court record should be contrasted with the relaال
tive absence of rulings by those without a state appointment, with the 
exception of rulings by those jurisconsults who had been co-opted by 
the learned hierarchy and whose works had entered the imperial juris-
prudential canon, as we have seen in the case of Khayr al-Dı n al-Ramlıال  ال
(in Chapter 4). This is not to say, however, that the rulings of the nonap-
pointed muftı  s were not brought to court. But if they were, they wereال
not recorded (or even mentioned) in the court record. Their absence 
from the record suggests that consulting these rulings was not consid-
ered part of the formal procedure in court. It is therefore difficult to 
assess the impact of the rulings issued by nonappointed jurists on the 
judge’s resolution, but it is clear, as will be discussed, that the rulings 
of prominent nonappointed muftı  s were influential, both in and outsideال
the court.

9 Sharaf al-Dıالn Mu suf al-Ansb. Yu sa �arıال, Nuzhat al-kha tإل ir wa-bahjat al-naإلz�ir (Damascus: 
Manshu rat al-Thaqarat Wiza fa, 1991), 1:169–71. On Muh ammad b. Hilal, see 
al-Muhibbı Khula ,ال .sat al-athar, 3:227–28إل

10 Bogaç Ergene, Local Court, Provincial Society and Justice in the Ottoman Empire: Legal 
Practice and Dispute Resolution in Cankiri and Kastamonu (1652–1744) (Leiden: Brill, 
2003), 139–40, 149–50; Haim Gerber, State, Society, and Law in Islam: Ottoman Law 
in Comparative Perspective (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1994), chap. 3; 
Hülya Canbakal, “Birkaç Fetva Bir Soru: Bir Hukuk Haritasına Dogru,” in Sinasi Tekin’in 
Anısına Uygurlardan Osmanlıya (Istanbul: Simurg, 2005), 258–70; Ronald C. Jennings, 
“Kadi, Court, and Legal Procedure in 17th C. Ottoman Kayseri: The Kadi and the Legal 
System,” Studia Islamica 48 (1978): 133–36; Ronald C. Jennings, “Limitations of the 
Judicial Powers of the Kadi in 17th C. Ottoman Kayseri,” Studia Islamica 50 (1979), 
156–59.
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Moreover, in places where prominent muftıالs who did not hold an 
official appointment operated and were influential enough, imperial 
 subjects – Jewish subjects, in this case – made use of these muftıالs to pro-
mote their legal interests. While the Jews of sixteenth-century Jerusalem 
knew the advantages of obtaining a ruling from the officially appointed 
provincial muftıال for promoting their legal interests in court, some of their 
coreligionists addressed their questions to other muftıالs who did not hold 
a state appointment whenever they thought the latter’s ruling would pro-
mote their legal interests. Late in the sixteenth century, for example, two 
Jews from Alexandria, Samuel b. Shams b. Ishaq and Salomon b. Musa  
b. Ishaq, appeared before the Hanafı  judge. The case was about certain ال
commercial affairs and debts that should not concern us here. After the 
case was adjudicated in court, someone, possibly one of the litigants, 
brought a copy of the resolution (s ura) to the eminent sixteenth-century 
muftıال Muhammad b. ʿUmar Shams al-Dıالn al-H anutıال, who was not an 
officially appointed muftı  The Jewish merchants’ decision to approach 11.ال
al-Hanu -demonstrates the weight his rulings carried in court, or, alter الtı
natively, points to the authoritativeness of his rulings among Muslims 
and non-Muslims alike.

The weight of the rulings of the officially appointed muftı -s, and espeال
cially those of the chief imperial jurisconsults, is also reflected in the 
procedures for petitioning the Sublime Porte, as another example from 
sixteenth-century Jerusalem illustrates. In 1550 one of the officials in the 
district of Jerusalem petitioned the Porte, claiming that the Jews of the 
city had leased parts of the land he was given by the Ottoman state as sal-
ary (tîmâr) for their cemetery and that he had not been paid as had been 
agreed. Before petitioning the Porte, the tîmâr holder sought, and received, 
the opinion of the chief muftı  at the time, Ebûʾs-Suʿûd Efendi. Based on ال
the muftıال’s ruling and the petition, an imperial edict was issued and sent 
to Jerusalem. Upon the arrival of this edict, which also included the chief 
muftıال’s ruling, the judge of Jerusalem summoned the parties. After exam-
ining the documents presented by the litigants and the testimonies in sup-
port of their claims, the judge ruled in favor of the tîmâr holder. It is not 
fully clear why the tîmâr holder decided to submit his question to the 
chief muftıال before petitioning the Porte.12 The important point is that the 

11 Muhammad b. ʿUmar b. Shams al-Dıالn al-Hanu tı waإلFata ,ال nuإلal-Ha إل tı  Bayezit Library MS ,ال
Veliyüddin 1494, 428r–429v. On Muhammad b. ʿUmar b. Shams al-Dıالn al-H anutı  see ,ال
al-Muhibbı Khula ,ال .sat al-athar, 4:76–77إل

12 Cohen and Ben Shimon-Pikali, Jews in the Moslem Religious Court, 1:92.
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latter assumed that the chief muftıال’s ruling would strengthen his stance, 
first in the Porte and later in court. Although it is practically impossible 
in most cases to reconstruct the entire story behind the fata -in the col إلwaإل
lections of the chief muftıالs, it stands to reason that at least in some cases 
the solicitors intended to petition the Porte.13

It should be stressed that, as the above case illustrates, those who sub-
mitted their questions to the chief muftıال were not always members of the 
imperial ruling elite. When the Ashkenazi Jews of Jerusalem wanted to 
renovate their synagogue in the city in the late seventeenth century, they 
addressed the chief muftı -approv إلFeyzullah Efendi and obtained a fatwa ال
ing the renovation.14 Then they petitioned the Porte, and, as in the tîmâr 
holder’s case, their petition resulted in an imperial edict sent to the court 
in Jerusalem.15 Moreover, the content of many questions preserved in 
the collections of the chief imperial muftıالs raise the possibility that the 
questions were posed by commoners, or were posed on their behalf. For 
instance, a question posed to Mentesîzâde Efendi (who served as chief 
muftıال from 1715 to 1716) deals with a member of the ruling elite (ahl 
al-ʿurf) who “oppressively” seizes the money of a minor inheritor.16

The Jews of Jerusalem, like other solicitors who addressed the offi-
cially appointed jurisconsults, demonstrated remarkable familiarity with 
the legal procedures. Other cases indicate that solicitors were also famil-
iar with specific legal arguments and tried to manipulate these arguments 
in their favor. Two fata waإل -one by Kemâlpasazâde and the other by Ebûʾs ,إل
Suʿûd Efendi, concerning the permissibility of certain Sufi practices may 

13 On the practice of obtaining a ruling before petitioning the Porte, see Abdurrahman 
Atçil, “Procedures in the Ottoman Court and the Duties of the Kadis” (MA thesis, Bilkent 
University, Ankara, 2002), 21–22; Basak Tug , “Politics of Honor: The Institutional and 
Social Frontiers of ‘Illicit’ Sex in Mid-Eighteenth-Century Ottoman Anatolia” (PhD diss., 
New York University, 2009), 111–23.

14 It is unclear, however, who submitted their question to the chief muftıال. They may have 
sent an envoy or asked their coreligionists to solicit the chief muftıال’s opinion and to 
petition the Porte on their behalf. A scribal manual from seventeenth-century Jerusalem 
records epistles sent from the Jews of Jerusalem to the Jews in Istanbul. In these missives, 
the Jews of Jerusalem instruct their Istanbulian counterparts to obtain rulings from the 
muftıال, that is, the șeyḫülislâm, for various purposes. Some of the epistles reflect the close 
contacts between certain unidentifiable members of the Istanbulian Jewish community 
and the chief muftıال (and other senior jurists and officials). Minna Rozen, “Influential 
Jews in the Sultan’s Court in Istanbul in Support of Jerusalem Jewry in the 17th Century” 
[in Hebrew], Michael 7 (1981): 394–430; Minna Rozen, The Jewish Community of 
Jerusalem in the Seventeenth Century [in Hebrew] (Tel Aviv: Tel Aviv University and the 
Ministry of Defense Publishing House, 1984), 419–21.

15 Cohen and Ben Shimon-Pikali, Jews in the Moslem Religious Court, 1:87–89.
16 Mentes îzâde, Fetâvâ, 521r.
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illustrate this point.17 Although Kemâlpasazâde’s fatwaإل is cited in Ebûʾs-
Suʿûd’s collection following the latter’s answer, they should be treated 
as two separate fata waإل  issued in two distinct moments. In Ebûʾs-Suʿûd’s إل
collection, his answer precedes that of his predecessor. Here I will reverse 
the order and read the fata waإل  chronologically, but the connection made إل
by Ebûʾs-Suʿûd is important and will be discussed as well.

Here, then, is Kemâlpasazâde’s fatwaإل:

Question: What is the opinion of jurists of the Prophetic religion and the sages 
of the jurisprudence of Mus�tafa  h strengthen them with the grace Hemay Alla – 
has bestowed upon them from the strong authority to render judgment and [may 
He] set them straight in what He imposed on them of correct decision[s] – about 
a group of Sufis [t aإلʾifa mutas awwifa] who are commemorating God and are sit-
ting in circles in the manner they have always done, making utterance[s] [such 
as]: “There is no God” [but Allah?], “He,” or “Oh, Alla  h.” And they raise their
voice at their preferred times. After the dhikr [commemoration of God] takes 
them over they utter and move, so sometimes they whirl with the dhikr right 
and left. [At] other [times] they fall with the fikr [thought of God] according 
to [the] manner in which Allah treats them [ʿaإلmalahum Alla  h] – may His gloryإل
and beauty be glorified – sometimes they are drawn by divine guidance and they 

17 Kemâlpas azâde was one of the leading jurists in the central lands of the empire who in 
the early decades of the sixteenth century compiled treatises dealing with specific prac-
tices, such as the dance during dhikr sessions (Ibra m al-Hالhı alabı  .(is another such jurist ال
Chronicles from the Arab lands also record fata issued by leading, mostly non-Hanafı إلwaإل  ,ال
jurists approving of certain debated Sufi practices, such as the use of drums and music 
in their dhikr. Although the jurists mentioned in the chronicles did not discuss the issue 
of dancing directly, as did those in the question, it appears that the question posed to 
Kemâlpas azâde is part of this ongoing debate concerning the legality of a host of Sufi 
practices – a debate that, as we have just seen, cuts across legal schools and regions. See 
Ahmad Shams al-Dı al-raqs الla fıإلn Kemâlpasazâde, Risaال , Süleymaniye Library MS Denizli 
114–1, 225r–228r; Ibra m b. Muhالhı ammad al-Halabı  al-raqs, Süleymaniye الla fıإلRisa ,ال
Library MS Esʿad Efendi 1690, 214v–225r; Najm al-Dı n Muhال ammad b. Muhammad 
al-Ghazzı al-Kawa ,ال shira (Beirut: Jaإلn al-miʾa al-ʿaإلʾira bi-aʿyaإلkib al-saإل  tmiʿat Bayru
al-Amıالrikiyya, 1945–58), 3:16–20; al-Ghazzı  Lutf al-samar, 2:595–600, 656–59. For ,ال
Aleppo, see Muh ammad b. Ibrahı Durr al-habab fı ,الm b. al-Hanbalıال ta ال rıإل  n Halabإلkh aʿyaال
(Damascus: Wizarat al-Thaqafa, 1972–74), 2 (part 1): 416. This debate continued until 
the eighteenth century (and perhaps even later). ʿAbd al-Ghanıال al-Nabulusıال defended 
controversial Sufi practices. In his treatise on this issue, he also invokes Khayr al-Dı  nال
al-Ramlı r fıإلJamʿ al-asra ,الbulusıal-Na الs approval of the loud dhikr. ʿAbd al-Ghanı’ال  radd ال
al-taʿn ‘an al-su jjud bi’l-adhkaإلr ahl al-tawaإلfiyya al-akhya r (Beirut: Daإل  ,r al-Muhabba
2000). For al-Ramlıال’s response, see ibid., 68–72. See also Ahmet T. Karamustafa, God’s 
Unruly Friends: Dervish Groups in the Islamic Later Middle Period, 1200–1500 (Salt 
Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1995); Derin Terzioglu, “Sufis in the Age of State 
Building and Confessionalization, 1300–1600,” in The Ottoman World, ed. C. Woodhead 
(London: Routledge, 2011), 86–99; Zeynep Yürekli, Architecture and Hagiography in 
the Ottoman Empire: The Politics of Bektashi Shrines in the Classical Age (Farnham, 
Surrey, UK: Ashgate, 2012).
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strike the ground with their feet, leaping [around], and the disapprover regarded 
all this and claimed that it amounted to the dance [raqs] that the entertainers 
perform blatantly. [In response the Sufis] say: “We do this [leaping] in ecstasy and 
involuntarily losing of ourselves in accordance with the correct Sunna and good 
intentions of our [?] shaykhs.” [In a situation such that] the Sufis perform the 
dhikr in their presence and they do not prevent them [from doing so]; rather, they 
even find delight and comfort in watching and hearing them, and the observable 
way they are when [attending] their sama  ,ʿ [a Sufi session that includes musicإل
dancing, and chanting as a means of reaching closer to God] testifies to this; and 
we have seen that some of the jurists [permitted?] the dhikr in their sessions, so 
in them they perform the dhikr according to the above-mentioned Sunna, and we 
have seen many of our masters the jurists, the most excellent of their time, issued 
fataإلwa  permitting [this practice]. We have found in several books compiled by the إل
well-guided jurists [who follow the] the H anafıال and Sha -customs that they per الfiʿı
mitted this and showed how it [the dhikr] has great virtue and immense benefit. 
We have tested [?] this and witnessed numerous times what they have shown [?] 
and [witnessed] that the disapproved occurs only sporadically; so is [this] permis-
sible for them or not?

Answer: There is nothing wrong in their ecstatic being if it is sincere and there is 
nothing [legally] problematic in their sway if they are sincere. You have under-
taken to do foot-service [?], and it is legitimate for one asked by his master to do 
by way of permit, under the circumstances mentioned, at the dhikr and sama  ʿإل
what has been mentioned is permissible during the dhikr and the sama  ʿ for theإل
knowledgeable/enlightened Sufis [ʿaإلrifıالn] who spent their time [doing] the most 
excellent acts of those who follow the path [saإلlikıالn], and who possess [the ability] 
to hold themselves [while they face] ignobility [qabaإلʾih al-ah wa -l]. . . . If they menإل
tion Him they lament [their distance from Him]; if they “witness” Him they find 
peace; if they graze in [?] the presence of His proximity they travel about [?] – 
when ecstasy overcomes them with His bouts of mastering [them], they drink 
from the sources of His will. Some of them receive the divine night-visits and fall 
to the ground and lose their poise; some are struck by lightning flashes of grace 
and move and are content; some are approached by love from the harbingers of 
[divine] intimacy and follow [that path] and lose themselves; and [verse]

He whose ecstasy is true ecstasy/does not need the word of the singer
[He finds in] himself eternal bliss /and ongoing drunkenness without a wine vat.

This is my answer and God knows best.18

The question sent to Kemâlpas azâde, assuming that it was addressed 
to him personally, is intriguing. It deals with several Sufi practices whose 
permissibility stood at the center of a heated debate in the early sixteenth 
century.19 What makes this question even more intriguing is that the Sufis 

18 Ebû’s-Su‘ûd Efendi, Fetâvâ, Süleymaniye Library MS Ismihan Sultan 226, 189r–189v.
19 Ahmad Shams al-Dı al-raqs الla fıإلn Kemâlpasazâde, Risaال , Süleymaniye Library MS Denizli 

114–1, 225r–228r; Ibra m b. Muhالhı ammad al-Halabı  al-raqs, Süleymaniye الla fıإلRisa ,ال
Library MS Esʿad Efendi 1690, 214v–225r.
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had reportedly asked other H anafıال and Sha fiʿı  jurists for their opinion ال
concerning these practices. It is also evident from the Sufis’ report that 
these jurists had contended that the practices were licit and in congru-
ence with the Prophetic tradition. The address to the imperial chief muftı  ,ال
therefore, may be interpreted as an invitation to participate in an ongoing 
debate that troubled many sixteenth-century jurists and scholars, both 
Hanafı and non-Hanafı ال .ال

Against this backdrop, the questioner decided to address the jurists 
in Istanbul. Nothing is known about his (or their) identity. He may have 
been a local Arab subject who realized that he might find strong allies 
for his opinion in the imperial capital. Alternatively, he might have been 
an Ottoman official or judge who wanted to confirm what the opin-
ion of the chief muftı was. By addressing the s ال eyḫülislâm and obtaining 
his opinion in Arabic, the solicitor perhaps thought he could counter 
the argument of jurists from the Arab lands who disapproved of such 
practices. It is likely, however, that the questioner considered the chief 
muftı  to be the leading authority to resolve this dispute, even if the chief ال
muftı  s response did not necessarily convince the other jurists or the Sufis’ال
themselves.

Interestingly the question to Kemâlpasazâde and his subsequent 
answer are included in the answer of his successor, Ebûʾs-Suʿûd Efendi, 
several decades later. After the address, the questioner inquires about

a group [qawm] that recites “There is no God but Allah,” “He” [Huwa], and “Oh, 
Allah,” while chanting and uttering vociferously; at times they raise [their voices] 
and at times they lower [them] according to what suits these unlawful acts and 
the corrupt performance; they do not hope for God with respect, but they pursue 
illegal innovations [bidaʿ] as their banner. Issue your opinion, may [God] reward 
you and may God turn you into the most exalted in the protection of the master 
of the messengers [the Prophet].

Ebûʾs-Suʿûd Efendi gives the following answer:

What is mentioned [in your question] is a despicable invention and a loathsome 
illicit invented deceit. They will fall into the abysses of distraction and downfall, 
[as] they took delight in those who corrupt the words and turn the recitation of 
the Qurʾan [al-matha  into [?] singing. Alas he who attributed [this act] to the [الnıإل
evident Truth [God], when they [the Sufis who perform these illicit acts] do not 
cease their forbidden acts, and those who do not reintroduce the word [idea] of 
oneness to their rightly guided practice [nahj] shall suffer [lit. touched upon by] 
a severe punishment. [But] [you] who lament [?] this [act] and incite the believ-
ers against it, [there is nothing wrong in] beautifying the sounds of the beautiful 
Qurʾan without insertion or exchange. And God said: The Truth will lead the way 
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and “For me [Allah] is sufficient and the best disposer of affairs” (Qurʾan 3:173). 
[Cites Kemâlpas azâde’s answer.]20

There are interesting parallels between the question posed to 
Kemâlpasazâde and that posed to Ebûʾs-Suʿûd Efendi, as well as significant 
differences. Taken together, the two fata  that is, the questions and the) إلwaإل
answers) convey a sense of the dialogic nature of the process of the solici-
tation and dispensing of the muftı  s opinion. As this case demonstrates, at’ال
times it was a dialogue that went on for decades. Furthermore, it seems 
that both the questioner and Ebûʾs-Suʿûd were aware that there was an 
ongoing exchange between solicitors from the Arab lands and chief impe-
rial muftı  s over this issue. From the solicitor’s vantage point, the fact thatال
the Sufis in his question say exactly the same phrases their counterparts 
are reported to have said in the question posed to Kemâlpas azâde indi-
cates that these phrases were employed with the intention of framing the 
debate. Nevertheless, unlike the earlier questioner, the latter adds adjec-
tives that clearly point to his strong disapproval of the Sufi practices. It 
is possible that the questioner denounced certain Sufi practices as ille-
gal innovations (bidʿa pl. bida‘), precisely because he was familiar with 
Kemâlpasazâde’s ruling, and attempted to lead Ebûʾs-Suʿûd to diverge from 
his predecessor’s opinion. From the muftı  s perspective, the citation of his’ال
predecessor’s rulings points to his awareness of the history of the exchange 
and to its particular geographical setting, since both  Ebûʾs-Suʿûd’s and 
Kemâlpasazâde’s rulings were penned in Arabic. Moreover, Ebû’s-Suʿûd’s 
reference to the fatwaإل issued by Kemâlpas azâde establishes the latter as 
precedent, although Ebûʾs-Suʿûd’s ruling leaves room for speculation as to 
the degree of his agreement with his predecessor.21

Sometimes solicitors addressed officially appointed jurisconsults, 
usually provincial muftıالs, in order to defend local practices within the 
imperial framework. Consider the following example: In his guide to rit-
ual practices, Hadiyyat Ibn al-ʿImaإلd li’l-ʿubba  d, the officiallyإلd al-ʿibaإل
appointed muftı of Damascus ʿAbd al-Rahma ال n b. Muhammad al-ʿIma  الdı
(d. 1641) reports an encounter he had with Esʿad Efendi (d. 1625), who 
passed through Damascus on his way to the holy cities.22 Esʿad Efendi 
was not satisfied with the quality of the water in the Damascene cisterns 

20 Ebû’s-Su‘ûd Efendi, Fetâvâ, Süleymaniye Library MS Ismihan Sultan 226, 189r–189v.
21 Similar dynamics may be discerned in two fataإلwa  from the second half of the seventeenth إل

century. See Minkarîzâde Yah yâ Efendi, Fetâvâ, Süleymaniye Library MS Hekimoglu 
421, 53r; Mentesîzâde, Fetâvâ, 77r.

22 On Esʿad Efendi, see Abdülkadir Altunsu, Osmanlı S eyhülislamları (Ankara: Ayyıldız 
Matbaası, 1972), 58–59.
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for ablution. The quality of the water was so bad, in Esʿad Efendi’s view, 
that he wanted to order the cisterns’ renovation. The implication of 
Esʿad Efendi’s view of the quality of the water was that the ablutions of 
the Damascenes were not valid. Al-ʿImadı  as he recounts, defended the ,ال
quality of the water, and thereby the validity of the Damascenes’ ablu-
tions, by citing an approving passage from one of Ibn Nujaym’s works.23 
Several decades later, another officially appointed muftı  the Damascene ,ال
ʿAlaʾ al-Dıالn al-H as �kafıال, also pointed to differences in certain legal issues 
between Greater Syria and the core lands of the empire, and implicitly 
approved of the Damascene practice.24 In other words, addressing local 
officially appointed muftıالs was at times a good solution for securing the 
legality of local practices within the imperial context.

Prior to the Ottoman conquest in 1516–17, the overwhelming major-
ity of the inhabitants of the Arab lands had very little, if any, contact with 
the evolving Ottoman learned hierarchy and legal system.25 The Ottoman 
conquest led to the introduction of new legal institutions, such as the 
institution of the chief imperial muftı -into the Arab lands, and the impe ,ال
rial capital became an important political, scholarly, and legal center. The 
cases we have examined so far illustrate the increasing familiarity of a 
growing number of imperial subjects with the Ottoman learned hierarchy 
and the imperial legal institutions in general, and particularly with the 

23 See Ibn al-ʿImad’s opinion and ʿAbd al-Ghanıال al-Nabulusıال’s support of this ruling. ʿAbd 
al-Ghanıال al-Nabulusıال, Nihaإلyat al-mura sharh الd fıإل  Hadiyyat Ibn al-ʿIma  ,d (Limassolإل
Cyprus: al-Jaffan wa’l-Jabı .80–276 ,(1995 ,ال

24 Muhammad b. ʿAlıال b. Muh ammad al-His �nıال ʿAla ʾ al-H as�kafıال, al-Durr al-muntaqa  sharh الfı إل
al-Multaqa .2:323 ,(r al-Kutub al-ʿIlmiyya, 1998Beirut: Da) إل

25 Some Mamluk subjects were familiar with at least some institutions of the burgeon-
ing Ottoman legal system. Fifteenth-century and early sixteenth-century chronicles and 
biographical dictionaries include biographies of leading jurists who operated in the 
Ottoman realms and entered the Mamluk lands. At the same time, Mamluk subjects 
(such as merchants and scholars) traveled to Anatolia and to the Ottoman domains 
in the late fifteenth century. See, for instance, Ibn T awq, Yawmiyya t Shihaإل b al-Dıإل  nال
Ah mad b. T awq (Damascus: Institut français de Damas, 2000–7), 2:947–48; Emire 
Cihan Muslu, “Ottoman-Mamluk Relations: Diplomacy and Perceptions” (PhD diss., 
Harvard University, 2007), 1–86. ʿAlı b. Yu ال suf al-Bus �rawı  mentions in his chronicle ال
an incident that sheds some light on the ongoing contacts between the jurists in the 
Ottoman realms and their colleagues in the Mamluk sultanate. In 1490, during the 
Ottoman-Mamluk war, the Ottoman chief muftıال Mollâ ʿArab sent his own envoy to 
inform the Mamluk commanders that he and other jurists in the Ottoman lands were 
not pleased with Bâyezîd II’s decision to attack the Mamluk sultanate. Mollâ ʿArab was, 
it should be mentioned, one of those jurists who traveled between the Mamluk and 
the Ottoman domains. ʿAlı b. Yu ال suf al-Bus �rawı Taʾrı ,ال kh al-Busال �rawı s :ال �afah a t majhuإل  la
min Ta rıإل kh Dimashq fıال ʿas ال �r al-mama lıإل k, min sanat 871 H li-ghaال yat 904 H (Beirut: Daإل  r
al-Maʾmu n li’l-Tu .rath, 1988), 140
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institution of the chief imperial muftıال and his officially appointed provin-
cial colleagues. To be sure, some of the solicitors, such as the tîmâr holder, 
were members of the imperial judicial or ruling elites who resided in the 
Arab lands. On the other hand, it is clear that commoners, such as the 
Jews of Jerusalem, knew enough to address the officially appointed muftı  ال
of the city. As has been argued earlier, the consistency with which certain 
authorities were addressed indicates that imperial subjects had access to 
“legal knowledge” that informed their consumption of justice.

This is not to suggest, however, that every subject (or even every mem-
ber of the ruling or judicial elites) was equally familiar with the various 
authorities and the advantages their opinions might offer for his or her 
case. Some probably made use of the various muftı  s more skillfully thanال
others. It is also probable that at least some solicitors were loyal fol-
lowers of specific muftıالs, regardless of these muftı  s’ position in the newال
“legal landscape.” Moreover, as Bog aç Ergene’s study of the courts of 
Kastamonu and Çankırı has shown, there were some barriers that might 
have impeded easy access to the imperial legal system and its juriscon-
sults.26 These included the geographical distance to the town where the 
officially appointed muftı  operated, let alone the distance to the imperial ال
capital; the costs of the procedure; and access to legal experts who could 
assist in formulating the question and provide legal guidance.27

Without underestimating the significance of these impediments, and 
without blurring the differences between imperial subjects in terms 
of their familiarity with and access to the legal procedure, one has to 
acknowledge that many subjects did have access to the legal system in 
general and to officially appointed muftıالs in particular. Although unsuc-
cessful attempts to obtain a muftı -s ruling most likely remain underdocu’ال
mented as do rulings that the solicitors considered unsatisfactory, other 

26 Ergene, Local Court.
27 In the earlier stages of the institution of the seyḫülislâm, it seems that the fata  were إلwaإل

issued gratis. However, with the growing bureaucratization of the office, fees were 
imposed to finance the services of the scribes and secretaries. It is hard to assess to what 
degree these fees prevented people from obtaining a fatwa  But out of the forty-nine .إل
fataإلwaإل in Arabic, a significant proportion deal with endowments or appointments to 
positions. Although it might be risky to deduce statistical data on the basis of this finding, 
it might suggest that, at far as the Arab subjects of the empire are concerned, propertied 
subjects tended to use the channel of the seyḫülislâm more frequently. This, however, 
calls for further research. According to Hezârfen (writing around mid-seventeenth cen-
tury), the fee for a fatwaإل was seven akçe. The fee was intended to cover the expenses of 
the scribes (resm-i müsevvid, kâtiblerindir). Uriel Heyd, “Some Aspects of the Ottoman 
Fetva,” Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies 32, no. 1 (1969): 52–53.
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cases, such as the case of the sixteenth-century Jews of Jerusalem, suggest 
that commoners were familiar with the legal procedure or at least had 
access to judicial guidance. The subjects’ decision to solicit the opinion 
of the chief muftıال, given the alternatives they had at their disposal, may 
be interpreted as their recognition of the weight that the ruling of the 
officially appointed muftıالs carried within the Ottoman legal system, and 
perhaps even as a sign of their own acceptance of these muftıالs’ authority. 
In other words, the process should be described both from the perspec-
tive of the imperial legal system that sought to gain recognition and from 
the vantage point of the system’s “users.” It is thus necessary to dwell on 
how imperial subjects, and especially those who were not members of the 
ruling or judicial elite, acquired knowledge about the legal procedure and 
learned when and how to address officially appointed muftı .sال

Several channels whereby potential solicitors could have learned what 
muftıال would better serve their interests emerge from the sources. (It is 
fairly safe to assume that there were also other venues in which legal 
knowledge was transmitted and disseminated.) The imperial legal court 
was one of the sites in which non-jurists were most frequently exposed 
to legal rulings. When fata  are mentioned in court records, the records إلwaإل
describe this procedure in performative terms. In court records from the 
core lands of the empire, for example, litigants are reported to have pre-
sented the fatwaإل (the verb used is ibrâz eylemek).28 Moreover, litigants are 
said to have declared in court they had obtained a ruling from a muftı  ال
(fetvâm var diyü).29 After the presentation of the ruling, the court records 
often relate how the judge read the fatwaإل in court and deliberated its 
compatibility with the case under adjudication. In addition, the scribes 
at times included the fatwaإل in the record, copies of which were often 
given to the litigants. Litigants may have brought to court other rulings 
issued by nonappointed muftıالs, in which case they had the opportunity 
to see which rulings carried greater weight in court. Moreover, as demon-
strated by the edict issued following the petition of the tîmâr holder from 

28 Canbakal, “Birkaç Fetva Bir Soru”; Bilgin Aydın and Ekrem Tak, eds., I stanbul Kadı 
Sicilleri Üsküdar Mahkemesi 1 Numaralı (H. 919–927/M. 1513–1521) (Istanbul: I SAM 
Yayınalr, 2008), 349; Rıfat Günalan, Mehmet Âkif Aydın, and Cos�kun Yılmaz, eds., 
I stanbul Kadı Sicilleri Üsküdar Mahkemesi 2 Numaralı (H. 924–927/M. 1518–1521) 
(Istanbul: ISAM Yayınalr, 2008), 149; Rıfat Günalan, Mehmet Akman, and Fikret 
Sarıcaoglu., I stanbul Kadı Sicilleri Üsküdar Mahkemesi 26 Numaralı (H. 970–971/M. 
1562–1563) (Istanbul: I SAM Yayınalr, 2008), 355, 412.

29 Günalan et al., I stanbul Kadı Sicilleri Üsküdar Mahkemesi 2 Numaralı, 345; Günalan, 
I stanbul Kadı Sicilleri Üsküdar Mahkemesi 26 Numaralı, 303–4.
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Jerusalem, rulings of the chief muftıال were also cited in imperial edicts. 
The edicts were sent to provincial courts, where they were read pub-
licly. In short, the imperial courts – and more broadly the imperial legal 
system – were instrumental in the consolidation and propagation of the 
authority of the rulings issued by the s eyḫülislâm and officially appointed 
provincial muftıالs.

The growing familiarity of imperial subjects with the officially 
appointed muftıال was facilitated by the growing bureaucracy that aided 
him, and by his secretaries. This bureaucracy played an instrumental role 
in the dissemination of legal knowledge. Important provincial centers, 
such as Damascus, had at least one muftıال secretary (amıالn). It is not fully 
clear when the first secretary was appointed, but it is clear that by the end 
of the sixteenth century a secretary operated in Damascus.30 As we have 
seen, this secretary was in charge of communicating the muftıال’s rulings to 
the court, and most likely to other solicitors as well. It is likely that the 
secretary was also the one to articulate the solicitor’s question and pres-
ent it to the muftı  Thus the secretaries played a pivotal role in mediating .ال
between the solicitor and the jurisprudential discourse.31

The muftı  s’ secretaries were also important because they recorded andال
preserved the muftıال’s rulings. They were, in a sense, the archivists of the 
muftıال. Therefore, they could have provided the solicitor with information 
about past rulings, which he or she could have used when articulating his 
question to the muftı  Furthermore, they may have kept other important .ال
rulings such as the rulings of the chief muftı -s. It is also worth mentionال
ing that the court records could have occasionally served the same end, 
since rulings dispensed by both the provincial and the chief muftıالs were 
recorded there.

Finally, collections of rulings issued by certain muftı  s played anال
important role in disseminating legal knowledge. Since these collections 
circulated across the empire, they served as “public archives,” at least 
in learned circles. Jurists and scholars (and possibly others) could, and 

30 Another Damascene secretary was Ibrahim b. ʿAbd al-Rah ma n al-Dimashqı  also known ,ال
as al-Suʾalatı He was appointed to compile the questions for the H .(d. 1683) ال anafıال muftı  ال
of Damascus. Al-Muh ibbıال, Khula .sat al-athar, 1:41–42إل

31 This process is similar to the process described by Brinkley Messick in his The Calligraphic 
State. Brinkley Messick, The Calligraphic State: Textual Domination and History in a 
Muslim Society (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1992). Nevertheless, in some 
cases it is evident from the questions posed to the chief muftıال about specific passages 
from jurisprudential texts that the questioner himself was a member of the learned cir-
cles. Ebûʾs-Suʿûd Efendi, Fetâvâ, 29r; Sunʿullah Efendi, Fetâvâ, Süleymaniye Library MS 
Resid Efendi 269, 53v.
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probably did, consult these collections when drafting their questions. 
In these collections, jurists could find how to address the chief muftı  ,ال
the opinions of the current chief muftı -s predecessors, and often the jur’ال
isprudential texts previous muftı  s had consulted. In other words, theال
collections served as an important tool to cement the coherence of the 
institution of the officially appointed muftı  ship and its jurisprudentialال
production.32

Writing Ottoman Fata in Arabic إلwaإل

In addition to the considerable institutional efforts the imperial learned 
hierarchy made to cement the authority of its members, its particular branch 
within the Hanafıال school, and its legal institutions, it also undertook to tap 
into the discourse of authority that prevailed throughout the empire’s Arab 
provinces. In particular, it increasingly used certain discursive patterns in 
Arabic to address officially appointed jurisconsults across the Arab lands 
and the empire more generally. Consider, for example, the following fatwaإل 
issued by the sixteenth-century chief imperial muftıال Çivizâde:

Question: What is the opinion of the Shaykh al-Islaإلm and the magnificent  master – 
may God glorify him in the world with the veneration of the most important 
master of masters – concerning an orchard whose revenues have been exploited 
for more than two centuries by the endower’s [?] descendants and now a power-
ful man forcefully took over the [orchard] and uprooted its plants and destroyed 
its building. [Then] he planted [there] trees and built what he wanted without 
the permission of the guardian [mutawallı  Should the orchard be .[of the waqf] [ال
taken from him and left according to what it used to be in the past? And what is 
the verdict concerning the plants and the buildings? Issue your opinion [aftu  ,[إلna
may you be rewarded [maʾjurıالn].

Answer: Yes, the orchard should be taken from him and should remain as it used 
to be in the past. Should another person who is entitled [to be a beneficiary] not 
appear, [the man] who took over [the orchard] should be accountable for what 
he uprooted and destroyed.33

32 Writing in late eighteenth-century Istanbul, the dragoman of the Swedish embassy, 
Ignatius Mouradega d’Ohsson, states that in “every court throughout the empire” there 
are at least two or three fata collections in addition to a copy of Ibra إلwaإل hı m al-Hال alabı  s’ال
Multaqaإل al-abhur. All the collections he lists are of rulings issued by seventeenth- and 
eighteenth-century chief jurisconsults. It is difficult to confirm this statement at this point. 
Still, it reflects the efforts made by the Ottoman dynasty and its learned hierarchy to pro-
mulgate the rulings of current and former chief muftıالs. Ignatius Mouradega d’Ohsson, 
Tableau general de l’Empire othman (Paris: L’imprimerie de monsieur, 1788), 1:52–54.

33 Muhyîddîn Muh ammed b. Iyâs el-Mentes evî Çivîzâde, Fetâvâ, Süleymaniye Library MS 
Kadizade Mehmed 251, 20r.
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The stylistic conventions, beyond the language choice of Arabic, set this 
and similar fata  apart from the rulings issued in Ottoman Turkish إلwaإل
fataإلwaإل and, in fact, from those in many contemporary (or roughly contem-
porary) collections produced in the Arab lands. It should be stressed that 
despite the fact that Çivizâde’s fata  are not among the earliest of those إلwaإل
high-ranking members of the imperial learned hierarchy issued in Arabic, 
they differ stylistically from an earlier fatwa  ,issued by Kemâlpasazâde إل
which we have examined above; they also differ from another fatwaإل 
issued by Çivizâde himself, which was not included in the collection and 
has come down to us in the form of a document.34 These differences are 
pertinent to the discussion here, for they illustrate the gradual develop-
ment of the conventions that would characterize the Ottoman Arabic 
fataإلwaإل across the next two centuries and perhaps even during the rest of 
Ottoman rule in the Arab lands.

We shall return to the earlier versions of the formula deployed to 
address the chief muftı -but first it would be useful to examine the conven ,ال
tions employed in the collections from Çivizâde’s onward.35 My inquiry 
into these conventions is inspired by Uriel Heyd’s seminal study of the 
Ottoman fatwaإل. Heyd was the first, as far as I know, to have noticed the 
conventions that concern us here. However, he tended to interpret these 
conventions in terms of continuity and traced some of them to earlier 
periods.36 The purpose of this examination is twofold: to expand on some 
issues that remained somewhat underdeveloped in Heyd’s work concern-
ing these conventions, and, second, and perhaps more importantly, to 
demonstrate how certain dynamics that accompanied the consolidation 
of the authority of the s eyḫülislâm and his subordinates in the Arab lands 
are reflected in the adoption of these conventions.

Let us start with the question (istifta  ʾ). The question often opensإل
with a formula addressing the head of the imperial learned hierarchy, 
the s eyḫülislâm: “what is the opinion of our lord [mawla naإل  Shaykh [إل
al-Isla m” (maإل qawl mawla إل naإل  m). As Heyd has noted, thisإلshaykh al-Isla إل

34 I lmiye Salnamesi (Istanbul: Mat baʿa-i ʿÂmire, 1916), 363.
35 There are some deviations from these conventions. Ebû’s-Suʿûd’s fatwaإل (I lmiye Salnamesi, 

382) is one example. In the eighteenth-century collection Behcetü’l-Fetâvâ by Yenis erhirli, 
there are several fata in Arabic that ask about the opinion of the H إلwaإل anafıال imams (Abu  
Hanıالfa and his companions, Abu Yu suf and Muhammad al-Shayba nı  See ‘Abdullah .(ال
Yenisehirli, Behctetü’l-Fetâvâ Maʿan-Nük ûl (Istanbul: Matbaʿa-i Amire, 1872), 61, 62, 
64. There are, however, other fata waإل  in the collection that follow the general opening إل
“what is the opinion of his honor mawlaإلnaإل Shaykh al-Isla .m” (see ibid., 188)

36 Heyd, “Fetva,” 40–41.
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formula appears in pre-Ottoman, and specifically Mamluk, fata waإل  37.إل
In his manual for the muftı  and the questioner, the thirteenth-century ال
jurist Abu Zakarı  yaال Yah  ya b. Sharaf al-Nawawı   mentions this (d. 1277) ال
formula as the proper one to address a muftı -This address is usu 38.ال
ally followed by praises and hyperbolic titles. In the other four Arabic 
fata waإل  in Çivizâde’s collection there are some variations: “what is the إل
opinion of the knowledgeable [ʿa lim], active [ʿaإل  mil], and distinguishedإل
[fa dإل il] shaykh – may God increase his glory in the two instances [a  [naynإل
[i.e., this world and the hereafter] with the glory of the master of the 
two existences [kawnayn]”;39 “what is the opinion of the shaykh, the 
most erudite [ʿalla  ma], the sea of the two seas, the most perceptiveإل
[fahha  ma], may God prolong his life until the Day of Judgement”;40إل
and “what is the opinion of the Shaykh al-Isla  m and the Muslims, theإل
pillar of the verifiers [of truth], the best of the inquirers into the nuances 
[zubdat al-mudaqqiqı  n] – may God let the people enjoy his presenceال
until the Day of Judgment.”41 In later collections from the sixteenth 
and the seventeenth centuries, the formula “what is the opinion of the 
Shaykh al-Isla -m” is still occasionally followed by a long series of epiإل
thets: “what is the opinion of our lord, our master, and our exemplary 
model [qidwa], he who clarifies our problems, he who tears open the 
symbols of our complex issues [fa tiq rumuإل z mufas s ala  tina], the seal ofإل
the later [jurists] [al-mutaʾakhkhirı  n]”;42 or “what is the opinion of theال
Shaykh al-Isla  m – may God let us enjoy his longevity until the Day ofإل
Resurrection.”43

This convention for addressing officially appointed muftıالs in the 
Ottoman era was not, however, frequently employed in the Mamluk 
period, nor was it very commonly used across the Arab provinces of the 
empire in later centuries. For example, during his journey to Istanbul 
while in the Syrian town of Hims, the Shafiʿıال Badr al-Dı  was الn al-Ghazzıال
asked for his legal opinion concerning a waqf-related issue. He recorded 
the question as it was submitted to him and his answer in his travelogue. 
For the purpose at hand, it is important to note that the fatwa  opens إل

37 Ibid.
38 Abu Zakariya Yah ya b. Sharaf al-Nawawı wa’l-mustaftı الwa’l-muftı إلAdab al-fatwa ,ال  ال

(Damascus: Da .r al-Fikr, 1988), 83–84
39 Çivizâde, Fetâvâ, 20r.
40 Ibid., 20v.
41 Ibid.
42 Ebûʾs-Suʿûd, Fetâvâ, 188r.
43 Mentes îzâde, Fetâvâ, 225r.

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Second Formation of Islamic Law184

directly with the question without any address, attributes, or epithet.44 
Furthermore, the questions in the collections of provincial Greater Syrian 
officially appointed muftı  lالʿıs, such as the late seventeenth-century Ismaال
al-Haʾ ik and ʿAbd al-Rahı al-Lut الm b. Abıال f, do not usually open with this 
formula.45 It is precisely for this reason that the evolution of a standard-
ized formula to address the chief muftıال and his provincial subordinates 
merits attention.

After the address comes the question. The Ottoman fata  as Heyd ,إلwaإل
and others have pointed out, followed several conventions, which were 
meant to express the question in the most general terms.46 When a ques-
tion was asked concerning a specific scenario, the parties involved were 
represented by a set of fixed names (Zeyd, ʿAmr, Bekr, Beshîr, or Bishr for 
men and Hind and Zeyneb for women).47 In the Arabic fata waإل  including ,إل
in the fataإلwa recorded in the collections of the s إل eyḫülislâms, names are 
rarely mentioned. Instead, the question is posed in general terms. During 
the sixteenth and the seventeenth centuries, however, the Zeyd/ʿAmr con-
vention appears in several fata waإل  in Arabic.48 The question in Arabic is إل

44 Badr al-Dıالn Muhammad al-Ghazzı liʿ al-Badriyya fıإلal-Mata ,ال al-mana ال  miyyazil al-Ruإل
(Beirut: al-Muʾassasa al-ʿArabiyya li’l-Dirasat wa’l-Nashr, 2004), 51. Ibn Tu lu  n records
another legal ruling issued by the Damascene Burha n al-Naالn al-Dı -in 1531. The ques الjı
tion opens with a general address to the “lords, the jurists, the imams of the religion 
[Islam].” Shams al-Dıالn Muh ammad b. ʿAlıال b. T ulu n, H awaإلdith Dimashq al-yawmiyya 
ghadaإلt al-ghazw al-ʿUthmaإلnı m, 926–951H: Sإلli’l-Sha ال afah aإلt mafquda tunsharu li’l-
Marra al-u min Kita إلla kahat al-khillaإلb Mufaإل h الn fıإل awaإلdith al-zama n li-Ibn Tuإل lu lihإلn al-Sa ıال 
(Damascus: Da .ʾil, 2002), 223r al-Awa

45 Sharaf al-Dıالn b. Ayyu rıb al-Ans�a who served as Sha ,(d. 1590) ال  ,judge in Damascus الfiʿı
records several fataإلwa  .in the questions الthat do not employ the address to the muftı إل
Sharaf al-Dıالn b. Ayyub al-Ans �arı Nuzhat al-kha ,ال tإل ir wa-bahjat al-naإلz�ir (Damascus: 
Manshu  fa, 1991), 1:170–71. On the other hand, in a ruling issuedrat al-Thaqat Wizara
by Khayr al-Dı n al-Ramlıال  preserved in a Jerusalem court record, the question opens ال
with the official address. It is possible, however, that the scribe added this address when 
recording the ruling in the sijill. See Cohen and Ben Shimon-Pikali, Jews in the Moslem 
Religious Court, 1:453–54.

46 Heyd, “Fetva,” 39–41. It is worth mentioning Ebû’s-Suʿûd Efendi’s instructions as to how 
to draft a fatwa properly. Ebûʾs-Suʿûd Efendi, Ebû’s-Suʿûd Efendi Haz إل �retleriʾnin Fetvâ 
Kâtiblerine Üslub Kitâbeti Taʿlîmdir, Süleymaniye Library MS Esad Efendi 1017–1, 
96r–99r.

47 Heyd, “Fetva,” 41. Heyd lists other names as well, but they are less common. For men: 
Khâlid, Velîd, Saʿîd, and Mubârak. For women: H adîce, Ayse, Umm Kulsum, Rabîʿe, 
Saʿîde, and Meryem.

48 For example: Feyz ullah b. Muhammed Efendi, Fetâvâ-i Feyzullah Efendi, Süleymaniye 
Library MS Laleli 1267, 133v; S unʿullah Efendi, Fetâvâ, 52r. It is worth noting that by 
the mid-seventeenth century this convention had gained some currency among muftı  sال
from the Arab lands as well, as the collections of the fata  issued by the Palestinian إلwaإل
muftıالs Muh ammad al-Timurtashı n al-Ramlıالand Khayr al-Dı (d. 1595) ال  .attest (d. 1671) ال
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occasionally concluded with the phrase “issue your opinion [to us], may 
you be rewarded” (aftunaإل maʾjurı  n),49 or with the formula “may Godال
the generous king reward you” (atha h al-malik al-wahhaإلbakum Allaإل  b),50إل
rarely to be found in questions in Ottoman Turkish.

As is the case with other fata  in the Ottoman collections from the late إلwaإل
fifteenth century onward, the question is usually articulated as a yes/no 
question. Accordingly, the answers tend to be brief. In the Arabic fata  إلwaإل
the answer is usually brief, similar to the yes/no (olur/olmaz) answer in 
the Ottoman Turkish rulings. From time to time, however, the officially 
appointed muftı  provides a somewhat longer answer, especially when he ال
is asked for instructions on a particular matter or the case requires fur-
ther clarification.51 The important point is that the chief muftıال penned his 
answer in Arabic, whenever the question was posed in Arabic. In other 
words, in such cases, the chief muftı  assumed that the solicitor himself, or ال
the ultimate audience, did not understand Ottoman Turkish.

These conventions also appear in questions posed to Greater Syrian 
officially appointed provincial muftı  s and in their subsequent answers. Aال
question in Arabic posed to Muʿîdzâde (d. 1575), the officially appointed 
Hanafı  of Damascus, opens with “what is the opinion of the shaykh الmuftı ال
of the shaykhs of Islam” and contains most of the features described 
above.52 Fata  bearing similar conventions are also preserved in the إلwaإل
court records of Jerusalem from the sixteenth and the seventeenth centu-
ries. These fata  it should be emphasized, were issued by the officially ,إلwaإل
appointed muftıال of Jerusalem. Since the fata waإل  in the collections of the إل
provincial muftı  s – at least those from the seventeenth century – do notال

Muhammad b. ʿAbd Alla shıh al-Timurta Fata ,ال al-Timurta إلwaإل  Süleymaniye Library ,الshıإل
MS Esʿad Efendi 1114, 145v; al-Ramlı al-Fata ,ال  ,al-Khayriyya, 1:33, 155; 2:11, 47 إلwaإل
63. It is worth mentioning that as early as the late fifteenth/early sixteenth century, the 
Zeyd/ʿAmr convention was employed, albeit very infrequently, across the Arab lands. For 
example, the Sha Zakarı الfiʿı rıal-Ans�a yaال s (d. 1521) fata’ال -collection uses this conven إلwaإل
tion. Zakarıالyab. Muh ammad al-Ans�arı m bi-jamʿ fataإلm wa’l-ihtimaإلal-Iʿla ,ال  Shaykh إلwaإل
al-Islaإلm (Damascus: Dar al-Taqwa2007 ,), 58–57.

49 For example: Çivizâde, Fetâvâ, 20r–20v; Ebû’s-Suʿûd, Fetâvâ, 29r; Mentes îzâde, Fetâvâ, 
77r, 83v.

50 For example: Feyz ullah b. Muhammed Efendi, Fetâvâ-i Feyzullah Efendi, Süleymaniye 
Library MS Laleli 1267, 65r.

51 Heyd, “Fetva,” 41–42. For translated fata waإل  see Colin Imber, Ebuʾs-Suʿud: The Islamic ,إل
Legal Tradition (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1997).

52 Mehmed Muʿîdzâde, Fetvâ, Süleymaniye Library MS Fazil Ahmed Pas a 1581–1, 1v–7r. 
On Muʿîdzâde, see Muhammad Khalıالl b. ʿAlıالb. Muh ammad b. Muhammad al-Mura dı  ,ال
ʿUrf al-bashaإلm fı man waliya fatwa ال  m (Damascus: Majmaʿ al-LughaإلDimashq al-Sha إل
al-ʿArabiyya, 1979), 34–35.

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Second Formation of Islamic Law186

usually open with these formulae, it appears that the scribe at the court 
added them when he recorded the fata  One possible explanation for .إلwaإل
the use of this formula in the questions to the officially appointed muftı  sال
(even when the solicitors themselves did not employ it) is that they were 
all members of the learned hierarchy, thus the provincial muftı -repre ال
sented the chief muftı .ال

The particular characteristics of the Arabic fatwaإل are significant pre-
cisely because they diverge from Ottoman Turkish conventions. One 
should bear in mind that the distinctive features of the Ottoman fatwaإل 
are the product of Ottoman muftıالs’ major efforts, beginning in the first 
half of the fifteenth century, to standardize the Ottoman fatwaإل. A fatwaإل 
issued by Semsuddîn Fenârî (d. 1431), the first jurist to be appointed 
to the office of the chief muftıال in the Ottoman realms, already displays 
most of the characteristics of the Ottoman fatwa53.إل Moreover, as I have 
already suggested, it is clear that the emergence of a distinctive, identifi-
able Ottoman fatwa -marks a clear break from linguistic, scribal, and jur إل
isprudential conventions that had prevailed across the Arab lands prior 
to the Ottoman conquest as well as after. In addition, the Ottoman fatwaإل 
differed from the fata  written in other parts of the Islamic world at إلwaإل
the time, such as in North Africa.54 Against this background, the fact 
that fataإلwa  in Arabic with their particular characteristics are preserved in إل
Ottoman collections in their original language and with their particular 
stylistic patterns is telling.

The importance the chief muftıالs and other members of the Ottoman 
imperial learned hierarchy attributed to the unique features of the Arabic 
fatwaإل is also evident from the fact that they were recorded in toto in the 
collections of the chief muftıالs. Moreover, they were often recorded in 
their entirety in court records, as we shall see in the following discussion. 
It is worth dwelling on the decision to preserve the Arabic fata  with all إلwaإل
their unique features. After all, even if the question and the answer were 
penned in Arabic, the scribes who included these fata  in the collection إلwaإل
for their “legal content” could have translated the fatwaإل into Ottoman 
Turkish and removed the seemingly redundant formulae and phrases.

53 I lmiye Salnamesi, 323. On Fenâri, see Altunsu, Osmanlı S eyhülislamları, 1–3; Richard 
C. Repp, The Müfti of Istanbul: A Study in the Development of the Ottoman Learned 
Hierarchy (London: Ithaca Press, 1986), 73–98.

54 On fataإلwa  ,in North Africa in the fifteenth century, see David S. Powers, Law, Society إل
and Culture in the Maghrib, 1300–1500 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2002).
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This is an appropriate point to return to Uriel Heyd’s discussion of the 
Ottoman Arabic fata  As I have already pointed out, in his study, Heyd .إلwaإل
noticed specific discursive patterns in those Ottoman fata  that were إلwaإل
in Arabic, and he traced some of these patterns back to pre-Ottoman 
fataإلwaإل collections, mostly from the Mamluk period. While Heyd does 
not explicitly describe these patterns in terms of persistence, endurance, 
or continuity, the fact that he does not explain the recurrence of pre-
Ottoman patterns in the new Ottoman context suggests that he perceived 
their inclusion in the Ottoman collections in such terms. Understanding 
the reappearance of pre-Ottoman discursive patterns merely in terms of 
continuity, however, obscures the gradual process or dialogue through 
which these pre-Ottoman discursive patterns were standardized in the 
Ottoman context.

Questions sent to both Kemâlpas azâde (d. 1533) and Çivizâde, for 
instance, reflect the dialogic evolution of specific patterns to address the 
chief and other officially appointed muftı  ,s in Arabic. In the questionsال
the solicitors do not address the s eyḫülislâm but rather address a group 
of jurists, the “jurists of the Prophetic religion [al-dı n al-Nabawıال  and [ال
the sages of the jurisprudence of Mus�tafa [i.e., the Prophet, h ukama  ʾإل
al-sharʿ al-Mus tafa or “the H 55”,[الwıإل anafı daإلlords, the jurists [al-sa ال  tإل
al-ʿulamaإلʾ al-Hanafiyya].”56 A reader of the collection could have known 
that Kemâlpasazâde answered the question because he signed his name 
at the end of the answer. In Çivizâde’s case, his signature appears after his 
answer at the bottom of the document. It is difficult, however, to deter-
mine whether the questioners had in mind a group of jurists to whom 
they addressed their question. What is clear, on the other hand, is that 
this formula soon disappeared and was replaced by a formula that would 
last for centuries. But since the address of the chief muftı  evolved over the ال

55 Ebûʾs-Suʿûd, Fetâvâ, 189r. The term “al-sharʿ al-Mus �tafawı -is fairly rare in the Arab con ”ال
text. The name Mus�t afa  was not in use in the Arab lands as the title of the Prophet. This 
seems like an Anatolian (perhaps Persianate) practice. Its use here might suggest that the 
Arab questioner employed this term for Ottoman ears. I am thankful to Everett Rowson 
for drawing my attention to this point.

56 I lmiye Salnamesi, 363. Late fifteenth-century questions in Arabic addressed to the chief 
muftıال Mollâ ʿArab also reflect the fluidity of the address. Mollâ ʿArab is addressed as the 
“master of the jurists” by one solicitor, whereas the other opens the question with “what 
is the opinion of the jurists of Islam and the virtuous [scholars] of the people . . .” Mevlânâ 
Alâeddîn Alî al-ʿArabî al-Halabî (Mollâ ʿArab), Fetâvâ-i Mevlânâ ʿArab, Süleymaniye 
Library MS Bagdatlı Vehbi 585, 14v, 51v. Furthermore, a question in Arabic recorded 
in the collection of Zenbilli ʿAlî Cemâlî, Mollâ ʿArab’s successor, does not include any 
honorific title. Zenbilli ʿAlî Cemâlî, Fetâvâ-i Zenbilli ʿAlî Cemâlî, Süleymaniye Library 
MS Fatih 2388, 31r.
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course of several decades, “continuity” fails to explain the conscious deci-
sion to follow specific patterns and dismiss others. Understanding this 
decision would help reveal some important dynamics that accompanied 
the consolidation of the authority of the s eyḫülislâm, and, more broadly, 
the imperial learned hierarchy in the Arab lands during the first two cen-
turies following the Ottoman conquest.

As has been described in the previous chapters, the Ottoman conquest 
created a new “legal landscape” across the Arab lands, which was partly 
an outcome of the introduction of a new understanding of the muftı  shipال
into the Arab provinces. On the other hand, in the “legal landscape” of 
the Arab lands in the sixteenth and even the seventeenth century, some 
prominent muftıالs who did not hold a state appointment were not pre-
vented from issuing their legal rulings, and so the chief muftı  was one ال
authority, albeit privileged in some circles, among many (Hanafı  and ال
non-H anafıال alike). It is in this context, I would argue, that the conven-
tions of the Arabic fata waإل waإلs’ fataالin the chief muftı إل  collections should إل
be read and understood.

The address that opens many of the Arabic questions is of particular 
relevance to illustrate this point. As noted, this address already appears 
in treatises from the Mamluk period, such as al-Nawawı  s. But in the’ال
Mamluk context, and in later centuries throughout the Ottoman Empire’s 
Arab lands, the title shaykh al-Isla  m, which was occasionally attached toإل
jurists, was one title in a fairly wide range of honorific titles that orga-
nized an informal scholarly hierarchy that was at least ideally based on 
the repute of the jurist and on his peers’ appreciation of his scholarly 
excellence. Prominent jurists, such as the Egyptian Shafiʿıال jurist Zakarı  yaال
b. Muh ammad al-Ans�arı  m.57إلreceived the title shaykh al-Isla ,(d. 1520) ال
In the Ottoman context, on the other hand, by the sixteenth century the 
title “seyḫülislâm” designated the head of the imperial learned hierar-
chy.58 By employing extant formulae that circulated throughout the Arab 
lands, the Ottoman learned hierarchy tapped into an existing discourse 
of authority and tamed it to its needs.

57 Al-Ghazzı al-Kawa ,ال kib al-saإل  ʾira, 1:196–207. For a more general survey of the historyإل
of the term “Shaykh al-Islam,” see Richard W. Bulliet, “The Shaikh al-Isla  m and the
Evolution of Islamic Society,” Studia Islamica 35 (1972): 53–67.

58 The title was already in use in the first half of the fifteenth century. See, for instance, 
Fenârî’s endowment deed. Note that in the deed the title is only part of a long series of 
epithets and titles. Mustafa Bilge, I lk Osmanlı Medreseleri (Istanbul: Istanbul Üniversitesi 
Edebiyat Fakültesi Yayınları, 1984), 223.
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Making use of various discourses prevalent across the Arab lands was 
not a unique practice of the imperial learned hierarchy. As Cihan Muslu’s 
recent study of Ottoman-Mamluk diplomacy from the fourteenth cen-
tury to the early sixteenth century has convincingly demonstrated, the 
Ottoman chancellery was aware of Mamluk honorific titles. The Ottoman 
diplomatic correspondence with the Mamluk sultans in the preconquest 
period clearly indicates that the Ottomans were familiar with these con-
ventions and manipulated them skillfully.59 It seems that a similar famil-
iarity could be attributed to the Ottoman learned hierarchy.60

One may also situate the evolution of the Ottoman Arabic fatwaإل in 
another, though related, context. As we have seen in the previous chapters, 
from the mid-sixteenth century, scholars and jurists who were affiliated 
with the Ottoman learned hierarchy produced several important works, 
all written in Arabic, in response to the challenges posed by the incor-
poration of the Arab lands into the empire and the need to cement the 
authority of the chief muftı  and, more generally, of the imperial learned ال
hierarchy within the expanding imperial framework. Since many of the 
intended readers were Arab jurists (and more specifically Arab Hanafı  ال
jurists) who did not read Ottoman Turkish, the intellectual genealogies 
were compiled in Arabic.

In the same vein, the attempt to develop specific conventions for the 
Arabic fatwa  may be read as part of a wider effort by the imperial learned إل
hierarchy to facilitate access to the imperial legal system for the newly 
incorporated subjects who knew only Arabic. This effort is reflected in 
other legal venues as well. For example, the adjudication in the imperial 
courts across the Arab provinces was conducted in Arabic. The cases, 
moreover, were also recorded in Arabic in the court records (sicill). Even 

59 Muslu, Ottoman-Mamluk, 87–140.
60 The Ottoman familiarity with the Mamluk “discourse of authority” in the first half of 

the fifteenth century is reflected in the question Murâd II sent to the Egyptian jurists 
concerning his attack on the Karamanid principality. The question opens with “what 
is the opinion of the lords the jurists . . .” (maإل taqu lu al-sa maإلt al-ʿulaإلdaإل ʾ). Iإل smail Hakki 
Uzunçarsılı, “Karamanogulları Devri Vesikalarından I brahim Beyʾin Karaman Imareti 
Vakfiyesi,” Belleten 1 (1937): 129–33. Interestingly enough, he asked jurists affiliated 
with the other Sunnı -schools as well. On this correspondence, see Muslu, Ottoman ال
Mamluk, 15. On the emphasis many Ottoman sources place on titulature, including on 
that of the seyḫülislâm, see Ismail Hakki Uzunçarsılı, Osmanlı Devletinin I lmiye Teskilatı 
(Ankara: Türk Tarih Kurumu Basımevi, 1988), 204–5. In the introduction to his collec-
tion of letters, Ferîdûn Bey lists the honorifics and titulature one should employ when 
mentioning or addressing the chief muftıال. Ferîdûn Bey, Mecmûʿa-i Müns eât-i Selâtîn 
(Istanbul: Dârüttibâʿattil’âmire, 1265–74 [1848–57]), 1:11. See also Akgündüz, XIX. 
Asır Baslarına Kadar Osmanlı Devleti’nde Seyhülislamlık, 165–68.
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in some places in the Turkish-speaking core lands of the empire, it seems, 
when one of the litigants spoke Arabic or at least requested the reso-
lution to be written in Arabic, the case was recorded in Arabic in the 
sicill. In late sixteenth-century Ankara, for instance, cases were occasion-
ally recorded in Arabic (among many other cases that were recorded in 
Ottoman Turkish).61 Although this requires further research, it is possi-
ble to interpret the standardization of an imperial “legal vocabulary” in 
Arabic as part of a larger attempt to vernacularize law across the empire 
during the sixteenth and seventeenth century.62 Moreover, despite the use 
of Arabic, the evolution of particular features advanced, to borrow Gülru 
Necipoglu’s term, a readable and reproducible “Ottomanness.”63

To conclude, the particular features of the Ottoman Arabic fataإلwa  may إل
be read as part of a concerted effort made by members of the imperial 
learned hierarchy to consolidate its authority in the context of an expand-
ing imperial framework. Because of its explicit dialogic nature involving 
both the questioner and the muftıال, the fatwaإل, unlike other genres, func-
tioned as a kind of propaganda that required the active participation of 
its target (i.e., the questioner), for she had to deploy the aforementioned 
conventions in her question (or at least was presented in the court records 
and the fata .(collections as if she did إلwaإل

Viewed from this perspective, the fatwaإل was not merely a channel to 
transmit the opinion of the muftı  to the inquirer but an instrument that ال
served additional ends. These ends, however, should not be perceived as 
external to the “legal content.” As we have seen in Chapter 1, the Ottoman 
view of the institution of the muftı  differed substantially from the view ال
prevalent across the Arab lands of the empire: from the Ottoman per-
spective, the chief muftı defined which opinion within the Hanafı ال  school ال

61 Halit Ongan, Ankaraʾnın 1 Numaralı S erʿiye Sicili: 21 Rebiülahır 991–Evahir-i 
Muharrem 992 (14 Mayıs 1583–12 S ubat 1584) (Ankara: Türk Tarih Kurumu Basımevi, 
1958), 41, 45, 86, 102; Halit Ongan, Ankaraʾnın I ki Numaralı S erʾiye Sicili: 1 Muharrem 
997–8 Ramazan 998 (20 Kasım 1588–11 Temmuz 1590) (Ankara: Türk Tarih Kurumu 
Basımevi, 1974), 48, 65, 82, 105, 111, 114, 116, 123, 125.

62 I thank James Baldwin for drawing my attention to this process. Also on the vernacular-
ization of the court records (in this case, from Arabic to Ottoman Turkish) in the core 
lands of the empire in the fifteenth and the sixteenth centuries, see Iklil Oya Selçuk’s study 
of late fifteenth-century Bursa: Iklil Oya Selçuk, “State and Society in the Marketplace: 
A Study of Late Fifteenth-Century Bursa” (PhD diss., Harvard University, 2009), 45–46, 
93–96.

63 I have borrowed the notion of readability from Gülru Necipoglu, “A Kânûn for the 
State, a Canon for the Arts: Conceptualizing the Classical Synthesis of Ottoman Art and 
Architecture,” in Soliman le Magnifique et son temps, ed. Gilles Veinstein (Paris: La doc-
umentation français, 1992), 195–213.
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his subordinates should follow, while in the legal landscape of the Arab 
provinces from the sixteenth to the eighteenth century, there were mul-
tiple jurisprudential authorities. It was in this context that the chief muftıال 
and the officially appointed muftıالs had to establish their authority, and 
the discursive patterns that accompanied and supplemented the institu-
tional development served this end.

Nonappointed Muftı   s and the Imperialال
Jurisprudential Landscape

I wish to turn at this point to the jurists and religious scholars who did 
not hold an official state appointment and were not affiliated with the 
imperial learned hierarchy. To return to the case study of the Damascenes 
asking about the water allocation of a river, their decision to solicit the 
opinion of a nonappointed jurisconsult, the Palestinian muftıال al-Ramlı  ال
(perhaps in addition to other jurists), was not unique or extraordinary. 
For a fuller appreciation of this incident and others like it, it is necessary 
to examine it in light of the complex relationship between the Ottoman 
learned hierarchy and its legal institutions on the one hand, and on the 
other, the prominent Greater Syrian muftı  s who did not hold a stateال
appointment. All these incidents indicate that pre-Ottoman jurispruden-
tial and authoritative networks, on which the authority of these nonap-
pointed jurists depended, had an audience and following well into the 
centuries of Ottoman rule.

What follows examines the activity of eminent muftıالs – such as 
Muh ammad al-Timurtashıال (d. 1595), Khayr al-Dı n al-Ramlıال  ,(d. 1660) ال
and the late seventeenth-century/early eighteenth-century ʿAbd al-Ghanıال 
al-Nabulusı  who were not appointed by the state, but were – (d. 1731) ال
well respected both across Greater Syria and in other parts of the empire. 
It also is meant to cast light on the conditions that enabled their unmo-
lested activity. Although these muftı  s are better known and their activityال
is better documented, they seem to represent a larger group of H anafı  ال
jurists who were not affiliated with or appointed by the Ottoman learned 
hierarchy, such as al-Timurtashı lihs son Sa’ال  b. Muhammad al-Timurtashı64ال 
and grandson Muh ammad b. Salih  al-Timurtashı65.ال In addition, there 

64 On S alih al-Timurtashı see Tarjamat S ,ال aإلlih  al-Timurta shıإل  Süleymaniye Library MS Esʿad ,ال
Efendi 2212–1, 5r–6v; al-Muhibbı Khula ,ال .sat al-athar, 2:230–31إل

65 On Muh ammad b. Salih  al-Timurta shı see al-Muhibbı ,ال Khula ,ال sإل at al-athar, 3:459–60. 
Another fascinating example is Ibrahı m b. Muhammad b. al-Tabbaال  kh (d. 1597). A
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were probably nonappointed muftıالs who were not considered as authori-
tative as the three that concern us here. Future studies on less dominant 
muftıالs may qualify some of my conclusions here and contribute to a more 
nuanced map of jurisprudential authority in the Ottoman lands.66

Establishing Authority

The jurisprudential authority of the muftı  s who did not hold a stateال
appointment rested on their affiliation with particular traditions or 
branches within the Hanafı  school that were mostly rooted in the Arab ال
lands of the empire and predated the Ottoman rule there. This affilia-
tion was manifest through social interactions across time and space and 
especially in the connection between students and specific teachers. In 
this respect, the authority of these muftıالs differed from that of mem-
bers of the imperial learned hierarchy. As I have suggested in Chapter 2, 
however, over the course of the late fifteenth and the sixteenth centuries, 
the imperial learned hierarchy channeled the authority of a chain (or 
several chains) of transmission within the Hanafı  school of law, and with ال
the consolidation and rise of the hierarchy, the importance of the con-
nection between a specific teacher and a student for the transmission of 
authority and knowledge declined. Instead, the learned hierarchy as a 

protégé of Maʿlûlzâde Mehmet Efendi (and serving him during his appointment as the 
chief judge in Damascus), Ibn al-T abbakh returned to Damascus (his hometown) after a 
relatively short teaching career in the Ottoman madrasa system (his highest rank was a 
forty-akçe madrasa). In Damascus he worked in the service of the governor Sinân Pas a 
and was in charge of the distribution of salaries to the city’s jurists (ʿulufat al-ʿulamaإلʾ 
bıال-khazıالnat al-Sha  .m) and was appointed to other teaching and preaching positions thereإل
More significantly, his relations with many of the Damascene jurists, and possibly with 
other jurists as well, were tense (al-Muhibbı Khula ,ال -sat al-athar, 1:46–47). In 1594, durإل
ing his stay in Damascus, Ibn al-T abba -kh started issuing legal opinions that were sub
sequently collected under the title ʿAyn al-muftı  In his rulings, he .الli-ghayn al-mustaftı ال
severely criticized the judges of his time, even stating that jurists should avoid serving 
as judges because of the incapability of judges to rule justly in his time (Ibra hı  .m bال
Muhammad b. al-Tabba kh, ʿAyn al-muftı  Süleymaniye Library MS ,الli-ghayn al-mustaftı ال
Resid Efendi 1115, 7v–8r). Because of these views, al-Muhibbı describes Ibn al-Tabba ال  kh
as bigoted. Nevertheless, copies of his work circulated across the empire. One copy is 
located in Sarajevo (Hüsrev Bey Library MS 3069) and at least one more copy is now 
in Istanbul (Süleymaniye Library MS Res id Efendi 1115). Moreover, the quality of the 
Istanbulian copy (a neat and decorated copy) suggests that at least in some circles Ibn 
al-Tabbakh’s rulings were well received.

66 Consider the “fatwaإل giver” (fetvâcı) in the mosque of Ayntab as an example of such a 
local authority. Leslie Peirce, Morality Tales: Law and Gender in the Ottoman Court of 
Aintab (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003), 115.
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whole became increasingly important as the channel of the authority of 
the school (or, to be precise, of the specific sub-school).67

In the case of the jurists who did not hold a state appointment, the 
immediate affiliation with specific traditions remained significant. It 
shaped both their lived experiences and the biographical texts that doc-
ument and report about these experiences, as well as their textual pro-
duction and rulings. These jurists’ biographies and their jurisprudential 
production, in turn, circulated throughout the empire, and specifically 
throughout its Arab provinces, and served to constitute and propagate 
their affiliation with specific authoritative and jurisprudential traditions 
within the school. In this respect, the function of these legal documents 
resembled that of the rulings of the officially appointed jurisconsults.

To be sure, not all these texts were intended for the same audience. The 
circulation of the jurisprudential texts was perhaps limited to scholarly cir-
cles. The rulings, on the other hand, clearly reached a wider audience. The 
jurists’ biographies, too, circulated in scholarly circles, but at least some 
contained almost hagiographic materials that might have reached a wider 
audience. Consider, for example, the dreams that both al-Timurta  and الshı
al-Ramlıال are said to have dreamed. According to al-Timurta -s anony’الshı
mous seventeenth-century biographer, in one of his dreams the Prophet 
appears in his residence in Gaza. During this encounter, al-Timurtashıال 
sucks the Prophet’s tongue68 – an allusion to other pious figures in Islamic 
history that are said to have performed the same act. The early eigh-
teenth-century biographer and chronicler al-Muhibbı  mentions one of ال
al-Ramlıال’s dreams in which the eponymous founder of the Sha  ,school الfiʿı
Muh ammad b. Idrı fiʿıs al-Shaال  from his school الreleases al-Ramlı ,(d. 820) ال
and urges him to follow the H anafıال school.69 The narration of the dream 
is intended to emphasize al-Ramlı  s special status, as he is represented’ال
as a symbolic gift from the eponymous founder of the Sha fiʿı  school to ال
his Hanafı  counterpart. Members of the imperial learned hierarchy, it is ال
worth pointing out, also referred to dreams to establish their authority. In 
1520, long before his appointment to the chief imperial muftiship, while 
holding the post of the military justice of Rumeli, Ebûʾs-Suʿûd Efendi had 

67 Interestingly enough, both al-Timurta shı and al-Na ال  studied with teachers who الbulusı
were members of the imperial learned hierarchy, although neither officially entered the 
hierarchy’s training path. It is unclear at this point to what extent they could claim, on 
the basis of their studies with these teachers, affiliation to the sub-school endorsed by the 
imperial learned hierarchy.

68 Tarjmat Muhammad al-Timurta shıإل .2v–3r ,ال
69 Al-Muhibbıال, Khula .sat al-athar, 2:134إل
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a dream. In the dream, which Snjezana Buzov has studied in detail, Ebûʾs-
Suʿûd witnesses a session presided over by the Prophet, ten of his com-
panions, and leading fifteenth- and sixteenth-century jurists and scholars, 
such as Molla Câmî and Kemâlpasazâde, who served as s eyḫülislâm at 
the time. The Prophet points at Ebûʾs-Suʿûd and says that he will become 
the seyḫülislâm.70

The importance of the affiliation with specific traditions within the 
school is reflected in the efforts invested by various jurists from the 
Arab lands, including al-Timurtashı -to study with spe ,الand al-Ramlı ال
cific teachers. These efforts are also documented in detail in their textual 
biographies. The anonymous biographer and al-Muh ibbı  both mention ال
al-Timurta s teachers in Egypt: “the muftı’الshı  rإلal-diya الof Egypt” (muftı ال
al-Misriyya), al-Shaykh Amı  n ʿAbd al-ʿA﷽l; the prominent Egyptianالn al-Dıال
muftıال Najm al-Dıالn b. Nujaym; and the renowned member of the imperial 
learned hierarchy Kınalızâde.71 The first two were eminent jurists in the 
Arab lands, while the third, at least potentially, linked al-Timurta shı  to the ال
tradition of the imperial hierarchy. As in his biography of al-Timurta  ,الshı
in his biographical entry of al-Ramlı al-Muhibbı ,ال  lists his biographee’s ال
teachers, including renowned Hanafı jurists such as Muhammad Sira ال  j
al-Dıالn al-H anutıال (d. 1601)72 and Ah mad b. Muhammad b. Amıالn al-Dıالn 
b. ʿAbd al-ʿA﷽l (d. ca. 1630).73 Among the most important of al-Ramlı  s’ال
teachers was ʿAbd Allah b. Muh ammad al-Nahrı rıال  one of the ,(d. 1617) ال
most prominent Hanafı -s who taught in al-Azhar,74 and who, in addiال
tion to his public lectures in al-Azhar, taught al-Ramlıال and his brother 
privately.75

Muftıالs who did not hold a state appointment referred in their rulings to 
teachers with whom they had studied across the Arab lands. By invoking 
the opinion of a prominent authority, the jurist reasserted his affiliation 
to a specific authoritative network and, in turn, his support of specific 
opinions. In his fata al-Timurta ,إلwaإل  refers to several late fifteenth- and الshı
sixteenth-century Egyptian authorities, such as Burha  76,الn al-Karakıالn al-Dı

70 Buzov, “The Lawgiver and His Lawmakers,” 175–76, 246–47.
71 Tarjmat Muhammad al-Timurta shıإل al-Muhibbı ;ال Khula ,ال .sat al-athar, 4:19إل
72 Al-Muh ibbıال, Khula .sat al-athar, 3:154إل
73 Ibid., 1:518–21.
74 Ibid., 3:64.
75 Ibid., 2:134.
76 Al-Timu shırta Fata ,ال 21r. On Burha ,إلwaإل n al-Dı hın Ibraال m al-Karakıال see al-Ghazzı ,(d. 1516) ال  ,ال

al-Kawaإلkib al-sa shıʾira, 1:112–13. al-Timurtaإل ”.calls him “the shaykh of our shaykh ال
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Muh ammad al-H anutı77,ال Nu r al-Dı and Shaykh al-Isla 78,الn al-Maqdisıال  mإل
al-Aqs�ara Al-Ramlı 79.الʾı  too, as we have seen in Chapter 4, extensively ,ال
cites Muh ammad al-H anutıال as well as the Damascus-based al-Shiha  b
al-Halabı .ال

Biographical entries portray the jurists not only as recipients but also 
as transmitters of specific traditions. Since the biographies were written 
posthumously, in addition to capturing the widely recognized excellence 
of these jurists and their importance as teachers during their lifetime, they 
also work to establish the authority of the students, with the biographers 
quite meticulously listing the students of each muftı shıal-Timurta .ال  s’ال
anonymous biographer provides a fairly long list of students. In addi-
tion to his son S alih, al-Timurtashıال’s anonymous biographer provides a 
fairly long list of students from Gaza and Jerusalem; other sources indi-
cate that Damascenes studied with al-Timurta  as well.80 The list of الshı
al-Ramlıال’s students includes “mawaإلlı  jurists who were affiliated with the] ال
Ottoman learned hierarchy], prominent ʿulama ʾ [al-ʿulamaإل ʾ al-kibaإل  ,[rإل
muftıالs, teachers [mudarrisun], and compilers of texts [as haإلb al-taʾaإلlı  fال
wa’l-mashaإلhıالr].”81 Moreover, his students came from Jerusalem, Gaza, 
Damascus, Mecca, and Medina.82 He also had some students from the 
central lands of the empire, such as Mus�t afâ Pas a, the son of the grand 
vezir Meh met Köprülü, who asked al-Ramlıال to grant him a permit to 
transmit religious knowledge (ija  za) for his brother, the grand vezirإل
Ahmed Köprülü (d. 1673).83

It is also worth paying attention to these muftıالs’ responses to other 
jurists’ opinions and rulings. The response or opposition of a Greater 
Syrian muftıال who did not hold an official appointment to, for example, 
the opinion of the Ottoman chief muftıال or even to that of another officially 
appointed provincial muftı  sالdraws attention to the challenges the muftı ال
may have perceived to their own authority within a context of competi-
tion over a constituency of followers. This is not to suggest, however, a 

77 Al-Timurtashı waإلFata ,ال 108r. For more on Muhammad al-H ,إل anu see al-Muh ,الtı ibbı  ,ال
Khulaإلs at al-athar, 4:76–77.

78 al-Timurta Fata ,الshı .38r ,إلwaإل
79 Ibid., 170r.
80 The officially appointed muftıال of Damascus, Darwı sh al-Tال aluwı  za fromإلobtained an ija ,ال

al-Timurta See Darwı .الshı sh Muhال ammad b. Ah mad al-Talu t dumaإلnihaإلSa ,الwı al-qas إل �r fıال 
mutaإلrahaإلt banıال al-ʿas�r (Beirut: ʿA ﷽lam al-Kutub, 1983), 2:118–19.

81 Al-Muhibbıال, Khula .sat al-athar, 2:135إل
82 Ibid., 2:135–36.
83 Ibid., 2:136.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 



The Second Formation of Islamic Law196

strict functionalist reading of the jurisprudential discourse. Muftıالs might 
have genuinely believed that their opinions were sounder and prefera-
ble on the basis of their readings of the authoritative texts, without tak-
ing into consideration the support of their communities. References to 
their peers’ rulings are significant, nonetheless, because they reveal which 
adversaries/peers certain muftı  s deemed important enough to commentال
on in their rulings. al-Timurta  for instance, responded to some of the ,الshı
rulings of the sixteenth-century chief jurisconsult Ebûʾs-Suʿûd Efendi,84 
and to the fataإلwa  الissued by (presumably) the officially appointed muftı إل
of Damascus.85 Other instances of scholarly exchange between different 
jurisconsults include al-Ramlı s correspondence with the s’ال eyḫülislâm at 
the time, Mink ârizâde, concerning an epistle the former wrote on ques-
tions of oath under the pain of being declared an infidel (kaإلfir).86

The spatial spread of the questioners who sent their questions to a par-
ticular muftı -provides an interesting testimony to the eminence of a cer ال
tain muftı  in different localities and to the circulation of his rulings. For ال
demarcating this area, I use the information about the places of origin as 
recorded in the fata  collections themselves. Granted, it is impossible إلwaإل
to determine the provenance of every question. In fact, in most cases this 
piece of information remains obscure. But in many cases, the questions 
reveal important details about the questioner and his geographical loca-
tion. The questions and the muftıال’s answers also occasionally provide 
clues about competing authorities that the questioners might have con-
sulted or, at least, whose opinions they were familiar with.

al-Timurta s fata’الshı  collection records questions sent from Gaza,87 إلwaإل
where al-Timurtashıال lived; Damascus;88 and Jerusalem.89 Al-Ramlı  s’ال
fataإلwaإل collection offers even richer information concerning the prove-
nance of the questions. Al-Ramlı  received questions from places as distant ال
from one another as Medina90 to Istanbul,91 and Damascus92 to Dumyat 
(Damietta).93 Questions were also sent from the Palestinian cities of 

84 al-Timurta Fata ,الshı .12r ,إلwaإل
85 Ibid., 73r.
86 Al-Muh ibbıال, Khula sat al-athar, 2:131–32. Moreover, Minkârîzâde, in his fataإل -collec إلwaإل

tion, cites al-Ramlı .as an authoritative reference ال
87 al-Timurta Fata ,الshı .163v ,إلwaإل
88 Ibid., 46r–47v.
89 Ibid., 204v.
90 Al-Ramlı al-Fata ,ال .al-Khayriyya, 1:85 إلwaإل
91 Ibid., 2:11.
92 Ibid., 2:22.
93 Ibid., 1:136–37.
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Hebron,94 Gaza, (including from al-Timurta s son S’الshı alih),95 Jerusalem,96  
Nablus,97 and Safed.98 As for al-Na  he received questions from ,الbulusı
the Hijaz,99 Nablus,100 Safed,101 Jerusalem,102 and most likely Damascus. 
These examples clearly indicate that questioners were willing to send their 
questions over long distances when they sought the opinion of a specific 
muftıال, whose opinion carried, or at least was thought to carry, special 
weight. As al-Muh ibbı explains in his biography of al-Ramlı ال  Rarely“ ,ال
would any problem arise in Damascus or other main cities without him 
being consulted for an opinion about it, despite the availability of many 
other muftı  s.”103 As we have seen in the previous sections, the questionsال
sent to the s eyḫülislâm from the Arab lands demonstrate exactly this 
phenomenon.104

94 Ibid., 2:19.
95 Ibid., 1:100, 2:227.
96 Ibid., 1:181; 2:170, 237, 239, 241.
97 Ibid., 1:6; 2:38–39, 113.
98 Ibid., 1:214.
99 ʿAbd al-Ghanıال al-Na b al-sharıإلal-Jawa ,الbulusı f li-Hال adrat al-Sharı  f, Süleymaniye Libraryال

MS Esʿad Efendi 1762, 252r–259v.
100 ʿAbd al-Ghanıال al-Na bırar al-Falan (Damascus: DaإلSuʾa 161 إلal-Ajwiba ʿala ,الbulusı  ال

al-ʿArı .(b, 2001ال
101 ʿAbd al-Ghanıال al-Na rida min al-Sإلt waإلlaإلb al-muʿtamad ʿan suʾaإلal-Jawa ,الbulusı afad, 

Süleymaniye Library MS Esʿad Efendi 3606, 239v–243r.
102 ʿAbd al-Ghanıال al-Nabulusı Jawa ,ال  ,fالlayn waradat ʿalayhi min al-Quds al-Sharıإلb suʾaإل

Süleymaniye Library MS Çelebi Abdullah Efendi 385, 67r–71v.
103 Judith E. Tucker, “The Exemplary Life of Khayr al-Dıالn al-Ramlı  in Auto/Biography ”,ال

and the Construction of Identity and Community in the Middle East, ed. Mary Ann Fay 
(New York: Palgrave, 2001), 16.

104 It is worth comparing the “topography of authority” of the muftı  s who did not holdال
a state appointment to that of their officially appointed colleagues in the provinces. 
As to cases with the officially appointed Damascene muftı  s, it is difficult to determineال
the exact origin of the questions sent to them, for the questions rarely reveal this fact. 
Questions that provide some information about a concrete location, however, indicate 
that the questioners were from Damascus (al-Haʾik, al-Shifaإلʾ, 57v–58r, 65r, 105v). 
Moreover, biographical dictionaries and other sources describe the officially appointed 
muftıالs as the muftı s of a specific locality. (For example: al-Muhال ibbıال, Khula  ,sat al-atharإل
1:442–45, 552–55; 2:114–16. The son of the appointed Hanafıال muftı  ,of Jerusalem ال
ʿAbd al-Rahıالm b. Abı Lutf al-Maqdisı ال  .of Jerusalem الidentifies his father as the muftı ,ال
See ʿAbd al-Rahıالm b. Abıال Lut f al-Maqdisıال, al-Fataإلwa miyya fıالal-Rahı إل t al-saإلqiʾaإلwa ال  daإل
al-Hanafiyya, Firestone Library [Princeton] MS Mach Yehuda 4154, 3v.) On the other 
hand, the officially appointed Hanafı al-Lut الm b. Abıالof Jerusalem ʿAbd al-Rahı الmuftı ال f 
received several questions from Damascus and even from Tripoli. For questions from 
Damascus, see ibid., 65r, 70r, 80r, 93r–94v, 97–98v; for the question from Tripoli, see 
ibid., 191r. It is interesting to note that all these fata .dealt with waqf-related issues إلwaإل
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The Nonappointed Muftı s’ Rulingsال

There remain some crucial questions: What was the position of the muftıالs 
who were not appointed by the Ottoman sultan (and dynasty) vis-à-vis 
other official judicial and administrative authorities, namely, judges and 
Ottoman officials? Did these officials respect their opinion? Why did 
questioners assume obtaining these muftıالs’ opinion would help promote 
their interests? And what was the relationship between the nonappointed 
muftıالs?

To be sure, most of the muftı -s who did not hold an official appointال
ment were loyal subjects of the Ottoman Empire, despite occasional dis-
putes and disagreements with members of the imperial learned hierarchy 
and other state authorities.105 They all considered the Ottoman sultan the 
imam in all the cases in which H anafıال jurisprudence relegated the author-
ity to the holder of this title, as in matters of appointments of judges. 
al-Timurta  even penned a short treatise on the virtues of the Ottoman الshı
dynasty, in which he praises the Ottomans for pacifying the newly con-
quered territories, undertaking charitable projects, and supporting schol-
ars and jurists.106 In 1694 al-Na  too, compiled a poem praising ,الbulusı
the Ottoman dynasty and the Ottoman sultan at the time, Ah met II (r. 
1691–95).107

al-Timurta shı s fata’الs and al-Ramlı’ال waإل  collections provide some إل
answers to the aforementioned questions. Cases in which a judge 
addressed these muftı -s directly are quite rare. Nevertheless, such a conال
sultation was, it seems, a possibility that qa dإل ı s were aware of. The qaال dإل ı  ال
of the Egyptian town of Dumyat, for instance, asked for al-Ramlı -s opin’ال
ion concerning a waqf-related issue that stood at the center of a contro-
versy in Egypt. So did the qa dإل ı   s of Gaza and Hebron.108 It is difficult toال
identify the qa dإل ı s that solicited the muftıال  s opinion, but it is possible’ال
that they were local jurists who were appointed either by the provin-
cial chief qaإلd ı  .who was sent from Istanbul, or directly by the sultan ,ال
Although such cases are few, it is remarkable that an officially appointed 
qa dإل ı sought the opinion of a muftı ال  who was not appointed by the sultan ال

105 Barbara Rosenow von Schlegell, “Sufism in the Ottoman Arab World: Shaykh ʿAbd 
al-Ghanıال al-Na  ,PhD diss., University of California, Berkeley) ”(d. 1143/1731) الbulusı
1997), 96–101.

106 Muhammad al-Timurtashı Fad ,ال aإلʾil Aمعلصl ʿUthmaإلn, Süleymaniye Library MS Esʿad 
Efendi 2337.

107 See von Schlegell, “Sufism in the Ottoman Arab World,” 96–101.
108 Al-Ramlıال, al-Fataإلwa .al-Khayriyya, 1:136–37, 100; 2:19 إل
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in order to settle a jurisprudential dispute (although at least some of 
al-Ramlı -s opinions were adopted by high ranking members of the impe’ال
rial learned hierarchy).109

Much more common are cases in which the muftı  s were asked aboutال
court resolutions.110 It is important to keep in mind that some of the 
questions might have been hypothetical, and their main purpose might 
have been to help a solicitor assess his/her odds if she/he decided to peti-
tion against the judge or to ask for a fatwa  from an officially appointed إل
muftı  But it is also possible that the solicitors actually returned to the .ال
court, or went to another, with al-Timurta shı s or al-Ramlı’ال  s opinion in’ال
hopes of changing the previous resolution. In some cases, these muftı  ’sال
rulings seem to have abrogated the court’s resolution. Al-Ramlı -s biog’ال
raphy gives a glimpse of this practice: “If someone was ruled against 
in a non-sharı  ʿa fashion, the person could come with a copy of theال
qa dإل ı s ruling and Khayr al-Dı’ال n [al-Ramlıال could issue a fatwa [ال -that nul إل
lified that ruling, and it was his fatwa  that would be implemented.”111 إل
(Al-Muh ibbı s definition of “non-sharı’ال  ʿa fashion” remains somewhatال
unclear.) It is also questionable whether judges always changed their 
rulings following a fatwa from al-Ramlı إل  but the impression that this ,ال
was the case lasted for decades after al-Ramlı  s death. On the other’ال
hand, as Judith Tucker has argued, legal rulings by these Greater Syrian 
muftı  s were rarely brought to court, or at least rarely recorded in theال
court records.112

Others sought the nonappointed muftı  s’ opinions regarding stateال
officials, ranging from provincial administrators to the sultan himself. 
These questions can be divided into two, often interrelated, categories – 
questions about appointments to positions and questions about the 
officials’ comportment. The following question posed to al-Timurta shı  ال
at some point between 1566 and 1599 serves as an example of the 
first type:

[The muftıال] was asked about a man who had been registered in the register 
of the sultan of Islam [daftar sultaإلn al-Islaإلm, i.e., the Ottoman sultan] as the 
sole preacher [khatıالb]. This was recorded in the old imperial register [al-daftar 

109 It is possible that the practice of asking nonappointed muftıالs was more common in 
Egypt. Ibn Gha  for ,الwas asked by the chief judge of Egypt, ʿAbd al-Ghanı الnim al-Maqdisı
his opinion. Al-H anu tı Fata ,ال al-H إلwaإل aإلnu tı .454r–456v ,ال

110 For example: al-Ramlıال, al-Fataإلwa .al-Khayriyya, 1:131, 2:91 إل
111 Tucker, “The Exemplary Life,” 15–16.
112 Judith E. Tucker, In the House of the Law: Gender and Islamic Law in Ottoman Syria 

and Palestine (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1998), 20–21.

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 



The Second Formation of Islamic Law200

al-khaqaإلni al-qadı  m] [of the reign of] the deceased sultan Süleymân Khân. Thisال
manner [of having a single preacher per mosque] persisted until the time of our 
sultan now. Then a new preacher came [to serve as preacher] with the previous 
preacher [al-khatıالb al-saإلbiq]. So [the position of the] preacher in this mosque 
was [manned] by two [preachers], one preaching in the [first] week and the other 
in the [second] week. The [position of the] other preacher and prayer leader [al- 
khatı  – had not been recorded in the old register. The sultan [الnıإلm al-thaإلb wa’l-imaال
may God grant him victory – introduced the new preacher and left the previous 
preacher in the former position. Is it permissible to introduce [changes] to the 
endowment? Will you permit both [appointment] edicts? Will the sultan or in 
turn whoever has the authority be rewarded [by God] [yuthaإلbu wa-yuʾjaru]? And 
if he [the sultan] issued a new appointment deed for the position of the preacher 
and the ima .m, should it be prevented and rejected? Issue your opinion for us

[The muftıال] answered: It is illicit to introduce [changes] in the endowment, as our 
deceased masters [mashaإلyikhina  raالhave declared. What is [written] in al-Dhakhı [إل
and other [texts] supports that: “If a judge appointed a person as a servant to a 
mosque without the stipulation of the endower [while he is] aware of [this fact], 
the judge is not allowed to do so [to appoint] and the servant is not allowed to 
assume [the position],” despite the fact that the mosque needs the servant, for it 
is possible that a servant would be hired without an appointment by the judge. 
God knows best.113

al-Timurta  s answer clearly condemns the sultanic appointment. Since’الshı
the positions were all recorded and allocated by the imperial bureau-
cracy, the case raises intriguing questions as to the intentions of the solic-
itor. It is possible that the solicitor wanted to know what the opinion of 
a respected jurisprudential figure was before he addressed an officially 
appointed provincial muftı  The .الor perhaps even the imperial chief muftı ال
important point is that solicitors thought that obtaining al-Timurtashı  s’ال
opinion would serve their goals, even if the muftı  s answer did not always’ال
fulfill their expectations.

Many solicitors resorted to these muftı  s to express their anxiety aboutال
oppressive, or what they considered oppressive, officials. Al-Ramlı  for ,ال
example, was asked about a sipâhî (a cavalryman who was allocated 
lands and villages as salary) who acted oppressively against the villag-
ers and against endowed property.114 But, as an interesting question pre-
served in al-Ramlıال’s collection suggests, at times the sipâhîs themselves, or 
someone on their behalf, addressed the Palestinian muftı :ال

[The muftı  was asked about a group of sipâhîs in the town of Nablus who [ال
were told, “You have been registered for the campaign.” They then gave their 

113 al-Timurtashı waإلFata ,ال .48r–48v ,إل
114 Al-Ramlıال, al-Fataإلwa al-Khayriyya, 1:99. On oppressive qa إل .s, see ibid., 1:141, 2:148الdıإل
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leaders who were going off on the campaign permission [to pay to get the 
sipâhîs exempted, saying] that if they [the leaders] met with . . . the governor of  
Damascus . . . and extracted from His Grace what is called a buyuruldu to the 
effect that they did not have to campaign in accordance with the imperial edict, 
[then] whatever exemption payment they [the leaders] made to the state, whether 
small or large, they [the sipâhîs] would pay it [as reimbursement] to them [the 
leaders] in any case. If it becomes clear that they are not registered, do they [still] 
have to pay [the leaders] or not, legally?

Answer: They do not have to do that (seeing as they made it dependent on their 
being registered for the campaign, but they were in fact not registered), since their 
giving [the leaders] permission to pay the exemption fee was conditional on that. 
“No condition, no conditioned” – clearly. But God knows best.115

Those solicitors clearly believed that al-Ramlı  s opinion would outweigh’ال
those of other muftıالs. Perhaps al-Ramlı -s connections with higher offi’ال
cials, both at the local level, such as with the governor of Gaza,116 and at 
the imperial level, such as his contacts with some members of the Köprülü 
family and with the s eyḫülislâm, might have led solicitors to assume that 
al-Ramlıال could channel their complaints effectively.

Ultimately, questioners could have played the “local” muftı  s againstال
each other, although, it appears, these cases are quite rare. For the most 
part, later nonappointed jurists cited their predecessors approvingly.117 A 
controversy concerning the inclusion of the descendants of an endower’s 
daughters in his family endowment is an example of these fairly uncom-
mon instances. This controversy stems from the existence of two contra-
dictory sayings, both attributed to Abu  fa, and thus ostensibly ofالHanı 
equal weight. Writing in Egypt soon after the Ottoman conquest, Zayn 
al-Dıالn b. Ibra  ’m b. Nujaym (d. 1563) was asked whether the daughtersالhı
descendants (awlaإلd al-bana  .t) should benefit from the revenues of a waqfإل
The collector of Ibn Nujaym’s fataإلwa -added an important comment fol إل
lowing Ibn Nujaym’s opinion, briefly describing the controversy:

If the endower stipulated: “I have endowed [this endowment] to my children 
and to the children of my children,” the daughters’ descendants [awlaإلd al-banaإلt] 
are not included. On [the basis of this principle] the fatwaإل [should be issued]. 
Al-Tarsu  ʾid119 chose this [opinion] from one of two transmittedإلin his Fawa 118الsı

115 Ibid., 2:38–39.
116 Al-Muhibbıال, Khulaإلs at al-athar, 2:135.
117 Al-Ramlıال, for instance, cites al-Timurtashı r al-absالs Tanwı’ال ar and Minah  al-ghaffaإلr. See 

Chapter 4 of this volume.
118 Ibrahıالm b. ʿImad al-Dıالn al-T arsusı .(d. 1356) ال
119 Al-Fawaإلʾid al-fiqhiyya al-Badriyya. See Carl Brockelmann, GAL, Suplementband 

II, 87.
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sayings [riwa H yatayn] from Abuإل anıالfa. But Shaykh al-Isla  m ʿAbd al-Barr [Ibnإل
al-Shih na]120 preferred in his commentary on the Manz �uma [Sharh al-Manz �uma]121 
the inclusion [of the daughters’ descendants].122

al-Timurta  was asked about another case regarding a dispute between ,الshı
an endower’s grandchildren:

[The muftıال] was asked about an incident that took place in the well-protected 
[city of] Damascus. A man endowed [an endowment and stipulated it to] his 
children, to his grandchildren, and to his descendants. After them [if his lineage 
perishes] he [stipulated the revenues] to the poor. The judge approved the valid-
ity of this endowment. The [right to exploit the revenues of] the endowment 
devolved to the sons of the [endower’s] male [descendants] and the sons of the 
[endower’s] female [descendants]. Then there was a legal dispute between the 
sons of the male descendants [awlaإلd al-awla -d] and the sons of the female descenإل
dants [awlaإلd al-banaإلt] [brought before] a Hanafıال judge, who issued a sharʿıال reso-
lution to devolve the endowment to the descendants of the sons and to exclude 
the descendants of the daughters from the [beneficiaries] of the endowment. After 
a while, the sons of the [endower’s] daughter had a dispute with the sons of the 
[endower’s] sons and they brought the case before some judges, who ruled for 
the inclusion of the daughter’s descendants [in the endowment] and abrogated 
the ruling of the first qaإلdıال not to include the daughter’s descendants. Is it permis-
sible [for the second judge] to do so or not? If the first ruling is based on what 
several jurists have approved [sahhah a] and stated that [according to this opinion 
a muftıال should] issue [his] fatwaإل [ʿalayhi al-fatwa  ?is it sound and reliable or not ,[إل
[Is] the second [opinion] null [wa-la ʿibra bi’l-tha إل .Issue your opinion ?[الnıإل

[The muftıال] answered: Know that if [in a certain] issue there are two sound opin-
ions, it is permissible for the muftıال and the qaإلdıال to issue fata  and rule according إلwaإل
to one of these [opinions]. . . . Our master Shaykh al-Isla  m [Ibn Nujaym] in hisإل
commentary on al-Kanz [al-Bahr al-raإل’iq] in [the chapter on] endowments (Kita  bإل
al-Waqf) [wrote]: “The son of the daughter should not be included in the endow-
ment for the descendent[s] [neither] individually nor collectively, [according] to 
the prevailing view of the school (z �aإلhir al-riwaإلya), which is the sound [opinion] 
for issuing fata  The descendants of the daughters should not be included ”.إلwaإل
according to the prevailing view of the school, and according to this opinion the 
fatwa -authori الshould be issued. . . . [discussion of the opinion of other Hanafı إل
ties] . . . the first ruling by the Hanafıال qaإلdıال against the inclusion of the daughters’ 
descendent is sound and reliable and should be implemented. No judge is allowed 
to abrogate [naqd] this required [ruling] [al-mu jab].123

120 On ʿAbd al-Barr b. al-Shihna (d. 1515), see Ibn al-H anbalıال, Durr, 1 (part 2): 843–47.
121 Ibn al-Shihna wrote several commentaries on manz �umas. See Carl Brockelman, GAL, 

Suplimentband II, 94.
122 Zayn al-Dı hın b. Ibraال m b. Nujaym, al-Fataال  al-Zayniyya, Süleymaniye Library MS إلwaإل

Carullah 917, 31v.
123 al-Timurtashı waإلFata ,ال .46r–47r ,إل
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This intriguing question posed to the muftı  discloses fascinating details ال
about how both parties – the descendants of the endower’s son and 
the descendants of his daughters – made use of the legal tools at their 
disposal.

The first qa dıإل who was H ,ال anafı  ruled in favor of the descendants of the ,ال
sons. Then their adversaries, the descendants of the daughters, identified 
another venue that would rule in their favor.124 It is not clear, however, if 
the second qa dإل ıال or qa dإل ıالs were H anafıالs, although they might have been. 
Apparently, the second qaإلd ı -s ruling was in fact valid and was imple’ال
mented. This led the descendant of the endower’s son to seek support 
that would restore the ruling of the first qaإلd ı  To this end, they decided to .ال
address al-Timurta .الshı

In his detailed and lengthy reply, al-Timurta shı  surveys numerous ال
opinions, including Ibn Nujaym’s, on this issue. From the outset he 
argues that when there are two sound opinions it is permissible for 
the muftı and the qa ال dإل ı  to choose either one. Against Ibn Nujaym’s ال
opinion he lists other authoritative texts, such as Fata waإل Qad إل ı khaال  nإل
and al-Fata waإل al-Sira إل -jiyya, which support the inclusion of the daughإل
ters’ progeny. Eventually, despite the debate between different H anafı  ال
authorities, al-Timurta shı favors the resolution of the first qa ال dإل ı  to ال
exclude the daughters’ descendants. He reasons that the two opinions 
transmitted from Abu H  anı  ,fa are not of equal jurisprudential weightال
since “[according] to the transmitted opinion [riwa ya] of al-Khasإل �s �a  f and
Hila  l they [i.e., the daughters’ descendants] should be included, whereas
according to the prevailing view of the madhhab [z �a hir al-riwaإل  ya] theyإل
should not, and upon this [opinion] the fatwa  should be issued (ʿalayhi إل
al-fatwa Like Ibn Nujaym, al-Timurta 125”.(إل shı approves the first qa ال dإل ı  s’ال
resolution.

Although it is possible that the decision to address al-Timurta  was الshı
arbitrary, it is not unlikely that the solicitors knew what his opinion on 
this issue was. Another possibility is that al-Timurta  was chosen as الshı
an agreed-upon arbitrator. In that case, al-Timurtashı  as well as other ,ال
muftıالs, should be perceived as an alternative legal site in which disputes 
were sometimes adjudicated. It is also plausible, though, that litigants 
thought that al-Timurtashı s opinion would abrogate the qa’ال dıإل  s opinion’ال
in court, by challenging the latter’s interpretation of the law.

124 This practice was well documented by Bog aç Ergene for the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries. See Ergene, Local Court, 106–8.

125 al-Timurtashı waإلFata ,ال .47r–47v ,إل
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Several decades later, Khayr al-Dıالn al-Ramlıال offered a different solu-
tion to a similar case in one of his rulings. Although he acknowledges, as 
al-Timurtashıال does, that the two opinions are not equally sound, he sup-
ports the somewhat weaker opinion, that of al-Khas�s�af and Hilal, because 
“in these times [haإلdhihi al-aʿs�aإلr] it is appropriate to prefer the opinion 
[riwaإلya] that asserts the inclusion because this is their [the Ottoman] cus-
tom [ʿurfihim] and they do not know any [other practice] but this one.”126 
In other words, the difference between al-Timurtashıال’s and al-Ramlıال’s 
answers registers a controversy that refused to die out. Both opinions were 
already fully developed and in circulation for centuries in the Arab lands. 
Each of these opinions had its own supporters among the muftıالs, allowing 
solicitors to navigate their case between the different muftıالs and multiple 
legal sites to promote their legal (and other) interests.

Al-Ramlıال’s answer may explain why the solicitors who approached 
al-Timurta  apparently الdecided to do so. The Gaza-based muftı الshı
defended a local practice. Occasionally, Greater Syrian muftı  s defendedال
legal arguments that contradicted or at least posed an alternative to the 
arguments advocated by the learned hierarchy and prevailing in the core 
lands of the empire.127 al-Timurta  for instance, clearly distinguishes ,الshı
between the customary practice in the Sha  m of taking oath on the pain
of divorce and the customary practice in Anatolia as it appears in Ebûʾs-
Suʿûd’s fataإلwa speculating that the eminent s ,إل eyḫülislâm ruled the way he 
did because the oath (h ilf) is not known in “their lands” (fıال diya  ,(rihimإل
that is, in the central lands of the empire.128 And as we have seen in the 
previous chapter, officially appointed muftı  s in Damascus, and probablyال
elsewhere, also defended local practices and at times even explained their 
legal rationale to members of the imperial learned hierarchy.

Concluding Remarks

Looking at the interactions between the jurists, their followers, and other 
authorities helps situate the scholarly debates between the followers of 

126 Al-Ramlıال, al-Fata  إلal-Khayriyya, 1:150. To support his opinion, he cites a fatwa إلwaإل
by Shihab al-Dı n al-Hال alabı dإلby qa إلwho in turn cites a fatwa ,ال ıال al-qud aإلt Nur al-Dı  nال
al-Tarabulusıال.

127 For a more general discussion of this issue in H anafıال jurisprudence, see Baber Johansen, 
“Coutumes locales et coutumes universelles,” Annales islamologiques 27 (1993): 
29–35.

128 Muhammad b. ʿAbd Alla h al-Timurta shı ʿ الn al-muftıالMuʿ ı ,ال alaإل jawa  :Beirut) الb al-mustafatıإل
Dar al-Bashaʾir al-Islamiyya, 2009), 203–4.
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the different branches within the Hanafı -school of law in a broader con ال
text and points to the success of the nonappointed muftı  s in preservingال
and negotiating their authority within the evolving imperial framework. 
The decision of different solicitors, including solicitors who were not 
members of scholarly circles, to approach these muftı  s indicates theال
prestige and reputation these muftıالs enjoyed not only among scholars 
and jurists but also among nonscholars. Such prestige is a particularly 
remarkable achievement, given the perceived benefits of consulting offi-
cially appointed muftıالs.

The picture that emerges, then, is a dynamic one, in which official 
legal institutions are used to counter provincial jurists who did not hold 
an official appointment, and vice versa. In her study of seventeenth- and 
eighteenth-century muftı  s, Judith Tucker contends that “there is littleال
evidence to suggest that the muftıال and qa d ı  ”.worked hand-in-glove ال
She explains, “Unlike their core-region counterparts, most Syrian and 
Palestinian muftı  ;s served the court system only as a secondary endeavorال
their primary mission was that of delivering legal advice to the local com-
munity of which they were a part.”129 This might have often been the case, 
especially as far as the nonappointed muftıالs are concerned, although it 
is clear that the opinions of prominent nonappointed muftıالs were also 
influential, including in certain courts across Greater Syria. Therefore, 
dividing the muftı  s according to the core regions/province dichotomyال
seems to miss the complexity of the Greater Syrian legal landscape in 
particular and of the empire in general. As Mundy and Smith compel-
lingly show, to a large extent it is affiliation with the Ottoman dynasty 
that marks the difference between the muftı  s in Greater Syria and acrossال
the Ottoman lands.130

As we have seen in Chapter 1, the officially appointed muftı -s monopoال
lized the institutional authority to issue enforceable legal opinions within 
the imperial legal system. For this reason, the Ottoman state did not 
prevent prominent Greater Syrian jurists and muftı  s who did not holdال
an official appointment from issuing their own legal opinions. This fact 
is even more striking given the opposition some of these nonappointed 
jurists and muftıالs voiced in their opinions on certain legal rulings by chief 

129 Tucker, In the House of the Law, 21.
130 Martha Mundy and Richard Saumarez-Smith have noticed this treatise; see Martha 

Mundy and Richard Saumarez-Smith, Governing Property, Making the Modern State: 
Law, Administration, and Production in Ottoman Syria (London: I. B. Tauris, 2007), 
11–39.
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muftıالs and judges. Nevertheless, it appears that for the most part the 
Ottoman authorities were not troubled by the activity of eminent muftıالs 
who did not hold a state appointment, and even at times adopted their 
rulings and writings. Possibly, the nonappointed jurists’ activity contin-
ued unmolested because they were not members of the imperial learned 
hierarchy and thus their opinions were not institutionally enforceable. On 
the other hand, it may be interpreted in other, not necessarily mutually 
exclusive ways, such as the Ottoman ruling elite’s inability to eliminate 
every alternative legal venue or the learned hierarchy’s self-confidence as 
a dominant actor in the imperial legal landscape.

In terms of the solicitors, it is noteworthy that they sought to obtain 
for various reasons the opinion of the hierarchy’s chief jurisprudential 
authority (and his representative in the province). By doing so, they invited 
the imperial learned hierarchy to intervene in their or their community’s 
affairs. Concurrently, it is likely that in certain circumstances the same 
question was addressed to both imperial and locally acclaimed authori-
ties. Although it is difficult to assess the degree to which every solicitor 
considered all the available muftı  s, it seems that some were aware of andال
used multiple officially appointed and not officially appointed muftı .sال

The reconstruction of the “topography of jurisprudential authority” of 
the Ottoman Bilad al-Sha -m could serve as a fruitful direction for examin
ing the boundaries of the Ottoman learned hierarchy within the Ottoman 
domains. Moreover, it could enable a mapping out of a concrete spatial 
spread of specific perceptions of the school of law and H anafıال legal doc-
trines within the Ottoman imperial framework, while drawing attention 
to the overlapping geographies of different arguments within a single 
province.
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Conclusion

The Second Formation of Islamic Law

The previous chapters have tried to reconstruct several interrelated debates 
between various H anafı  jurists who adhered to different understanding ال
of the school of law and of the relations between the Ottoman dynasty 
and the jurists. These debates, which occurred in multiple sites and tem-
poralities, assumed different forms. In some cases, they were amicable 
exchanges, in others, fierce disputes. Taken together, these disagreements 
reveal some hitherto understudied doctrinal and institutional aspects of 
the Ottoman adoption of a particular branch of the Hanafı  legal school ال
and of the notion of an official madhhab.

The Ottoman adoption of this particular branch within the madhhab 
was not merely an act of state patronage. It was an active intervention 
by the Ottoman dynasty in the structure of the school of law and its doc-
trines. In this sense, the Ottoman adoption of the school was very different 
from the support that earlier Muslim sovereigns and dynasts extended to 
jurists and religious scholars. As we have seen in this study, the Ottoman 
adoption-development of an official madhhab was accompanied by the 
evolution of several institutional and administrative practices, such as 
the appointment of muftı  s and the development of an imperial learnedال
hierarchy. These new practices and institutions, in turn, were a product of 
and legitimized through Ottoman dynastic law (k ânûn). In other words, 
the emergence of the Ottoman official madhhab depended to a consider-
able extent on the existence of the notion of dynastic law.

As opposed to several studies that have tended to perceive Islamic and 
Ottoman dynastic laws as two independent legal-political discourses that 
had to be reconciled, this book argues that the emergence of the offi-
cial madhhab calls for a more nuanced historicization of the relationship 
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between the Ottoman notion of dynastic law and the pre-Ottoman (or, as 
I will suggest in the following discussion, pre-Mongol) notion of Islamic 
law. My intention here is not to suggest that the emergence of the official 
school of law was instrumental. Nor am I implying that the jurists who 
were affiliated with the Ottoman dynasty participated in a cynical col-
laboration. After all, the Ottoman dynasty invested enormous efforts in 
developing its learned hierarchy and engaged intensely in several Islamic 
discourses. At the same time, it seems to me necessary to account for the 
Ottoman commitment, at least to some degree, to their dynastic law.

It is precisely for this reason that the Ottoman case may assist us 
in further exploring some of the dynamics of what John Woods aptly 
describes as the era of “great experimentation and innovation in politi-
cal thought, a time in which standard Sunni theories were subjected to 
the Turko-Mongol influences.”1 In the following pages, I attempt to sit-
uate the debates examined throughout this study within the context of 
the eastern Islamic lands in the post-Mongol period. This attempt is in 
many ways tentative and provisional, as the study of Islamic law in other 
parts of the eastern lands in that period is still in its embryonic stage. 
But there are several similarities between the imperial legal systems that 
merit attention and justify this exercise, and I hope that this comparison 
will encourage others to work with the framework I am proposing in this 
conclusion. Be the case as it may, I am encouraged to pursue this line of 
inquiry by the fact that the study of the eastern Islamic lands in the post-
Mongol period as a somewhat coherent unit has proven to be illuminat-
ing in numerous other issues and disciplines, such as political thought, 
mysticism, and art and architecture.2

Looking East: The Ottoman Case in a Comparative  
Perspective

Among the legal systems of the early modern Muslim world, the Ottoman 
system is the best studied. This may explain the central place it occu-
pies in many accounts of Islamic legal history. In what follows, I aim to 
expand the scope of inquiry and suggest that the history of the Ottoman 

1 John E. Woods, The Aqquyunlu: Clan, Confederation, Empire: A Study in 15th/9th 
Century Turko-Iranian Politics (Minneapolis, MN: Bibliotheca Islamica, 1976), 5.

2 For example: Nicola Di Cosmo, Allen J. Frank, and Peter B. Golden, eds., The Cambridge 
History of Inner Asia: The Chinggisid Age (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2009).
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legal system and learned hierarchy should be situated in the broader con-
text of the eastern Islamic lands of that period. To this end, I would like 
to point to some key issues that figure in the modern scholarship on other 
roughly contemporary polities (and, to a lesser extent, in primary sources 
produced throughout the eastern Islamic lands) and that bear significant 
similarities to the Ottoman case and its historiography.

My intention is not to obscure substantial differences between the pol-
ities. Among these differences one can list the size of the polities; their 
political organization; and the social, ethnic, and denominational compo-
sition of their populations. Nor is my intention to produce a comprehen-
sive comparative account of the differences and similarities. This clearly 
would be too ambitious. Furthermore, I am not implying that the notions 
of law (and sovereignty) that concern us here were the only source of 
political inspiration that Muslim dynasts and emperors across the east-
ern Islamic lands could and did draw on. Nor am I suggesting that the 
discourse and ideas I am tracing here were always the most dominant 
throughout the region during this time period. In most polities through-
out the eastern Islamic lands in the centuries following the Mongol inva-
sions, one can find multiple, at times contradictory, discourses and ideals 
of sovereignty, kingship, and law. In the fifteenth and sixteenth centu-
ries, Ottoman sultans, for example, participated in other discourses – 
Byzantine, Mamluk, and Mediterranean – of sovereignty and kingship,3 
while the Mughal dynasty adopted many practices and discourses of 
kingship that prevailed across the subcontinent and beyond.4

My objective is to draw attention to the circulation across the post-
Mongol eastern Islamic lands of specific discourses and views concerning 
the relationship between dynastic and Islamic (Sunnıال) law. The particular 
structure and discourse of authority, the Sunnıال school of law (and, more 
specifically, the Hanafıال school of law), led me to focus on the Sunnıال dynas-
ties. Much of what will be said in the following pages, however, may also 
be applied to Safavid Iran, the major Shiʿıال counterpart of the Ottomans.5

3 Emire Cihan Muslu, “Ottoman-Mamluk Relations: Diplomacy and Perceptions” (PhD 
diss., Harvard University, 2007); Gülru Necipog lu, “Süleyman the Magnificent and 
the Representation of Power in the Context of Ottoman-Hapsburg-Papal Rivalry,” Art 
Bulletin 71, no. 3 (1989): 401–27.

4 Lisa Balabanlilar, Imperial Identity in the Mughal Empire: Memory and Dynastic Politics 
in Early Modern South and Central Asia (London: I. B. Tauris, 2012); A. Azfar Moin, 
The Millennial Sovereign: Sacred Kingship and Sainthood in Islam (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 2012).

5 See Rula Jurdi Abisaab, Converting Persia: Religion and Power in the Safavid Empire 
(London: I. B. Tauris, 2004); Devin J. Stewart, “The First Shaykh al-Islaإلm of the Safavid 
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Methodologically, the comparison of the Sunnı -polities has to over ال
come several challenges. First, there are gaps in the modern historiog-
raphy of these polities. Second, there is considerable variation in the 
amount and nature of the primary sources from different parts of the 
eastern Islamic lands; for example, within the Hanafı  school of law from ال
the Ottoman lands, there is a sizable corpus of biographical dictionaries 
that are dedicated to senior members of the imperial learned hierarchy 
as well as several works that document the intellectual genealogies of the 
hierarchy, whereas, to the best of my knowledge, other scholarly circles 
across the eastern Islamic lands did not produce such works. These gaps 
raise two fundamental questions: How should one treat the missing parts 
of the puzzle? And, second, what is the relationship between the missing 
and existing parts?

While not downplaying the challenges these gaps pose, a comparative 
approach may also offer ways to bridge them, as the existing parts of the 
puzzle are indicative of important similarities and shared patterns. These 
similarities, I believe, may also permit extrapolating, albeit cautiously and 
tentatively, about the missing parts. In other words, the historiographical 
move I am suggesting is bidirectional: on the one hand, I would like to sug-
gest that the Ottoman adoption of a particular branch within the Hanafıال 
school be studied as part of a legal culture shared by other polities and 
dynasties throughout the continent, their particularities notwithstanding; 
on the other hand, I use the Ottoman case to contextualize and explain 
similar administrative and legal practices in other polities across central 
and south Asia. To be more concrete, I would like to examine two practices 
that recur in different contexts across the eastern Islamic lands throughout 
the post-Mongol period (as well as in the modern historiography) and are 
central to my understanding of the Ottoman adoption and development of 
an official school of law: the appointment of muftıالs by the ruling dynasty 
and the imperial canonization of jurisprudential texts. Furthermore, I am 
interested in investigating these developments as the outcome of the rise of 
dynastic law in the post-Mongol eastern Islamic lands.6

The most striking pattern is the rise of the officially appointed muftıالship 
throughout the region. As early as the first decades of the fifteenth century, 

Capital of Qazvin,” Journal of the American Oriental Society 116, no. 3 (1996): 387–405; 
Maryam Moazzen, “Shiʿite Higher Learning and the Role of the Madrasa-yi Sultani in 
Late Safavid Iran” (Ph.D. diss, University of Toronto, 2011).

6 Very little is known about educational institutions and the career tracks of jurists in cen-
tral Asia and the Mughal Empire in that period.
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the Timurid ruler Shahrukh (d. 1447) appointed a shaykh al-Isla  m forإل
his domains. This office, which was held by the members of two fam-
ilies, the descendants of Burha n al-Dı naالn al-Marghıال  nالand Saʿd al-Dı الnı
al-Taftazanıال, was intended to oversee all the juridical activity through-
out the Timurid lands.7 Interestingly enough, the appointment of the first 
Timurid shaykh al-Islaإلm parallels similar developments in the Ottoman 
lands. Roughly around this time, the Ottoman sultan Murâd II appointed 
Mollâ S emseddîn Fenârî (d. 1431) to the newly created office of the chief 
muftıال of the Ottoman lands, the s eyḫülislâm.8

A century later, around 1514, the itinerant jurist and chronicler Fazl 
Allah b. Ru  n (d. 1519) wrote a treatise in which he advised the newzbaha
Özbek khan on how to conduct the affairs of his state. In the chapter on 
the administration of the religious and judicial offices, the jurist advises 
the kha :mإلn to appoint a chief jurisprudential authority, a shaykh al-Isla

When the sultan [pa dıإل shaال h] charges the shaykh al-Islaإل -m with the task of preإل
serving the religious sciences, and grants him the letter of authority, then he [the 
shaykh al-Isla m] should investigate the affairs of the jurists [ʿulamaإل  ʾ] of theإل
[his] dominion. He must keep [the sultan] informed of their level of knowledge 
and intelligence, their way of teaching, their power of independent reasoning 
[ijtiha d], the ability to issue legal opinions and teach [quvvet-e iftaإل ʾ ve-tedrıإل  s-eال
ı shaال n].9إل

The shaykh al-Islaإلm, in other words, was to preside over what Ibn 
Ruzbahan envisioned as the khan’s learned hierarchy and to operate 
on his behalf to guarantee that the hierarchy functions properly. In this 
capacity, Ibn Ru n maintains, the khazbaha n and the shaykh al-Isla  m haveإل
authority to inspect and examine the competence and knowledge of their 
appointed jurists. Furthermore, Ibn Ru zbaha  n envisioned a mosaic of
officially appointed muftı :ships, each covering a well-defined territoryال

Whenever a muftıال is appointed, he is allowed to receive a salary from the treasury 
[bayt al-ma  l]. If he is appointed [to this office], he must not charge any fee [for hisإل
services]. . . . If within the distance of a qas �r [roughly 48 miles] a post of a learned 
muftı  in a town, for الis vacant, it is an obligation [of the sultan] to appoint a muftı ال
otherwise all inhabitants of that place will be sinful.10

7 Beatrice Forbes Manz, Power, Politics and Religion in Timurid Iran (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2007), 213; Shiro Ando, “The Shaykh al-Islaإلm as a Timurid 
Office: A Preliminary Study,” Islamic Studies 33, nos. 2–3 (1994): 253–55.

8 Richard C. Repp, The Müfti of Istanbul: A Study in the Development of the Ottoman 
Learned Hierarchy (London: Ithaca Press, 1986), 73–124.

9 Fazl Allah b. Ruzbaha rak (Tehran: Intishak al-Mulun, Sulu .96 ,(1984 ,الrazmıt-i Khva
10 Ibid., 114–15.
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The administrative practice prescribed by Ibn Ru zbaha  n was apparently
implemented, perhaps even before his compilation of this work. By the 
mid-sixteenth century, there was a dynasty-appointed muftıال in Bukhara 
and probably in other major urban centers across the khanate.11 The 
Özbek appointment of muftıالs was quite similar – although, it seems, 
not identical – to that in the Mughal realms. There, too, the officially 
appointed muftıالs, though apparently there was no chief imperial muftı12.ال

Related to the rise of the officially appointed muftı  is, of course, the ال
growing importance of his legal opinions (fataإلwa  As we have seen in .(إل
the discussion of the Ottoman case, the rulings of the officially appointed 
muftıال were instrumental in regulating which opinions and doctrines 
within the H anafı -school of law members of the Ottoman learned hier ال
archy were to apply. This seems to be the reason for the appointment of 
muftıالs in other parts of the eastern Islamic lands as well. Some of these 
rulings were collected and circulated throughout the different polities, 
and in some cases, as with the Mughal seventeenth-century collection 
al-Fataإلwa al-ʿA إل lamgıمعلص .riyya, well beyond their boundariesال

Let me dwell on the example of al-Fataإلwaإل al-ʿA -riyya, the colالlamgıمعلص
lection of rulings that was compiled in Mughal India during the reign of 
Aurangzeb (r. 1658–1707, also known as ʿA﷽lamgı  .r) and named after himال
The collection still awaits thorough study, but it seems that the notion 
behind this project was to determine what legal opinions the jurists affili-
ated with the Mughal dynasty were to follow. As we have seen in Chapter 1, 
this was also the idea behind the appointment of muftıالs in the Ottoman 
Empire and the collecting of their rulings. If al-Fata lamgirıمعلصal-ʿA إلwaإل  yya isال
the Mughal equivalent of the collections of the Ottoman chief imperial 
muftıالs, then the dynastic sponsorship – which is clearly reflected in the 
title of the collection – possibly made this collection enforceable through-
out the empire’s legal system.13

11 One of these muftıالs was Muhammad b. H usa n al-Quhistaالm al-Dı nı  the author ,(d. 1554) ال
of Jaإلmiʿ al-Rumuz. Muhammad b. ʿAbd al-Rahman al-Ghazzı Dı ,ال  :m (Beirutإلn al-Islaإلwaال
Dar al-Kutub al-ʿIlmiyya, 1990), 4:35–36; ʿAbd al-Hayy b. Ahmad b. al-ʿImad, Shadhara  tإل
al-Dhahab fi Akhba r Man Dhahab (Beirut: Daإل .r al-Kutub al-ʿIlmiyya, 1980), 8:300

12 Rafat M. Bilgrami, Religious and Quasi-Religious Departments of the Mughal Period 
(1556–1707) (New Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal Publishers, 1984); M. L. Bhatia, 
Administrative History of Medieval India: A Study of Muslim Jurisprudence under 
Aurangzeb (New Delhi: Radha Publications, 1992).

13 Alan N. Guenther, “Hanafı Fiqh in Mughal India: The Fata ال mgıإلwá-i ʿAlaإل  in India’s ”,الrıال
Islamic Traditions, 711–1750, ed. Richard M. Eaton (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2003), 209–30. As Joseph Schacht has pointed out, the title also alludes to similar earlier 
projects, such as the fourteenth-century al-Fataإلwá al-Tata  niyya and others. Josephإلrkhaإل
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Aurangzeb requested that the jurists he summoned consult the jur-
isprudential texts he held in his imperial library. Although very little is 
known about the circulation of jurisprudential and other texts through-
out the eastern Islamic lands, it is worth dwelling on this request. In 
the Ottoman Empire, the sultan, and later the chief imperial muftı  ,ال
specified what texts constituted the imperial jurisprudential canon. It 
is quite possible that Aurangzeb’s request was intended to specify the 
texts comprising the distinctive Mughal imperial canon. To be sure, the 
different imperial canons shared many texts, but an interesting com-
ment from the mid-nineteenth century suggests that there were also 
substantial differences: in his account of the administration of law in 
colonial India, William H. Morley related that “many works according 
to the doctrines of Abu Hanifa have been written, and are received as 
authorities in the Turkish [Ottoman] empire. These I apprehend would 
be admissible if quoted in our Courts in India where the parties to a 
suit are of the Hanafi persuasion.”14 In other words, although juris-
prudential texts circulated throughout the eastern Islamic lands (and 
beyond), it appears that the different dynasties succeeded in creating 
identifiable imperial textual geographies within the H anafı  school of ال
law across the region.

The appointment of muftı -s by the state/dynasty, the rise in the imporال
tance of these muftı  s’ rulings, and the different textual geographiesال
within the Hanafı  school across the eastern Islamic lands suggest that ال
the Ottoman adoption and development of a specific branch within 
the Hanafıال school was not a unique case. If my interpretation of these 
examples is correct, it appears that in the post-Mongol period, rulers and 
dynasties across the eastern Islamic lands sought to regulate in an unprec-
edented manner the structure of the school of law and the doctrines that 
the school’s affiliated jurists were expected to follow. From the perspec-
tive of Islamic legal history, it appears, the post-Mongol period was the 
era of the state madhhab.

Schacht, “On the Title of the Fataإلwa al-ʿA إل  riyya,” in Iran and Islam: In Memoryالlamgıمعلص
of the Late Vladimir Minorsky, ed. C. E. Bosworth (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University 
Press, 1971), 475–78. Despite the Mughal sponsorship, al-Fataإلwá al-ʿA  yya wasالlamgirıمعلص
widely consulted in other parts of the H anafı  world, especially in the Ottoman Empire ال
(ibid., 475).

14 Willian H. Morley, The Administration of Justice in British India, Its Past History and 
Present State: Comprising an Account of the Laws Peculiar to India (London: William & 
Norgate, Stevens & Norton, Lepage & Co., 1858), 294.
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The Chinggisid Heritage

So far I have used the term “post-Mongol” quite freely to denote the 
chronological framework of my inquiry. The Mongol invasions of the 
thirteenth century, which culminated in the conquest of Baghdad in 1258 
and the execution of the ʿAbbasid caliph al-Mustaʿs �im, introduced new 
notions of sovereignty and law to the eastern Islamic lands. Of particu-
lar relevance is the image of Chinggis Khan as a world conqueror that 
enjoyed a divine mandate to rule and legislate. In this sense, the term 
“post-Mongol” is intended to draw attention to the ongoing dialogues – 
despite their different manifestations over time and space – that sultans, 
emperors, and dynasties held with their real and imagined Mongol past 
and Chinggisid heritage. More specifically, I am interested both in the 
ways different sovereigns throughout this period envisioned and inter-
preted Chinggis Khan’s political-legal legacy and in the relationship 
between this legacy and the pre-Mongol Islamic notions of law. I propose 
that the adoption and development of an official madhhab is one of the 
results of the dialogues the different dynasties held with their Chingissid 
heritage and particularly with the post-Mongol notion of dynastic law.

The fact that many of these dynasties perceived Chinggis Khan and the 
law that was associated with him as a historical and legal point of refer-
ence, even when they tried to shift the focus to other dynastic ancestors 
(as was the case with the Timurids, the Ottomans, and the Mughals),15 
suggests that we are not dealing with merely parallels and similarities, but 
rather with, to paraphrase Sanjay Subrahmanyam’s words, a  “connected 
legal history.”16 In what follows, I seek to reconstruct in fairly broad 
strokes some of the historical and discursive connections and dialogues 
that spanned the different polities of the eastern Islamic lands of the 
period.

15 Despite the importance of Timur in their worldview, the Timurids and the Mughals 
emphasized Timur’s and, by extension, their link to Chinggis Khan and his lineage. 
On the significance of Timur in Mughal India and central Asia, see Stephen F. Dale, 
The Garden of the Eight Paradises: Ba  ,bur and the Culture of Empire in Central Asiaإل
Afghanistan and India (1483–1530) (Leiden: Brill, 2004); Balabanlilar, Imperial 
Identity; Moin, Millennial Sovereign, 23–55; Ron Sela, The Legendary Biographies 
of Tamerlane: Islam and Heroic Apocrypha in Central Asia (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2011).On the importance of Chinggis Kha  n in central Asia, see Robert
D. McChesney, Central Asia: Foundations of Change (Princeton, NJ: Darwin Press, 
1996), 117–48.

16 Sanjay Subrahmanyam, “Connected Histories: Notes toward a Reconfiguration of Early 
Modern Eurasia,” Modern Asian Studies 31 (1997): 735–62.
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The Chinggisid universalist notion of sovereignty rested on the view 
that the divine dispensation to rule the world was given to Chinggis Khan 
and his descendants. Fittingly, Chinggis Kha  n was perceived as divine
legislator. Two concepts capture this notion of sovereignty: Chinggisid 
yasa and the Turkic töre (or törä). The definition of these concepts and 
the nature of the Mongol yasa have attracted a great deal of scholarly 
attention over the years and are beyond the scope of this study.17 Suffice 
it to say that the Chinggisid yasa was not, apparently, a fixed written legal 
code, but rather “an evolving body of individual decrees, regulations, and 
practices that had been instituted or sanctioned by Chinggis Khan . . . a 
kind of unwritten ‘constitution.’”18

These notions did not lose their appeal in the centuries following the 
demise of the Mongol empire, even though all the successor dynasties 
in the eastern Islamic lands considered themselves Islamic. This self-per-
ception is reflected in different attempts to draw on pre-Mongol Islamic 
ideals of sovereignty and kingship in combination with Chinggisid polit-
ical ideals. Yet despite – or, perhaps, because of – the tensions, the rulers 
of the successor states upheld key Mongol-Chinggisid ideals of law and 
sovereignty.

It is also worth pointing out that the rulers of the successor states, 
especially when they were not descendants of Chinggis Kha  n, modified
these ideals to varying degrees. For example, members of the ruling and 
scholarly elites in the Ottoman and the Timurid lands, two of the better-
studied polities among those that emerged in the centuries following the 
demise of the Mongol empire in the fourteenth century, were concerned 
with articulating their respective claims of sovereignty. Although the 
dynasts of both polities were not descendants of Chinggis Kha  n, scholars
and rulers in these lands maintained an ongoing dialogue with Chinggisid 
ideals of sovereignty and law. Writing in the early fifteenth century in the 

17 David Ayalon, “The Great Yasa of Chingiz Khan. A Reexamination (Part A–D),” Studia 
Islamica 33 (1971): 97–140; 34 (1971): 151–80; 36 (1972): 113–58; 38 (1973): 107–56; 
David Morgan, “The ‘Great “Yasa” of Chingiz Kha  ”,naten’ and Mongol Law in the Ilkha
Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies 49, no. 1 (1986): 163–76; David 
Morgan, “The ‘Great Yasa of Chinggis Khan’ Revisited,” in Mongols, Turks and Others, 
ed. R. Amitai and M. Biran (Leiden: Brill, 2005), 291–308; Caroline Humphrey and A. 
Hürelbaatar, “The Term Törü in Mongolian History,” in Imperial Statecraft: Political 
Forms and Techniques of Governance in Inner Asia, Sixth-Twentieth Centuries, ed. 
David Sneath (Bellingham: Center for East Asian Studies, Western Washington University, 
2006), 265–93.

18 Maria E. Subtelny, Timurids in Transition: Turko-Persian Politics and Acculturation in 
Medieval Iran (Leiden: Brill, 2007), 16–17.
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Ottoman lands, Tâcüʾddîn I brâhîm b. Ḫız�ır Ahmedî (d. 1413)19 dedicates 
several couplets to the Mongol legal heritage:

Concerning the justice (ʿadl) of the Mongol Sultans:
Hear now the explanation of what it was.
They did not mention the fact that
Chinggis Kha .n clearly oppressed the people
They [the Mongol rulers] oppressed them with the law [kânûnıla],
But they did not paint their hands with blood.
Lawful oppression and confiscation
Are amenable to the people as a form of justice.20

Ahmedî’s couplets may be read as an attempt to appropriate a Mongol 
discourse of sovereignty (law and justice) in order to praise the Ottoman 
sultans, “those of just nature . . . [who] were both Muslims and dispens-
ers of justice.” The term Ah medî uses for “law,” “kânûn,” was at times 
employed by Ottoman authors to refer to the Mongol yasa.21 However, 
in Ah medî’s eyes, it is the just Ottoman k ânûn that distinguished the 
Ottoman dynasts from its Mongol counterparts. In other contemporary 
sources, the promulgation of laws (yasa or k ânûn) is perceived as a sign 
of the sultan’s sovereignty. In a work commissioned by the Ottoman sul-
tan Meh met I’s vezir and presented to the sultan in 1414, the author, 
ʿAbdülvâsiʿ Çelebi, recounts the succession struggles, before Mehmet 
assumed power, between the future sultan and his brother Mûsâ. In his 
description of Meh met’s campaign in Thrace, ʿAbdülvâsiʿ Çelebi states 
that “everywhere he [Meh met] went, he made laws [yasag] for justice.”22 
The important point is that even though Ahmedî and ʿAbdülvâsiʿ Çelebi 
do not explicitly refer to a distinctive Ottoman yasa, they are employ-
ing the Mongol-Chinggisid discourse of sovereignty to assert Ottoman 
sovereignty.

The notion of dynastic law (framed in terms of yasa or töre) indeed 
was already circulating at that time across the eastern Islamic lands. To 
the east, in the Timurid domains, the descendants of Timur referred to the 

19 On Ah medî, see Kemal Silay, introduction to History of the Kings of the Ottoman 
Lineage and Their Holy Raids against the Infidels, by Tâcüʾddîn I brâhîm b. Ḫız�ır Ah medî 
(Cambridge, MA: Department of Near Eastern Languages and Literatures, 2004), 
xiii–xiv.

20 Ahmedî, History of the Kings, 1. For the Turkish, see ibid., 25.
21 Cornell H. Fleischer, Bureaucrat and Intellectual in the Ottoman Empire: The Historian 

Mustafa Âli (1541–1600) (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1986), 284.
22 Dimitris J. Kastritsis, The Sons of Beyazid: Empire Building and Representation in the 

Ottoman Civil War of 1402–1413 (Leiden: Brill, 2007), 224. On ʿAbdülvâsiʿ Çelebi and 
his work, see ibid., 217–20.
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“törä [or töre] of the Lord of the auspicious conjunction” (törä-i s aإلhib-
qiraإلnı  ,and to “the triumphant törä.” As Maria Subtelny has explained (ال
“[the törä] appears to have overlapped and complemented the Chinggisid 
yasa, as the formula ‘in accordance with the yasa of Chinggis Kha  n and
the törä of His Excellency, Lord of the auspicious conjunction,’ which 
was frequently cited by Timurid chroniclers, indicates.” Nevertheless, it 
appears that in some instances the Timurid töre differed from the Mongol 
yasa and referred to specific Timurid customs. But much like the Mongol 
yasa, the Timurid töre was an evolving corpus of regulations, customs, 
and practices that were introduced by Timur and observed by his descen-
dants and followers.23

Similarly, by the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, members of the 
Ottoman dynasty explicitly referred to their own törä. In a corre-
spondence between Meh met I and Timur’s son Shahrukh concerning 
Ottoman succession practices, which is preserved in Ferîdûn Bey’s (d. 
1583) Müns eâtü’l-Selât în, the issue of the Ottoman töre is raised:

[Shahrukh to Mehmet I:] “As required by the Ottoman law [töre], you have 
removed from contention all of your brothers. This type of activity between blood 
brothers is not in accordance with the Mongol [Ilkhanı ”.traditions [töre] [ال

[Meh met I to Shahrukh:] “Your advice with regard to brothers is well taken. 
However, from the very beginnings of the Ottoman state, our forefathers have 
used the hand of experience to solve their problems.”24

Although the authenticity of some of the documents in the collection has 
been questioned over the centuries, it clearly reflects the way in which 
some members of the scholarly elite in the sixteenth century, and prob-
ably even earlier, perceived the rise of the Ottoman dynastic law and 
the relationship between the Mongol yasa/töre and the töre of various 
local dynasties. Sha  hrukh presents himself as the defender of Chinggisid
(Ilkha  traditions, while emphasizing the contradiction between these (الnı
traditions and the Ottoman töre, thus implying a hierarchy between the 
Mongol yasa/töre and the Ottoman töre (and others). Mehmet I’s reply, 
on the other hand, suggests that by the fifteenth century, local dynastic 
traditions had gained currency at the expense of the more universalist 

23 Subtelny, Timurids in Transition, 16–17.
24 Ferîdûn Bey, Müns eâtü’l-Selâtîn ([Istanbul?], 1858), 1:143–44. The translation appears 

in Halil Inalcık, The Middle East and the Balkans under the Ottoman Empire: Essays on 
Economy and Society (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Turkish Studies and Turkish 
Ministry of Culture Joint Series, 1993), 57. On Ferîdûn Bey, see J. H. Mordtmann and V. 
L. Menage, “Ferîdûn Bey,” Encyclopedia of Islam, 2nd ed.
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Chinggisid approach. But regardless of the different approaches toward 
the Chinggisid tradition, the correspondence indicates that the latter still 
served as a point of reference in claims of legitimacy. Last, the exchange 
between the two post-Mongol rulers shows that dynasties not only artic-
ulated their notions of sovereignty in relation to their (real or imagined) 
Mongol past, they also negotiated and debated these ideals with their 
contemporaries, thus partaking in a shared discourse concerning sover-
eignty and law.25

In the sixteenth century, which witnessed the emergence of four major 
polities – the Ottomans, the Safavids, the Özbeks, and the Mughals – 
dynastic laws became the predominant norm. Thus each of the dynas-
ties followed political, legal, and administrative norms they could trace 
to a real or imagined ancestral origin (whether the early Ottoman sul-
tans, Chinggis Kha -n, or Timur). These legal principles became the cor
nerstone in each dynasty’s perception of itself vis-à-vis other dynasties. 
Furthermore, in the multiethnic and diverse landscapes of these empires, 
these political-legal traditions enabled the dynasts to instill a sense of 
imperial coherence and order.26

From the perspective of Islamic legal history, the rise of distinctive 
dynastic legal traditions provoked debates between members of the ruling 
elites and judicial circles across the eastern Islamic lands concerning the 
relationship between these dynastic traditions and Islamic law. Fifteenth- 
and sixteenth-century chronicles, legal treatises, and other sources attest 
to the tensions and difficulties the amalgamation of various legal, politi-
cal, and religious traditions entailed, or at least, was perceived to entail. 
As the authors of these chronicles and treatises observed, there were seri-
ous contradictions and tensions between the political-legal heritage of 
Chinggis Khan and certain pre-Mongol perceptions of Islamic law.

The perceived tensions between these discourses also necessitated the 
delineation of the boundaries of each of the legal corpuses. Since the 
Mongol invasions, different jurists would condemn the new rulers for 
not following the sharıالʿa. For example, the late fourteenth-century/early 
fifteenth-century jurist Ahmad b. Muh ammad b. ʿArabshah (d. 1450), 
one of the most adamant critics of Timur, accused the latter of trying 

25 The famous fifteenth-century Aqquynulu ruler Uzun H asan also issued his own 
yasaknaإلmes and k ânûnna  mes in his territories. See Stephen F. Dale, The Muslim Empiresإل
of the Ottomans, Safavids, and Mughals (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010), 
82–83.

26 Fleischer, Bureaucrat and Intellectual, 290.
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to “extinguish the Light of God and the Pure Faith [of Islam] with the 
law of Chinggis Kha  h, Timur’s adherencen.” According to Ibn ʿArabsha
to the yasa led Syrian jurists to consider him an infidel.27 On the other 
hand, Timur’s son Sha  ,hrukh, who is said to have been a devout Muslim
declared the abrogation of the Mongol yasa in 1441 and “reinstated 
the sharı  ʿa, and had wine from the taverns publicly poured onto theال
ground.”28 Some of Timur and Sha  hrukh’s descendants in Mughal India
also emphasized their commitment to the sharı  ʿa. In a quite well-knownال
passage in his memoir, the founder of the Mughal dynasty in India, Ba  bur
(d. 1530), explains:

Previously our ancestors had shown unusual respect for the Chinggisid code 
(torah). They did not violate this code sitting and rising at councils and courts, at 
feasts and dinners. [However] Chinggis Kha n’s code is not a nass qa tإل iʿ (categori-
cal text) that a person must follow. Whenever one leaves a good custom, it should 
be followed. If ancestors leave a bad custom, however, it is necessary to substitute 
a good one.29

Babur, then, acknowledges his ancestors’ adherence to the Chinggisid 
heritage, but at the same time he downplays its importance, for it is not, 
in his mind, a divinely ordained law, as opposed to Islamic law, which he 
held to be divinely revealed. Moreover, the last sentence may be read as 
an expression of Ba .bur’s urge to correct his ancestors’ misconduct

To the north, in the Özbek domains, contemporary chronicles record 
similar tensions between the Chinggisid yasa and the sharıالʿa. The early 
sixteenth-century jurist and chronicler Ibn Ruzbaha  n, whom we have
already met, mentions participating in a debate in Samarqand concern-
ing inheritance practices. Against the opinions of several leading jurists, 
the Özbek dynast Shayba or Shı) الnı baال Kha (الnı  ,n ruled for a solution that
in Ibn Ru  n’s and possibly other jurists’ eyes, was “incompatiblezbaha
with the sharı  ,a,” for it originated from the Chinggisid yasa.30 Likewise‘ال
sources from the Ottoman lands preserve this distinction between kânûn 
and sharı  had to الʿa: in the early sixteenth century, the chief imperial muftıال
insist on the implementation of both dynastic law (kânûn) and sharıالʿa.31 

27 Subtelny, Timurids in Transition, 18.
28 Manz, Power, Politics and Religion, 28. On the conversion of the Ilkhans to Islam and its 

ideological implications, see Anne F. Broadbridge, Kingship and Ideology in the Islamic 
and Mongol Worlds (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008), chap. 3.

29 Dale, Garden of the Eight Paradises, 171.
30 Ken’ichi Isogai, “Yasa and Sharıالʿah in Early 16th Century Central Asia,” L’heritage 

timourdie Iran-Asia central – Inde XVe-XVIIIe siècles 3–4 (1997): 91–103.
31 Zenbilli ʿAlî Cemâlî, Fetâvâ, Süleymaniye Library MS Fatih 2390, 75r.
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Furthermore, in the decades after the Ottoman conquest of the Arab 
lands in 1516–17, jurists from the empire’s Arab provinces accused their 
colleagues from the core lands of the empire of following the yasa (i.e., 
kânûn), implying that it was not compatible with the sharıالʿa.32

Most studies of these debates have focused on the tensions between the 
dynastic and Islamic law as two independent discourses. This study, on 
the other hand, suggests that the tensions between dynastic law and the 
pre-Mongol ideal of Islamic law (as jurists’ law) – and the debates these 
tensions produced – offer important clues to the circumstances in which 
the notion of the official state madhhab emerged. The official/dynastic 
school of law (or branch within the school) was the response that dynasts 
and state-affiliated jurists developed to cope with the challenges that 
the encounter between the Chinggisid and pre-Mongol Islamic (Sunnı  (ال
notions of law posed.

Situating the Post-Mongol Period in the Grand Narratives  
of Islamic Legal History

Despite its importance, the rise of the official madhhab across the eastern 
Islamic lands in the post-Mongol period has not received sufficient atten-
tion in the grand narratives of Islamic legal history. In part, this relative 
disregard may be attributed to the emphasis most grand narratives of 
Islamic legal history tend to place on the so-called formative period of 
Islamic law and on the legal reforms of the nineteenth century. According 
to this accepted view, nineteenth-century states increasingly codified 
Islamic law as part of a wider set of modernizing reforms. As a result, 
these grand narratives argue, the fluidity and diversity that characterized 

32 Michael Winter, “Ottoman Qadis in Damascus in the 16th–18th Centuries,” in Law, 
Custom, and Statute in the Muslim World: Studies in Honor of Aharon Layish, ed. Ron 
Shaham (Leiden: Brill, 2007), 89–90; Reem Meshal, “Antagonistic Sharı  ʿas and theال
Construction of Orthodoxy in Sixteenth-Century Ottoman Cairo,” Journal of Islamic 
Studies 21, no. 2 (2010): 182–212. On the other hand, it appears that dynasts attempted 
to tap into the Islamic Sunnıال discourse of legal authority. In his report of the debate 
between the Özbek kha  n accuses the former of exertingzbahan and the jurists, Ibn Ru
his own discretion (performing ijtiha  ,d), although he was not entitled to do so (Isogaiإل
“Yasa and Sharı  ʿah”). This is an interesting comment, for it suggests that some juristsال
used the legal discourse of authority that was central to the organization and regulation 
of the school of law (namely, independent discretion to interpret revelation, ijtiha  d, andإل
following/imitation of more knowledgeable authorities, taqlıالd) to limit the authority of 
the khan to derive new laws. Interestingly enough, several decades later, in Mughal India, 
the emperor Akbar also employed Islamic authoritative discourse and claimed the right 
to derive new laws on the basis of ijtiha .d (Moin, Millennial Sovereign, 139–40)إل
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the premodern sharıالʿa from its earliest centuries diminished. In addition 
to the codification of law, the state’s appointment of jurists and especially 
of muftıالs is perceived as part of this modernization of Islamic law by 
the state, which modeled its legal ideals and institutions after “Western” 
notions of law. In the colonial context, namely, that of the Indian subcon-
tinent, it is the colonial administrators who are considered the main con-
tributors to the decline in the fluidity and diversity of the “pre-modern 
sharı  ʿa.”33 In short, these narrative take the intervention of the state inال
regulating the content of the law as one of their most important organiz-
ing principles.

I fully agree that the intervention of the state is critical for the peri-
odization of Islamic legal history. Nevertheless, as I have tried to show in 
this book, the developments of the post-Mongol period raise questions 
about some central elements of the aforementioned narratives. As I have 
suggested, the rise of the official madhhab, along with the development of 
legal hierarchies and the different dynastic states’ appointment of muftı  ,sال
reflects a growing interest on the part of the post-Mongol dynasties to 
intervene in regulating the structure of the school (or, more precisely, 
the branch within the school) they adopted and developed. Moreover, it 
appears that in some cases, as in the Ottoman Empire, sultans and dynas-
ties were quite successful in obtaining this goal.

This is not to say that there were no major developments in the nine-
teenth century that justify treating it as a separate period in Islamic legal 
history. But one has to acknowledge that the intensive intervention of the 
state in regulating the school of law and, by extension, Islamic law ante-
dates the nineteenth century. As far as the nature of the school of law and 
the right sovereigns assumed to regulate it are concerned, the narrative 
I am offering is one of much greater continuity between (1) the pre- and 
the post-nineteenth-century periods and (2) Islamic and non-Islamic gov-
ernmental practices. To illustrate this continuity, suffice it to consider the 
following decree, which was issued in Egypt in 1865:

It has been brought to our attention that some John Does issues fatwas related to 
sharı -ʿa cases dealt with in the shariʿa courts, in the awqaf ministry and particuال
larly in the Supreme Council of Adjudication. It also transpires that the parties 

33 For example: Muhammad Qasim Zaman, The Ulama in Contemporary Islam: Custodian 
of Change (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2002), chap. 1; Wael B. Hallaq, 
Sharıالʿah: Theory, Practice, Transformations (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2009); Chibli Mallat, Introduction to Middle Eastern Law (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2009).
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who obtain such fatwas believe them to be valid and see them as an authoritative 
source that would enable them to achieve their goal – ignorant and unaware of 
the fact that these fatwas have neither value nor significance whatsoever. . . . This 
phenomenon causes grave problems and great dispute between the parties, and 
these John Does assume the honorable position of muftis for their own personal 
profit.34

Rudolph Peters and, more recently, Liat Kozma have offered different 
interpretations of this decree.35 While the former has interpreted the 
decree as the state’s attempt to ban those jurists whose knowledge of 
sharı  ʿa was deficient, the latter has read it as the (modernizing) Egyptianال
state’s attempt to “monopolize and systemize.” Moreover, according to 
Kozma, “it was the notion of regularization itself with which the central 
authorities were concerned.”36 The importance both accounts place on 
regulation is correct. I find, however, Kozma’s “regulation for the sake 
of regulation” argument somewhat lacking. If my interpretation of the 
post-Mongol legal reality in the eastern Islamic lands (of which Egypt 
was part, following its incorporation into the Ottoman Empire in the 
sixteenth century) is correct, it seems that much like their Istanbul-based 
contemporary and earlier colleagues, the jurists (as well as other actors) 
who were affiliated with the Egyptian state wanted to regulate the con-
tent of a particular sharıالʿa, or, more accurately, of a particular school 
of law, which was to be applied within the confines of the state’s offi-
cial legal system. Put differently, the “modernizing” Egyptian state was 
employing administrative logic and practices that had been in place by 
that time for centuries.

Similar continuities are discernable in the colonial context of the 
Indian subcontinent in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century. 
This is not to downplay the significance of the changes and innovations 
the British colonial authorities did introduce to the administration of law 
in the subcontinent. It is to suggest, however, that the British colonial 
authorities tapped into and made use of Mughal notions of sovereignty 
and law. The Mughal state regulated the doctrines of the H anafı  school ال
and specified (in fact, codified) which were to be followed. This continu-
ity is reflected, for example, in the emphasis the British administrators 

34 Cited in Liat Kozma, Policing Egyptian Women: Sex, Law, and Medicine in Khedival 
Egypt (Syracuse, NY: Syracuse University Press, 2011), 12.

35 Rudolph Peters, “Muh ammad al-ʿAbbası al-Mahdı ال  Grand Mufti of Egypt, and ,(d. 1897) ال
His al-Fatawá al-Mahdı  yya,” Islamic Law and Society 1 (1994): 66–82; Kozma, Policingال
Egyptian Women, 11–12.

36 Kozma, Policing Egyptian Women, 12.
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in early colonial India placed on specific jurisprudential texts that were 
considered particularly authoritative under the Mughals.37

To conclude, the dominant grand narratives of the history of Islamic 
law in the eastern Islamic lands and their periodization seem to overlook 
some of the developments I have discussed here. My intention has been 
to offer a different analytical framework that would call into question a 
set of dichotomies that serve to organize many of these grand narratives 
of Islamic legal history: state or dynastic law/jurist law, modern/premod-
ern, and Western/non-Western. Moreover, the account offered here of the 
emergence of the concept of the state madhhab in the post-Mongol period 
may modify our understanding of the legal reforms of the nineteenth cen-
tury. This is not to say that post-Mongol legal notions and practices were 
not invested with new meanings, further developed, or contextualized in 
new genealogies (such as the West or modernity). In fact, the suggested 
framework, and particularly its emphasis on continuity, offers an oppor-
tunity to examine how different categories and genealogies – Western and 
non-Western, modern and premodern – intersect and overlap in the same 
administrative or legal practice.

37 Robert Travers, Ideology and Empire in Eighteenth-Century India: The British Bengal 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 124–25.
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In addition to reconstructing the genealogy of the imperial learned hier-
archy, the tabaqa  t works compiled by members of the imperial learnedإل
hierarchy classified the authorities of the H anafıال school. The classifica-
tion of the authorities of the different Sunnıال jurisprudential schools has 
a long history that predates the Ottoman period, but it appears that 
in the Ottoman context Kemâlpasazâde’s treatise on the authorities of 
the school played a particularly prominent role, as many later authors 
responded to this treatise by offering their own taxonomies.1

It is not fully clear why, when, and in what capacity Kemâlpas azâde 
compiled his treatise on the hierarchy of the authorities of the school. 
Nevertheless, his appointment as the chief imperial jurisconsult and 
the fact that during his lifetime he was considered a prominent jurist 
contributed to its immense popularity, which is reflected in the numer-
ous copies of the treatise located in many libraries and in the attention 
it attracted from Kemâlpasazâde’s contemporaries and successors – 
as well as modern scholars. Although in many ways the authors who 
responded to Kemâlpasazâde’s treatise with their own versions follow 

Appendix A

The Classification of the Authorities  
of the Hanafı School  ربكا

1 In addition to his t abaqa -t work, Kınalızâde wrote two treatises that deal with the hierarإل
chy of the authorities of the Hanafı  school. Although they diverge in certain points from ال

Kemâlpas azâde’s treatise, they bear clear similarities to it. Kınalızâde ʿAlî Çelebi, Risaإلla 
fı masa ال ʾil tإل abaqaإلt al-Hanafiyya, Süleymaniye Library MS Reisülküttab 1221, 52v–54r; 
H. Yunus Apaydın, “Kınalı-zadeʾnin, Hanefi Mezhebini Olus turan Görüs lerin Toplandıg ı 
Ederlerin Gruplandırılmasına Dair bir Risalesi,” in Kınalı-zade Ali Efendi (1510–1572), 
ed. Ahmed Hulusi Köker (Kayseri: Erciyes Üniversitesi Matbbası, 1999), 96–100; 
Menderes Gürkan, “Müctehidlerin Tasnifinde Kemalpasazade ile Kınalızade arasında bir 
Mukayese,” in ibid., 83–95.
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Kemâlpasazâde’s classification, they occasionally diverge from it. What 
follows is an attempt to summarize the major similarities and differences 
between the taxonomies.

Kemâlpasazâde’s classification of the authorities of the school consists 
of seven ranks, with the jurists’ authority to exercise independent reason-
ing (ijtihaإلd) decreasing as their rank decreases. In this sense, the general 
narrative is one of decline or, alternatively, of the consolidation of the 
school’s authority. The first rank, the rank of those allowed to employ 
the utmost degree of independent reasoning in order to reach a ruling 
(mujtahidıالn fı al-sharʿ), includes the eponymous founders of the Sunnı ال  ال
legal schools (including the schools that did not survive). The jurists of 
this rank established the fundamental principles (us ul) and derived legal 
rulings (furuʿ) on the basis of the Qurʾan, the Sunna, consensus, and anal-
ogy (qiyaإلs).

The members of the second rank, such as Abu Yu suf and Muh ammad 
al-Shaybanı are already members of a school, the Hanafı ,ال  school in this ال
case. These jurists are considered mujtahids, but they have to follow the 
principles set by Abu  fa, despite their numerous disagreements withالHanı 
him. The jurists of the third rank, who lived from the ninth century to 
the twelfth, are also considered mujtahids, but they practice ijtihaإلd only 
in particular cases that were not addressed by Abu H  anıالfa. Like their 
predecessors in the second rank, they are committed to the principles set 
by the eponymous founder of the school.

From the fourth tabaqa onward, the jurists are no longer considered 
mujtahids. Because of their mastery of the principles defined by Abu  
Hanı  fa and their understanding of how rules were derived by membersال
of earlier tabaqaإلt, the jurists of the fourth rank are allowed to practice 
takhrı  d whereby the juristإلj, an activity that entails a limited form of ijtihaال
confronts the established opinions of the founder of the school and those 
of his companions to resolve juridical ambiguities and point out which 
opinion is preferable.

The last three t abaqat are those of the followers (muqallids) of the 
eponym. The muqallids of the fifth rank, who lived in the eleventh and 
twelfth centuries, are known as the people of tarjı hال  (as haإلb al-tarjı  ,(hال
which means that they are allowed to choose a preferable solution among 
the several solutions offered by their predecessors. Members of the sixth 
rank, who lived in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, are able to 
classify the extant opinions according to their soundness and authori-
tativeness. More importantly, since many of them compiled authorita-
tive legal manuals (al-mutu n al-muʿtabara min al-mutaʾakhkhirı  n), theyال
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weeded out less authoritative and weaker opinions. The last tabaqa, the 
seventh, includes the lowliest followers, including poorly trained jurists, 
who are incapable of “differentiating right from left.” Although not stated 
explicitly, it seems that Kemâlpâs âzâde assumes that he and his peers are 
members of the seventh tabaqa.2

As mentioned, Kemâlpas azâde’s successors wrote their own versions 
of the classification of the authorities of the school, which were based 
explicitly or implicitly on the former’s treatise. In the introduction to 
his genealogy of the H anafıال school, Kınalızâde explains that he includes 
a classification of the school’s authorities to assist the muftı -in his rul ال
ings, for the latter should follow the rulings of the school according 
to Kemâlpas azâde’s hierarchy of authorities.3 His treatise, Kınalızâde 
argues, can assist the perplexed muftı  in applying the soundest opinion ال
among the opinions at his disposal.4 Nevertheless, despite clear similari-
ties, Kınalızâde diverges from Kemâlpasazâde’s treatise in some points. 
For instance, he lists only six ranks of jurists instead of Kemâlpas azâde’s 
seven-rank typology.

Several decades later, in his introduction to his genealogy of the Hanafı  ال
school, Kefevî also provides his reader with his own classification of the 
authorities of the school. As in Kemâlpas azâde’s taxonomy, Abu Hanı  faال
is not included in the taxonomy of the H anafıال jurists and is in the same 
tabaqa with the eponymous founders of the other Sunnıال legal schools. 
The justification for this decision is that the eponyms do not follow the 
principles of other jurists, as the jurists who are affiliated with a school 
are required to do. The major difference between Kefevî’s taxonomy 
and that of his predecessors is that he divides the Hanafı  jurists into ال
five ranks, as opposed to the seven and six ranks that Kemâlpas azâde 
and Kınalızâde offered, respectively. The first rank, according to Kefevî, 
includes the jurists who were the direct disciples of Abu H  anıالfa, such as 
Abu suf, MuhYu  ammad al-Shaybanıال, Zufar, and others. They form the 

2 Ibn Kamal Pa Kemâlpas) sha azâde), Risaإلlat tabaqa t al-mujtahidıإل  n, New York Publicال
Library MS M&A 51891A, 195v–196v. Hallaq, Authority, 14–17. Hallaq also compares 
Kemâlpâs âzâde’s classification to classifications in the other Sunnı  ,.legal schools (ibid ال
1–23). Zouhair Ghazzal, The Grammar of Adjudication: The Economics of Judicial 
Decision Making in Fin-de-Siècle Ottoman Beirut and Damascus (Beirut: Institut français 
du Proche-Orient, 2007), 48–49.

3 Edirneli Meh met Kâmî cites this classification almost verbatim. Edirneli Mehmet Kâmî, 
Mahaإلmm al-fuqahaإلʾ fıال t abaqa  ,t al-Hanafiyya, Süleymaniye Library MS Asir Efendi 422إل
41v–43r.

4 Kınalızâde ʿAla Çelebı الn ʿAlıالʾ al-Dı Amr Alla ال dir al-Hh b. ʿAbd al-Qa umaydıال al-Ru mı  ال
al-H anafıال, T abaqaإلt al-H anafiyya (Amman: Da .98–93 ,(4–2003 ,الr Ibn al-Jawzı
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first tabaqa because of their competence to derive rulings on the basis 
of the principles set by Abu  fa. In addition, the jurists of this rankالHanı 
further elaborated the principles jurists should follow in their rulings. 
The second t abaqa consists of leading jurists of later centuries such as 
al-Khas�s �af, al-Tahawıال, al-Karkhı al-Hilwa ,ال and Qa ,الal-Sarakhsı ,الnı dı  .nkhaال
These jurists may employ their jurisprudential capacities, but only in 
cases where there is no explicit ruling by Abu H anıالfa. In the third rank 
are jurists, such as Muh ammad b. Abı  who are allowed to ,الBakr al-Razı ال
employ takhrıالj; that is, they were allowed, based on juristic competence, 
to explicate unclear issues, though they must follow the principles set by 
Abu fa. In the fourth rank are HالHanı  anafı  ,jurists who may determine ال
whenever there is a disagreement between Abu H anıالfa and his disciples, 
which opinion is preferable. The last rank includes jurists who are famil-
iar with the various categories concerning the soundness of an opinion 
within the H anafıال school.5 Although not stated explicitly, it seems that 
Kefevî considers himself and his contemporaries to be part of the fifth 
rank of jurists.

5 Mah mûd b. Süleymân Kefevî, Kataإلʾib aʿla ʾ madhhab al-Nuʿmaإلr min fuqahaإلm al-akhyaإل  nإل

al-mukhtaإلr, Süleymaniye Library MS Esʿad Efendi 548, 2r–2v.
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 1. Kefevî > al-Sayyid Muh ammad b. ʿAbd al-Qa dir> Nu  nالr al-Dı
al-Qaras �u ʾ ı Sina < ال sn Pa a Yusuf b. Khud ur Bey > Khudur Bey b. Jalal 
al-Dı n (Molla Yegân) > Shams al-Dın >Muhammad b. Armagaال  nال
Muhammad b. Hamza al-Fenarı  Muhammad b. Muhammad < ال
b. Mah mu bartıd al-Ba m al-DıQiwa < ال n Muhammad al-Kaال lı  < ال
al-Husayn b. ʿAlı H < الqıal-Saghna ال afiz� al-Dıالn Muh ammad b. Nas�r 
al-Bukha rı Muhammad b. ʿAbd al-Satta < ال  .b الʿAlı < الr al-Kardarı
Abıال Bakr al-Marghı naال Husa < الnı n ʿUmar b. ʿAbd al-ʿAzıالm al-Dı  .z bال
ʿUmar b. Maza > ʿAbd al-ʿAzıالz b. ʿUmar > Abu Bakr Muh ammad 
b. Ah mad b. Abıال Sahl al-Sarakhsı  z b. AhmadالʿAbd al-ʿAzı < ال
al-H ilwanıال > al-Husayn b. ʿAlı Muh < الal-Nasafı ال ammad b. al-Fadl 
al-Bukha rı ʿAbd Alla < ال h b. Muh ammad al-Subadhmunı  Abu < ال
Hafs � al-Saghı ʿAbd Alla r Abuال h > Abu Hafs  � al-Kabıالr al-Bukharı  < ال
Muhammad [al-Shayba Hanı Abu < [الnı .faال

 2. Kefevî > Muhammad b. ʿAbd al-Wahhab > Ahmad b. Sulayma  .n b
Kamal Pa s a > Mus�lih al-Dı n al-Qastال ala Khud < الnı ur Bey b. Jala  l
al-Dı n (Molla Yegân) > Shams al-Dın> Muhammad b. Armagaال  nال
Muhammad b. Hamza al-Fenarı  Muhammad b. Muhammad < ال
b. Mah mud al-Ba bartı Qiwa < ال lın Muhammad al-Kaالm al-Dı  < (?) ال
al-Husayn b. ʿAlı H < الqıal-Saghna ال afiz� al-Dıالn Muh ammad b. Nas�r 
al-Bukha rı Muhammad b. ʿAbd al-Satta < ال  .b الʿAlı < الr al-Kardarı
Abıال Bakr al-Marghı naال Husa < الnı n ʿUmar b. ʿAbd al-ʿAzıالm al-Dı  .z bال

Appendix B

Kefevî’s Chains of Transmission*

* Mah mûd b. Süleymân Kefevî, Kataإل’ib a‛la madhhab al-Nu‛ma ’إلr min fuqahaإلm al-akhyaإل  nإل
al-mukhta .r, Süleymaniye Library MS Esad Efendi 548, 41vإل
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ʿUmar b. Maza > ʿAbd al-ʿAzıالz b. ʿUmar > Abu Bakr Muh ammad 
b. Ah mad b. Abıال Sahl al-Sarakhsı  z b. AhmadالʿAbd al-ʿAzı < ال
al-Hilwa al-Husayn b. ʿAlı < الnı Muh < الal-Nasafı ال ammad b. al-Fadl 
al-Bukharı ʿAbd Alla < ال h b. Muh ammad al-Subadhmunı  Abu < ال
Hafs � al-Saghı ʿAbd Alla r Abuال h > Abu Hafs  � al-Kabıالr al-Bukharı  < ال
Muhammad [al-Shayba Hanı Abu < [الnı .faال

 3. Kefevî > ʿAbd al-Rahma saمعلصh b. ʿIn > Saʿd Alla b. Amı   < nr Khaال
Muhammad b. Hasan al-Samsu  Hasan b. ʿAbd al-Samad < الnı
al-Samsu Ilya < الnı b. H s b. Yahya amza al-Rumıال > Muhammad b. 
Muhammad b. Mahmud al-Hafiz�ıال al-Bukharıال Khawaja Muhammad 
Pa H < rsa afiz� al-Haqq wa-l-Dı T n Abuال ahir Muhammad b. 
Muhammad b. al-H asan al-T ahirıال > Sadr al-Sharı ʿa ʿUbayd Alla ال  h
b. Masʿud b. Taj al-Sharıال ʿa Mahmu d b. Ah mad > Taj al-Sharıال ʿa 
Mah mud b. Ahmad b. ʿUbayd Allah > Shams al-Dı  .n Ahmad bال
Jamal al-Dı n ʿUbayd Allaال h b. Ibra m al-Mahbuالhı  hʿUbayd Alla < الbı
b. Ibra l al-Dım b. ʿAbd al-Malik Jamaالhı  n al-Mahbuni (also knownال
as Abu H  anıالfa) > ʿImad al-Dı n ʿUmar b. Bakr b. Muhال ammad 
al-Zaranjarıال > Bakr b. Muh ammad al-Zaranjarı  .z bالʿAbd al-ʿAzı < ال
Ah mad al-Hilwa al-Nasafı الʿAlı Abu < الnı Muh < ال ammad b. al-Fadl 
> Abu al-Harth ʿAbd Alla  nıh al-Subadhmu H Abu < ال afs� al-S aghıالr 
> Abu Hafs� al-Kabı  r > Muhammad [al-Shaybaال Hanı Abu < [الnı .faال
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 Appendix C

Mink ârîzâde’s and al-Ramlı s Bibliographies’ال

General Comments

The bibliographies are organized in alphabetical order. I have not been 
able to identify all the works that appear in the muftıالs’ bibliographies. At 
times, there are several works with the same titles. The bibliographies are 
based on Minkârîzâde’s fatawa collection (MS Hekimoglu 421) and on 
al-Ramlıال’s published collection. Some of the identifications are based on 
the electronic catalogue of the Süleymaniye Library. In addition, when pos-
sible, I have included reference to one (or more) of the following works:

GAL – Carl Brockelmann, •	 Geschichte der Arabischen Litteratur. 
Leiden: Brill, 1937–42.
IQ – Ibn Qut•	 lu Qa ,bugha j al-taraإلsim, Ta  man sannafa min الjim fıإل
al-Hanafiyya. Damascus: Dar al-Maʾmu .th, 1992n lil-Tura
KZ – Kâtip Çelebi, •	 Kashf al-z �unu n ʿan asa  .nal-kutub wa-al-funu الmıإل
Istanbul: Milli Eg itim Basımevi, 1971.
Maha•	 mm – Edirneli Muh ammed Kâmî, Mahaإلmm al-fuqaha ʾ fı إل t ال abaqaإلt 
al-Hanafiyya. Süleymaniye Library MS Asir Efendi 422.
Qurashı•	 dir b. MuhʿAbd al-Qa – ال ammad al-Qurashıال, al-Jawa  hirإل
al-mudiyya fı t ال abaqaإلt al-Hanafiyya, 2 vols. Cairo: Dar Ihyaʾ al-Kutub 
al-ʿArabiyyah, 1978.
Muh•	 ibbı Muh – ال ammad Amıالn ibn Fadl Allah al-Muh ibbı sإلKhula ,ال at 
al-athar fıال aʿyaإلn al-qarn al-haإلdı  r al-Kutubʿashar, 4 vols. Beirut: Da ال
al-ʿIlmiyyah, 2006.
Ghazzı•	 Najm al-Dı – ال n Muhammad b. Muhال ammad al-Ghazzı  ,ال
al-Kawa kib saإل ʾ إل ira bi-aʿyaإلn al-miʾa al ʿaإلshira, 3 vols. Beirut: Ja  miʿat
Bayrut al-Amı .rikiyya, 1945–58ال
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Mink ârîzâde’s Bibliography

 1. Adab al-awsiyaإل ʾ  fıال furu ʿ by ʿAlî b. Muh  ammad al-Jamalı  .(d. 1524) ال
[KZ, 1: 45]. There is another work with the same title by Ghiya  th
al-Dı n Abuال Muh  ammad Ghanim b. Muh ammad al-Baghdadıال (d. 
1620) [GAL S. II: 502].

 2. Adab al-qa dıإل by Ahmad b. ʿUmar al-Khas ال �s�af (d. 874–875).
 3. Ah kaإلm al-awqa f wa-l-sإل adaqaإلt by Ah mad b. ʿUmar al-Khas �s �af (d. 

874–875).
 4. Ah kaإلm al-sigha al-Fath الn Abıالr by Majd al-Dıإل  Muh ammad b. 

Mah mud al-Asrushnı .[KZ, 1: 19] (d. ca. 1232) ال
 5. Ah kaإلm fı al-fiqh al-H ال anafıال by Ahmad b. Muh ammad b. ʿUmar 

al-Nat ifı al-Hanafı ال .[KZ, 1: 22] (d. 1054) ال
 6. Al-Shifaإلʾ(?).
 7. ʿAlı Ibn Gha) الal-Maqdisı ال .nim) (d. 1596) – unknown work
 8. Anfaʿ al-wasa tah إلʾil ilaإل rı ʾil by Najm al-Dıإلr al-masaال  .m bالhın Ibraال

ʿAlı b. Ahmad al-Hanafı ال al-Tarsu ال .[KZ, 1: 183] (d. 1357) الsı
 9. Al-Ashba ʾir by Zayn al-Dıإلh wa’l-naz�aإل n Ibraال  .m Ibn Nujaym (dالhı

1563) [KZ, 1: 98–99].
 10. Badaإلʾiʿ al-sana tartı الʾiʿ fıإل ʾiʿ by ʿAlaإلb al-sharaال n Abıالʾ al-Dı   .Bakr b ال

Masʿu sad al-Ka nı .(d. 1191) ال
 11. Al-Bah r al-raإلʾiq by Zayn al-Dıالn Ibra  m Ibn Nujaym (d. 1563). Aالhı

commentary on Kanz al-daqa ʾ  iq. [KZ, 2: 1515].
 12. Al-Bidaإلya (Bida fı إلyat al-mubtadaإل b. Abı الʿ) by ʿAlıal-furu ال  Bakr ال

al-Marghıالna  An abridged summary (mukhtasar) (d. 1196 or 7) الnı
of Mukhtasar al-Qudurı and al-Ja ال miʿ al-sإل aghıالr [IQ, 148; KZ, 1: 
227–28].

 13. Al-D amaإلnaإلt al-Fud ayliyya by Fudayl Çelebi b. ʿAlıال b. Ah mad 
al-Jamalı zaالZenbillı ال  de (Fuzayl Çelebi b. ʿAlî b. Ahmed el-Cemâlî
Zenbillîzâde) (d. 1583) [KZ, 2: 1087].

 14. Dama t Ghaإلnaإل Majmaʿ Dama) (الdıal-Baghda) nimإل  t) by Abuإلnaإل
Muhammad b. Gha nim Baghda .(d. 1620) الdı

 15. Ebû’s-Suʿ ûd Efendi – most likely one the fata  collection of إلwaإل
Ebû’s-Suʿûd Efendi (d. 1574) [KZ, 2: 1220].

 16. Fakhr al-Dıالn al-Ra .unspecified work – (d. 1210) الzı
 17. Fataإلwaإل Abı al-Layth al-Samarqandı ال by Nas ال �r b. Muh ammad 

al-Hanafı Abu ال .[KZ, 2: 1220] (d. 985) الal-Layth al-Samarqandı 
 18. Al-Fataإلwa al-ʿAttabiyya by Zayn al-Dı إل n Ahال mad b. Muhammad b.  

ʿUmar al-ʿAttabı rıal-Bukha ال Nas Abu) ال �r) (d. 1190) [GAL S. I: 643; 
KZ, 2: 1226].
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 19. Al-Fataإلwa n Muhالfiz al-Dıziyya by Haإلal-Bazza إل ammad b. 
Muhammad al-Kardarıال (d. 1433) [KZ, 1: 242].

 20. Fataإلwa nıإلal-Burha إل Dhakhı) ال waإلrat al-Fataال al-Dhakhı/إل  raال
al-Burha niyya) by Burhaإل n al-Dı n Mahmuال d b. Ah mad b. ʿUmar 
b. ʿAbd al-ʿAzıالz b. ʿUmar b. Ma rıza al-Bukha  This is an .(d. 1219) ال
abridged version of his al-Muh ı t al-Burhaال .[KZ, 1: 823] .الnı

 21. Al-Fataإلwa ʿidiyya by Muhإلal-Qa إل ammad b. ʿAlı b. Abı ال  simal-Qa ال
al-Khujandıال (d.?) [KZ, 2: 1228].

 22. Al-Fataإلwa al-S إل ayrafiyya by Majd al-Dı suf al-Sn Esʿad b. Yuال ayrafıال 
(d.?) [KZ, 2: 1225–26].

 23. Al-Fataإلwa jiyya by Siraإلal-Sira إل j al-Dı  الq al-Hindın ʿUmar b. Ishaال
al-Ghaznawıال (d. 1372) [KZ, 2: 1224].

 24. Al-Fataإلwa al-s إل ughraإل by H usam al-Dı n ʿUmar b. ʿAbd al-ʿAzıال  zال
al-Bukha rı al-S ال adr al-Shahıالd (d. 1141) [KZ, 2: 1224–25].

 25. Al-Fataإلwa rkhaإلtaإلal-Ta إل niyya by ʿA﷽lim b. ʿAlaإل al-Hanafı الʾ al-Dihlawı  ال
(d. 1384 or 1385) [KZ, 1: 268].

 26. Al-Fataإلwa d b. Abıالlijiyya by ʿAbd al-Rashıإلal-Walwa إل Hanı ال  faال
al-Walwalijıال (d. ca. 1145) [KZ, 2: 1230–31].

 27. Al-Fataإلwa al-Z إل ahıالriyya ʿala madhhab al-sa إل dat al-Hإل anafiyya by 
Muhammad b. Ah mad b. ʿUmar al-Hanafı r al-DıالZahı ال rın al-Bukhaال  ال
(d. 1222) [KZ, 2: 1226].

 28. Fataإلwa hın IbraالIbn Nujaym by Zayn al-Dı إل  .m Ibn Nujaym (dال
1563) [KZ, 2: 1223].

 29. Fataإلwa n al-GhazzıالKhayr al-Dı إل  probably not the] (الal-Ramlı) ال
extant collection] (d. 1671).

 30. Fataإلwa dıإلQa إل n by Fakhr al-Dıإلkhaال n Hasan b. Mansال �ur b. Mah mud 
al-U﷽zjandıال (d. 1195) [KZ, 2: 1227–28].

 31. Fataإلwa al-Hida الrıإلQa إل j al-Dıya by Siraإل n ʿUmar b. ʿAlıال  الnıal-Kina ال
Qarıال al-Hida .ya (d. 1422) [KZ, 2: 1227]

 32. Fath  al-qadıالr by Muh ammad b. ʿAbd al-Wa hid b. al-Huma  m. A
commentary on the Hida .ya (d. 1459 or 1460)إل

 33. Fayd  al-Karakıال by Ibrahı n b. Muhm b. ʿAbd al-Rahmaال ammad b. 
Ismaʿ ı .[KZ, 2: 1304–5] (d. 1516) الl b. al-Karakıال

 34. Fetâvâ-i Çivizâde by Muh yiddîn Muhammed b. Ilyâs el-Mentes evî 
Çivizâde (d. 1547).

 35. Al-Fusu l al-ʿIma diyya (Fusuإل l al-ihka m li-usuإل l al-ahka m) by Jamaإل  l
al-Dı n ʿAbd al-Rahıال d al-Dım b. ʿImaال al-Marghı الn b. ʿAlıال nınaال  .d) ال
1253) [KZ, 2: 1270–71].

 36. Fusu dalaإلal-Muʿa الl fı t by Muhإل ammad b. Mah mud b. al-H usayn 
al-Ustrushanı .[KZ, 2: 1266] (d. 1234) ال
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 37. Gha n wa naإلyat al-bayaإل m al-Dın by Qiwaإلdirat al-aqraإل  rالn Amıال
Katib b. Amı -This work is a commen .(d. 1356) الnır ʿUmar al-Itqaال
tary on al-Marghıالna s Hida’الnı .yaإل

 38. Ghurar al-ahka m and Durar al-hإل ukka m fıإل Sharh ال  Ghurar 
al-ah kaإلm, both by Muhammad b. Feramerz b. ʿAlı  Molla Hüsrev ال
(d. 1480) [KZ, 2: 1199–1200].

 39. Haإلshiya Saʿdiyya [possibly Saʿdî Çelebi’s gloss on the tafsı  r ofال
al-Bayd awıال].

 40. Haإلshiyat al-Qudu .(?) الrı
 41. Haإلwı by al-Tarah ال idıال (?).
 42. Haإلwı r b. Mahn Mukhtaالal-munya by al- Najm al-Dı ال mud 

al-Ghazmı hidıal-Za الnıال al-Hanafı ال .(d. 1259) ال
 43. Al-H aإلwıال al-Qudsı by Jama ال n Ahالl al-Dı mad b. Muhammad b. Saʿ ıالd 

al-Hanafı al-Ghaznawı ال .[KZ, 1: 627] (d. 1196) ال
 44. Al-Haإلwıال fıال al-fataإلwaإل by Muhammad b. Ibrahıالm al-Hanafı  .d) ال

1106).
 45. Al-Hidaإلya by ʿAlı b. Abı ال nınaالBakr al-Marghı ال  d. 1196 or) ال

1197) [KZ, 2: 2031–40].
 46. Al-Ikhtiya r by Abuإل al-Fadl Majd al-Dı  n ʿAbd Allaال h b. Mah mud 

(b. Mawdu d) al-Maws �ilıال (d. 1284). A commentary on al-Mukhtaإلr 
fıال furuʿ al-Hanafiyya [KZ, 2: 1622].

 47. Al-ʿIna sharh الya fıإل  al-Hidaإلya by Akmal al-Dıالn Muhammad b. 
Mah mud al-Ba A commentary on al-Marghı .(d. 1384) الbartı nınaال  s’ال
Hida .yaإل

 48. Al-Isʿaإلf [Al-Isʿaإلf fıال ahka f] by Burhaإلm al-awqaإل n Ibraالn al-Dı hı  .m bال
Mu rablusıh al-Tab. ʿAbd Alla sa .[KZ, 1: 85] .(d. 1516) ال

 49. Al-Ja miʿ by Ahmad b. ‘Ubayd Allaإل h b. Ibra m al-Mahbuالhı  Sadr الbı
al-Sharıال ʿa (d. 1232) [KZ, 1: 563–64].

 50. Al-Jaإلmiʿ al-fataإلwaإل by Kırk Emre al-Hamıالdıال (d. 1475) [KZ, 1: 565–66].
 51. Jaإلmiʿ al-fusulayn by Badr al-Dıالn Mah mud b. Qa d ıال Sima  .wna (d

1416?) [KZ, 1: 566–67].
 52. Jaإلmiʿ al-rumu n Muhالz by Shams al-Dı ammad b. H usam al-Dı  nال

al-Quhista .yaإلA commentary on al-Nuqa .(d. 1554) الnı
 53. Al-Ja miʿ al-sإل aghıالr by Muhammad b. H asan b. Farkad al-Hanafı  ال

al-Shaybanı .[KZ, 1: 561–62] (d. 804) ال
 54. Jawa waإلhir al-fataإل  dالn Muhammad b. ʿAbd al-Rashıالby Rukn al-Dı إل

al-Kirmanı .[KZ, 1: 615] (d. 1169) ال
 55. Al-Jawhara al-na Sharh Mukhtas الfı (raالor al-munı) ʾiraإل ar al-Qudurı  ال

by Abu Bakr b. ʿAlı  -This is an abridged ver .(d. 1397) الdıal-Hadda ال
sion of his al-Sira .j. [KZ, 2: 1631]إلj wa’l-wahhaإل
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 56. Al-Kaإلfı furu الfı ال kim al-Shahıʿ al-Hanafiyya by al-Ha  d Muhammadال
b. Muh ammad al-Hanafı .[KZ, 2: 1387] (d. 945) ال

 57. Kanz al-daqaإلʾiq by ʿAbd Allah b. Ah mad al-Nasafı  ,KZ] (d. 1310) ال
2: 1515–17].

 58. Kashf al-asra b. Muh الal-Husayn ʿAlı r by Abuإل ammad al-Pazdawı  ال
(d. 1089) [GAL S. I: 637; KZ, 1: 112].

 59. Khizaإلnat al-akmal fıال al-furuʿ by Abu Yaʿqu suf b. ʿAlıb Yu  .b ال
Muhammad al-Jurja al-H الnı anafıال. The author started working on 
this text in 1128. [KZ, 1: 702].

 60. Khizaإلnat al-fata by T إلwaإل ahir b. Ahmad al-Bukharı al-Sarakhsı ال  ال
(d. 1147). There is another work with the same title by ʿAlıال b. 
Muhammad b. Abıال Bakr al-H anafı .[KZ, 1: 702–3] .(d. 1128) ال

 61. Khizaإلnat al-fiqh by Abu al-Layth al-Samarqandı  ,KZ] (d. 983) ال
1: 703].

 62. Khizaإلnat al-muftıالyı n fıال al-furu ال  ʿ by al-Husayn b. Muhammad
al-Samıالqa al-Hanafı الnı .[GAL S. II: 204; KZ, 1: 703 (d. 1339) ال

 63. Khizaإلnat al-riwa t – might be the work by Jakan al-Hanafıإلyaإل  of ال
Gujarat (d.?) [KZ, 1: 702].

 64. Khulaإلs at al-Fataإلwa r Tby Iftikha إل ahir b. Ahmad b. ʿAbd al-Rashıالd 
Tahir al-Bukha .[KZ, 1: 718] (d. 1147) الrı

 65. Al-Kirmanı possibly Qiwa ,ال n Abuالm al-Dı Masʿu  hıd b. Ibra  mال
al-Kirmanı  the author of a commentary on Kanz ,(d. 1348) ال
al-daqaإلʾiq. [KZ, 2: 1516].

 66. Kitaإلb al-Mabsu t by Muh ammad b. Ahmad al-Sarakhsı  .d) ال
1090) [KZ, 2: 1580].

 67. Kitaإلb al-Mabsu t by Muh ammad b. Husayn b. Muh ammad 
b. al-H asan al-Bukharı also known as Bakr Khohar Za ,ال  .de (d
1090) [IQ, 213; KZ, 2: 1580].

 68. Kitaإلb al-Waإلqiʿaإلt min al-fataإلwaإل by H usam al-Dıالn ʿUmar b. ʿAbd 
al-ʿAzıالz al-Bukha al-S الrı adr al-Shahı .d (d. 1141) [KZ, 2: 1998]ال

 69. Lawaإلzim al-qudaإلt by Dakhıال Efendi (Lawaإلzim al-qudaإلt wa’l-
hukkaإلm fı is ال la h umuإل r al-ana m) by Musإل �tafa b. Muhammad b. 
Yardim b. Saruhan al-Siruzıال al-Dı  .b. Muhammed b Mus�tafa) الkhıال
Yardim b. Saruhan es-Sirozî ed-Dikhî) (d. 1679).

 70. Al-Mahallı l al-Dıpossibly Jala – ال n Muhال ammad b. Ahmad 
al-Mah allıال’s (d. 1459) commentary on Jamʿ al-jawamiʿ fı usu ال -l al
fiqh by Taj al-Dıالn ʿAbd al-Wahha b. al-Subkı الb b. ʿAlı  .(d. 1369) ال
Al-Subkı s work is a mukhtas�ar on us�u’ال  l. Although both the author
and the commentator were Shafiʿı -it seems their works were pop ,ال
ular among H anafıالs. [KZ, 1: 595].
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 71. Majmaʿ al-bah rayn wa-multaqaإل al-nahrayn by Muz�affar al-Dıالn 
Ah mad b. ʿAlı al-Baghda ال  :KZ, 2] (d. 1293) الtıʿaIbn al-Sa الdı
1599–1601].

 72. Majmaʿ al-fata waإل by Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Abı إل Bakr al-Hanafı ال  ال
(d.?). A collection of fata issued by various jurists, from al-S إلwaإل adr 
al-Shahıالd to ʿAlı lıal-Jama ال .[KZ, 2: 1603] .ال

 73. Majmaʿ al-nawa .(?) zilإل
 74. Miʿra Sharh الya fıإلj al-diraإل  al-Hidaإلya by Muh ammad b. Muh ammad 

Kakı .[KZ, 2: 2035] .(d. 1348 or 9) ال
 75. Minah al-ghaffa n Muhالr by Shams al-Dıإل ammad al-Timurta  .d) الshı

1595) [KZ, 1: 501].
 76. Al-Muh ı t (al-Burhaال n Mahالn al-Dıby Burha (الnıإل mu b. al-S الd b. ʿAlı adr 

al-Shahıالd (d. 1174). [KZ, 2: 1619–20].
 77. Al-Muh ı t al-Radال awıال fı by Rad الfiqh al-Hanafı ال ı n Muhالal-Dı ال ammad 

b. Muh ammad al-Sarakhsıال (d. 1149) [KZ, 2: 1620].
 78. Al-Muh ı  .by Shmas al-Aʾimma Muhammad b الt by al-Sarakhsıال

Ah mad b. Abı .[KZ, 2: 1620] (d. 1046) الSahl al-Sarakhsı ال
 79. Mukhtasar al-Qudu rı al-H by Abu ال usayn Ahmad b. Muh ammad 

al-Qudurı .(d. 1037) الdıal-Baghda ال
 80. Mukhtasar al-Tahaإلwıال by Abu Jaʿfar Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Salama 

al-Hajrıال al-Tahawıال (d. 933) [GAL S. I: 293; KZ, 2: 1627–28].
 81. Al-Muntaqa by Ibra إل hı m b. ʿAlıال b. Ah ال mad b. Yu suf b. Ibra hı  mال

Abu Ish  a q, also known as Ibn ʿAbd al-H aqq al-Wa sit ı  .d) ال
1343) [IQ, 11–12]. There is another work entitled al-Muntaqa  إل
fı furu ال ʿ al-H anafiyya by al-H a kim al-Shahı  :d (d. 945). [KZ, 2ال
1851–52].

 82. Munyat al-muftı d AhالSaʿ ı الsuf b. Abıby Yu ال mad al-Sijista  .d) الnı
1240) [GAL S. I, 653; KZ, 2: 1887].

 83. Munyat al-mus alli wa-ghunyat al-mubtadıال by Sadıالd al-Dıالn 
al-Kashgharı .[KZ, 2: 1886–87] (d. 1305) ال

 84. Naإلfiʿ [al-Fiqh al-naإلfiʿ] by Nas�r al-Dı n Muhammad b. Yuال  suf Abu
al-Qasim (d. 1258) [IQ, 175–76; KZ, 2: 1921–22].

 85. Naqd al-fataإلwaإل by Muh ammad b. Hamza al-ʿAlaʾ ı Maha] (?.d) ال  ,mm
143r].

 86. Naqd al-masaإلʾil fıال jawa ʾil by Istanbullu ʿAlıإلb al-saإل  b. Muhammad ال
Rid aʾ ı .[KZ, 2: 1974] (d. 1629) (Rizâî) ال

 87. Nawa zil fıإل ʿ al-Hanafiyya by Nasfuru ال �r b. Muhammad 
al-H anafıال Abu al-Layth al-Samarqandıال (d. 985) [KZ, 2:  
1981].
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 88. Al-Nihaإلya fıال furu ʿ al-fiqh al-Hanafı by H ال usam al-Dı  n Husaynال
b. ʿAlıال al-S ighnaqıال (d. 1311). A commentary on al-Marghı nınaال  s’ال
Hida .ya

 89. Qunyat al-munya li-tatmıالm al-Ghunya by Najm al-Dıالn Mukhtar 
b. Mah mud al-Ghazmı al-Za الnıال hidı al-Hanafı ال  :KZ, 2] (d. 1259) ال
1357].

 90. Shams al-Dıالn al-Wafaʾ ı .(?)ال
 91. Sharh al-Jaإلmiʿ al-S aghı .(?)الshır by al-Timurtaال
 92. Sharh al-Mabsut (?).
 93. Sharh al-Majmaʿ by ʿAbd al-Latı  z Ibn Malakالf b. ʿAbd al-ʿAzıال

(Firisteog lu) (d. 1395). A commentary on Majmaʿ al-bah rayn. 
[KZ, 2: 1601; GAL, S. II: 315].

 94. Sharh al-Muh kıال (?).
 95. Sharh al-Sira jiyya by Ahmad b. Yahإل ya b. Muh ammad b. Saʿd 

al-Dı nızan al-Taftaال .[GAL, S. II: 309] (d. 1510) ال
 96. Sharh al-Ziya n Hasan b. Mansالt by Fakhr al-Dıإلdaإل �u  dr b. Mahmu

al-U﷽zjandıال (d. 1195) [GAL S. I: 645].
 97. Sharh Mukhtas ar al-Qudurı by Najm al-Dı ال n Mukhtaال r b. Mah mud 

al-Zahidı .[KZ, 2: 1631] (d. 1259) ال
 98. Sharh Mukhtas ar al-T aإلhaإلwı by ʿAla ال ʾ al-Dı n b. Muhال ammad b. 

Ismaʿı l al-Hanafıال bıal-Isbija ال .[KZ, 2: 1627–28] (d. 1140) ال
 99. Shaykh al-Isla .(?) الm al-Arzsadı
 100. Tabyı n al-hال aqaإلʾiq fı Sharh Kanz al-daqa ال  nالʾiq by Fakhr al-Dıإل

ʿUthman b. ʿAlı al-Zaylaʿı ال  A commentary on .(d. 1342 or 1343) ال
Kanz al-daqaإلʾiq [KZ, 2: 1515].

 101. Tafsıالr al-Qurʾaإلn by Muhammad ibn Abıال Bakr al-Ra .(d. 1261) الzı
 102. Al-Tajrıالd fıال al-khila fiyyaإل  t by Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Ahmadإل

al-Baghdadı al-Qudu ال .[KZ, 1: 346] (d. 1036) الrı
 103. Al-Tajziya (?).
 104. Tarjı h al-bayaال naإل t by Ibn al-Ghaإل dınim al-Baghda  There .(d. 1620) ال

is another work with the same title by Muhammad b. Mus  tafaإل
al-Va .[KZ, 1: 398] .(d. 1591) الnı

 105. Tash ı h al-Quduال by Qa الrı bughasim Ibn Qutlu .(d. 1474) 
 106. Tatamat al-fataإلwa n al-Dıby Burha إل n Mahال mud b. Ahmad b. ʿAbd 

al-ʿAziz al-Hanafı .(d. 1219) ال
 107. Yatimat al-dahr fıال fata waإل al-ʿas إل r by ʿAla ʾ al-Dı n Muhال ammad 

al-H anafıال (d. 1247).
 108. Zekarîyâ Efendi – unspecified work by Ankarali Zekeriyâ 

Efendi.
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 12. ʿAlı al-Sughdı ال al-fata الpossibly Nutaf fı ,(d. 1068) ال waإل  :KZ, 2] إل

1925].
 13. Anfaʿ al-wasa tah إلʾil ilaإل rı ʾil by Najm al-Dıإلr al-masaال  .m bالhın Ibraال
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1563).
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 16. Badaʾiʿ al-s�ana ʾiʿ fı tartı ال ʾiʿ by ʿAlab al-sharaال n Abıالʾ al-Dı  .Bakr b ال

Masʿu sad al-Ka nı .(d. 1191) ال
 17. Al-Bah r al-raإلʾiq by Zayn al-Dıالn Ibra  m Ibn Nujaym (d. 1563). Aالhı

commentary on Kanz al-daqa .ʾiq. [KZ, 2: 1515]إل
 18. Dawʾ al-siraإلj, Sharh al-fara ʾid – unknown author [Mahaإل  ,mm

106v].
 19. Al-D iya ʾ al-maʿnaإل wiyya ʿalaإل  al-Muqaddima al-Ghaznawiyya by إل

Abu al-Baqa ʾ Muhammad b. Ah mad b. al-D iya  .d) الʾ al-Qurashı
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 20. Ebu’s-Suʿud Efendî [probably his Fetâvâ] (d. 1574).
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b. ʿUmar al-ʿAtta al-Bukha الbı Abu) الrı  .Nas�r) (d. 1190) [GAL S 
I: 643].
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 22. Al-Fataإلwa n Muhالfiz al-Dıziyya by Haإلal-Bazza إل ammad b. 
Muhammad al-Kardarıال (d. 1433) [KZ, 1: 242].

 23. Fataإلwa Dhakhı) الnıإلal-Burha إل warat al-Fataال -ra al-Burالal-Dhakhı/
haniyya) by Burha n al-Dı n Mahmuال d b. Ah mad b. ʿUmar b. ʿAbd 
al-ʿAzıالz b. ʿUmar b. Ma rıza al-Bukha  This is an abridged .(d. 1219) ال
version of his al-Muhı .[KZ, 1: 823] .الnıt al-Burhaال

 24. Fataإلwa al-Hijja al-ka إل .fira? [KZ, 2: 1222]إل
 25. Al-Fataإلwa by H إلal-kubra إل usam al-Dı n ʿUmar b. ʿAbd al-ʿAzıال  zال

al-Bukha rı al-S ال adr al-Shahıالd (d. 1141) [KZ, 2: 1228–29].
 26. Fataإلwa n b. ʿUmar b. Muhالby Najm al-Dı الal-Nasafı إل ammad 

al-Nasafıال [KZ, 2: 1230].
 27. Fataإلwa by Muh الal-Nawawı إل ammad Raʼfat ʿUthma  الn Nawawı

(Sha .[KZ, 2: 1230] (الfiʿı
 28. Fataإلwa lıإلal-Shurunbula إل by H ال asan al-Shurunbulalı  .d) ال
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 31. Al-Fataإلwa rkhaإلtaإلal-Ta إل niyya by ʿA﷽lim b. ʿAlaإل al-Hanafı الʾ al-Dihlawı  ال

(d. 1384 or 1385) [KZ, 1: 268].
 32. Al-Fataإلwa d b. Abıالlijiyya by ʿAbd al-Rashıإلal-Walwa إل Hanı ال  faال

al-Walwalijıال (d. ca. 1145) [KZ, 2: 1230–31].
 33. Al-Fataإلwa al-Z إل ahıالriyya ʿala madhhab al-sa إل dat al-Hإل anafiyya by 

Muhammad b. Ah mad b. ʿUmar al-Hanafı r al-DıالZahı ال rın al-Bukhaال  ال
(d. 1222) [KZ, 2: 1226].

 34. Fataإلwa  l (d. 1563) (also known asمعلصn ʿAbd al-Aالn al-DıالAmı إل
al-Fataإلwa .(niyyaالal-Amı إل

 35. Fataإلwa .Ibn Nujaym (d. 1563) [KZ, 2: 1223] إل
 36. Fataإلwa bughaIbn Qutlu إل .(d. 1480) إل
 37. Fataإلwa Muhammad al-Timurta إل .(d.1595) الshıإل
 38. Fataإلwa dıإلQa إل n by Fakhr al-Dıإلkhaال n Hasan b. Mansال �ur b. Mah mud 

al-U﷽zjandıال (d. 1195) [KZ, 2: 1227–28].
 39. Fataإلwa d al-DıالRashı إل n al-Wattaالd al-Dıالn by Rashıال  ,r (d. 1201) [KZ

2: 1223].
 40. Fataإلwa al-Ans إلZakariya إل aإلrıال (d. 1520) (Shafiʿı .(ال
 41. Al-Fawa  :id al-Zayniyya by Ibn Nujaym (d. 1563) [KZ, 2’إل

1296].
 42. Al-Fawaإلkih al-Badriyya fı al-aqdiyya al-h ال ukmiyya by Ibn al-

Ghars Muhammad al-Hanafı .[KZ, 2: 1293] (d. 1525) ال
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 43. Fayd  al-Karakıال by Ibrahı m b. ʿAbd al-Rahman b. Muhال ammad b. 
Ismaʿı l b. al-Karakıال .[KZ, 2: 1304–5] (d. 1516) ال

 44. Al-Fusu l al-ʿIma diyya (Fusuإل l al-ihka m li-usuإل l al-ahka m) by Jamaإل  l
al-Dı n ʿAbd al-Rahıال d al-Dım b. ʿImaال al-Marghı الn b. ʿAlıال nınaال  .d) ال
1253) [KZ, 2: 1270–71].

 45. Al-Ghaإلya by Ah mad b. Ibrahıالm al-Sarujı  :GAL, S. I] (d. 1310) ال
646/35].

 46. Ghurar al-ah kaإلm and Durar al-hukka sharh الm fıإل  Ghurar al-ahka  ,mإل
both by Muh ammad b. Feramerz b. ʿAlı al-H ال anafı  Molla Hüsrev ال
(d. 1480) [KZ, 2: 1199–1200].

 47. Haإلshiyat al-Pazdawı .(?) ال
 48. Haإلshiyat Ibn Qa .(?) simإل
 49. Hashiyat Sharh al-Wiqaإلya by Yaʿqub Pasa (d. 1486) [KZ, 2: 2022].
 50. Hawa al-Majmaʿ by Ibn Qut الshıإل lubugha .(d. 1474) 
 51. Haإلwı r b. Mahn Mukhtaالal-munya by al- Najm al-Dı ال mud 

al-Ghazmı hidıal-Za الnıال al-Hanafı ال .(d. 1259) ال
 52. Al-H aإلwıال al-Qudsıال by Jama l al-Dı n Ahال mad b. Muh ammad b. Saʿıالd 

al-H anafıال al-Ghaznawı .[KZ, 1: 627] (d. 1196) ال
 53. Hida ya by ʿAlıإل b. Abı ال naالBakr al-Marghı ال  ,KZ] (d. 1196 or 1197) الnı

2: 2031–40].
 54. Ibn al-Ghars – possibly al-Fawaإلkih al-Badriyya fıال al-ʿaqdiyya 

al-h ukmiyya by Ibn al-Ghars Muh ammad al-Hanafıال (d. 1525) [KZ, 
2: 1293].

 55. Al-Iهيلعd aإلh by al-Jurja  .s (d’الnıhir al-Jurjapossibly ʿAbd al-Qa – الnı
1078) Kita b al-Muqtas �id fıال Sharh  al-Iمعلصd ah (?).

 56. Al-Ikhtiya r by Abuإل al-Fadl Majd al-Dı  n ʿAbd Allaال h b. Mah mud 
(b. Mawdu d) al-Maws �ilıال (d. 1284). A commentary on al-Mukhtar 
fıال furuʿ al-Hanafiyya. [KZ, 2: 1622].

 57. Al-ʿIna Sharh al-Hida الya fıإل  .n Muhammad bالya by Akmal al-Dıإل
Mah mud al-Ba A commentary on al-Marghı .(d. 1384) الbartı nınaال  s’ال
Hida .ya

 58. Al-Isʿaإلf fı ah ال kaإلm al-awqaإلf by Burhan al-Dı n Ibraال sam b. Muالhı  .b 
ʿAbd Allah al-Tarablusı .[KZ, 1: 85] .(d. 1516) ال

 59. Is la dالh al-ıإل aإلh  by Shams al-Dıالn Ah mad Kemâlpâsâzâde (d. 
1533) [KZ, 1: 109].

 60. ʿIzz al-Dı .(?) mn ʿAbd al-Salaال
 61. Jala n al-Suyuالl al-Dı .unspecified work – (d. 1505) الtı
 62. Al-Ja miʿ al-asإل ghar by Muh ammad b. Walıالd al-Samarqandı  (?.d) ال

[KZ, 1: 535].
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 63. Jaإلmiʿ al-fata waإل  (d. 985) الal-Layth al-Samarqandı by Abu إل
[Maha .[mm, 74v

 64. Jaإلmiʿ al-Fus ulayn by Badr al-Dıالn Mah mu dd b. Qa ı  .wna (dSima ال
1416?) [KZ, 1: 566–67].

 65. Al-Ja r by Muhammad al-Shaybaالmiʿ al-kabıإل  :KZ, 1] (d. 804) الnı
567–70].

 66. Jawa waإلhir al-fataإل  dالn Muhammad b. ʿAbd al-Rashıالby Rukn al-Dı إل
al-Kirmanı .[KZ, 1: 615] (d. 1169) ال

 67. Al-Jawhara al-naإلʾira (or al-Munı Sharh Mukhtas الra) fıال ar al-Qudurı  ال
by Abu Bakr b. ‘Alı dıal-Hadda ال -This is an abridged ver .(d. 1397) ال
sion of his al-Sira .j. [KZ, 2: 1631]j wa’l-wahha

 68. Al-Kaإلfı furu الfı ال kim al-Shahıʿ al-Hanafiyya by al-Ha  d Muhammadال
b. Muh ammad al-Hanafı .[KZ, 2: 1387] (d. 945) ال

 69. Kanz al-daqaإلʾiq by ʿAbd Allah b. Ah mad al-Nasafı  ,KZ] (d. 1310) ال
2: 1515–17].

 70. Khizaإلnat al-akmal fıال al-furuʿ by Abu Yaʿqu suf b. ʿAlıb Yu  .b ال
Muhammad al-Jurja al-H الnı anafıال. The author started working on 
this text in 1128. [KZ, 1: 702].

 71. Khizaإلna b. Muh الby ʿAlı إلwaإلt al-fataإل ammad b. Abı Bakr al-Hanafı ال  ال
(d. 1128).

 72. Khizaإلnat al-fata by T إلwaإل ahir b. Ahmad al-Bukharı al-Sarakhsı ال  ال
(d. 1147). There is another work with the same title by ʿAlıال b. 
Muhammad b. Abıال Bakr al-H anafı .[KZ, 1: 702–3] .(d. 1128) ال

 73. Khizaإلnat al-fiqh by Abu al-Layth al-Samarqandı  ,KZ] (d. 985) ال
1: 703].

 74. Khulaإلs at al-fata by Iftikha إلwaإل hir b. Ahr Ta mad b. ʿAbd al-Rashıالd 
Tahir al-Bukha .[KZ, 1: 718] (d. 1147) الrı

 75. [Khulaإلs at] al-Nawaإلdir al-fiqhiyya by Abu  الal-Layth al-Samarqandı 
(d. 985) [Maha .[mm, 85r

 76. Al-Kina t by Fakhr al-Dıإلyaإل al-Zaylaʿı الn b. ʿAlın ʿUthmaال  d. 1342 or) ال
3) (?).

 77. Kitaإلb al-Wa t min al-fataإلqiʿaإل by H إلwaإل usam al-Dı  .n ʿUmar bال
ʿAbd al-ʿAzıالz al-Bukharı al-Sadr al-Shahı ال   :d (d. 1141) [KZ, 2ال
1998].

 78. Lisaإلn al-h ukka m fıإل maʿrifat al-ah ال ka Walı m by Abuإل hıd Ibraال  .m bال
Muhammad Ibn al-Shihna al-H alabıال (d. 1477) [KZ, 2: 1549].

 79. Al-Mabsu tt (al-Mabsu  fıال al-furu  ʿ) by Shams al-Aʾimma b. Bakr
Muhammad b. Abı  :KZ, 2] (d.1056) الSahl Ahmad al-Sarakhsı ال
1580].
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 80. Majmaʿ al-bah rayn wa-multaqaإل al-nahrayn by Muz�affar al-Dıالn 
Ah mad b. ʿAlı al-Baghda ال  :KZ, 2] (d. 1293) الtıʿaIbn al-Sa الdı
1599–1601].

 81. Majmaʿ al-fata waإل by Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Abı إل Bakr al-Hanafı ال  ال
(d.?). A collection of fata issued by various jurists, from al-S إلwaإل adr 
al-Shahıالd to ʿAlı lıal-Jama ال .[KZ, 2: 1603] .ال

 82. Majmuʿat Muʾayyadzade (al-Ama .[mm, 137rMaha] (الsı
 83. Minah al-Ghaffa .[KZ, 1: 501] (d. 1595) الshır by al-Timurtaإل
 84. Minhaإلj al-H anafiyya by ʿUmar b. Muhammad b. ʿUmar b. 

Muhammad b. Ahmad al-ʿUqaylı .[IQ, 169] (d. 1180) ال
 85. Muʿı n al-hال ukkaإلm by ʿAla ʾ al-Dı H الn Abıال asan ʿAlı  lالb. Khalı ال

al-T arabulusıال (d. 1440) [KZ, 2: 1745].
 86. Muʿı n al-hukkaال n (possibly Dervism by Ibn Aflatuإل  Muhammed 

Eflatûnzâde) (d. 1530) [Maha .[mm, 103r
 87. al-Muda t (Sharh al-Quduإلmaraإل rı  sufsuf b. ʿUmar b. Yuby Yu (ال

al-Sufı Maha] (d. 1428) (?) الal-Kamaruzı ال .[mm, 134v
 88. Muhammad b. Ahmad, Abu .[IQ, 305] (?) الJaʿfar al-Nasafı 
 89. Muhammad b. ʿAbd Alla Jaʿfar al-Hindu h Abu nıwa  .d) ال

972) – unspecified work.
 90. Muhammad b. ʿAbd al-Rahman b. Abı  Layla (d. 768) ال

[Maha .[mm, 43v
 91. Muhammad b. ʿUmar Shams al-Dıالn b. Sira j al-Dı nun al-Haال  .d) الtı

1601) – possibly his fata waإل collection. [Muhibbı إل .[77–76 :4 ,ال
 92. Muhammad b. Ahmad al-Ramlı probably Fata – (d. 1596) ال  wa

al-Ramlıال (Sha .(الfiʿı
 93. Al-Muh ı t (al-Burhaال by Burha (الnıإل n Mahالn al-Dı mu  b. al-Sadr الd b. ʿAlı

al-Shahıالd (d. 570/1174).
 94. Al-Mujtabaإل fı usu ال l al-fiqh by al-Za hidı  A commentary .(d. 1259) ال

on al-Qudurı .[KZ, 2: 1592] .ال
 95. Mukhtasar al-Qudu rı al-H by Abu ال usayn Ahmad b. Muh ammad 

al-Qudurı .[KZ, 2: 1631–34] (d. 1037) الdıal-Baghda ال
 96. Mukhtasar fı Bakr Muh ʿ al-Hanafiyya by Abufuru ال ammad b. 

ʿAbd Allah ibn al-H usayn al-Nasihı Maha] (d. 1091) ال .[mm, 137v
 97. Multaqa al-abh إل ur by Ibra m al-Halabıالhı  :KZ, 2] (d. 1549) ال

1814–16].
 98. Al-Multaqat by S adr al-Islam (Khoharzade) (d. late eleventh 

century) (?).
 99. Al-Muntaqa by Ibra إل m b. ʿAlī b. Ahالhı mad b. Yusuf b. Ibra m Abuالhı  

Ish aq, also known as Ibn ʿAbd al-H aqq al-Wa sitı  ,IQ] (d. 1343) ال
11–12].
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 100. Mushtamil al-ahka waإلal-fata الm fıإل  al-Hanafiyya by Fakhr إل
al-Dı Yah الmın al-Ruال ya b. . . . al-Hanafı   :KZ, 2] (d. 1459) ال
1692].

 101. Al-Nahr al-fa ʾiq (Sharhإل  Kanz al-daqa ʾiq) by ʿUmar b. Ibraإل hı  mال
Ibn Nujaym (d. 1596 or 1597). A commentary on Kanz 
al-daqa .ʾiqإل

 102. Nawa furu الzil fıإل ʿ al-H anafı yya by Nas�r b. Muhammad al-Hanafıال  ال
Abu al-Layth al-Samarqandı .[mm, 142v–143rMaha] (d. 985) ال

 103. Al-Nihaإلya fıال furu ʿ al-fiqh al-Hanafı by H ال usam al-Dı  n Husaynال
b. ʿAlıال al-S ighnaqıال (d. 1311). A commentary on al-Marghı nınaال  s’ال
Hida .yaإل

 104. Pazdawıال (d. 1089) – possibly Kashf al-asra al-H r by Abu usayn 
ʿAlı .[GAL S. I: 637] (d. 1089) الb. Muhammad al-Pazdawı ال

 105. Qunyat al-munya li-tatmıالm al-ghunya by Najm al-Dıالn Mukhta  r
b. Mah mud al-Ghazmı al-Za الnıال hidı al-Hanafı ال  :KZ, 2] (d. 1259) ال
1357].

 106. Rasaإلʾil Ibn Nujaym (d. 1563).
 107. Al-Saʿd al-Dayrı .unspecified work – (d. 1462) ال
 108. Shams al-Dı Sha) (d. 1569) الn Muhammad al-Shirbinıال fiʿı Ghazzı] (ال   ,ال

3: 79–80].
 109. Sharh al-Durar by Ibn Qut lu  A commentary on .(d. 1474) bugha

Molla Hüsrev’s Durar al-ah ka .m
 110. Sharh al-Kanz by ʿAlı nim al-Maqdisıb. Gha ال -A com .(d. 1574) ال

mentary on Kanz al-daqaإلʾiq. [KZ, 2: 1516].
 111. Sharh al-Majmaʿ by ʿAbd al-Latı  z Ibn Malakالf b. ʿAbd al-ʿAzıال

(Firisteog lu) (d. 1395). A commentary on Majmaʿ al-bah rayn. 
[KZ, 2: 1601; GAL, S. II: 315].

 112. Sharh al-Rawd by Shaykh al-Isla  .(d. 1520) الrıal-Ans�a yaالm Zakarı
A commentary on al-Nawawıال’s al-Rawd  (Sha fiʿı .(ال

 113. Sharh Manz �umat Ibn Wahbaإلn by ʿAbd al-Barr Ibn al-Shih na (d. 
1512) [KZ, 2: 1865–66].

 114. Sharh Mukhtas ar al-T aإلhaإلwı by ʿAla ال ʾ al-Dı n b. Muhال ammad b. 
Ismaʿı l al-Hanafıال bıal-Isbija ال .[KZ, 2: 1627–28] (d. 1140) ال

 115. Shiha n Ahالb al-Dı mad b. Muh ammad b. Ah mad b. Idrıالs al-H alabıال 
(d. 1627) [Muh ibbı .unspecified work – [337 :1 ,ال

 116. Al-Siraإلj al-wahha Bakr b. ʿAlı j by Abuإل b. Muh ال ammad al-Zabı  الdıال
al-Hanafı al-H ال addad (d. 1397). A commentary on Mukhtas�ar 
al-Qudu Maha] .الrı .[mm, 99v

 117. Tabyı n al-hال aqaإلʾiq fı Sharh Kanz al-daqa ال  nالʾiq by Fakhr al-Dıإل
ʿUthman b. ʿAlı al-Zaylaʿı ال .(d. 1342 or 1343) ال
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 118. Tahdhı l al-Dıt by Jamaإلqiʿaإلb al-waال n Ahmad b. ʿAlıال  .d) الnisıal-Qala ال
1304) [KZ, 1: 517].

 119. Al-Tajrıالd al-Burhanı  ʿ al-Hanafiyya – unknown authorfuru الfı ال
[Maha .[mm, 68v

 120. Tanwıالr al-abs aإلr wa-ja shır by al-Timurtaإلmiʿ al-bihaإل  ,KZ] (d. 1595) ال
1: 501].

 121. Taqiyy al-Dı n ʿAlıال b. ʿAbd al-Ka ال .unspecified work – الal-Subkı الfı
 122. Tash ı h al-Quduال by Qa الrı bughasim Ibn Qutlu .(d. 1474) 
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